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Toronto iF an Iroquoian word meaning "a place of meeting,"and the city provided
just that i March, 1983, when over 4100 TESOLers from forty-five countries
gathere4 there to participate in the Seventeenth Annual TESOL Convention.

This volume contains a selection of papers presented at the Convention. The
artizles were chosen for their relevance to a wide audience: for those who are new to
the profession, this collection provides an introduction to the major issues in the
teaching of English to speakers of other languages; for those who are already in the
field, it offers an update 4. n current concerns and for all of those who attended the
Convention, it scrves as ,t Imto.

The Convention ProA .,ok, with its details of the more than 800 sessions
which were offered during the six days, is a more complete and accurate record of the
event than any selection of papers could be. The sixty-nine pages of Daily Schedule
indicate clearly the variety of interests served by TESOL, the range of students
whom its members teach, the compelling questions to which they seek answers in
order to help them in that work, and the sources of information and support
available to individuals and groups within the profession. TESOL Toronto was
designed with this diversity in mind, but certain emphases were also included, all of
which are represented in this volume. First, there was a focus on the Canadian
experience of second language teaching and learning, which seemed particularly
appropriate since this was the first time that the TESOL Convention had been held
in Canada. Second, there were many presentations concerned with the application
of computer-assisted instruction to language teaching, included for the purpose of
sharing the results of recent experimentation in an area that is relatively new to
TESOL. And last, there was a deliberate and substantial attempt to highlight the
crucial importance of developing the socio-political awareness of TESOL members.

The volumes open with, and takes as its privot, the text of the plenary address
given by Frank Smith, "The Promise and Threat of Microcomputers for Language
Learners." Smith, who has made Canada his home since 1968, is personally and
professionally committed to harnessing computer technology but adamantly op-
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The Promise and Threat of
Microcomputers for
Language Learners
Frank Smith

We live in exciting times. The influence of microcomputers is growing rapidly
and inexorably in education, and I want to reflect upon the dramatic consequences
that could transpire for learners and for language. Computers are incredibly
powerful devices, capable, I think, of destroying both literacy and teachers if they are
not used intelligently. On the othLr hand, I also believe that miniaturized computer
technology has the potential of raising both language and education to levels beyond
our current capacity to understand.

Despite my title and initial usage, for the remainder of this discussion I shall
refer simply to computers rather than to microcomputers or micros. Although
popular in educational jargon, the term microcomputer is uawieldy and also
technically incorrect (the microcomputer is the tiny operating chip at the heart of the
device). My subject is the class of small computers known in the trade and
advertising brochures as home, personal, or desk-top, costing about $2000 or less,
and in particular with their wordprocessing functions.

These are weighty issues, and I shall build to them gradually. First I shall
consider learners and language, and then computers. This is the order that I think
everyone in language education should respect. I am not in the least interested in
manipulating either learners or language to fit the demands of computers. But l am
most interested in using computers in the service of learners and language.
Therefore, I do not propose to talk about computers until the very end of this
presertation. Instead I shall devote most of my time to considering once again the
nature of learning and of language. Children's learning is much more complex,
powerful and subtle than they are usually given credit for, especially in education,
and the consequences of failure to recognize the true nature of learning will become
enormously dangerous with the deployment of computers for instruction. And
language itself is much mute elaborate and intricate than is generally realized, which

Frank Smith taught at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education from 1967 80 and at the University
of Victoria from 1980-83. He is presently devoting full-time to independent research and writing.
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2 Microcomputers for Language Learners

again can lead to great hazards if computers are indiscriminately used for teaching
about language.

THE COMPLEXITY OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE

Both the amount and complexity of the spoken language learned by children
during the first few years of their lives are underestimated. Language learning is
belittled and distorted by the common assumption that it essentially involves the
development of vocabulary and grammar. There is much more to language learning
than vocabulary and grammar; if these are all you have then you are most unlikely to
understand or to be understood in any language. But even thc amount of vocabulary
and grammar learned by young language users is grossly underrated.

Vocabulary

Most people do not know the size of their own vocabulary. They know how tall
they are, and their shoe size, and even sometimes number upposed to be a measure
of their intaigence, but they are ignorant of something as fundamental as the size of
the pool of words upon which they can draw in support of every human transaction.
So I shall tell you how to make a very quick and reliable estimate of the size of your
vocabulary. Take the biggest dictionary you can findthe bigger the dictionary, the
bigger your vocabulary will beand randomly select a representative sample of 100
words on which to test yourself. The easiest way to select such a sample is to divide
the number of pages in the dictionary by 100 and to look at one word on each of the
resultant number of pages. If the dictionary has 800 pages, for example, 800 divided
by 100 equals 8, so you look at one word on page 8, another on pagc 16, on page 24,
and so on. The particular word you look at on each page doesn't matter provided
you do not know what it will be, so select a convenient one in advance, like the first
on the page (which many dictionaries also print in the top margin). As you look at
each of the 100 words, simply ask yourself if it is familiar. Don't worry about
whether you can give the dictionary definitionknowing the definition doesn't
prove that you can use or understand the word, and not knowing the definition
doesn't mean that you can't. Ask whether you would be likely to understand the
word if you met it in context, in a sentence that you read or heard, without having to
ask someone about it or to consult a dictionary. If the word is sufficiently
recognizable, credit yourself with knowing it. Count up the number of words that
you know out of the 100, and you can say that you know that percentage of words in
the dictionary. If the dictionary contains 120,000 words (most dictionaries tell you at
the beginning how many words they contain), and you recognize 75 of the 100
sample words, then you can assume you know aVout 75 per cent of the 120,000

,)rds in that dictionary, which equals a vocabulary of 90,000 words.
How many words does the average person know? Estimates vary widdy, partly

because ol the difficulty of defining exactly what constitutes a word. I have seen
estimates of 100,000, 150,000 and even 250,000 words for an average young adult's
vocabulary. The most conservative estimate I have ever seen, for high school kavers,
is 50,000. Consider just that one number for a moment-50,000 words, learned in
the first 18 yews or so of life. Do a little mental arithmetic. It works out to an average
of about 2700 words a year. How does anyone manage to acquire that kind of
vocabulary, at that rate?
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Mary Smith (1941) no gelation of mine asked that question of seven and
eight-year-old schoolchildren in California over forty years ago. I still cannot
understand why her results are not better known among language teachers. She
estimated the vocabulary size of a group of szven-year-olds, and also the vocabulary
of a group of eight-year-olds, using the technique I have just described. She
subtracted the first figure from the second and reasoned that the result represented
the number of words the seven-year-olds would be likely to learn during their eighth
year of life. She then divided that number by 365 and the result was-29. Those
children were adding an estimated 29 new words to their vocabularies every day of
their livesincluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. And Mary Smith made no
allowance for forgetting or inattendance. Presumably a child who spent all of one
day in bed had to learn 58 new words the next.

Many teacher: do not believe the result of Mary Smith's study. They say it is
impossible. They say that it takes an hour to teach a child a list of ten words, and they
are lucky if the child remembers five of them the next day and two by the end of the
week. When could children learn 29 new words a day? I suppose part of the answer
must be when they are not working on the word list.

Miller (1977) was also suspicious of such a result. He had exactly the same kind
of estimates made with a group of four-year-old children in an experimental school
in New York. And the conclusion of this study was that the four-year-olds were
adding words to their vocabulary at the rate of 20 a day. Miller calculated that they
had in fact been learning at the average rate of one word for every hour they had
been awake since birth. Who taught them?

Even these numbers minimize the amount of vocabulary learning that children
routinely achieve. There is an odd idea around that for a word to be learned, its
soundits name, if you likesuch as table or chair, has to be associated or
connected in some way with its meaning. But there are no meanings floatingaround
in the world, waiting to have the sounds of words attached to them. Words do not
have unique and discrete meanings, except in the conventional definitionsof concise
dictionaries and schoolbooks. Words instead have complex rules of application,
varying according to many iinguistic and situational factors. The most common
words of any language have a multipl;city of senses and even of grammatical
function. Check how much space is taken up in English dictionaries to define
everyday words like time, run, house, or empty. If you know 50,000 words then you
know 500,000 possible meanings of thosc words, or 5,000,000, or an intik ity. When
did you learn them all?

Grammar

I do not have the space to talk about grammar, except to say that the grammars
every child knows are far more complex than the children or the grammars are ever
given credit for. I am not talking about the traditional structural grammar taught in
classrooms, which causes so many otherwise competent language users so much
difficulty and which never helped anyone to say anything or to understand anything.
This is a post mortem grammar, useful only for the dissection of language lying
dead on a page. I am referring instead to the grammars that children need to use to
make sense of the language they hear around them, and to be understood
themselves. These are the grammars that linguists sometimes refer to as generative

ii
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and transformationalthe functional systems of dynamic interconnections between
language and thought in the human brain.

Even infants just beginning to talk employ such functional grammars becatbe
words are never put together randomly. The language we produce always follows
ruks of implicit internal grammars. even though these grammars themseises vary
among groups of individuals as part of the characteristic ways in which the groups
use language among themselves. To ix understood and to understand, we must
know and respect the grammars of t /v. peopk with whom we communicate. For this
reason I consistently refer to grammars ii the plural. A functioning language user
must master more than one grammar. Even if the grammars of individuals within a
group vary only slightly, both those variations and the appropriateness of their use
on particular occasions must be understood. A child who can understand the
language of a particular television character shares a knowledge of that character's

And these grammars are of a complexity that del-vs linguistic analysis. No
researcher has ever attempted to delineate anything like a full set of the language
rules that even a child of two commands. Intricate theories are required to describe
only small parts of a childli total functioning grammar, such as the negative or
interrogative. Linguists who attempt to hypothesize the systems underlying adult
language produce recondite arguments running to hundreds of pages, incompre-
hensiti'e to the lay person, containing diagrams of nodes and interconnections
rivalled in complexity only by anatomical illustrations of the neurological networks
of the brain itself. How could such grammars be taught to children? Most peopk do
not even suspect that they exist. When and how could they be learned?

Cohesion. Idiom and Register

The vocabulary and grammar employed by individual language users may be
more extensive and complex than is generally realized, but they would still be far
from adequate in themselves to constitute an effective functioning spoken language.
Mastery of at least three additional language systems is required, the systems of
cohesion, idiom and register.

Just as sentences are not composed of just one word alter another, randomly
organized, so extended utterances or texts are not just sequences of sentences
randomly juxtaposed. Grammar determines how words should be arranged in
sentences, but grammar ends at the sentence boundary. A different system organizes
sequences of sentences, a system that is called cohesion. Every sentence contains
cohesive markers that lock it into the sentences around it. To change the order of
sentences in meaningful discourse, the sentences themselves mast be changed. I can
say "the book is in the car. lii get it." but not "Ill get it. The book is in the car." I
would have to change the sentences themselves to something like "I'll get the book.
it's in the car " Halliday and Hasan (1976) say that cohesion is what puts the texture
into text. Their endeavor to outline the different kinds of linguistic device that lock
sentences together cohesively runs to over 330 pages. Such is the complexity of a
system that few people suspect exists, yet that all children learn with respect to the
groups whose language they sham.

Then there is idiom, the minefield of language learning as far as lam concerned.
My bookshelves are littered with the tombstones of tetich.youtself books for the
many languages I have attempted to learn in the past. In every volume I have worked

12
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my way diligently through the first eighteen chapters, memorizing all the vocabulary
items and achieving eight out of ten on every grammar test, until I was sure I had the
language beaten. And then I was hit by chapter nineteen, the chapterheaded Idiom,
and suddenly realized that I did not know the language at all. The actual examples of
language in use in that chapterthe extracts from novels, newspapers, correspon-
dence and conversationswere nothing like the fabricated examples of the first
eighteen chapters. By definition, idiom is the way the language is used. To know a
language you must know its idiom. But by definition also, idiom is what vocabulary
and grammar will not predict. And the scope of idiom is enormous, far more than
could ever be covered in chapter nineteen. The Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary of Current English lists 75,000 illustrative phrases and 11,000 idiomatic
expressions. The Oxford Dictionary of Idiomatic English contains 20,000 items.
Neither volume is truly current because idiom is the living edge of language and
constantly changing. How did you learn all of this in your childhood and youth?

Yet even with cohesion and idiom on top of vocabulary and grammar, you do
not qualify as a competent language user. Again as every child knows, although
linguists have only relatively recently begun to understand it, the language we speak
must vary from occasion to occasion according to register. And register depends
upon three critical factors, the topic under discussion (you do not discuss a death in
the family in the same way as a shortfall in the coffee fund or the staff picnic), whom

you are talki to (four-year-old children talk differently to six-year-olds and to two-
year-olds, to c., Iren and adults, strangers and friends, parents and teachers), and
the circumstanc in which you talk (you do not address your aunt in the same way
face to face, by mail or over the telephone).

And still I have not considered all of the language learning that children engage
in and largely master during the first few years of their lives. I could expatiate on how
much children learn of intonation, gesture, and other complicated but nonverbal
aspects of language. But I hope I have made my point. The amount of language
learning accomplished by children is enormous, and it is all done without formal
instruction, deliberate application, programs, drills, exercises, marks, tests, scores,
conscious feedback or diagnosis.

The Conventionality of Language

Every aspect of language that I have discussedevery one of those thousands
of words and idioms, hundreds of grammatical devices and all of the nuances of
registercould be different. They are all conventions, reached by historical accident
and tacit agreement. None of them is especially logical or necessary; in other
languages everything done in our language is done differently. What this says to me
is that learning a working knowledge of any language is an enormous intellectual
feat. The particular language that you speak is not a genetic gift, part of your
biological inheritance, nor could you have worked it out by logic or reason. Every bit
of language has to be learned.

Children do not learn to speak the language of their parents unless they are
brought up in the language community of their parents. A child brought up in a
Chinese speaking environment learns to speak Chinese. The same child raised in a
Swahili culture would learn Swahili. Surrounded by English speakers, the child
would learn English, and later in life find Chinese or Swahili difficult if not
impossible. There are over three thousand different nanuailanguages in the world,

13



6 Microcomputers for Language learners

and every child who is born is capable of learning any of them, and will ofcourse
learn the one that happens to be around. In fact, no one would suggest that the
languages ,Ae have in the world at this moment constitute a full set, t ha t there could
not be others. Languages were different hundreds of years ago, and will be different
hundreds of years from now. That means that every child who is born is capable of
learning languages which do not yet exist. The thooght makes me shiver.

I marvel even more at the thought that every 'oaby is capable of learning to
make sense of the culture, the society, into which he or she is born. I do not know
how many different cultures and societies there are in the world, or even how one
might categorize and count them, but there must be many thousands more than
there are languages. Their variety is enormous. Yet once again, children's rapid
understanding of the customs and relationships of the community of which they are
part is not born in them, it is not a biological predisposition. All children are capable
of making sense of the world in which they find themselvesat least until they get to
school. But the worlds we have today, in all their variety, are different from those of
former times and from those of the future. That means that children are born
capable of making sense of worlds that do not yet exist.

THE LEARNING BRAIN

How then is all of this learning about language and about the world
accomplished by children? Part of the answer must be that learning takes place
continuously. Learning is not the occasional, sporadic, almost reluctant activity it is
often taken to be in schools, requiring specially organized instructional sequences,
incentives, feedback, reinforcement, monitoring and testing. Rather learning must
be a constant condition of the brain, its natural occupation, as continual, effortless
and unconscious as breathing normally is for the lungs. Lungs are not organs which
occasionally, under appropriate circumstances, can be induced to breathe. By
definition, lungs breathe; lungs that are not breathing are something else, like dead
lungs. Children do not normally have to be taught to breathe. They are equipped
with a potent device that makes not breathing aversive, namely suffocation. That is
why we do not have to drill children in anti-suffocation skills in school. By definition
also, brains learn. Brains which are not learning are something else, anaesthetized
brains perhaps. Every child is equipped with a device as potent as suffocation that
makes not-learning aversive. That device is boredom. A condition of boredom
means only two things, either that we know something already or that we see no
point in learning something. In either case, boredom means that learning is not
occurring, and boredom is intolerable, especially for children.

Children may not learn what we think we teach them in the classroom, but we
may not be teaching what we think we teach in the classroom. We may be teaching
that learning is boring, painful, ritualistic and discriminatory, and that may be what
children are learning. The fact that children may be learning all the time is a time
bomb in every classroom. They may learn not from what we preach but from what
we practise. They may be learning what we really feel about reading, writing,
education and children.

How is children's first command of spoken language achieved? Not because
their parents instruct them in any explicit sense. Parents have neither the time nor the
expertise even to begin consciously to inform their children about the nature of their
own vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, idiom and so forth. Nor, for that matter, do

14
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teachers or linguists. Children learn about language by direct involvement in
language use. They join a language community as junior members- -"spontaneous
apprentices," as Miller (1977) aptly saysand learn because other peonle help thcm

use language and take it for granted that they will learn themselves. lc a child does
not understand what someone else says, the circumstances in v4 ..1 the speech

occurs is likely to indicate what it means"l'ass the salt, please"- learning can
take place. If circumstances do not expficate then an adult probably will. When a
child tries to say something, adults or peers help the child to say it properly. Not that

a great deal of spoken language can be learned from one's .1% in speechchildren just
do not say enough to learn by trial and error. What speaking does is admit children
to a community of spoken language users, where they can hear and learn vicariously
from people who talk thc way it is taken for granted they will learn to talk
themselves.

There is exquisite selectivity. Children first begin talking like their parents, then

like their peers, and later perhaps like their favorite entertainment or sporting
personalities. They do not learn to talk like everyone they hear speaking, even those
they may hear most. They learn the language of the groups to which they belong (or

want to belong), and resist the language of the groups that they reject or from which
they are rejected. They learn, I want to say, from the clubs to which they belong.

This pervasive and continual learning extends far beyond the structures and
conventions of language to mannerisms, dress, ornamentation and all other patterns
of behavior in general. It takes place in the absence of overt motivation or deliberate
intention (as we all know when we come away from a film or a book acting the part
of one of the characters). Engagement is the term I have used to characterize such
learning (Smith, 1981a). It is not learning that takes place as a consequence of
someone else doing something, but rather learning that occurs concurrently with the
original actprovided that we make it our act too. The other person's behavior is

our own learning trial. We learn when the other person does something on our
behalf, something we would like to do, which we take forgrantedif we think about
it at allthat we will be able to do. It is the kind of thing people like us do. We are

members of the club.
There are seven characteristics of these learning situations that warrant

attention. The learning is (I) meaningful, (2) unconscious, (3) effortless, (4)

incidental, (5) vicarious, (6) collaborative, and (7) free from risk. The learning is
meaningful because there is always an apparent purpose, the behavior is done for a

reason which the learner understands and can share. The learning is incidental (and
unconscious and effortless) because accomplishment of the purpose, not learning, is

the learner's objective. (I call this the "Can I have anotherdonut?" theory of language
learning. Every child learns to say "Can I have another donut?", not in order to learn

how to make such a statement but to get another donut. In the process of trying to

get the donut, the child incidentally learns how the request is uttered.) The learning
is vicarious and collaborative because someone else does what the learner learns, and
for the same reason it is free from risk. There are no tests and no grades.

Adults learn continually in the same waythough most of us have come to
regard learning as such an effortful process that we are inclined to overlook such
learning on our own part or to regard it as something different (perhaps as memory).
For example, with a little bit of mood setting we can all recapitulate the most interest-
ing contents and much of the layout of the last newspaper, magazine and novel that
we read, we can describe what we had for lunch yesterday and the day before, what
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our friends wore, and what we saw on television or at the movies. With scarcely more
than a glance we can recognize movies we last saw years ago. Indeed, the only thing
likely to interfere with our recollection of an event in which we are personally in-
volved is the deliberate decision beforehand to try to memorize what we are about to
experience.

If learning can be so effortless and continual, why does it frequently seem so
difficult? Four reasons can this time be enumerated, The first is that learning does
not take place if we do not understand what we are hoping to learn. What could there
be to learn? The second cause of learning failure is memory overload. The effort to
memorize destroys comprehension and thus makes learning difficult and pointless.
The third reason is absence of utility. We do not easily learn something for which we
see no purpose. And the fourth reason is expectation that learning will not take place
in any case. This I believe is the cause of so much adult difficulty in mastering
particular subjects (like statistics, foreign languages or reading music, for example)
despite enormous outlays of time and effort, and why it is tragic that so many
children are tested to prove that learning will be difficult for them. Learning occurs
only if we preccive ourselves as members of the appropriate club. If we exclude
ourselves or if exclusion is imposed upon us, then the brain simply shuts downas far
as the particular learning is concerned. This is not the kind of person we are, and
there is no possibility of vacarious engagement.

READING AND WRITING

Similar problems of mastering huge numbers of conventions confront children
learning to read and to write. Written language is not just speech written down; there
is a whole new range of registers to be learned in order to understand and produce
different kinds of text. Once again the task is grossly underestimated. Writing is
often seen simply as a matter of learning handwriting, spelling and punctuation.
Writing is much more than these, but the scope and scale of even these basics is
generally unsuspected by teachers and learners alike. Spelling, for example,
demands the memorization of every word we are ever likely to write (Smith, 1981).
The rules of spelling are numbered in the hundreds and still carry only a fifty percent
probability of being correct for any particular word. There are so many alternatives
and exceptions that we must confirm and memorize the correct spelling of every
word we hope to write with confidence in the future, even if it does happen to be
regular. When does anyone check the spelling of all the words that are routinely
spelled correctly, let alone commit them to memory?

Punctuation, capitalization and other rules of grammar are essentially circular
and meaningless to anyone who cannot already do what is supposed to be explained.
Children are instructed to begin sentences with a capital letter and to end them with a
period, but if they ask what a sentence is they will sooner or later be told that it is
something that begins with a capital letter and ends with a period. The statement that
a sentence is a complete thought is as inaccurate and empty as the assertion that a
word is a unit of meaning or that a paragraph is organized around a single topic.
How could anyone recognize a unit of meaning, a complete thought or a topic in
isolation? Linguists are unable to make any constructive use of such statements,
which are definitions, not rules of application. They are meaningless to anyone
without an implicit understanding of the conventions that determine what
constitutes a word, sentence or paragraph, conventions which differ from one
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languag,L to another. Unfortunately, those in possession of such implicit understand.
ing tend to find the dofinitions transparently obvious and to regard them as the basis
of learning rather than the consequence of having learned. Obviously anyone who
can write must have knowledge of these conventions, but this knowledge cannot be
made explicit and taught to others.

Even arbitrary rules, descriptions and definitions evade us when it comes to
such subtle considerations as style, the intricate registers that written language itself
demands in different circumstances, and thc sehenws appropdate to the particular
medium being employed. Once again, trial and error cannot account for what
writers know. No one could write enough and get sufficient feedback to discover
even a fraction of all the relevant conventions. The only place all the demonstrations
arc available is in the text produced by others. I have argued that children must learn
to write by reading like writers--they must use authors as unwitting collaborators
(Smith, 1983).

In Britain, Margaret Spencer has ieen developing the idea that children are
taught to read by authors. She is elucidating the mystery, often stated but rarely
explored, that children learn to read by reading. Her view is that authors of the
stories children most like to tead understand best what children must know in order
to learn to read, and that children acquire this knowledge in the process of reading
these stories (or having them read to them).

Once again, for reading and for writing, the learning principles I have outlined
can be seen to apply. Children learn by being accepted and by accepting themselves
as members of the club of written language users. When children see themselves as
poets they read poetry like ..,oets, the vicarious engagement can take place, and they
learn to write like poets. 1 iv.:y read children's stories like writers of children's stories
when they join the club c:',;iildren's str. writers. Of course, until children can write
for themselves they need help i4.;oining the club, just as they needed help when first
they joined the club of talkers. The language teacher's primary responsibility must be
to help children join the appropriate clubs. This is difficult, of course, for teachers
who cannot write poetry or stories, who are not members of the clubs themselves.
The easiest and most productive way for teachers 3 induct themselves into these
clubs is to write with children. Teachers themselves will then find they are reading
poetry and stories differently, reading like authors, and they will be better able to
facilitate learning by children at the same time that they are learning themselves.

All of this is the ideal andI would arguethe only way to learn to become
literate. Consider again the seven aspects of spoken language learning situations
which I enumerated earlier; they all apply in these reading and writing situations.
What is being learned always has sense and meaning to a child; the reading and
writing are for a purpose, not an exercise. The learning is unconscious and effortless,
no one at the time would know that it was actually taking place. The learning is
incidental, the child is reading and writing for the sake of the reading and writing, not
tor the sake of learning. The learning is vicarious and collaborative, with the author
being employed actively as guide and source of knowledge. And there is no risk
there are no exercises, marks, tests, scores or grades.

SCHOOLS

Of course, schools are nothing like this. There is very little meaningful
purposeful engagement in either spoken or written language, whether in the tasks
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10 MIcrocomputers for language learners

and exercises, in the exchanges between teacher and children or among children in
class themselves, Almost all of the language, spoken and written, is employed for
school purposes, and it has very little resemblance to tie language of the world
outside (Ca/den, 1972). School purposes arc so pervasive that many teachers cannot
separate reading and writing from drills and tests. If asked to describe reading and
writing such teachers (and often students and parents too) will simply list classroom
activities. (In the same way, many teachers and students cannot imagine an
educational world without constant tests and evaluations, although these also are
not part of meaningful language learning and use in the world outside school). Such
teachers have forgotten what written language is really for. Here is a short and

incomplete list which might help them.
Written language is for stories to be read, books to be published, poems to be

recited, plays to be acted, songs to be sung, newspapers to be shared, letters to be

mailed, jokes to be told, notes to be passed, cards to be sent, cartons to be labelled,
instructions to be followed, designs to be made, recipes to be cooked, messages to be
exchanged, programs to be organized, excursions to be planned, catalogs to be
compared, entertainment guides to be consulted, memos to be circulated, an-
nouncements to be posted, bills to be collected, posters to bc displayed, cribs to be

hidden and diaries to be concealed. Written language is for ideas, action, reflection

and experience. It is not for having your ignorance exposed, your sensitivity
destroyed or your ability assessed. There would not be enough time in the school day
for even half of these enterprises to be engaged in even if all the otherprogrammed
activities of drills, exercises and tests (Smith, 1981a) were eliminated.

Why then arc all these other activities so pervasive, taking up so much time and
concentration that they may leave little place for more meaningful activities? Again
there are several reasons. First, there is an egregious fallacy that if the various skills
possessed by practitioners of a particular art or craft can be described and taught to a

learner, then a new practitioner will be created. This is the underlying argument (and
fallacy) beneath much of the emphasis on basics in education today, not recognizing
that all of the skills in phonics, word recognition, spelling, punctuation, grammar
and so forth a,- a consequence of being a reader and writer, not a cause. This view
mistakes what is le.i-oed with the circumstances under which learning takes place,
and in pa iicular lores all of the sense and purpose that permeated the
practitioner's original learning. There is also the fact that schools are institutions,
and as such have tht ir own imperatives. They areand to some extent must be
concerned with their own smooth running and perpetuation. Through inertia and
for administrative convenience they establish their own procedures and constraints.
It is not always easy to establish meaningful written language enterprises when
constraints of age and ability groupings, the timetable, the curriculum, classroom
walls and the sanctity of the corridors must first be respected. But finally and most
importantly, the programmatic grade and test-oriented drills and activities to which
I refer are imposed upon teachers and students alike for reasons of control (Smith,
l98lb).

The Nature of Programs

Programs come in a variety of guises. They include basal readers and other sets

of instructional materials, activity kits, worksheets, most tasks with questions at the

end, anything in which specified individual items of learning are expeted to be
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monitored and graded. Programs can usually be identified from their systematic
format, continuous progress, goal orientation, right and wrong answers, tests and
scores, all designed to ensure that predetermined elements of learning are
continually made manifest. A program exists whenever a person outside the
classroom decides what a teacher shall do next, even though the program designer
can see neither the teacher nor the child involved in the learning situation. Programs
are extensively employed in contemporary education and becoming more so. They
have come to dominate most classrooms.

The presumption of people who believe that language learning can be simplified
by breaking it down into isolated and compartmentalized particles is awesome. It is
like believing that an infant could learn about the visual world by being enclosed in a
darkened room with just a one-inch widc chink in the drapes, past which preselected
objects arc paraded. "Watch out, junior, here comes a dog. Ready for another? In a
minute Ill show you a cat. You'd better memorize them because the class is moving
on to cows and horses tomorrow."

Programs decontextualize and fragment learning. Their only sense is in terms
of their own instructional sequences and objectives. Consider any programmatic
learning activity from thc point of view of the seven characteristics of natural
learning situations I earlier analyzed. There is no evident meaning or extrinsic
purpose, thc learning must be conscious and deliberate, it is rarely effortless, cannot
be incidental or vicarious, collaboration is frowncd upon if not prohibited, and risk
is always present. Thcre is always a personal grade.

Dcspitc the importance attached to them and the millions of dollars expended
on their development and testing, instructional programs related to reading and
writing have never Wen shown to succeed except in relation to each other or to their
own limited goals. Not even the most enthusiastic program developers and
apologists would claim that childrenespecie j those most in needare reading
and writing better today than they werc at thc time of Sputnik, when thc systems
orientation to education began to seize North America and to spread across thc
world through missionary zeal, commercial entcrprise and ideological contagion.
The promise is always of pie in thc sky. Failure is never attributed to basic
conceptual flaws, but to teachers and to children who fail to respond properly to the
programs or who insist on circumventing thcm. The solution is always seen in terms
of more programs, of more stringcnt goals, objectives and activities that are proof
against tampering by children and teachers. A gcneration of teachers has been
trained to be dependent upon programs. Some are even persuaded that programs
make teaching easier. In any ca,e, programs are continuing to take up more and
more of class time, restricting even more the possibilities of meaningful language
enterpriscs. And teachers themselves are evaluated on the basis of what the
programs teach best (Smith, 1981b). I am not talking about programs that teachers
themselves produce, their agendas for the day or week or year. I am talking about
procedures deliberately designed to relieve teachers of the necessity of making
critical educational decisions if they don't want to and of the possibility of making
them if they do.

Programs are vehicles of external control. They exist because many influential
and even well-meaning people believe that there are outside experts who know better
than the teacher in the classroom what that teacher should do. In other words, this is
a political matter. It is no coincidence that programmatic considerations gain
prominence when educatio .1 issues become overtly politicalwhen there is a
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heightened public emphasis on accountability, on the demomtration of tangible
results, however trivial. II is no coincidence that programs and tests go together.
Both ale concerned with performance rather than learning, Both function by
breaking complex activities down into small and sterile units which can he
administered separately, tested and counted. Neither is concerned with what cannot
he measured, such as love of reading, interest in writing, willingness to attach oneself
to practitiorers eagerness to put oneself into learning situations, to engage in

purposeful uti jot's- all of those meaningful possibilities to which I have been
refer, ing as t, is:tin of the club. Language programs not only eschnle many
child r , om el h their high and irrelevant admksion requirements, they
fro . iti cone, iuch clubs actually exist.

THE CliheLENGE Of THE COMPUTER

Now I feel I have set the stage for consideration of computers. The issue is not
whether we want computers in classrooms or how strongly we might feel
emotionally that they can never take the place of teachers. The tide is already seeping
under the doors and climbing up the walls. The questioa is how computers are to be
employed and what the consequences will be. More specifically, it is whether
computers are to be used by teachers and children, or whether computers will usc
them. It is the question of control,

Computers are cheaper than teachersthe equivalent of one teacher's annual
salary can equip three classrooms for five years. And many influential people,
including computer programmers, software developers, and assorted influential
politicians and administrators, assert they are more efficient than teachers. And so
they arefor teaching programs. If that is how computers are to be used, they will
take the place of teachers and eradicate literacy.

Computers can be tilt ultimate program dispensing machines, incredibly potent
and vastly appealing to those who believe instruction can be delivered to students as
a commodity. Yet many teachers do not know what a computer is. They would not
know what to do with one if it was put into their classroom tomorrow, and would be
at the mercy of whatever programs of instruction were available. In fact they would
look for programs, for software to relieve them of their anxiety. Basically, computers
are power and efficiencythey can extend the human mind, just as the telephone
extends the voice and ears and the telescope extends vision. Computers will do for
thought and language what the automobile has done for legs, the jet plane for
jumping. No-one can catalog what all this will be. What anyone today knows about
the potential of computers in education is what the Wright brothers knew about the
space shuttle, what Henry Ford knew about suburban shcpping malls.

Computers in education must be accepted and should be welcomed, controlled,
and intelligently exploited. They are not intimidating and should not be surrendered
to. Consider what computers can do. Quite arbitrarily, I shall discuss uses of
computers under five headings: (I) games, (2) information systems, (3) drill
machines, (4) creative tools, (5) interactive devices.

Games and Information Systems

I mention games simply because for many people this is a computer's most
obvious and interesting function. From an educational point of view I regard this
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hi 101t os tun: hut irtelevant I here is nothing wrong with playing games on
computers. hut it is not their most enlightened or productive use, One ihteresting
srct ol nuning on computers that will have 1MBe iillportant educational

implications is simulation, Vs ith a computer you col practise lam ,ng a Jet pluiw
without jeopardi/ing life or equipment, so realistically that even jet pilots learn on
them, In such situations, of course, even aspects of language can be learned (like the
jargon of air traffic controllers It is tempting to think that simulations could
provide rich oppot t unities for language learning and practice gem rally, hut I do not

see any necessity or advanthge in this, For language learning, interaction with people
for real purposes is better than participation in make-Oelieve situations, no matter
how compelling. And one of the greatest possibilities of computers, still hirgdy
unexploited, which I shall discuss in due course, is in bringing people together for
language-using purposes,

I am similarly neutral about the educational potential of computers as
intormation systems. Computers already constitute tremendous resources in the
handling of information, in its acquisition, organization, storage and retrieval. But I
do not see them taking the place of libraries, films or people in pi oviding experience
rather than information. And experience rather than information is the essence of
language learning. Instead, computers can facilitate access to possibilities of
experience with relevant hooks, filmsand people, If I need a telephone number it will
be easier to have a computer look it up and dial it for me than to do all this myself.
But if I want to enjoy a book, the most a computer cun do is locate that book for me
(at least until a computer display is as portable as a book). And if I am interested, say,
in life in a particular country, an actual visit or a film will still be better alternatives to
inspecting statistics or learning a set of facts.

Two aspects of the information management capacity of computers that many
professional writers have found useful is in checking spelling and suggesting
vocabulary. Teachers may well object to these facilities for the same reason that there
were objections to typewriters and to hand-held calculators in classrooms, that they
would make learning basic skills unnecessary and therefore interfere with learning.
The reverse is probably true, certainly with respect to language. Difficulty with
spelling or vocabulary improves neither spelling ability nor vocabulary size and
interferes with composition. But anything that makes writing more fluentthat
admits the learner into the club of writersfacilitates the learning of all aspects of
writing.

Drill

It is as drill machines that computers are widely seen today as most relevant in
education and where I think they are potentially most dangerous. Although
uncertain or apprehensive teachers may be lling to hand over the task of
constructing programs to experienced software uevelopers, the repetitive presenta-
tion of simple questions where responses can be checked against right answers and
results scored and stored for future comparison or report is in fact among the easiest
kinds of computer program to write. Every bit of nonsense drill ever put on paper
can be reproduced in computer software, and in living color as well.

I have listened to several TESOL convention discussions on the question of
how computcr software might be developed for second language instruction. The
participants were TESOL experts. Most of the time they talked in terms of right and
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wrong answ vorrecting mistakes, tests ntl SVOt es, the grist ol ptogianamed
Instruction anti totally unrelated, as I have argued, to die way language is Wit a I tiny
used anti learned. 1 he discussants also talked frequently anti cheerfully about
language that would he distorted hi SOW way, ol teats Is which blanks would occur
for the student to complete, or with esrrancous words for the student to renuive
aberrations to he systematically or randomly pr,,duced hy the computer, all highly
ingenious in conception and appbeation, and all totally unnatural. Whatever these
experts were talking about, it was not language as il would he experienced in actital

hey were thinking in terms ol what could he done with the computer, fitting
language to what they perceived us the possibilities and littlitittions of the machine
and to the programmatic instructional situation it might conurand,

For anyone who thinks that lcai niag must he measurable to be of value,
especially in continual small quantities, oi who thinks that what Is drill can teach
must he important, especially if packaged and promoted under tlic label of some
important-sounding skill, computer-based instruction sounds enormously attrac-
tive, It is easy to impress teachers with such programs and to get children to attend to
them. So much seems to be going on. Children find any kind of nonsense morc
palatable if presented in a game :. le, accompanied by an occasional happy
face and the promise ef ten mi. .s o Nieman. l'his is truly seduction of the
innocent. One educational software company currently boasts in its ad vertil.ing that
a can get children to attend to !yarning activities that would be too boring if'
presented in any othcr way.

On the other hand, children may not bc so easily conned by superficially
attractive aspects of educational software. A favored promotion nhrase about many
instructional programs is that they ate user friendly. which meat .. basically thcy talk
to you conversationally and personally. Hu this is a trivially easy trick to prograr...
Once told the student's name, the computer will patiently respond with personal
little messages like -Well done, Nick, right aga in" or"Too bad. Nick, you got that one
wrong," I thought this silicon intimacy was so transparent that I constructed a
program to be user unfriendly. It said "At last you've got onc rignt, you blockhead",
or "Wrong again, you blathering idiot." And students loved it, children and adults.

Drill and kill can fatally damage both literacy and teaching. To anyone who
holds that the development of language ability is a trader of learning basic skills
through systematic instructionand there seem to be many well-meaning but
misguided people who have that beli 4computers can not only do the job of
teachers, but they can do it better. They can lead us faster all the way down the path
to totally controlled programmatic language instruction.

The Creative Alternatives

If my approach to computers appears to have been cautious, if not downright
negative, it is because I wanted to consider the dangers first. These are the most
immediate. I think we know more about the dangers than about the possibilities,
which is one reason so many people think computers should be kept out of language
classrooms. Nevertheless I think every schoolchild should have easy access to
computers, especially the youngest, especially in language education, because of the
two other aspects of computer use I have yet to mention, their tWO most positive and
favorable possibilities.

As a creative tool, consider what the word processor can do for writing. For a
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smut, it lakvs vow iI l Ihe grvaleia certvvins ol beginning ,riteh and a all
fluent tilas kobility awl speed. 1414140ti k plohlein tot Aotnins,
even ii not at the lei 1,,h loci that neatness often becomes in klasa One Intivh ot

cmputei keyboard and s.oti liie a prilec11) 1411'1110 1010. 1041101011hr printed m
compavt and properly aligned orientation. No need ovii ti funember that in

prim i!ock from left to light. 1 yprwailerx otter tli! sante
"Mse, WI al (he 4:AA ot Ile sihility It h thltamlt to erase oi to write something
between the Imes w a typewriter and impossible to work vertically, or to draw
iilltIVCS moving ol Connecting lest In dilleomt parts of the page, Hut the word
piiieessor eombincs the speed &MO ease of the most sensitive ektrie typewriter with
the maneuverability ol a pencil on paper, Moving text around is a simple matter on a
compitter, 1 rying out something to see how it looks is easy, and so is retrieving what
you did before, Working MI two or more things in the *am time is easy. Editing,
col meting. revising, and retyping are literally child's play, This is power, contiol in
the PierVice of creativity, something that als 'ays grips children, what language and
their brains inevitably seek, Word processors make writing a plastic art.

But few people have even begun to explore the power and possibilities that
compi lers k-an offer all aspect of language use, in the way that Popert ( l'M) has
explored what they can do for ehildren's logical oiought. To get even a feel of the
future we must look at two other creative fields, music and art, For music, for a few
hundred dollars. you can get a keyboard to comiect to your computer. You can play
three notes, and if you wish the computer will remember them lor you and play them
again, as often us you like. You would like to try three different notes'? The computer
will remember and play them, You prefer the first three? The computer will retrieve
them. You would like to hear the six together? Repeatedly? In reverse order? Twice
as fast? Transposed up or down a key? In waltztime? Syncopated? Counterpointed?
Harmonized? With percussion? On the brass? Bring in the woodwinds? The ever-
patient computer will do it all at the touch of a function key. And when you have put
all tlw parts of your concerto together you can perform it on your digital stereo,
make any changes you wish, and finally command the computer to print out the
entire score for you. You can perform, conduct and revise your own composition as
often as you like. None of the great classic composers could do that. That is the
power of a computer for music.

For another few hundred dollars you can buy a graphics tablet to see what the
computer will do for art. You draw a squiggle with a pen, and the squiggle appears
on the screen. The touch of a key and the squiggle is erased. Another touch and it
returns. You make it into a tree, and the computer will save it for you. You try to
draw a cow to go under thc tree, but fail. Did you draw a better cow yesterday? Thc
computer will find it for you. Would you prefer to have the cow I drew? The
computer will get it. Thc cow is too la rge? Touch a key and you can change its size. It

is facing the wrong way? Touch a key and you can turn it round. You want a family
of cows in descending order of size? In different colors? You want them to MOVE?
You can't draw straight lines? Circles defeat you? No problem for the computer. It
will even put a frame around the picture for you. No need to wait for paint to dry, or
to repaint the entire secene to see how it looks in a different tone, in a different size,

reversed, or in a different kind of frame. This is power once again power to develop
and fulfil the driving creative impulses of the human brain. No need to instruct a
child in the desirability of such power. Rather adults must learn from children. I have
seen artwork produced by six-year-olds with the help of computers that is equalled
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in imaginal, ,:nos only by those two prtocipal adult alitalksiMillis ol wIttpalvt- all
possibilities, wool 4:osers and Ides loon cononmials.

What will Itik' i.oalputer do for language, for thought?! have another analogy,.
heard recently ot young quadriplegics, victims ol cerehal palsy who had been
lqiltikti,i11111tIst its Segctables hVcittlW of their inability to control alitselltent, Ilt
ClI5i1lt1I1111C4IC ta to express themselses. I hey were pros ided with computewed
keyboards representing it small number of syrOols which they could actisal0 in
some way poking at them with a toe, an elbow, or with is unicorn's horn strapped
to the forehead. 1 he techoology exists today to ISMS ale a key simply by a 0411100.
Almon by an El of will, the way an artificial limb can be controlled by a muscle
twitch, Owe the possibility was oNned for these formerly mute youngsters to enter
the world of language users, they quickly exhausted the initial possibilities of the
keyhoard, demanded hundreds and even thousands anew symbols, invented their
own mersningfUl combinations, and spent hours of their days and nights talking to
each other. One of the staff told me how she suddenly realued that inside each of
thew clumsy, limited, inarticulate adolescInts was a lively, intelligent, creative
individual waiting to get out. Perhaps you think you know what computer
technology can do for the physically handicapped. Here is a sobering thought. We
are all physically handicapped. Within the limitations of our bodies, of our
perceptual promises, of the fluency with which we have been able to speak, write and
draw, there is an unimaginably lively, intelligent and creative individual, waiting to
be released, What will computers do for language and thought'?

How can we learn about the possibilities of computers'? In what directions
should we procede? There is no point in asking any adult in thc world today. We all
grew up in the fiC erabefore computers. Computers constitute a new culture. To
live with them requires a new language. To understand them demands individuals
without fear or preconceptions who can make sense of a new language, a new
culture. Fortunately such individuals exist in large numbers of every generation. I
am referring of course to children, The time has come in education when we must at
last acknowledge that the greatest source of learning for teachers must be children.

Common and Collaboration

A misconceptHa prevails that computers are solitary and isolating devices
that a child working with a computer is somehow shut off from a real world and
particularly from other people. Nothing is further from the case. Computers can
dissolve the walls of classrooms, collapse space as well as time, and bring people
together in dramatic new ways.

In writing, for example, two people can undertake joint authorship far easier
than is possible with typess Act.% or even pencil and paper. No need for a collaborator
to lean over a child'4 sh 'older any more. No need to take something from someone
in order to read it. I can show you what I am writing simply by reproducing my
screen on your screen with a touch of a kcy. I can give you the contcnts of my
memory (in computer terms at least). You can comment on what I have written,
even make alterations to my draftswhile on my scretn I observe what you do, as
you do it. If your changes please me I can accept them, and if they do not my original
text is not lost. Already the technology for this existsthough its possibilities are
misunderstood. For example, one networking system designed for school use has a
key that can be touched so that what is on the screen or in the memory of any other
computer in the classroom can be inspected. A second key permits changes to be
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maric on any sctren, And a third key, an Mer ride, can he used to Ote4'0141411he cte
actually impcctios or changing what You hase produced is ithoot Cort*eht,
Marvellous possibilities for collahoration escept that in Ow system as presented
only tIn teacher would get the oserode key-

In second latlituatpt instruction children in Foolish-speaking restoto are
laboriously drilled in French in the fond hope that one day they misht he able to
write 0 ktter to a child in a FretWh4peaktn$ community. lint already the technok
r*tat* for a child 111 Voncouser and a child in Quebec City to write a letter
"WWI- I FK, collaborating on the text more closely than it they *cr. sating to 1.14
side with pencil* and paper. Already, children in Fairbanks, Alaska, a d in
hobither Hay are conversing directly by computer.

We erm all he closer in the flume through computer*. Readers will be Omer to
aultinri, Writer* to editors, learners to practitioners. I may not have to wait lot my
favorite author's next novel to be publislwd, If the author consents, I will be abk to
trod it as it is being written, truly making the author my collaborator a* I vicariously
write the story, sharing the excitenwnt and frustration or composition and the
discipline of revision and editing,

Of course there will still hes role for teachers, the NM role that I base argued is
the critical one for language teachers in any am, to demonstrate what longuage
arid computersvan be used for, and to help children to use them themselves. The
teloshq's rote will not he to instruct the child hut to collaboutte in activities which are
mutually interesting and rewarding, where everyone Warns bccattse they share the
same oetectives, because they are members of the same club, ems if their abilities
differ,

Computers offer marvellous possibilities, still largely unexplored, but they must
be used intelligently. Teachers, not computers, must be in charge of wl.at goes on in
the name of education, which means that teachers must unJerstand computers and
not be afraid of them. They are no more threatening than pianos.

Teachers themselves mud learn about computers, if they are to help students to
learn with them. This is not a choice that can be evaded. Fortunately, every teacher
with access to a computer has an opportunity to learn, not by rushingolTand taking
a course in computer literacy, cramming oneself with the history of computers and
the logic of Bookan algebra, but by taking the opportunity to learn WITH children.
In most schools where computer% arc freely available to students today, v udents are
the experts. Rigorous. time-consuming, programmed instruction is not required.
only the opportunity to learn. As I have said, with computers teachers must be ready
to acknowledge that education is a reciprocal activity, that the true teacher learns
with the students.

My concern has not been about a theoretical issue. These are not basically
philosophical, pedagogical or even practical matters that are under discussion. The
issue, as I have said, is political. I have been talking about control. The question can
no longer be evaded about who will make the decisions that determine how children
learn, teachers working directly and collaboratively with children, or programmers
pulling the strings from outside. If teachers and children are able to make use of the
creative and interactive potentials of computers, then I believe we art on the
threshold of a literate world scarcely imaginable. That is the alternative to the
employment of computers in ways that will destroy literacy and teachers. And
teachers are the critical people who must decide and and assert thc way computers
will be used in education.

We live in exciting times.
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I. CRITICAL INTERACTIONS
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most exciting and powerful uses which Smith envisages for computers
in promoting language development is their interactive potential, that is, their ability

to bring "people together for language-using purposes." This view parallels and
underscores an important trend in TESOL over the past decade: the movement
away from the focusing of attention on such factors as student achievement, teacher
behaviour, available language Iiiput, and instructional materials, toward the more
interactive aspects of teaching and learning, such as what students do with language
input !low teachers provide feedback on student production, how teachers present
instructional materials, and how students react to those materials. This dynamic
view of second language teaching and learning has produced a wealth of welcome
research on language contact in natural settings between various combinations of
native and nonnative speakers, and on interaction inside classrooms both among
students and between student and teacher.

Each of the seven articles in this section identifies an aspect of interaction which

seems to play a key role in helping students learn or, in the case of the last paper, in
helping teachers to assess student progress.

Scott Enright begins the section with a description of two teachers' programs. To
an administrator or politician, these program, may appear identical, but to someone

who looks at what is actually happening in each classroom setting, they are anything
but alike. Enright illustrates, by means of his classroom interaction hierarchy, the
differences between these two programs in terms of the rules by which the classes
operate, the events which the teachers organize, and the ways in which participation
is structured. His hierarchy can serve as a practical modelfor observing both teacher

and student classroom behaviour.
Larry Guthrie's paper details how two teachers, one of whom understands and

speaks the dominant language of the students and one of whom does not, each
interact with the same children in instructional settings. His findings suggest factors
for consideration in the training of bilingual teachers and teacher-aides.

In the third paper, which is also concerned with young ESL learners, Rod Ellis
demonstrates how such learners find formulaic speech useful in their beginning
attempts to interact with peers and teachers in a classroom setting.

Even when native speakers of English interact, mutual understanding cannot be
taken for granted. Sandra Silberstein provides an illustration of the failure of native
speakers to grasp the significance of what another native speaker is saying. She
suggests ways in which non-native speakers and their teachers can work together to
develop their ability to understand accurately those members of the diverse speech
communities which make up the English-speaking world's pluralistic societies.

21



22 Introduction

Dialectal variation is also dc theme of Beverly Flanigan's paper on Native
American education. The years of inte taction between speakers of Native American
languages and speakers of English have produccd many Native Americans who now
speak as their first, and often only, language, a non-standard variety of English, yet
one which shows little interference from the ancestral language. The choice .of
language(s) to be used in educating Native American children, therefore, is not
simply a choice between standard English on the one hand and an ancestral language
plus standard English on the other. Decisions concerning which language(s) should
most appropriately be used in instructional settings with these children must be
based on a consideration of how best to help the children acquire the standard
variety of English in addition to maintaining the non-standard variety in which they
are already fluent. Further, efforts should be made to cement the link between the
non-standard variety and the Native culture.

Returning to an ESL setting Joanne Devine reminds us that ESL students are
not "blank sates". Looking specifically at the reading process, she proposes three
basic categories to differentiate learners according to how they think reading is
learned and, consequently, how they think they should be taught. Her paper also
suggests strategies for minimizing the effect of a mismatch when a student with one
set of assumptions meets a teacher with another.

This question of match, orfil, is taken up again in the final paper in this section,
J. D. Brown's examination of the cloze procedure as a norm-referenced test for
purposes of placement or proficiency measurement. He argues that the effectiveness
of a doze test, in terms of reliability and validity, can bc improved by paying careful
attention to.filling the doze to specific groups of students.

2



The Organization of Interaction in
Elementary Classrooms
D. Scott Enright

INTRODUCTION

The pedagogical issue of how best to provide America's limited English
speaking (LES) children with the necessary instruction for efficiently learning
English as a second language (ESL) and for giving them access to the educational
resources provided by the schools has long been embedded in the political issue of
howimmigrant and non-English speaking minorities should be treated within the
context of American culture. Ever since the U.S. Congress in 1965 and the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1974 provided the clear legal mandates for the implementation of
billingual education programs specifically designed to meet LES children's needs,
these two dimensions have remained intractably (and some would say disastrously)
intertwined, with political considerations dictating the setting of educational
practice, and vice versa.

Unfortunately, creation of federal funding for the establishment and mainte-
nance of bilingual education programs at the local level was not accompanied by any
clear guidelines as to the ways these programs should be designed. This was to be
expected given the fact that very little research had been conducted up to that point
about how children learn a second language at home and at school. But this timing
resulted in a rapid proliferation throughout the 1960's and 1970's of various
programs, models, and approaches for providing this much-needed instruction. The
criteria upon which these approaches were based were often more political than
pedagogical in nature, and commonly reflected the views shared by the schools
and/ or school-districts regarding the actual and desired status of LES students'
native language and culture rather than English or learning in general. Thus, an early
criterion which was used to classify bilingual education approaches was on the basis
of their intention to either nurture native cultural characteristics and language skills
as well as to provide English instruction (maintenance programs) or to establish
Anglo-American cultural characteristics and English language skills as rapidly as

Scott Enright directs the Georgia State University Title VII Teacher Training Project. Prior to coming to
Georgia. he was a bilingual teacher and researcher in Colorado and California.
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24 Interaction In Elementary Claurooma

possible (transitional programs), and programs were often funded by national, state,
and locto legislative bodies on the basis of these classifications,'

Also retlecting the heavy political influence on early bilingualeducation theory,
a second major eri.ef on upon which programs were commonly classified involved
the way(s) in which 1. nglish as well as native language(s) students brought to the
class-nom were to be allocated or distributed within the classroom. The names of the

approaches ,ually reflect these disteybutional considerations: thus on the broadest

level, bilingual education programs seem to presuppose the use of both the child's
native language and English for instructional purposes and English as a Second

Language (ESL) programs seem to presuppose only English instruction. Within
these broad categories, parallel subeategorization seems to go on, with the
implementation of such bilingual education approaches as the dual language
approach (two adult instructors, one of whom instructs in the child's native
language, and one of whom instructs in English), the simultaneous translation
approach (all English instruction repeated in the native language, usually within the
same lesson or activity), and even the dual language and ESL approach (two
instructors with the English instructor also providing ESL instruction to LES
children on a regular basis).2

In their efforts to establish an empirical base for the effectiveness (or
ineffectiveness) of bilingual education as quickly as possible, many educational
researchers sidestepped the implicit political questions involved in this conceptual-
ization of bilingual education approaches and instead concentrated on attempting to
identify the effects (the products) of the various approaches in terms of LES
students' English acquisition, academic achievement, scl ,o1 attendance, and a host
of other products which indicate educational success. Studies of this nature locate
and compare large numbers of classrooms or programs which purport to be
conducting second language instruction using one approach or another, and the
approaches thereby become the independent variables to be examined. A famous
example of such a product study is the national American Institute of Research
(AIR) study of public school bilingual education programs which was published and
widely disseminated in 1977.3

This tacit acceptance by many educational researchers of what is at heart a
politically defined scheme for identifying and labeling second language programs led
to two important results. The indirect result of this acceptance was to reify the
aforementioned distributional approaches in both the academic and the public
consciousness, as well as to give them credibility as different instructionairather than
distributional approaches. And due to the lack of a clear trend in the reported results
of these studies, a more direct result of this acceptance was to feed back into the
political arena by providing further impetus for the continuing political hubbub over

iKjolseth (1982) discussed the political criteria used in organizing bilingual programs as he views them,
and provides an alternative classification scheme for bilingual program as either assimilationist or
pluralistic.

2Fishinan and Lovas (1970) propose a sociolinguistic typology for the classification of bilingual programs
primarily based on these allocational considerations. For an additional review of the many different types

of bilingual education programs that have been developed since the Bilingual Education Act, see Blanco

(1977).

3Zappert and Cruz (1979) reviewed a large number of these product-oriented studies and summarized the
results of those they felt were methodologically sound.
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0. Scott Enright 25

which second language instructional approach is better and therefore is deserving of
further financial support. This hubbub culminated in the 1983 amendments to the
Bilingual Education Act submitted to Congress by the Education Department on
behalf of the Reagan administration, and which were described by Education
Secretary Terrell H. Bell in the following manner (1983):

Under current law the Department is precluded from funding projects which
do not use the child's native language in instruction to some extent. The
proposed amendments would allow the Department to fund whatever educa-
tional approach a school district believes warranted, so long as that approach is
designed to meet the special educational needs of the population and can be
justified as appropriate by the school district. This modification would bring
the program into agreement with current research indicating that no one
approach is superior for meeting the special needs of limited English proficient
students in all circumstances. (p. 2)

Once again, education and educational research are being intertwined with politics
and political ends, in this instance in a very deliberate manner (one cannot help but
speculate that bilingual educators and researchers have contributed to their own
dilemma). And after more than a decade of continuing research and experimenta-
tion, there appears to be no more of an informed consensus as to how to get on with
the business of educating America's LES students than there was when the national
bilingual education movement began.

Several explanations have been offered to explain the mixed research results in
the field of bilingual education cited by Secretary Bell and his conclusion that no
single second language instructional approach has emerged as clearly obtaining the
best results in terms of LES students' educational success. The first places the blame
on the political dimensions of the question which have previously been alluded to,
stating that success itself is defined differently within the various approaches (for
example, maintenance of the native language might be viewed as necessary to the
success of one approach and as unnecessary to the success of another) and that such
differences must be taken into consideration in measuring and comparing the effects
of these approaches. A second explanation, and one which is quite frequently
invoked when the effects of any particular educational treatment prove to be mixed
or inconclusive, is that the approaches being examined were improperly or unevenly
implemented by practitioners (that is, school-districts and teachers), and that if the
quality of implementation could be controlled, one or another of the approaches
would emerge as better. A third explanation, and one which is often raised as a
counter to those offering the second explanation, is that the designs of the studies

attempting to gauge the relative success of the various second language instructional
approaches were flawed and that these studies did not really measure what they said
they measured. Also, paralleling the second explanation, this third explanation
concludes that if the quality of the research studies could be controlled, one or
another of the approaches would again emerge as better.

But there is a fourth explanation which could be offered to explain the
supposedly mixed research results in the field of bilingual and second language
instruction, one which encompasses all of the previous three, and that is that the
coherent, consistent approaches being identified and compared by researchers
throughout the past 15 years never really even existed, or at least not in the forms in
which they were being examined as different sorts of treatment variables. Perhaps
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28 Intention In Elementery Cleurooms

the entire conceptualization of second language-instruction approaches us con-
ceived by early theorists is the problem, making definitions of success, consistency in
practice, and adequate empirical design rather moot considerations. This explana-
tion has become increasingly frequent as researchers within the field of American
bilingual education have turned from examining only the quantitative products of
second language instruction to additionally examining and describing the qualita-
tive processes of second language instruction which co-occur with those products
within and across individual classrooms and amongst particular teachers and
students. This naturalistic research parallels a similar development in the general
educational research literature on thc processes of classroom interaction (the
communicative and behavioral exchanges occurring amongst classroom partici-
pants).

While it is not within the purview of this paper to review the different
methodologies which have recently been applied to examine the processes of
classroom interaction and/or second language instruction as they have developed in
America,' it should at least be mentioned that two different and equally significant
disciplines have entered the qualitative research literature on the processes of
bilingual education: linguistics and anthropology. Prompted by linguists' interest in
child language acquisition (e.g., Bowerman, 1973; Brown, 1973; Clark, 1973; Slobin,
1970) educational researchers have extended those methods to literacy, bilingual
education, and classroom language learning. Linguistic studies in classrooms have
adopted both quantitative and qualitative designs depending on the nature of their
research question (e.g., measuring the effects of a particular language-teaching
curriculum vs. describing the strategies used by early primary children to
communicate in unfamiliar social situations). Sociolinguists interested in the social
construction and utilization of language (Cazden, 1978; Cherry-Wilkinson, 1978;
Cook-Gumperz & Gumperz, 197 Ervin-Tripp, 1977; Garvey, 1975) have made a
particularly large contribution to this body of work and were among the first
researchers to combine quantitative and qualitative methods in studying classroom
language. Similarly, using the traditional tools of the anthropologist, researchers in
both the regular classroom (Green & Wallat, 1981; Heath, 1983; Labov, 1973;
Mehan, 1979; Rist, 1973; Smith & Geoffrey, 1968; Spindler, 1974) and in the
bilingual classroom (Erickson & Mohatt, 1982; Philips, 1971, 1982; Trueba, et al.,
1981) have examined the social institution of American education and the "culture of
the classroom, spending months and sometimes years in a single classroom, school,
or speech community as participant observers collecting ethnographic data. Through
their efforts at "making the familiar strange" (Spindler, 1982), thcs-.; investigators
have helped educators develop a fresh perspective in coping with all-too-familiar
realities, and have suggested new solutions to persistent educational problems, as
well as new foci for quantitative researchers to address in their continuing work.

lt may be useful to think of the various studies of classroom interaction and
second language instruction as 1_ ing on a research continuum, from those studies
which rely the most heavily on quantitative methods in their design to those which
rely the most heavily on qualitative methods in their design. On one end of the
continuum would be found the correlational product studies previously described,
and on the other end would be the general ethnographic studies conducted over a

4For reviews of the literature in these areas, see Corsaro (1981) and Ramirez (1980).
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long period of time, with studies using the techniques ol systematic observation

(Flanders, 1970; Lego rretta, 1977, 1979; Medley et al., 1973), speech act and
discourse analysis (Dore, 1977; ( ienkhi, 1978; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), und
microethnography and microanalysis (11rickson & Shultz, 1981; Green & Wu Hat,

1981) being found at various points in between. The work conducted at each point
along this hypothetical continuum makes a different contribution to the ongoing
efforts to understand and to improve the enterprise of second language instruction,
and gains meaning and perspective from the insights provided by the rest.5

The aim in the rest of this paper is to suggest an alternative conceptualintion of
the way in which second language instruction is organized, based on two
longitudinal studies of classrooms representing all three of the general forms of
instruction found in the literature on bilingual education (bilingual classrooms, ESL
classrooms, and regular or mainstream monolingual classrooms) and based on the

linguistic and anthropological work from which these studies emanated (theprocess
end of the continuum). In the first study, two bilingual kindergartens werc observed

over a period of 22 weeks and three pairs of students from the classrooms wcre
recorded and their language use analyzed. In the sccond study, five students were
recorded and observed as they participated in both their homeroom classrooms (five

different ones) and in their ESL pullout classrooms (three different ones).6 Both
studies were conducted using a combination of ethnographic techniquesincluding
participant observation and formal and informal interviewingand sociolinguistic
techniquesincluding speech act and "constitutive ethnographic" analysis of
recorded speech samples (Mehan, 1979), and are more fully reported elsewhere

(Enright, 1982; Enright & Wood, 1983). The data reported here are drawn from the
first study (Enright, 1982) though the paper as a whole is informed by both.

THE CLASSROOM INTERACTION HIERARCHY

Teachers often complain that they are bypassed in considerations of curriculum
adoption, school organization, and other educational matters which directly affect
the circumstances of their employment. Educational reformers and curriculum
writers in their turn have complained that it is extremely difficult to change
education because of the resistance of teachers to changing their instructional habits,
The publication of Pygmalion in the Classroom (Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 1968),

along with the subsequent controversy which arose surrounding its methodology
and conclusions regarding the potency of teacher expectations, and the rather large
and diverse literature which has sprung up in recent years regarding the dimensions
of teacher effectiveness (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Gage, 1972; Kounin, 1970) are
just two examples of the importance placed by educators on the teacher effect or the

teacher variable operating in classrooms.
When the focus on the organization of second language instruction shifts from

the distributional considerations already described to how individual teachers
organize the interaction (verbal and nonverbal) which occurs in their classrooms,

'This continuum is more fully discussed elsewhere (Enright, 1983).

6A pullout ESL program is a program in which students are pulled out of their homerooms to be given
specific ESL instruction at designated times. In the school in this study, LES students in the school left
their homerooms twice each day to go to one of three different ESL classrooms elsewhere in the building.
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211 Interaction In Elementary Classrooms

quite a different conceptualization of second language instructional approaches
emerges, It is the contention here that the allocation of native language and English
language use as well NS other matters of language practice and language learning are
closely related to the ways that individual teachers conceive of the general teaching
and learning process. That is, in determining how s/ he believes children should think
(and learn), how children should feel, and more generally, how children should
behave in the classroom, the teacher also makes tacit decisions about how language
will be used and learned in his or her classroom. Often these tacit decisions are
in direct conflict with the teacher's stated beliefs about how s/he allocates and
teaches language- they form part of the hidden curriculum of language learning in
the classroom, if you will, Thus, there may be us many or more differences between
the actual pl tterns of language use and language learning in two classrooms which
are classified by the teacher and by others us using the same distributional approach,
for example, two bilingual kindergartens in a school which has adopted a dual
language approach to second language instruction and which has retained teachers
and paraprofessionals to implement this approach (Enrir, 19142) as between two

classrooms in which LES students are enrolled and lantwage is taught and used but
which are classified differently, for example, a mainstream kindergarten and an
upper grade level ESL pullout classroom in the same school which ha,' adopted a
pullout program of language instruction (Enright and Wood, 1983), As research into
the processes of first and second language acquisition continues to develop and to
uncover the ways in which different human beings go about developing fluency in
one or more languages, it becomes increasingly necessary to also uncover these tacit
dimensions of classroom language use in ordcr to determine the relationship
between the two processes.

One way in which to view the way that teachers organize interaction in their
classroom ove: the course of an academic year is as a hierarchy of interactive
decisions, with ach level of decision embedded in the higher levels and at least
partially determined by those larger decisions. As with most hierarchies, these
divisions am largely artificial (that is, it is impossible to point out where one level of
decision-making begins and another ends) and are made in ordcr to assist in
elaborating upon the decision-making process. Figure 1 presents the classroom
interaction hierarchy.

The Classroom Constitution (Rules)

At the top of the classroom interaction hierarchy are the rules that the teacher
chooses to structure interaction in general. These rules form what Sarason (1971)
calls the classroom "constitution", those a priori rules established by teachers in
anticipating instruction, and which they invariably fall back on during moments of
interactional confusion or flux. In general, these high-order rules are either
completely tacit or are stmed explicitly near the beginning of the year' and then
become internalized by the students until their governance becomes tacit. The rules
of the constitution appear to be understood (if not always obeyed) by students,
violations of these rules have clear and usually immediate consequences, and these

'In many American classrooms the classroom constitution is prominently displayed on a bulletin board
or blackboard somewhere in the room, although after a certain period of time, it is practically never
referred to. In one of the schools of the studies summarized in this paper, one of the most popular
substitute teachers carried her classroom constitution (written on tagboard) with her and displayed it in
whatever classroom she happened to be teaching in that day.
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Figure it The Clessrumn interecthm Hierarchy

The conoitittloon (Rule%)
cuts across almost all ildCraction
a priori
usually
Usually accompanied by a distinct, latirring, predictable set of
events and participant structures

Examples:
"Stay in your seat,"
'Raise your hand if you want to talk,"
"Work with the group,"

Events
,teachers' own division of the daily flow of inter-
action into units: "mit:"

Examples:
"Show and fell"
"Reading eroup"
"Free Time"
"Seatwork"
"Recess"
"Class Meeting"

Patticipant Structures
--observers' division of classroom interaction into units: "etic"
- WHERE you talk, WHEN you talk, WHO you talk to, HOW you talk, and

WHAT you talk about.
Examples:

Lecture (teacher talks. students listen)
Discussion (teacher controls topic and floor, students permitted to

bid for floor)
Free Conversation (teacher supervises students who are permitted to

engage in chosen conversations with specific but implicit limita-
tions e.g., no yelling)

rules rarely ci,..nee or are suspended. Rather, specific interaction within the daily life
of the classroom is organized within the verbal and behavioral parameters
established by them.

While Sarason (1982:216) correctly points out that the classroom constitution is

completely determined by the teacher, individual teachers differ as to the kind of
constitution that they usc within their classrooms. Thus the interaction that is

mandated by the constitution and the degree to which students may negotiate
interaction and determine their own interactive fate within the classroom varies
widely from teacher to teacher, even amongst teachers who are supposedly
implementing the same bilingual education approach. This is illustrated in Table
which presents the classroom constitutions of the two dual language bilingual

JG
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kinderginten teacheni who were obaerved in the tino tui1y 'flier,e two teaclwr% will
henceforth be referred to by the tweadonym% of Mrs. Show and Mr* 1114c, NV itInn
Table 1, the rule* prekeated within quotation% were actually litated in that form by the
teacher during itotruction; the remaining rule* were compiled by th iostitti1tur
from the compkte uickrlinguititic and ethnographic data,

Toblo II Two KInderginion ConooltutIons
((' Corollary)

Mn, Shaw% Consihialon

lidIgrow am! Smalignmp
I 1 ook all he teacher (without speaking).

2, 1)0 not speak unless you afr spoken lo

I. As Old speaking onlos d is clearly
appropriatr.

independent
4. Do. don't talk.

Mrs. Blake% Consiltuilim

tavola) aml Smallgrow
I "tio all what you've got."

(Ir) It is hello to speak and he
wrong than not to speak at all

N'oti have something to say, say it
(2() Say what you think.
(2) Say what you trel,
(20) Say what you know,
(2Cm) Say what you want ("Ask and

yr shall receive").
1, Don't interrupt (including In

speaking),
(IC) Don't hurt others (includin)t

in speaking)

ladeponkra
4. Work with the group (including

in speaking),
(IC) Help your (fiends (including

in speaking).

Mrs. Shaw and Mrs. Blake worked in the WM school, drew their students from
the same target population, taught in architecturally identical classrooms. had
roughly the same (25) years of teaching experience, were undergoing the same
training to receive permanent certification as bilingual teachers, and reee;ved thr
same resources (for example, a Spanish-dominant paraprofessiou iservicc
workshops, special curriculum materials) and dictates as to how to use their) from
the district bilingual ofThx. But there the similarity ended. For these two teachers
also brought different teaching experiences, cultural backgrounds, and life experi-
ences into their classrooms. Their goals for their students' educonon and their
philosophies regarding the way(s) children learn and the way(s) inst action should
be organized were also very different, with Mrs. Shaw's philosophy and press to
achieve typically referred to in the early childhood education literature as a
traditional, or teacher-centered philosophy, and Mrs. Blake's philosophy and press
to interact typically referred to as an open or child-centered philosophy (Barth, 1971;
Bussis & Chittenden, 1973). Similarly, the materials used by these two teachers, the
arrangement of their classroom furniture, the way(s) in which they chose to utilize
their paraprofessionals in the classroom, their construction of a curriculum and of
the social relations amongst classroom panicipants, and finally, their organization
of interaction within their classrooms widely differed in spite of their mutual
designation as dual language classrooms. Long before the children entered the
cinssroom for the school year, these two teach .rs had created different expectations
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and demands tor comportment in their classrooms ditkrem classroom comm.

Mrs. Shaw's classfoOnt Ude* may he divided hetween the first three, which are
in force whenever Ow is directly involved in classroom inieractiOti, anti the fourth,
which is so force wheiwver the children ate workina independently but under her

supervision, Thor lutes combine to make Mrs, Shaw the primary focus and the
primary (and often the only) mediator of interaction in her classroom, and each of
the ruks serves by itself and in combination with the others to limit the amount of
language which is Used, 10 limit initiations, to tiahtly tailor-01 pee rOnteract ion, and to
maxiraire silence and conformity to the teacher's wishes and the teacher's own way
o Mteractina,

In contrast, Mr*, Illake's rules, which are in force for all the interaction in her
classroom, combine to create quite the opposite effect from what Mrs. Shaw's rules

accomplish, In Mrs, Illake's room, individual students and groups of students are

the rotatory focus of the interaction that takes place, There is it large amount of
negotiated interaction both between adults and students and amongst the students
themselves in Mrs. Blake's classroom, and student initiations, peer interaction (even

within activities in which the teacher is present) and language use in general are

maximired,

Events

At the second kvel of the classroom interactive hierarchy are the teachets'
inwr active decisions regarding the segments of interaction, or events, that they use to

carry out their instructional agenda throughout the school day. Classroom events
are emit. units of interaction in that they represent the teacher's own conceptualiza-
tion of how the flow of interaction in his or her classroom is divided up and
conducted. Especially in elementary classrooms, where teachers an expected to
develop children's skills and knowledge in a wide variety of content areas, teachers

label their events explicitly for their children and refer to themdirectly as they teach,

thereby cueing students as to the way(s) in which they will be interacting during the
next few moments. "You may now have free time,""Bluebird reading group, come
over to the table," and "Put away your workbooks and line up, it's time for recess"
are rem:ivies of this labeling and cueing.

Teaehers define their events in ternts of the subject matter and the learning goal
or pe,,..,oct to be accomplished by the event (what students are to do and to learn
within thc segmer! o. Interactionfor example, to learn how to read); the grouping

to be used in the event (for example, small group plus teacher, individuals working on
their own but unecr the teacher's supervision); the materials which will be used in the
event (for exar i;e1e, workbooks and pencils, blackboard and chalk, nothing); and the

physical !mom the classroom where the event is to take place (for example, on the
rug, at your seats). And tiNot.gh the interaction within an event is mediated by the
overall eh, oonsiitution, each of the r..4.:hers'events also has its own particular

organizati, re, r..nd specoic r ,y1ication of (and occasional exception to)
t'le rules c. .1 e '3.4:sroinn consftution.

The tcu, ,1 iso ha.. 4 specific array of events which s/he repeatedly uses
throughout thc A:bool ytt- uften a teaOler's events are explicitly set within an
unvarying time of the dt t or ex -mple, reading groups held from 9:30 to 10:15) and
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Table 1: Mrs. Shaw% Arra of brio%
Grouping Even, vg, Dinh Dworkin

oil litoup Itu 6 mut
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(41116 111 -..,!1) MO 41C
withtnii alde I khA V flrIit

11.01:1S4oke
Othei

small Comm
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leacher ktt OM'
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ladependen3 I ter Otte

°C torsctattse StMcsents
I tee

Art Ceotri, Skin Critter,
System 80

Readmo Group

;!;!.

min

nun

4 min

in an unvarying pan of the room (for exampk, reading groum held at a specific table
in the back of the room). Mrs. Shaw% and Mb, Blake% arrays ot events are
displayed in Tables 2 and 3. and tor subdivided by the grouping criterion they are
organized under.

Mrs. Shaw and Mrs, Blake spend roughly the same amount of time within the
three broad grouping categories of full group. small group, and individualised

Table 3: Mn. Blake% Array of Evenb
Grouping

Full Group
and

Teacher
(with or

without aide)

Event Avg. Daily Duration

Lessons 5 min.
Activities 5 min.
Story/Movie 13 min.
General Meeting (incl, Shaun))) mM
Mwic/ Rhythm 3 min
Other (Art) 2 mM

Small Group Skills 35 min.
and Other 3 min

Teacher or Aide

lndividualited Cooperative: Book Time 11 min
Independent: Free Time' :! min.
'Cooperative Subevents in
Free Time:

Art 2 mM.
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At the lowest level of the classroom intentetion hierarchy are Ow tradwrs'
110efactike dee1441144 re$41440$ tiw ft1014w4140-111.0111e01 tatetution ha is in lake
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in school, Panicipam 411111341M We elk units oi inteniction in that they pneraty
represent the ohiervetN conceptualisation of how the flow of interaction in a given
4:111400010 is be10$ 411Vided up and conducted, As Erickson and Shills, (1901)
define them. participant structures art the "difkring configivations of concerled
ection- that OCCUr from 1110MC11 to moment es the participants in a given event or
social situation construct interaction and adjust their dellnitiom of the *rights and
obliptions" of the panicipents and their relationship with each other at the event
unfold:. Shifts in participant 111131C111ftl noy occur quite often during& singk 'vent.
Often teachers are at least partially aware ot these shifts when thry make them, and
apin cue students as to their imminent occurrence ((or example. "Now that I've read
you this stet y. I want you to ten me what happened one at a time"), Negotiating a
single participant structure involves participants knowing or *peeing upon %Own
they will interact (turn-taking); who they will interact with (the relative malts and
control of the interaction by 1/1164411$ participants within the event); how they will
interact (the nonverbal dimensions of the interaction such as kinetics, pommies.
gestures and facial expressions; postural configurations, rate of speech, PUN* etc);
and what they will interact about (the topic or focus of the moment and the
acceptable variations upon or shifts from that topic). Erickson and Shuns describe
the various dimensions of parlicipant structure's as including *ways of speakin&
listening, getting the floor and holding it, and kading and following.* The examples
of participant structures provided in Figure I are very rough approximations of the
very intricate but also rhyihnic and coordinated shifts in irreractive patterns which
often occur within a single classroom event and which may be much further
subdisided through microanalysis of the visual records (videotapes) of these
interactions. Such microanalysis involves analysis of the verbal and nonverbal
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34 Interaction in Elementary Claurooms

dimensions of each interaction, the context of the interactions, and the time frame
(sequence and duration) of the interactions.

Just as the constitutions and arrays of events that Mrs. Shaw and Mrs. Blake
choose differ, so do the participant structures they employ in their daily classroom
interaction. This includes the teachers' use of different participant structures within
what they perceive to be (and label) the same event, such as the lessnn event, and even
within different instances in their own teaching of a given event (e.g., Monday's high
reading group versus Monday's low reading group, or Monday's high group versus
Friday's high group). As a gross illustration, M rs. Shaw uses two primary types of
participant structures in her lessons with students. In the first structure, wnich
resembles a lecture, Mrs. Shaw introduces a concept to the students through the
presentation of some object or picture and oral explanation and/or demonstration
of it. During this participant structure, Mrs. Shaw sits or stands with the children in
front of her and the blackhoard behind her, and the children are seated on the floor.
Mrs. Shaw is the only interlocutor during this participant structure, and children are
required in this structure to: (a) remain silent, and (b) keep their apparent attention
focused completely on the teacher. If Mrs. Shaw moves, the children must
immediately and quietly re-orient themselves to her new position. In the second
participant structure of Mrs. Shaw's lessons, a turn-taking structure, some or all of
the students take turns answering questions about the just-introduced concept or
performing some activity (for example, rutting colored felt cats with the appropriate
color name labels on a felt board) with the tcaching materials of the lesson. The
number of children in the turn-taking structure and the number of repetitions of this
structure within a single lesson depends upon other considerations such as the
teacher's perception of the difficulty of the concept being taught. As mentioned
before, when the recorded instances of these primary participant structures are
subjected to full microanalysis, they may be further subcategorized as one or more of
the components of the participant structure are varied (e.g., a turn-taking structure
during which children remain motionless and respond orally and a turn-taking
structure in which the children go to the teacher and blackboard and perform some
operation). Examples of this further subanalysis may be found in Bremme and
Erickson (1979), Erickson and Shultz (1981), Enright (1981), and Enright and
Woods (1)83).

To illustrate how the differences in the participant structures within various
events are accompanied by differences in language use, Tables 4 and 5 present the
proportions of speech acts defined as utterances or parts of utterances which convey
a clear meaning which were measured for the events in which adults were present
with their students in Mrs. Shaw's and Mrs. Blake's classrooms over a two-day
period.

As might be expected from what is already known about Mrs. Shaw's
constitution, the participant structures used in her events differ less than they do with
Mrs. Blake, where there is much more room for students to determine the
participant structures. This is reflected in the proportions of adult and student
speech acts measured within individual events, with Mrs. Shaw's proportions of the
speech acts in 8 of the 11 events in w1. .h she was present falling into the 60 to 65
percent range, but with Mrs. Blake's proportions in.her events ranging from 42.7 per
cent to 73.2 percent. Ever. when M rs. Blake is recorded in the same event (an English
skills group) but on three different occasions, there is a considerable difference in her
proportion of the discourse (from 52.2 percent to 65.7 percent), and microanalysis of
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Table 4: Proportions of Adult and Student Speech Acts in Mrs. Shaw's

35

Recorded Fullgroup (FG) and Small rou (SG) Events
Event Adults Students

Teacher % Aide % Totals %

FG, Money (Lesson) 64.8% 7.2% 72.7% 27.3%
FG, Pap Pr Instr. 62.2% 2.6% 64.8% 35.2%
SG, ESL 64.2% 0.02% 64.1% 35.5%
Sub (SG), Reading 64.1% 64.1% 35.9%
t:G, Personal Pronouns (ESL) 62.0% 62.0% 37.9%
FG, Paper Inst, 62.0% 14.8% 76.8% 23.2%

(lnvestig.)
SG, English Skills 60.0% 3.0% 63.0% 37.0%

FG, Zoo Review (Lesson) 60.0% 1.5% 61.6% 38.4%
FG, Letter Practice ( Drill) 55.4% 15.0% 70.4% 29.6%
176, Jazz Chant (Language Arts) 57.0% 75.0% 43.0%

8.2%FG, Paper Instr. 76.7% 84.9% 15.1%
SG, Spanish Skills (Taught by Aide) 45.6% 45.6% 54.4%

these occasions indicates clear differences in the participant structures which were
utilized on each occasion to conduct the topically similar agenda of the event.

CONCLUSION

In spite of the considerable controversy that has arisen surrounding it, second
language instruction for America's language minority children continues to be an
important educational issue and one which will continue to experience method-
ological innovations and empirical examination. At the present time we are unable
to fully describe the processes of classroom interaction in general, much less what
constitutes effective or productive or successful classroom interaction, or what the
particular dynamics and processes of bilingual and second language learning
interaction involve. In addition to measuring the effects of particular instructional
approaches on student learning outcomes, researchers must work to "unpackage"
(Scribner, 1981) these approaches and to provide accurate descriptions of what they

Table 5: Proportions of Adult and Student Speech Acts in Mrs. Blake's
Recorded Fullgroup (FG) and Smallgroup (SG) Events
Event Adults Students

Teacher % Aide % Totals %

SG, Skills 52.2% 52.2% 47.8%
SG, Skills 65.7% 65.7% 34.4%

(Parent)
SG, Skills 64.3% 4.1% 68.4% 31.6%
FG, Math Lesson 62.3% 1.1% 63.4% 36.6%
FG, Planting (Activity) 42.7% 0.2% 42.9% 57.1%
FG, Story Book (Story) 73.2% 73.2% 26.8%
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actually entail. This paper has been one effort to provide a tentative r ortta 'al of
what is known about such processes today and to provide a frain.zwork for ac1.1-
tional inquiry. Using the technological tools of videotaping and the methodological
tools of microethnography (see Erickson, 1982), researchers are just beginning to
construct the detailed, multifaceted 6,:scription of the processes of classroom
interaction which is required to develop further insights into how to improve that
interaction and use it to facilitate LES students' second language acquisition. In
general, when researchers are able to thoroughly conceptualize and describe the
means which teachers employ to achieve their educational ends, they may eventually
be able to help teachers adjust their means to better meet those same ends.
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Contrasts in Teachers' Language
Use In a Chinese-English
Bilingual Classroom'
Larry F. Guthrie

LANGUAGE USE IN CLASSROOMS

In recent years, research on language use in classrooms has focused less on the
strictly linguistic aspects of language than on the uses to which language is put and
the functions it serves. How teachers and students uselanguage may have more to do
with the way children learn, and by the same token, the miscommunication, mis-
understanding, and educational difficulty students encounter (Cazden, John, &
Hymes, 1972; Hymes, 1972, 1974; Guthrie & Hall, 1983; Hymes, 1972; Gumperz,

1981). Much of this work has concentrated on the differential treatment of students
in lower proficiency groups (Good & Brophy, 1974; Cherry, 1978; McDermott,
1976; Rist, 1973).

In addition, if t here is a discontinuity between the students' home language use
and that required for success at school, then the opportunities for success for those
students are reduced (Guthrie & Hall, 1983; Hall & Guthrie, 1982). Students of
different cultural and linguistic backgrounds, for example, act and use language
according to the rules of their community and culture while athome; in the school, a

different set of rules is operative. The degree to which interactions within that group
are compatible with the students' native ways of communicating and organizing
interactions should facilitate learning; the degree to which miscommunication is
minimized should also contribute to student success.

Larry F. Guthrie has taught ESL in the U.S., Africa and the Middle East. Since receiving his

doctorate in Educational Psychology from the University of Illinois, he has worked on a major
research project investigating aspects of bilingual education at the Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development.

'This work was completed pursuant to grant #NIE-G-81-0120. The opinions expressed are those of

the author and do not reflect the official policy or endorsement of the Institute. Correspondence
should be addressed to the author at Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 1855 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.
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40 Chinese-English Bilingual Classroom

Effective use of language by teachers with limited-English-speaking children
(LES) has been the subject of considerable debate. Much of the discussion and
research has focused on the relative amounts of English and the students' first
language a teacher should use (e.g., Baker & deKanter, 1982; Legarretta-Marcaida,
1981; Milk, 1981). Some attention has also bee n given to comparisons of teachers'
instruction and language use across different student groups. In a study of Hispanic
Americans, Moll, Diaz, Estrada, & Lopes (in prns) examined the language use of
two teachers, only one of whom spoke Spanish, with the same group of children.
They found that the teacher who did not speak the students' first language provided
lessons at a lower level of difficulty than did the Spanish-speaking teacher. Ap-
parently, the Anglo teacher underestimated the Spanish-speaking students' abilities
because he himself did not speak Spanish. Mohatt and Erickson (1981) compared
the cultural congruence of two teachers with their Native-American students, only
one of whom was of the same culture as the students. Their conclusion was that the
Native-American teacher and her students revealed a "shared sense of pacing" in
their behavior that was at first absent in the other teacher's class (p. 112).

Previous research on language use in the classroom has focused on children
from several different cultural and ethnolinguistic groups. These have included
Hawaiians (Au, 1980; Boggs, 1972); Hebrew-speakers (Enright, Ramirez, &Jacobs,
1981-82); Hispanics (Carrasco, Vera & Cazden, 1981; Mehan, 1979; Moll, Diaz,
Estrada, & Lopes, in press; Duran, 1981; Erickson, Cazden, Carrasco, & Guzman,
1979); and Native Americans (Mohatt & Erickson, 1981; Philips, 1972).

With the exception of the work by Fillmore (1981, 1982) and Pung Guthrie
(1982, in press), language use of Chinese students and their teachers has been largely
ignored. While consideiable information is available on language use in mono-
lingual classrooms, and to a lesser extent, on that in Hispanic bilingual situations,
very little is known about how Chinese children and their teachers construct inter-
actions. It is often assumed that because Asian-Americans have a reputation for high
achievement, their children experience little educational difficulty. This attitude
obscures the fact that large numbers of recent immigrants from Asia face serious
problems in communk.z'*-12, and learning to speak and read English.

This study involw- ietailed examination of the language use of two teachers
of a group of Chine& ierican first-graders (For a more complete account, see
Guthrie, 1983). The stucwnts alternated each half-day between a Chinese bilingual
teacher and a teacher who did not speak Chinese. The circumstances thus provided a
rare opportunity to examine the language of two different tea:hers with the same
LES children. The first of these teachers was bilingual and Liliterate in English and
Cantonese, and of the same cultural background as the students. She had immi-
grated to the U.S. at the age of nine, and both her Cantonese and English were
native-like. I will call her Mrs. W. The second teacher was an anglo male who had
taught in Spanish-English bilingual programs, but had little prior experience with
Chinese students. I refer to him as Mr. M. Both were experienced teachers.

The basic question which directed the research sought an indepth description of
the classroom interaction between Chinese-American children and their teachers.
How do teachers orchestrate lessons and how, in turn, do students respond? What
variation, in both teacher and student language, is found across instructional
groups?
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METHOD

Sociolinguistic methods were used to uncover the ways in which Cantonese-
speaking chiklren and their teachers constructed their interactions and used lan-
guage. First, target students and speech events (lemons) were identified. Next, the
naturally occurring speech in sample lessons was recorded, transcribed, and
analyzed. The procedures employed are described in more detail below. First, how-
ever, is a brief description of the setting in which the study was conducted.

Setting

The setting for the study was an elementary school with a predominantly
Chinese population, The school wis located near a large Chinatown community on
the west coast.

There were approximately 644 students enrolled in Chinatown Elementary at
thc time of this study. The school population is relatively stable, but there are
periodic influxes of new immigrant and refugcc students from thc Oriental Educa-
tion Center where most new immigrants go first. Almost half the school population
was Chinese; thc remainder of thc students were largely Spanish surname, other
Oriental (primarily Vietnamese), and Black. Because of the ethnic quota system
operative within the district, the school is now officially closed to ncw Chinese
students, exccpt thosc who live within the most immediate neighborhood. Most of
thc Chinese students at Chincsc Elementary are classified as cithcr limited-English-
speaking (LES) or non-English-speaking (NES), These students, in turn, are placed
in either a bilingual or regular class.

Subjects

Subjects were eleven first-grade ::tinese-American students, selected on the
basis of English language prolicienc. Prior to data collection, cach tcacher was
asked to rank all students in the class on a four-point scale of oral English language
proficiency (Fuentes & Wisatbak..r, 1979). Thc bilingual teacher also provided
similar information on students' r. hincse proficiency. Thr:se judgmcnts were then
verified through observations of p .tential target students. In this way, five students
ranked at the low end of the scale ( 2), four ranked at thc middle of thc scale (3), and
two fluent English spcakers werc

Lessons

Two types of lessons were selected for analysis in this report, reading in English
with thc bilingual teacher and oral language in the anglo teacher's class. Although
the lesson content and focus differed somewhat across the teachers' lessons, they
were in many respects comparable. For two weeks prior to taping, classroom
observers took descriptive fieldnotes and coded for activity structures (Bossert,
1978). These two lessons were found to be compatible in that they were both teacher-
directed, student membership was approximately the same, and both teachers
organizcd lessons around a basic question/answer format. Descriptions of the
typical organization of each teacher's lesson follow.
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Reading, Reading lessons were conducted in much the same way with each of the
two groups. Mrs, W usually began by writing a list of vocabulary words on the
hoard near the reading table. She then would introduce each word and ask students
to read and say the words as a group. Individual students were I hen called on to read
all the vocabulary words aloud. The next task for the reading lesson would involve
using the student text or the accompanying story posters. Each poster contained a
picture on the top and a story below. When she used the poster, the teacher would
ask the students to look at the picture first, then describe it. Together, they woukl
then read the story on the poster. When she used the book, she adopted the same
approach as with the poster, beginning with a description of the picture, followed by
reading. The final step in the typical reading lesson would be to ask the children to
read the text sik nt'y, after which she asked them comprehension questions. To
answer these, students were allowed to read an appropriate phrase or sentence from
the text. .1-hroug!. out the reading lesson, if students stumbled over a word, the
teacher read it out and asked the student to repeat.

Orel Language, Mr. N: divided his class for oral language into two :nstructional
groups on the basH of oral English proficiency, low and a combination ot middle and
high. However, during the oral language period, only that group being taught by thc
teacher remained in the classroom; thc other group met with another instructor in a
different room. The ovemll procedures employed with each group were much the
same.

The low group consisted of six students who sat in their assigned seats. For oral
language, thc teacher would join the group by pulling up an additional chair. Vcry
oftcn the lesson began with picture flash cards, which swdents were required to
identify and describe.

The middle/ high group was composed of nine students. Thcy sat at a table in
the center of the room, where only thc middle group students normally sat. The
teachTr brought his own chair when hc joined thc groun. Once again, thc teacher
usually began with picturc flash cards, whien thc students were to identify.

Data Calaction

Audiotane recordings were made through the use of a Marantz recorder, with
two lavaliere microphones placed in thc middle of each group's table. Two data
collectors wcrc :sent during each taping session, both fluent spcakers of Canton-
ese and English. One data collector took fieldnotes on the activities of the focal
group, recording information on the physical arrarromot of the group, important
onverbal behaviors, the ton materials used, cmd other contextual information. The

,%ther data co:lector, meanwhile, monitored the audiotape through earphones and
wrote down names ard utterance fragments of speakers throughout the interaction
to aid in subsequent transcription.

nse

The audiotape recording of each lesson was transcribed by the data collector
s. monitored that taping session. The handwritten transcrip: was then entered
into an IBM Personal Computer used for the analysis. Those utterances in Chinese
were transcribed in Chinese, and an English translv: was provided in brackets.
Descriptions of nonverbal behavior were included ,.,rrentheses.
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Coding

Utterances were. coded using a system of Com Nrsationakicts (C,acts) devel-
oped ny mire, (1977) and employed in several studies ol clUldren's language use
(Ode, Dore, I lull & Dowley, 1978; Dore, 6i:urban & Newman, 1978; ( iuth He, 1981;
I lull & ('ole, 1978). C-acts represent a taxonomy of speech act types which code
utterances neellrf rig to ( 1 ) the grammatical structure of the utterance, (2) its illo-
cutionary propetws, and (1) its general semantic or propositional content.

Because of the different nature and focus of the present research, some
modifications were made in the system as used in previous studies, These included
both the addition and deletion of certain codes. The revised list of codes, definitions,
and examples i., presented in the Appendix,

Forty-nine separate speech acts, each assigned a three-letter code, comprise the
Conversational-act system. These are grouped into six broad function types: ( I) As-
sertions, which solicit information or actions; (2) Organizational Devices, which
control personal contact and conversational flow; (3) Performatives, which accom-
plish acts by being said; (4) Requests, which solicit information or actions; and (5)
Pr.sponses, whici-, supply solicited information or acknowledge remarks (Dore et al.,
I 8,pp. 372-3). 'sn additional category of special speech acts which codes micro-
phone talk, laughing, singing, etc. is also included, Conversational-acts serving the
Request function. for example, include Requests for Action (QAC), Product
Requests (QPR), H7..1 Requests for Permission (QPM

Coding proceeded as follows. First, the grammatical form and its literal
semantic meaning were determined. Then a judgment was made as to the conven-
tional force, or purpose, of the utterance. In this step, sequencing, reference, and
other conversational cues, such as marked illocutionary devices and intonation,
were taken into consideration. Utterances were thus placed first within the six broad
function types, and then categorized as an individual Convermtiona I-act. Through-
out the coding, the contextual information contained in +Motes provided an
additi -.nal check for the validity.

initial coding was conducted by the data collector who observed a particular
lesson. To ensure inter-coder agreement, each taped session was then coded a second
tim: by another member of the research team, all of whom had engaged in two weeks
of training and practice. Discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Through-
out the coding process. inter-coder agreement for individual lessons ranged from
.90 to .96. Although utterances in Chinese were translated into English and entered
as data, all coding was done on the original Chinese.

Analyses

Out of a corpus of nearly six hours (340 minutes) of audiotape data, a total of 19
lessorn'events were selected for analysis; Eleven reading lessons totaling 185
minutes, and eight oral language lessons totaling 155 minutes, were examined.

Each utterance within these lessons was coded acc nding to four variables, ( I)
the speaker, (2) speaker's oral English proficiency, (3) language of the utterance, and
(4) the Conversational-act (C-act) of the utterance. This resulted in a total of 15,753
coded utterancts.

The frequency and proportion of C-acts performed by each speaker in each
lesson were calculated, so that possible differences in the relative use of C-acts across
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klikitills and student proficiency groups were available, The resulis ol fiwse quanti,
take analyses aio given in detail in the Iliad report of tlw projeo ((luthrie, 1983),
Briefly, the findings may hc stlInInariied as follows,

FINDINGS

The bilingual toucher Was remo kahly consistent in her use of language with the
two groups of students. Despite co 14in variations, the distributions of C-acts Were
comparable overall. In the lest ons ! 41, iht by Mr. M on the other hand, the patterns
of C-act use tiVOss language prolicil.icy groups were quite distinct. With the higher
group, the arrays of C-acts within lessons were similar to those found in Mrs. Ws
class. Interactions with the loyer group, howrvil, were characterited by a higher
proportkm of Attention Getters (0A(i), Rew leAs for Action (RAG), and Protests
(PPR). Taken in combination, these Conversatokial-acts describe lessons in which
there is a certain lack of control. What was not available in the reported proportions,
however, was clear evidelce for what these aspects of language use entail in practice.
From the quantitative (lei, the effect r. !urn-taking mechanisms employed in the
groups, for instance, could not be o' :terrnined. To further examine this possibility,
and explore the data foi others, a qualitative examination of thc data was
undertaken. This involved a careful reading of transcripts supplemented by occa-
sional referral to the or'qinal tape.

Findings revealed urportant differences along the dimensions of instructional
organintion and the use of LI in instruction. Because of space limitations, thc first
of these will be given only brief comment here (for a more complete treatment, see
(Iuthrie, 1983). The remainder of the paper concentrates on the nature and im-
portance of LI use in instruction.

In short, at least two aspects of Mr. M's siruetional organintion were found
to be contributing to the confusion in the low the clarity of the instructions
and rules for interaction. With the higher grou, A and interactional demands
wcrc made explicit. With those more limited oficiency, hc was often
vague about what students wcre to do and apper., _ .lo established systcm of
distributing turns. His questions were c. 1:t oot upoi, .f,e table to bc pickcd up by
anyone.

Use of LI in Instruction

Perhaps the most important source of di rerence between the two instructors
was in the use of the children's (-1st language. "I s an area tha has been widely
studicd and discussed (Dura, i 31; tiolii:+erl l! 2; Valdes-Fallis, 1977), but little
attention has been given to the actual purposes to v ..hch teachers put LI. In this
study, instances in the reading lessons in which Mrs. W employed L 1 examined
in contcxt. Possible rcasons why she might have choscn to alternate lar oage wcrc
then developed and discussed with the teacher.

Clearly, Mrs. W did not employ Chinese to any great degree in her reading
lessons. The quantitative analysis revealed an average of less than seven percent over
all such sampled lessons. This is in contrast to her language use in other lessons and
throughout thc day, when she frequently made use of the language. Research has
shown, however, that code-switching or language alternation among bilinguals is
seldom random and usually has a purpose, albeit unconscious. This appcared to be
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the case with Mrs, W, for while she used Chinese very rarely in Ung lish reading
lessons, when she dkl it was for a distinct reason, She told us later that she tried to
avoid using Chinese during those lessons, and was somewhat surprised to find she
had used 1.1 its much as she had, In retrospect, however, when examining the tran.
heripts, the various purpose% to which shc put the language Viete quite obvious tO her,

Mr, M, of course, never spoke Chinese with the students, hut perhaps more
telling was the fact that he often sanctimwd students when they did, In many cases,
what students said in Chinese was related to the lesson task. Unable to tell whether it
was or not, however, M r, M frequently shushed students he caught speaking Chinese,
assuming they were not paying attentMn. I n onc lesson, (or Instance, the group was
discussing the seal they had seen at the aquarium. One student said the seal was fat,
and Mr, M agreed. Hut when another repeated that in Chinese, he quietened her,

Speaker Utterance (15:754-758)

Student 13 ADC ik too fat.
Mr. M RAti Ile's too (01,

OHM Now.
Student 12 MW llou feih. (So WI
Mr. M PPR Sh-h-h!

The analysis of Mrs. W's use of Chinese revealed that she employed it for at
least five distinct purposes: (I) for translation, (2) as a we-code, (3) for procedures
and directions, (4) for clarification, and (5) to chtck for understanding. The first
three of these were employed in several of the lessons, but not with the frequency of
the final two, and will therefore only be briefly described, First, Mrs. W used Chinese
to tianslate particular words which students appeared not to know or were
obviously beyond the range of thcir vocabulary. Once, for example, she used the
word "aisles," but provided the Chinese equivalent as well in ordcr to maintain
students' understanding. Second, she used Chinese as what Gumperz (1982) has
termed a "we-code," a language which indicates group membership and personal
connections. In onc instance, for example, where the reading group was becoming
disruptive, Mrs. W tried several times in Ei.,2iish to get the students to behave. She
finally pleaded in Chinese "don't be this way" thus appealing to them as an insider.
Third, she occasionally gave procedures and directions in Chinese, e.g., to get
students to use a key word in a complete sentence. Thc fourth and fifth uses of
Chinese were to clarify and explain concepts presented in English and to check for
student understanding. These final two will be treated in more detail.

Clarification. One of the new vocabulary words introduced to the middle and high
groups was the word "lost." Mrs. W took care to make sure the groups understood
what the word meant and in what ways it contrasted with the Chinese words f'r the
same thing. In one lesson, two of the students appeared to confuse the transitive and
intransitive uses of the English word and said, for example,"I lost one day"(I8:332).
In Chinese, this confusion is not possible, since there is a different lexical item for
each meaning. Mrs. W paused at one point to help the group map these meanings
onto the two forms in English.
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Iti faker 14141

Mrs W ()PK who! doek I 1ost in petictl incal0
Student R141( %golf Oa:atm ngohge has I I don't try ins Pot
Mts W RAG Olka)

01 S While dock oh
Student ,'!1 IRA Mhgat itohnhat I Distil 41 pesit
NU% W ADC I !kit% kW to the k

Q(..11 Bath mithsah nthgaos malt mikes a' I I too a il isa son
don't kec

QCHKVC Does it mean that-!

(111;4411.04)

Student ..).1 IOW
Mrs, W Al X

0144)
AU X

Ngoh ndsgmho has has !task 11 can't he Well M the pal I. )

,t/hgroi pithath siohnsf.lorlonit Kam gibs, IC 4111 1)'-' "'Va
Wit loki

Alhhash Ruh nthgatio. Ot &soul me II doll% re

Check for Understanding. Mrs. W also used Chinese to check for understanding. It
appeared from the observations and the tapes that, at certain points, she sensed that
one or more of the group did not quite understand. She thus switched to Cantonese
or asked for a Cantonese equivalent from the students. In the following excerpt from
a low group lesson, students were reading English vocabulary words off the board.
Suddenly she stopped and asked in Cantonese for t he meaning of "likes." Students'
responses reveal they .:ad confused "likes" with "lights." 1 he teacher then attempted
to clarify using English: "lie likes the dog,"

Speaker Oact Utterance (16:230-245)

Student 11 RV13 I.ittle
KVIR I.ike .

RVH Likis .

Mrs. W QPR Likes dim gaui (What does likes" mean')
Student II 1415R Pang. (light.)
Mrs. W OCQ Ha'? (What?)
Student 13 RPR Poi dung. (Turn on lights.)
Student II RPR Dung. (Lights.)
Mrs. W. RAG No. Mhhaih, (No.)

AUX It's not lights.
()VB Likes.
ADC He likes the dog.

Student 11 RPR Ngoc Jungyi. (I like.)
Mrs. W RAG Okay.

RAG Ngoc Jungyi. (I like.)

This example points up an additional benefit of the teacher's facility with
Cantonese. By using the students' first language, she was able to ferret out those
areas of confusion and misunderstanding. By asking directly for the equivalent word
in Cantonese, Mrs. W quickly and eftwiently assessed how well the students under-
stood. This strategy is not available to the monolingual English speaker. If a teacher
not proficient in Cantonese sensed the same lack of understanding, he or she could of
course ask the student to provide an English synonym or use the word in a sentence.
For the limited English proficient student, however, these techniques would often be
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DISCU3SION

I his study i..0114idetVti Ill 40411 tiw Wit 414114004V 1.isr 1.11 twts teas:herb

with a atutip ot ChineiresA oreric40 144i-11141-iris. 1st Nith trse 40411in4li1. V 41.I4iy-Si1. of
Conversatioruiliact Irequencws and proportions, and in the suhserrneot quabnslsse
analysts, knOwkii$V tif Int" 1,1 Went lb' first language appealed to he critically Ow.
portant. I he coding of C-aCts wati relia$ in OW ii provided insashis sitlo ovvrall
patterns ol language use in Various lessons. It showed Mts. %V, for esample, to Ise
consistent in the diminution of Ciacts she used with students Wing dater-eat kwh
of English language proficiency, The speech of' Mr, M, on the other hand, who did
mo know Chinese, torflWti a quite ditterent pattern with the limited English
proficient studentc C.acts having to do witki sanctioning, altentionlerting., and
protesting occurred in higher frequency. ',Ath the lower group, and together,
appeared to indicate a lack or control.

The manner in which speakers put sanous C-acts together was ellatnitivil
thUnigh 11w tplabtatiVe anOty4i% of transcripts and tapes. One locus was on the
teachers* use al the students LI, Mr. M, nt COUI-SC, spoke no Chinese and was thus
unable to communicate with the children in their first and dominant language: An
unfortunate outcome of this situation was that he often sanctioned the use of
Chinese, since, as far its he could tell, the student speech Via% unrelated to lesson
tasks, An examination of the transcripts revert kd, howeser, that students sometimes
answered in Chinese or WC brief explanations or hints to their Cl/MIMIC% in that
language.

Mrs. W made a conscious effort to use Chinese as link as possible during
English reading; she used it much more in other lessons or in transition*, Chinese
thus accounted for only a small portion of her speech in the reading lessonsless
than seven percent. Nevertheless, the data show she carefully selected those
occasions on which she did, and she employed Chinese for a variety of purposes.
including translation, as a we-rode for solidarity, and for procedures. Most fre-
quently, however, she used the students' langua r. to clarify or to check for under-
standing. Her use of the Ian' iage reveakd a SCP ity to the variable meaninp in
Chinese and English that it passible for het ..ck out likely sourees of con-
fusion. This is no' to say, ,,o .;ver, that shc h. r ted a contrastive analysis of
the two languages. She simply recognized th which students might have
difficulty; perhaps because she herself had le ,sh as a second language.

This was something Mr. M could not do, ,ien students were obviously
confused, he was often unable to get at the root of the problem because of the
language barrier. Many times the confusion arose because students in the lower
group had difficulty making themselves understood, and lacked the English skills
necessary to rephrase their statements. Clearly, then, had Mr. M been able to better
communicate with the LEP students, he might have avoided the frequent loss of
student attention.
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The data from Mr. M's class serve to point up just how difficult teaching non-
and limited-English-speaking children can bc for teachers who do not speak their
students' first language. The task of communicating with them becomes formidable
indeed. This fact has serious implications for staffing in bilingual programs, Good
arguments can be made for employing an alternate-day (or half-day) model, e.g.,
students are exposed to native speakers of both languages. However, in cases like
that of this study, where students speak very little English, a single bilingual teacher
might have an advantage. This is not to say, of course, that monolingual teachers
might not also be effective with NES/ LES .tudents. Some of the features of Mrs.
W's teaching, for example do not require a high level ofproficiency in the students'
LI. A monolingual teacher who has some knowledge of how the students' L I
operates and an appreciation that the students may be usitig the LI on task, could
employ some helpful strategies. Use of the students' LI simply stands as another
valuable resource available to the bilingual teacher.

Some monolingual teachers have been known to delegate the instruction of
NES/ LES students to a bilingual instructional aide (Fillmore, 1982; Pung Guthrie,
in press) but unless the aide is fully bilingual, and a competent instructor besides, this
would not appear to be an improved solutiou. The effective use of L 1, even in English
reading lessons, requires more than just a working knowledge of the language. To be
able to identify points of possible confusion and clarify them as Mrs. W did, a
teacher must be highly proficient in both Cantonese and English. Therefore, in
staffing primary grade classes with limited- and non-English speaking children,
serious consideration should be given to the overall bilingual proficiency of the
teacher.
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APPENDIX
Codes, Definitions, and Examples of Conversational-Acts

Code Definition and Examples

Assertives report facts, state rules, convey attitudes, etc.
AAT Attributions report beliefs about another's internal state: "He does not know the

answer."; "He wants to."; "He can't do it."
ADC Descriptions predicate events, properties, locations, etc. of objects or people: "The

car is red."; "It fell on the Boon"; "We did it"; "We have a boat."
A EV Evaluations express personal judgments or attitudes: "That's good."
A E X Explanations state reasons, causes, justifications, and predictions: "I did it because

it's fun."; "It won't stay up there."
AID Identifications label objects events, people, etc.: "That's a car."; "I'm Robin."
A I R Internal Reports express emotions, sensations, intents, and other mental events:

"I like it"; "It hurts."; "I'll do it."; "I know."
APR Predictives states expectations about future events, actions, etc.: "I'll give it to you

tomorrow."; "It'll arrive later this week."
A R U Rules state procedures, definitions, "social rules," etc.: It goes in here."; "We don't

fight in school."; "That happens later."

Organizational Devices control personal contact and conveisational flow.
OAC Accompaniments maintain contact by supplying information redundant with

respect to some contextual feature: "Here you are"; "There you go."
OAG Attention Getters solicit attention: "Hey!"; "John!"; "Look!"
OBM Boundary Markers indicate openings, closings, and shifts in the conversation

"Okay"; "All right"; "By the way."
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OCQ Clarification Questions seek clarification of prior remark: "What?"
OEX Exclamations express surprise, delight, or other attitudes: "Oh!"; "Wow!"
OH. Fillers enables a speaker to maintain a turn: ". . well , ."; ". . . and uh .

OFS False Starts indicate aborted utterances: "We . . . they"
OPM Politeness Markers indicate ostensible pohteness: "Please"; "Thank you."
ORQ Rhetorical Questions seek acknowledgement to continue: "Know what?"
OSS Speaker Selections label speaker of next turn: "John"; "You."
OVP Verbal Play indicate language in which meaning is secondary to play.

Perforntatives accomplish acts (and establish facts) by being said.
MIT Bets express conviction about a future event: "I bet you can't do it."
PCL Claims establish rights for speaker: "That's mine"; "I'm first."
PJO Jokes cause humorous effect by stating incongrous information, usually patently

false: "We throwed the soup in the ceiling."
PPR Protests expiess objections to hearer's behavior: "Stop!"; "No!"
PTE Teases annoy, taunt, or playfully provoke a hearer: "You can't get me."
PWA Warnings alert hearer of impending harm: "Watch out!"; "Be careful!"

Requestives solicit information or actions.
QAC Action Requests seek the performance of an action by hearer: "Give me it!"; "Put

the toy down!"
QCH Choice Questions seek either-or judgments relative to propositions; "Is this an

apple?"; "Is it red or green?"; "Okay?"; "Right?"
QMA Requests for Mental Action seek specific mental activity by the hearer: "Think";

"Remember."
QPC Process Questions Seek extended descriptions or explanations: "Why did he go?"

"How did it happen?"; "What about him?"
QPM Permission Requests seek permission to perform action; "May I go'?"
QPR Product Questions seek i fcrrr r Jr live to most "WH" interrogatives"

"Where's John?"; "What b ir xlho?" "When?"
QSU Suggestions recommend U. , ,ce of an action by hearer or speaker or

both: "Let's do it!"; "Why doift )Ji j it'?", "You should do it."
QVB Verbal Action Requens seek performance part of an instructional routine such as

reading aloud, conducting language-learning exercises, repeating, or spelling:
"Read this word"; "Repeat after me"; "I go, you go, he . . ."

Responsives supply solicited information or acknowledge remarks.
RAG Agreements agree or disagree with prior non-requestive act: "No, it is not!"; "I don't

think you're right."
RA K Acknowledgements recognize prior non-requestives and are non-commital: "Oh";

"Yeah."
RCH Choice Answers provide solicited judgments of propositions: "Yes."
aCL Clarification Responses provide solicited confirmations: "I said no."
RCO Compliances express acceptance, denial, or acknowledgement of requests: "Okay";

"Yes"; "Ill do it."
RPC Process Answers provide solicited explanations: "I wanted to."
RPR Product Answers provide Wh-information: "John's here"; It fell."
RQL Qualifications provide unsolicited information to requestives: "But I didn't do it";

"This is not an apple."
RVB Response to Requests for Verbal Action provides solicited speech, such as reading

aloud, repeating in chorus, or spelling.
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Special Speech Acts are prescribed utterances expressed in a special way.
SAC Counting indicates naming numerals or counting objects,
SA I. Laughing codes laughter.
SAS Singing indicates singing, either words or sounds,
M K E ttlicrophotu, talk codes speech directed at the tape recordcr microphone, often

silly or nonsensical.
NV B Nonverhals code important nonverbal acts.
TR A Thinslation codes conscious, direct translations.
UNT Uninterpretables indicate uncodable utterances.



Formulaic Speech in Early Classroom
Second Language Development'
Rod Ellis

INTRODUCTION

Formulaic speech consists of "expressions which are learned as unanalysable
wholes and employed on pa rt icu la r occasions by nat ive spea kers " ( Lyons, 1968:177).
Examples given by Lyons are "How do you do?" and proverbs such as "Easy come
and easy go." The main characteristic of such utterances is that "their internal
structure, unlike that of genuine sentences, is not accounted for by means of rules
which specify the permissable combinations of words" (Lyons, 1968:177). In other
words formulaic expressions and grammatical sentences are alternative ways of
e xpressing meaning. Steinberg (1982) captures this rather nicely by referring to these
alternative means as familiar sentences and novel sentences respectively.

Formulaic speech is not uncommon in native-speaker speech, but it is,
probably, even more common in the speech of second language (L2) learners.
Referring to native-speaker speech Lyons considers formulaic speech relatively
infrequent compared to "the vast mass of more normal utterances"(Lyons: I 77). The
competence of native speakers, therefore, can be represented as in Figure I.

Figure 1: Native-speaker linguistic competence

- Stored familiar sentences

1 arget language rules for
novel sentences

Rod Ellis is senior lecturer at St. Mary's College, Twickenham, England. He is currently engaged in
research in classroom second language development and has published articles on L: acquisition and
language teaching.

II would like to thank Jean Handscombe for helpful comments on the earlier draft of this paper.
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54 Formulaic Speech

In contrast 1.2 learners in 1he early stages of development know relatively few
target language (II.) rules for either reception or production and so their linguistic
competence must be characterised by a much larger proportion of stored formulaic
speech, as represented in Figure 2, One of the major aims of this paper is to illustrate
the importance of formulaic speech in the early 1,2 acquisition of learners in an ESI,
classroom

Prwate 2: Early 1,2 speaker linguistic compdence

Stor 1 familiar sentences

Target language rules for
novel sentences

There are three issues relating to formulaic speech in L2 acquisition that I wish
to examine. The first concerns the extent to which it occurs in the early speech of
ESL learners, The frequency of formulaic speech in L2 performance is generally
recognised. Formulaic speech figures prominently in the early acquisition of English
by young children in informal environments (Huang and Hatch, 1978; Hakuta,
1974; Wagner-Gough, 1975; Fillmore, 1976) and also by adults (Hanania and
Gradman, 1977; Huebner, 1980), However, all these studies describe naturalistic
acquisition. I shall consider the different kinds of formulaic speech used by three
classroom learners.

The second issue concerns the role of formulaic speech in L2 development. Any
consideration of this issue involves both the contribution of formulaic speech to
learner performance and to the acquisition of the creative rule system. It is important
to keep these separate. Thus it is possible to conclude that formulaic speech
contributes positively to the learner% productive capacity but plays no part in the
developmrrnt of the rule system. On the basis of this separation it is possible to
formulati a strong position regarding the contribution of formulaic speech (i.e. it
aids both performance and acquisition) and a weak position (i.e. it aids only
pert ormance). Even if the weak position is adopted, however. I believe a convincing
case can be made out for allocating formulaic speech an important role in the L2
development of ESL learners, particularly in the beginning stages

There is general acceptance that L2 performance is aided r nhanced by
formulaic speech. Krashen (1982) argues that it serves, like the use or the mother
tongue, as a means of "outperforming competence." For Krashen "ability to
peform" and "competence" are distinct, the latter relating solely to knowledge of the
creative rule system. Krashen accepts, however, that L2 users need to communicate
beyond the means provided by their competence and thus accepts that formulaic
speech has a role, albeit a limited one, to play. It can improve overall performance
both by compensating for deficiencies in knowledge of the creative rule system and
also by helping to solve production difficulties. A reasonable hypothesis is that
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utterances produced with reference to their underlying rule system take longer to
process than when they are produced as wholes. Thus formulaic speech k useful to
the language performer because it relieves the burden placed on the processing
mechanisms, This point is skilfully put by Steinberg (1982: 123);

The fact that speakers are able to produce and understand sentences at the
fantastic rate they do mild never be explained. if we suppose that every
sentence had to be constructed through application of all related rules,

Thusjamiliar phrases and sentences facilitate processing by making available
direct meaning-bond associations.

Steinberg's comment3 refer to native-speaker perfornuince, Tlw need for
processing relief in L2 speaker performance is that much greater. Thus the extent to
which learners use formulaic speech may be the function of three factors:

(1) The user's need to outperfirm compewnce.
(2) The degree of autonunicity of acquired 11, rules.
(3) The degree of pressure placed on the processing mechanisms by the type

of discourse the learner is engaging in (i.e. the more unplanned the
discourse type, the greater the need for ready-made utterances).

There is no concensus regarding the nature and the extent of the contribution
made by formulaic speech to the acquisition of the creative rule system. Two basic
positions are held. The first states that formulaic speech and rule-created speech are
unrelated. The following might be considered as evidence for this position:

(1) In the initial stages of language development formulaic speech is by
definition unrelated to rule ^reated speech i.e., formulaic speech contains
structural elements which are not evident in propositional speech.

(2) There is neurological evidence from cases of left hemispherectomy of
patients who lose the ability to speak but are nevertheless still able to
produce automatic speech consisting of stereotyped expressions (Krashen
and Scarce Ila, 1978). It has been suggested that formulaic speech might be
represented in the right hemisphere and creative speech in the left.

(3) The fact that native-speakers continue to make extensive us of formulaic
utterances indicates that these may be protected from analysis throughout
the period of language acquisition. Thus a common utterance such as
"What's this?" could be derived in two different waysfrom the store of
formulaic utterances available to the speaker and from the store of creative
rules. Which way is followed may simply reflect the amount of processing
time available in different situations.

The alternative positionthat adopted by Clark (1974) in the case of first
language acquisition and Fillmore (1976) in L2 acquisitionis that formulaic
utterances are eventually analysed into their component parts and thereby
contribute to the learner's creative rule system. In a way this proposal confers the
analytical skills of the linguist on the language learner.

The third issue to be examined in this paper concerns the role of formulaic
speech in teaching. The traditional focus of language teaching is grammar i.e. the
creative rule system. This has been the case whaher the linguistic theory on which
the teaching is based has been structural/ hzhavioural, transformational/ mentalist
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or communicative/ interactionist and whethei the language teaching methodology
Ims been Inductive, deductive or communicative, 1 he centrality of grammar ii
language teaching is evident in the vast majority of mei hods currently employed ii
the teaching of second or foreign languages including so called humarthrren. hods
(for example, Curran, 197) and t hose linked with the notional/ functional Bpi'
(fm example, Wilkins, 19M) as well as, more obviously, traditional audiolingual
methods, I wish to suggest that grammar might not be as important as formulaic
speech in at least the early 1.2 development of sonic Ftil. learners and that cmphask
placed on developing grammatical rules may be misplaced with such beginners,

To summarke, the three issues I wish to consider are the uses of formulaic
utterances in the pee c h of 1.2 beginners, the role that formulaic speech pkys ii. 1.2
development and the extent to which it should be incorporated into a teaching
programme. The focus will be on FSI. classroom learners,

TYPES OF FORMULAIC SPEECH

It is lot easy to distinguish speech consisting of familiar sentences from speech
consisting of novel sentences, Huang and Hatch (1978) discuss this problem of
identification and point to a number of criteria that might be used. "Imitated
sentences" (t heir term for formulaic speech) are grammatical, the learner displays no
awareness of smaller units within the sentences and there is no recombination of
words or morphemes into sentences. These arc the criteria that will be applied in the
following analysis.

Formulaic speech can be classified in terms of both functional and formal
categories. Functional descriptions are possible because each formulaic utterance is
typically associated with a specific illocutionary meaning. Thus Garvey (1977: 43)
notes for: uulaic speech consists of "predictable utterance sequences that serve a
single or limited role, and arc restricted to particular positions or specialized
functions in respect to conversation or interaction." Perhaps the most complete
functional taxonomy of formulaic speech is provid,:d by Yorio (1980). He
distinguishes the following functional types:

(1) Situation formulas
formulaic utterances associated with a specific situation ("I thought you'd
never ask")

(2) Stylistic formulas
formulaic utterances associated with a particular style ("Ladies and
gentlemen. . .")

(3) Ceremonial formulas
formulaic utterances used in ritualistic interactions (different forms of
add ress)

(4) Gambits
for mulaic utterances used to organise interactions or activities. They can be
conversational ("Guess what!") and organisational ("Let's call it a day").

(5) Euphemisms

In a formal description of formulaic speech it is useful to distinguish routines
and patterns (Krashen and Scarcella, 1978). Routines refer to whole utterances that
are used as unanalysed packages. They can consist of words, phrases or sentences
but are probably stored in the same way because they lack internal structure.
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Patterns a, only pa ninny unanalysed, They include one or more open slots in a
fixed kw 4, The existence of patterns suggests t hat formulaic and creative speech
may not he dichotomous but uolar ends of a continuum on which utterances can he
placed that are more or less ;thmulaic/creative,

The notion of formulaic speech, howesm need not be restricted to single
utterances. It can also der to discourse stretches that are highly predictable because
they are depndet on specific, easily identifiable contexts, An obvious example
might be tt .i:ting sequence, This particular interpretation of formulaic speech is
similar to t he concept of script used in first language acquisition research, Nelson
and (i. uende; ( ;79), for instance, suggest that children develop scripts or regular
routines. hat is, they form a conceptual representation of a sequence of interactive
events, which is stored in long-term memory and then activated in appropriate
contexts, L2 learners may also work out scripts which correspond to their
communicative needs and which they can easily lock into,

Formulaic srech, then, can be described in terms of the communicative
functions it serves. Formally it .1 possible to distinguish routines, patterns and
scripts.

METHOD

The data used in this study of formulaic speech in a classroom context were
taken from thc speech produced by three children during their first year of learning
[English in a Language Unit in London.

The three children were J, an eleven year old Portuguese boy, R an eleven year
old Pakistani boy and his sister, T, who was thirteen years old, At the beginning of
the study J knew almost no English and R and Tnone whatsoever. The two boys had
outgoing personalities, but the girl was more withdrawn. J mixed with children from
other ethnic groups from thc start and so was forced to try to use English to
communicate with them. In contrast, R and Tspent most of their time both in and
out of the classroom with other Punjabi speaking children and so did not need to use
English so much. Initially, however, all three children (and in particular the two
Pakistani children) were subjcct to considerable social distancing from a native
English speaking community and so were reliant on the environment provided by
the Language Unit for an input of English. Once they left the Unit they had no
contact with English. Thus, although the three learners acquired English in an ESL
sit uation, they were in many respects in a similar learning context to that which faces
EFL learners.

The Language Unit they were sent to functioned as a reception school for
recently arrived non-English speaking children. Children were withdrawn from the
secondary school at which they initially registered until they had achieved sufficient
competence in English to take part in the normal school curriculum. The Unit
provided tuition in English but also taught othe- school subjects such as Maths and
Science through the medium of English. English also functioned as the medium of
communication in all other school affairs (such as assembly, sports, concerts). Thus
the children were exposed to English both inside and outside the classroom.

The children were visited by the researcher on a regular weekly basis during
term time. This involved a minimum of one visit per week and often three or more.
Thc procedure followed was to sit in the classes containing the three children and to
keep a pencil and paper record of ( I) each utterance they produced and (2) the verbal
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and non-verhal context of each utterance. This method 01 collecting data MIS
supplemented by audio,recordings. Iwse were often navy as a result of the informal
teaching style that prevailed in the classrooms, but provided some useful additional
data and also served as a means of vet Vying the pencil and paper records. In general
the presence of researclwr in the classroont did not appear to unduly affect the kind
of language produced by the three children. The data that were collected can he
considered representative of the kind of language that occurs in withdrawal FS I ,
classrooms,

The corpus used for t he study was the communicative speech produced by the
three children that is, the speech produced when the focus was on meaning rather
than form. Excluded were the utterances (hat occurred during language practice
when the underlying purpose was pedagogic rather than communicative. The
majority of the utterances produced by the three learners consisted of communica-
tive rather than pedagogic speech. This corpus was carefully inspected and a limited
number of formulaic utterances identified using the criteria outlined by II uang and
!latch (1978), already referred to.

RESULTS

Formulaic speech in clauroom communication

All three children appeared to rapidly develop a number of formulaic
utterances which thcy used to help them ommunicate in the everyday activities of
classroom interaction. Figure 3 lists some of the most common, using the functional
framework provided by Yorio (1980)

Figure 3: Examples of formulaic speech produced by three child classroom learners

Type of formula Examples

(I) Situation formulas "Finished" (said after completing a classroom
task)
"I got none/one/two" etc (referring to the points
won in a game)
"Very good" (self-congratulating in a game or
classroom task)

(2) Stylistic formulas "Can I have rubber/colour" ctc? (requesting
goods from teacher or pupil)

(3) Ceremonial formuals "How are you?" (greeting)
"Good morning?" (greeting)
"Excuse me, miss/sir" (attracting attention)

(4) Gambits "This one or this one?" (identifying nature
of a task)
"What's this?" (asking for object to be identified)
"I don't know" (lack of knowledge or ability
to respond)
"That's all right" (confirming course of action)

Below is a discussion of two of the most commonly used formulaic utterances,
which sheds further light on the role played by such utterances in classroom
communication.
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"I don't know"
'Ms is an example of a routine. It was very common in the speech of R and nut lulls
NO in A, although this may simply relie t. a bids in the data gathering, The routine
was particularly evident in situations where the teacher WO questioning an indi-
vidual pupil, perhaps because a failure to respond was more conspic.ious is lid SO less
acceptable, "I don't know" served an important discourse function s helped to fill
turn, In many eases the children's use of the routine was ambiguous, It could be
used to indicate that the learner had failed to understand what the teacher had said,
or that, despite understanding, the learner could not provide an answer. Hut its main
function seemed to be to take up a discourse slot when the learner felt obliged to take
a turn but could not (0 ttribute to the propositional development of the conversa-
tion, R and Tonly use "don't" in the context of this routine for a long time hut Jalso
used "don't" monomorphemically as an alternative to "not" in directives,

"Can I have , please'?"
This is an example of a pattern. It was used to reqvcst goods in the classroom, but it
was not the only means of performing this fuaction. Other devices were ako used
such as:

Colours, sir. (R)
Give me onc pencil. (J)

The empty slot in the pattern was filled by lexical i ems referring to a range of class-
room objectsrubber, pencil, pen, paper, book, paint etc. The auxiliary "can" made
its first appearance in this pattern, which was also unique in other ways. It mani-
fested subject-verb inversion when no other utterance produced by the children did
so, it made use of only the first person pronoun and it was restricted to the verb
"have". It is interesting to note that the almost identical p-o tern for requesting per-
mission ("Can I ?") did not occur in the data until much later for J and
tict at all in the first year for R and T Apparently the formula was not so much a
firm for the children as a device for performing a specific language function.

A rather different kind of communicative role was played by the learners' use of
e arts. These were more likely to occur in teacher-pupil rather than teacher-class

laction. When the learners were faced with a verbal task that they could not
age, they tended to switch into a familar set of responses which thcy felt

opetent to perform. In other words, scripts were used asa means of escaping from
orrinunicative pressure imposed by the teacher. R was particularly prone to this
kind of behaviour (Ellis, 1983). One of his scripts, a colour-identification sequence, is
illustrated below. The teacher was showing R a -What's Wrong" Picture of a bicycle
without any pedals.

T. I want you to tell me what you
can see in the picture or what's
wrong with the picture. Look at that.

R. /pai k/ (= bik
T. A cycle, yes.

But what's wrong.
R. /rut/ (= red)

iPhonetic transcription was used whenever a learner utterance was conspicuously different in pro-
nunciation from a British English model.
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, ICA red, yes.
What's wrong with it?

t
In this example the teachet's conceptualisation til the task and IV+ sciiin do not

match. Although Irs responses illre coot e sttialls appi opt tate to the pietism c, dies tio
not satisfy the teacho's question. 1 he tesuli Is 55 hat colon and Schielletin (197))
call "discontinuous discourse," On ther occasnins, however, the larners' use ol
sew,' s produced Inore slivertoltd outCollles

Lew Development of rirmulale Utterances

In both first and second language acquisition research it hiss been s wested that
formulaic speech serves its the basis for creative speech. '1 he learner first comes to
realise that the formulaic utterances he initially understood and used as unanalysed
wholes consist of discrete constituents which can he combined with other
constituents in a variety of rule-bound ways. Clark (1974) gives a number ol
examples of routine "unproductive sequences" which were rapidly used in the
construction of more complex utterances by a child learning Foglish as a lirst
language.

he new struetnres %%cur the result of juxtaposin), :xisting routines or of
embedding one within another. Clark felt that the child's speech became creative
predominantly through the gradual analysis of the internal structure of sequences
which started off as routines. Fillmore (1976;1979) has taken a very similar position
for 12 acquisition. Her research is particularly relevant to this study as her subje,..ts
were also school children (aged 5.7 to 7.3 years), but her data were not collected from
within the classroom. Fillmore documents a large number of formulas and suggests
that over time they are submitted to an analytical process that releases constituent
elements for use in other slots than those they initially occupied. She suggests that
analysis can occur in two ways; by the learner noticing variation in the formulaic
structure according to the situation and also by the learner noticing similarities ni
parts of one set of formulas with those of others. As the constituent elements become
freed the learners' utterances become rule-based. However, other commentators
have argued that formulaic speech and the development of rule-created speech arc
unrelated (for example, Krashen and Scarcella, 1978; see p. 3-4 of this paper)

In order to investigate to what extent the formulas produced by thc three
classroom learners were converted into rules, as described by Clark and Fillmore,
the "I don't know" routine was examined developmentally.

In tracing the developmental route of "I don't know" the following structural
features were considered:

(I) when "don't" was first used in similar but different expressions
(2) when an alternative subject to "1" first occurred
(3) when"know"was released for use without "don't"
(4) when an additional constituent first occurred.

Figure 4 gives the first instance and the week of its occurence of each of these
developments in the communicative classroom speech of the time children.
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Whelk "don't" lirst appe,ired in structures other than "I don't know" its use was
still very rrst fiord, here is no immeiliate release lollowed by productive use with a
range of different verbs, It is, in fact, quite likely that the new forms (1 don't
understand" kIt J and "I don't like" tot 14 and 1') were still routines and that it Wal
only whelk the learners penxised thr syntactic similarity between the two ft/MIMI
that completely productive uw of -donr became possible. However, the data for the
first year suggest that this point was not reached by any of the children.

Only J developed the ability to replace "1" with an alternative pronoun, This
was a reflection of his more rapid overall development. His speech also manifested
each deselopmental feature at an earlier date.

For all three children the ability to use "know" independently of "don't" was
subsequent to their ability to use "don't" with ot Lr verbs. One interpretation of this
would be that "don't" is analysed for productive use before "know", but this would
assume that the other "don't" utterances are rul..-derived rather than routines. What
is more significant is that "I don't know" preceded the structurally simpler 1 know"
by us much as six months. This is surely a :election of the comparative importance
of the communicative uses of the two structures In the classroom children prize II*
ability to express ignorance over thc ability to express knowledge! Pupils need a
defensive strategy to ward off the teachers' questi.ms from the start.

The most interesting of rt.. developmental features is the use of additional
constituents with "1 don't know", that is when the routine turned into a pattern. The
data show a remarkable similarity with those provided by Clark. Here are some
further examples taken from the speech sot the three children with the juxtaposed
structure italicized. The number in brackets refers to the week in which each
utterance was observed.

(I) That one I don't know. (1 - 21)
(2) I don't know what this. (R - 26)
(3) I don't know whatY this. (T - 25)
(4) I don't know "holiday- spelling. (T - 22)
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(5) You don't know where ii is. (J - 25)
(6) I don't know how 10 play. (J - 27)
(7, I don't know whal is squiirel. (R - 24)
(8) I don't know making. (T - 30)

These arc worth discussing in some detail as they reveal at least two different
strategies. One of these consists of combining two routines into a single utterance.
Definite examples of this strate,v are (1), (2) and (3). (4) is also probably the product
of this combination strategy, as "noun + spelling"served as a common device for
requesting assistance with written work. (5) and (6) may also represent the
conjunction of two routines, although where ii is and how lo play could also be rule-
derived constituents. (7) and (8), however, reflect a totally different strategy. In both
cases the learner incorporated a consitituent from the teacher's previous utterance,
attaching it as a single, unanalysed unit to an existing routine. This is an example of
what Scollon (1976) has called "vertical structures" in the speech of first language
learners. Wagner-Gough (1975) reports a similar strategy in naturalistic L2
acquisition for her subject, Homer.

Teaching Formulaic Speech

In general the formulaic utterances were picked up by the three children rather
than formally taught. When formal teaching did take place, it was focused on
instruction in the correct production of key vocabulary or grammatical items.
However, a number of the formulas listed in Figure 3 were actively and successfully
taught. Here is an extract from a lesson which contained the first recorded use of "1
don't know" by R and T. It was followed almost immediately by fairly regular use.

T. Now what's that? (T points at a picture of a tree)
R. No sir.

T. Do you know?
Do you know?
What's this?

T. No. Say "I don't know."

T. Do you know?
Do you know?

T. I don't know.

R. No.
T. No.

T. I don't know.

R. No.

R. I don't know.

This may appear fairly auh. tarian teaching but it needs to be understood that the
attention the teacher gave modelling "I don't know" constituted a secondary goal.
The teacher's main aim wa.; :a practice vocabulary. Similarly, on other occasions
when formulas were taught, tile teacher did not appear to have planned to do so in
advance. The instruction resulted from a realisation as the lesson progressed that
the pupils lacked the appropriate means for expressing discourse functions that were
important in classroom communication.
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The results of the study of the three children's formulaic speech show that
routines, patterns and scripts were used frequently in the classroom context, that
they were used to perform communicative functions important to the learners, that
later development of formulas such as "I don't know" did occur and that there was

some evidence that useful formulas such a s"I don't know" could be directly taught
when the opportunity offered itself in classroom discourse.

DISCUSSION

Three issues were identified for examination. They were the extent to which
formulaic speech occurs in the early speech of ESL learners, the role of formulaic
ipeech in L2 development and the part played by teaching in the classroom use of

formulaic speech. I shall discuss each of these issues -arately.
Initially the three children investigated in this study used forrnulaic speech

extensively. Indeed, their speech appeared to be entirely composed of single words,
routines, patterns and scripts. Also, in many cases the children used the same
formulas and these appeared in their speech in the same order. -P., oeremonial

formulas (for example "Good morning" and "Thank you"), "fir' 'id "I don't
know" occurred earlier than "This one", "Can 1 have , .nd "What's
this?". However, although the frequency of occurrence of thes. ..)i Is was high,

their range was quite limited. The three learners developed d nail number of
formulas to meet their basic communicative needs in the classroom. With regard to
the role of formulaic speech in the children's L2 development, it is necessary to
distinguish between its contributioin to performance and acquisition (see page 54).

This study suggests that in classroom L2 performance involving ESL learners,
formulaic speech is an important aspect of their communicative abilities. The
children needed and therefore learnt a number of formulas for participating in the

everyday interactions of classroom life. Thus the formulas that were identified
typically related to social aspects of the classroom and to classroom organisation.
These aspects of classroom communication were so important to the learners that

they acquired a limited set of formulas to compensate for their lack of creative rules
for constructing novel sentences. The regularity and frequency of these contexts

provided both the motivation and input conditions for acquiring a number of
formulaic utterances.

As regards the role of formulaic speech in L2 acquisition, the picture is less

clear and it is probably not possible to decide whether the formulaic wholes were

stripped down and so contributed to the learners' developing rule systems, as
claimed by Clark and Fillmore, or v, 'slier rule-created speech developed entirely
separately, as argued by Krashen ani Scarcella. Although considerable develop-

ment took place in the children's use of "I don't know", it is not clear how much of
the grammatical information contained in the rcutine was unpackaged and made
available for productive use. Much of the apparent development could beexplained
e;ther in terms of additional routines or by the conversion of routines to patterns. If
this explanation is correct, little real analysis took place.

Somewhat greater evidence of analysis can be observed in a rather special
routine used by R. It evolved in collaboration with a Vietnamese boy, whom R sat
next to for a short period during the first year. The routine consisted of a fixed

cor t -..ent "Book in the bin" and the fun consisted of manipulating this in one way
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or another in a manner similar to that described by Peck (1978;1980). Here is a
representative sample of R:s utterances recorded in a single lesson in week 11. In each
utterance R was playing with language rather than conveying information,

look in the bin.
You book in thc bin.
My book not in the bin.
You in the bin.
No writing in the bin.
You book in the bin.
You bin . . . in the bin, all right?
You writing in the bin.

In the space of a few utterances R demonstrated his abilit, iperate on a
routine in a way not dissimilar to the analytical proced ores used by a Jingoist seeking
to determine the constituent boundaries in his speech data. R substituted, added,
deleted and rearranged. Semantic play, as afforded by this routine, spears to
involve the kind of analysis which may contribute to the development o i. reative
rule system.

It may be that the role of formulaic speech in L2 acquisition is a variable
phenomenon. That is, under certain conditions and with specific formulas the kind
of analysis required to develop creative rules from previously unanalysed units may
take place. The contribution of formulaic speech should not be seen in all-or-nothing
terms. Also, formulaic speech may contribute to L2 acquisitior by helping to start
and sustain verbal interactions, thereby providing the learner with the p-rxessary
comprehensible input to facilitate growth of the creative rule system.

The final issue concerned whether formulaic speech can be taught. Some
evidence was provided to show that this may be both possible a' successful. The
learners may have responded to direct teaching of routines such as "I don't know'
because it provided them with the linguistic means to express functions that were
communicatively important in the classroom. The success of this teaching contrasts
with the repeated failure to teach the same learners syntactical rules. One speculative
explanation for this is that whereas syntax consists of abstract rules that require the
..;arner to focus on form, and is, as a result, not easily taught to children such as J, R
and T, formulaic speech is not abstract but meaningful and can be memorized in the
form in which it is presented and so can be taught and, in Krashen's terms "learnt". It
may be possible to learn useful formulas in much the same way as any other useful
information.

However, the study of the three children also showed that formulaic speech did
not have to be taught to be acquired. Its communicative value together with
frequency of use were sufficient for acquisition to take place. it is perhaps more
important that ESL teachers are aware of the phenomenon of formulaic speech than
that they should attempt direct teaching. This awareness would include recognition
that unanlysed whole .. ie not evidence of the mastery of syntactical rules.

CONCLUSION

Formulaic speech plays a significant pa. in the L2 performance of ESL
learners such as the three children investigr this study. It enables them to
perform a number of important communkutnc tilutions ui the classroom and it
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may coral ibute, directly or indirectly, to the acquisition of rules for producing novel
serum s. In the early stages of 12 d,r:velopment formulaic speech may be more

signifi.. ant than creative rules. in p;ioming ESL programmes for beginners,
therelofe, teachers might like to think alinut which formulas will be of most use to
their students and look out for opportunities in which they can naturally introduce
and practise them.
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Language is Culture: Textbuilding
Conventions in Oral Narrative
Sandra Silberstein

INTRODUCTION

in this paper I provide empirical evidence for, and suggest theoretical implica-
tions of, a rather common observation: all native speakers of a language do not talk
the same. Beyond the oft-cited phonological variation of dialect speakers, I argue
that membership in different speech communities based on such factors as age,
gender, ethnicity, and family affect the textbuilding, or storytelling, conventions
speakers have available to them. I suggest, further, that listener response to a story
may turn on whether or not listener and narrator share these conventions.

That native speakers of differing backgrounds tell and receive stories differently
has important implications for the teaching of English to speakers of other lan-
guages. In particular, communicative competence must turn, in part, on the extent
to which one has learned to recognize the ways in which such factors as age, gender,
ethnicity, and family are embedded in the narrative choices made by speakers of a
language. If native speakers of nonoverlapping speech communities can find each
other incomprehensible, how confused might a nonnative speaker be, trying to make
sense of a narrative that adheres to nondominant, and presumably unfamiliar,
speech conventions, for example, a story told by an older, female speaker from an
ethnic minority?

In this paper 1 look at a single courtship narrative (told by an older Jewish
woman), examine some listener response to that story, and discuss the results of a
study which compares and contrasts this story with others. As a result of this
comparative work, I am able to hypothesize storytelling conventions made available
by membership in demographically based speech communities. Finally, I demon-
strate that knowledge of storytelling conventions can illuminate areas of cross-
cultural confusion uncovered by our study of listener response.

In the end it is this cultural information which will help us understand one
courtship narrative. In fact, issues raised here about conventions, about personal

Sandra Silberstein. Assistant Professor of English at the University of Washington. is coauthor of
Reader% Choice and has published in Language Learning.
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style, about critical theory remain within the context of a single question: Wluit docs
one need to know in order to understand and therefore describe a single text?

In the context of storytelling, it requires a story to understand how I came to be
interested in the implications of describing a single text.

Originally, I was interested in much morc general questions about how people
tell stories in the context of longer interactions. As part of a pilot study, I hired a
fricnd, a male linguist, to interview middle-aged Jewish women. One evening my
friend broke down in a mock confession over the phone. Partly in parody of listener
response, partly in venting his own frustration, he complained: "I don't care what
you think of me; [these] women are terrible storytellers, They add all these details,
which, far from adding to the point, detract from it. In fact, there is no point to their
stories." It struck me that this wonderfully honest and perceptive expression of
frustration was reflective of more generally held attitudesattitudes which my
friend had been able to name and parody. He understood before I did that his
feelings were an important part of our joint research, and that our investigation
should include an examination of listener response. As a result, this paper and the
study it reports is built around that story from the pilot study that evokes the most
diverse reactions, even among my colleagues, Mrs. Blum's "Within a Two-Week
Period I Had Five Proposals"1:

WITHIN A TWO-WEEK PERIOD I HAD FIVE PROPOSALS'
S: Can you tell me about any of your dates? Do any of them stick out in your

mind?

B: Yes yes =
S: =((very soft vocalintion))
B: I had ah - within a two-week ((laughing)) p(h)eriod I had five proposals.

S: ((voiced smile))
((S turns over tape))

S: Yeah ah
B: Anyway.=
S: =So we were talking about your five proposals.
B: Yeah ((laughs)) ((quickly)) Five proposals in a two-week time. It=

S: ((voiced smile))
B: =seems that ah - ((tsk))3 I met my husband Jack Blum at a fraternity affair

at Carlisle,

iThe transcript omits several embedded anecdotes which are not the subject of this paper. The anecdotes
are discussed at some length in Silberstein (1982). Their omission should in no way suggest that thc
transcript reflects a kernel or real story. Rather, the transcript comprises part of a longer tale.

2Transcript format is that developed by Gail Jefferson, as outlined in Sudnow (1972). Those conventions
used here are detailed below:

A. Overlapping utterances
The point at which an ongoing uuerance is overlapped by another is marked with a single left-
hand bracket at thr point where thc overlap begins:

S: Can you teil me about any of your dates? Do any of them stick out in your mind?
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B: Yes
The point at which ovellappinr ailatinve, Atm .,..lapping is waked with II single right-hand

hracket:
S; Lots Of people

B: a numher of hoys yes.
R. Contiguous utterances

When 1cre is no interval between adjacent outrances, the second being latched immediately

to the t (without overlapping it), the utterances are linked together with equal signs:

B; Anyway=

S: =So we were talking about your five proposals.
C. Intervals within utterances

A short untimed pause within an utterance is indicated hy a dash:
- B: It's ah, u::m what's the big fraternity you know - Z.B.T.

D. Characteristics of speech delivery
A colon indicates an extension of the sound or syllable it follows:
: B: So I said well, I have this: - othcr fella that- ah,
A double colon prolongs thc extension:

B: It's ah, u::m what's thc big fraternity you know - Z.B.T.
A period indicatcs a stopping fall in tone, not necessarily thc end of a sentence:

B: Phi Ep.
A comma indicate% a t.ontinuing intonation, not necessarily between clauses of sentences;

B: It's nr . Yes. It was Phi- hc was Superior at Phi Ep,
A cvmma i k a continuing intonation, not necessarily between clauses of a sentznce:

S: =Oh as from Phi li, okay

B: his name was Bob Singer,=
S: Okay

B: he's studying law,
A question mark indicatcs a rising inflection, not necessarily a question:
? S: You didal like any of them?
A single dash, immediately following a word indicates a halting, abrupt cutoff. Inthe example

below, note the distinction between an untimed pause and a halting cutoff:
- S: =You werc- that you were going with this - no?
Emphasis is indicated by varieties of italics and larger print:
halics No: I wa- they were just dances, that's all.
LARGE B: Which is now Beta Sigma Rho. NO! Which is not Beta Sigma
PRINT Rho=
Audible aspirations (h) arc inserted where they occur occur,
double parentheses are used to enclose descriptions of phenomena not easily transcribed;
(h) B: I had ah - within a two-week ((laughing)) p(h)eriod I
(0) had five proposals.
Double parentheses are also used to provide other details of the conversational scene:

((S turns over tape))
or to describe various characteristics of the talk:

B: ((quickly)) Five proposals in a two-week time.
E. Other transcript symbols

Vertical ellipses indicate the omission of intervening turns of talk:
B: A:nd - he was right, we got married and

S: Hum

B: That was the beginning,

'((Tsk)) indicates a dentalveolar click.
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5: ((vocalization))
Dickinson Law. Iles the Superior from- Penn State, a:nd is-

S: What's that mean Superior?
II: Head of the fraternity.
S: I: see um yeah

13: Phi Ep.
S: Uh huh
13: Which is now Beta Sigma Rho. NO! Which is not Beta Sigma

S: ((vocalization))
13: =that's another boy I dated excuse me,

S: ((laughs))
B: It's ah, tc:m what's the big fraternity you knuw - Z.B.T.
S: ((with recognition)) Z.B.T.,
B: It's now Z.B.T. Yes, It was Phi- he was Superior at Phi

S: right
B: =((tsk))
S: ((vocalization))
B: and he was in Carlisle visiting, ah - some mills in Pennsylvania. He was a

senior, and he - had an idea that he was gonna have a chain of hosiery mills.
This is what he wanted to do.

S: Hum
B: And there were some in- there was one plant in York Pennsylvania

((quickly)) he came down to visit. While he was down he visited, at the
fraternity house. 1 was going with a young attorney, oh he was to be an
attorney=

S: =Uh hum=
B: =from Philadelphia. Bob Singer was his name.
S: ((voiced smile))
B: A:nd ah - 1 met Jack and that same night I met two other boys who were

visiting. And

S: H(Nuh! So you had the one fellow who was in town and these
three visitors. - Right?

B: No - no=
S: =You were- that you were goiqg with this - no?

B: No. No no no. No. I had a date
with this boy from Philadelphia,---

S: =Oh he was from Phili, okay

B: his name was Bob Singer,=
S: Okay

=[
B: he's studying law,
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5: Right
ll: his brother's a Rhodes Scholar,
5: Huh

A:nd his brother was there dart night, I danced with hint
I

5: Um hum
It: 1,,:and I - um one of the fellows came over and asked to dance with ine and it

was Jack Blum,
5: Ilum

And you know at fraternity dances you dance witly,
5: =lots of people

lc a number of boys, yes,:=
5: =Yeah

((tsk)) And I danced with two other boys, who were visiting at the fra-
ternity and- by coincidence they were- from Penn State, there was some
son of gathering or something there, a:nd whe:n - the next week I got a
letter. from Jack, invitiag me, to a fraternity dance. I couldn't remember
which one hc was.

S: ((laughs9)
IC I couldn't figure out which one of the three this Jack Blum was.
S: Now did you know which one of the three you liked best?
B: I didn't like any of them. I wasn't-

S: You didn't like any of them?
B: No: I wa- they were just dances, that's all.

B: But ah, thcn, I went to the fraternity house and he was very lovely, as I said
he was Superior at his house that means he's the head of the house.=

S: =Uh huh
Et: A:nd he was- highly- he was older.
S: ((vocalization))
Et: Ile had worked four years before he went to college.
S: Ah
B: And ah- he was one of the top honor students.=
S: Um hum

=[
B: and I think third in his class at the ah- in accounting and- he was:- quite

a boy. Anyhow - I went there, and that- and there I met a girl by the name-
of Ruth D:eutsch, from Allentown, and she was there, with her childhood
sweetheart, Art Schwartz. Well, ((tsk))

S: ((softly)) hum
B: when I told her- oh she was telling me that I had the best date in the house

and I said well ((tEk)) I'm not staying, I'm leavir

S: ((laughs))
B: =tomorrow. She sa- if you do, she says, that is the meanest cruellest thing
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that anybody could ever do, I low could you do that to such a wonderful
boy?

5: Huh!
B: So I said well. I have this: - other fella that- a h,

5: ((laughs))
II: wants me to come over there, and I know him he's from my home town

larrisburg, and I said ah - I'm gonoa leave. Oh she says, I think - I would
have no respect for you to It she says I thought I liked you when I met you
but she says ((lsk)) - you 3,e really cruel. Well I had a very- I was a very
conscientious=

S: Whoa
(it b- and)

B. person and very sensitive and it bothered me.
(I'm- I'm)

S: Um hum
B: So I called the other boy up and told him I just can't do it Ill come to

another fraternity affair hut I just can't do that. And we had a very nice
time. We really did. I eitioyed it, ((tsk))

S: Um hum Hum
13: =and he started writing to me, and in the meantime 1 was dating all the

time.
S: Um hum
13: And ah, I had these other boys, and- I don't know whether it was because

they knew that this boy had a crush on me or what but everybody started
proposing!

S: 011 WOW!

B: Well, well when finally, when Jack proposed to me ((tsk))- a h, I told him
frankly I wasn't in love with him. And he said that didn't make a bit of dif-
ference to him. Be,:ause he knew that 1=

S: ((vocalization))
B: =was in- that he- that he was in love with me, and he didn't- it didn't

bother him one bit he knew that- eventually. He says I know the kind of
person you are, and he- I was just timid that was i- mostly my problem.
A:nd -he was right, we got married and

S: Hum

B: That was the beginning,

As it became clear that Mrs. Blum's tape elicits quite different responses from
different listeners, I began to solicit reactions whenever I could from both linguists
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and lopeople: older and youngerfews and non.Jews. While sollle listeners found
this a "wonderful" story, others evidenced no timidity in telling me why the story
perplexed or even offended them, I do not claim my sample to be statistically repre .
sentative, hut the complaints which attend this moo/ are so systematic, they provide
important clues its to the questions we should be asking about the tale, What follows
is a description of the most systematic negative respinises to Mrs. filum's story,
responses, I will argue, which are due to cross-cultural confusion.

LISTENER RESPONSE

In fundamental ways, Mrs, Blum's rendition fails to conform to some hsteners'
notions of how a courtship story should be presented. While it violates some
listeners' expectations front the point of view of both content and structure, the
scope of this paper allows me to deal only with issues of content.

"Irrelevant Wells"

Some listeners experience this as a story full of irrelevant details, They question
why we need to know the names of Mrs, Blum's suitor, Bob Singer; her friend, Kay
Hartman; even her potential date, Si Lewis; thc girl at the party, Ruth Deutsch, and
"her childhood sweetheart Art Schwartz." And they question why we are given
geographical markers for these characters, Still others wonder why Mrs. Blum
struggles so hard to correct seemingly irrelevant details. Why they ask, do we need to
know the precise name of Jack's fraternity?

Details "in Poor Taste"

Some listeners find Mrs. Blum's use of status markers to be in poor taste, Why,
they ask, do we need to know that her suitor's brother was a Rhodes Scholar'? In fact,
many question, or arc put off by, Mrs. Blum's frequent assurances that Jack was
"superior" in many ways.

Some listeners find the discussion of other suitors "unkind to one's spouse" and
report that it makes them somewhat uncomfortable. More evidence for this point of
view is provided by another interviewee, Mrs. Brooks, who finds such stoi itelling
within her family "rather disloyal" and even "rather objectionable."

Lack of Certain Relevant Detail3

Many who listen to Mrs. Blum's story feel they lack the information tliey need
to understand why she chose to marry Jack Blum. They complain that IlIcy :,ave no

sense of the rapport between the two and no real sense of whoJack Blum is, other
than superior of his fraternity, an older man, and an A student. One listener
complained that she felt Mrs. Blum herself to be absent from the story. And another
listener reported that, despite all the details provided, he simply could not form an
image of these people in his mind; he found the story frustrating because of his own
lack of identification with it.

A FIRST APPROACH TO THE TtX1

It is tempting to seek a relatively straightforward descriptive metaphor to help
those who misapprehend Mrs. Blum's discourse. At first I considered the metaphor
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of a skeletal, kernel story comm chi:1140)1e to anyone hut lolosiog to sow by
Mrs, Blum's enthellishments, Indeed, our task would 1,e .1 r,i0,1 OM simpler ir
Iollowing paragraph, written for an earlier droll ol tIn t i, ioltl explain the
problems Sonic 110010 s have with Mrs. Ilk1111's story:

To the skeleton of het story, Mrs, Illum adds expansions, einhedishnients, and
several subsidiary anecdotes, If one is unfamiliar with a storytelling tradition
which Ills amplifications to a paiticidar audience at the moment ol the telling,
one will lind this story hopelessly' baroque Idled with diversions that prove
to be eul-de-saes along Me way, One must learn to read Mrs, Blum's markers,
olten constructed ol paralinguktic signals, if one is to find the kernel story,
hidden among its amplifications,

Elegantly simple, And a rich tradition of 20th centiny structural linguistics is
consistent with this kind of kernel/embellishment model. Rearkrs will recoginic
Chomsky's sentence-level deep and surface structure as within this tradition. Each of
these theories of language and culture implies that beneath the messy instances of
language data which confront the linguist, there is something more real or concrete.

My intent is not to dismiss the contributions of a structural approach to
language, but rather to note that it does not respond to t he questions raised here. The
notion of a kernel story, a text deep structure, does not help me to describe those
aspects of Mrs. Blum's story that listeners find perplexing. I can create seemingly
unembellished sersions of her story that arc far easier to follow for an initially
confused listener, but these kernel stories are in fact my creation, and, as linguist
Deborah Tannen commented upon being presented one of these, "That's not Mrs.
Blum's story," In fact, what I will argue is that a story does not contain detail, a story
i.v detail, Thus we need to analyse Mrs. Blum's story on its own terms, to discover
what is convent iona Wed about her story and what is unique. To do so, , ,ne needs to
compare and contrast this story with others.

As I already had Mrs, Blum's daughter's story on tape, I had some strong evi-
dence that people in the same family tell stories in similar ways. A careful examina-
tion of "0 (IT it.'s elicited front the rest of Mrs. Blum's family and another multi-genera-
tional 1,1! y suggests that there are family-based narrative conventions that there
are storyte, ing conventions that inform the choices that members of thc same
family make hen telling stories. What I will not argue is that narrative conventions
determine how we speak. I do not mean to suggest that every elderly, Jewish woman
from Ohio will tell the same courtship story. What I do suggest is that parameters
such as family, age, gender, ethnicity seer ito constrain the choices one has available
when one builds a story. To be sure, -ne's choices arc at thc same time convention-

4Structurahst analyses from Propp (1928 [19681) and LeviStrauss (1955) on have documented stock
characters and key elements in narrative. Following Barthes, Chatman (19714), for example. posits
kernels and satellites as the staples of narrative structure, The function of satellites "is that of filling
in. elaborating, completing the kernel; they folm the flesh on the skeleton" (p. 54). The concept of an
invariable kernel story thc real story beneath its embellishments- is consistent with the work of
many current theorists. It is close to inappropriate extensions of the Chomsk an notion of deep and
surface structure to text grammars: to the structuralist/ semiological theorie wl,ich posit a concept
independent of a language which signifies it. or an abstract langue independent of insh.nces of its use,
parole; and even to those Marxists who posit a base (economic and historical forces) which
determines a superstructure (cultural forms); (c,f. Van Dijk (19721. Barthes [19!7 ( 1970)]. and, for a
critique of vulgar Marxists. Williams 1977).
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nhted and unnInc I On surr vsling lhal when we tell a slot v, We 011,1' 1101114111011e

the conventions o di slitych communities to which sve belong. I he het Ol

We make for any Aiven telling is, in hal. unique, Mrs, Blunt will never iigain It
her story to anYone else. CVOn 10 Inc. in 11111'0 11w Sitille way. But the choices that Y.1

make over and over in,ann, the system c makes among vonVelinon!,

Whill I define as personal

THE DATA

Courtsinp stories wile elicited, against which to exannne Mis Illum's text,
from all members ol her family and all !limbos of another imilo-generational
family, 1 he groups are quite similar except with respect to etIi,uctuv Mis. Illum's
family is Jewis!t; the McCloud/ Brooks are white Anglo-Sason Pm oti.stants, These

demographics allowed Irle to explore slorytaing converal(MS along Ile parameter

of family and to raise hypotheses about gender-based, generatiomi I, and et hnic tradi-

tions in storytelling, Family and ethnic conventions will Iv the focus here; some
hypotheses about 1,renerational constraints are rinsed in the 1 inal section of the paper.

Space constraints preclude a detailed description of data collection. It suffices

to note that courtship stories were elicited in the context of longer mid Instory
interviews; the circumstances of data collection were comparable.

FAMILY CONVENTIONS

While there are a great many similarities among stories told by members of the

sante family, our focus here will he those consentions which illuminate Mrs. Blunt's

tale and the confusion it evokes.

The Blum/Meyer Family

"That Was the Beginning". In the case of each Blum/ MeNer Taker, some part of
the story is framed with a phrase much like Mrs. Blum's final phrase, "that was the

beginning," Her daughter says, "that was the beginning of oil: romance." !ler grand-
daughter say, "that was the beginning of . the relatict ship." Her grandson
offers, "that was the beginning of the courtship." As I note elsewhere (Silberstein,

1982), like Western fairy tales, the Blunt/ Meyers focus on necessarily rocky begin-

nings which precede mature relationshir

courtship Storytelling as Teaching Debits: and Loci for Discussions of Morality. Mo-
rality and mores figure prominently in these stories. Moral content is part of the
vocabulary of motive of the Blum/ Meyer woman.' More than this, a fascination
with the changing moral code characterins some of the stories in all three genera-

tions. This may be because of the situation in which we had all come together. Mrs.
Blum's granddaughter was trying to decide whether to marry the man with whom

refer here to C. Wright Mills' (1940) notion of a 4hared vot.ahulary nf motive. Mills argues that
stated motives must be seen as articulations Is it hin ideologies shared stith one's community articu-
lations within a shared vocabulary of motise. So powerful is the need to conform to a shared socabu-

lary of motive. Mills points out, that people will actually refrain from doingsomething if they cannot

locate a reason for it in this shared vocabulary. i.e. "What will I tell my friends?"
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c lived she and I were in Ohio to attend the wedding ol a mutual rietnl I hos, the
It oic of eltanginji mores WO Wilt:0140y

Fkidence that, hke MCA. Mum, the second-generation Meyers have used their
courtship story a* a leaching device comes front Mts. If Imit's daughter who reports
NO she and her husband suauI told thc n. story to the children aiotind annisersary

i 11 Moo Convamion. Other killitOr% and dates figure prominently in the
II. 'eyer stirtes, 'lite phrase, two milon convention, is suggested hy Jean ken
MIN '8) who, in her hook I 'fronn Consenlitm, esiit the use itt two suitors
its the Mod r nth century novel. She point* out that the I unction of this tradition is to
present fin ..eronw/ reader with it set of qualities which she must enher reject or
ancept. Maturity i% defined hy choosing the right suitor, In like fashion, Mr* Wm
SityS 01. Jack: "Ile was tas good and so wonderful and 40 bright, I he kind ola pers011
that. I really wanted htli was afraid to let myself go I think," Mrs, Illum's grand-
daughter's narrative ix similar. At the time she n:zr her future husband, she was lh the
process of rejecting the wrong suitor:

I was not really satisfied in the relationship because I had sort of been bringing
him up. I was sort of Isis girlfriend and his mother and social counselor, I really
liked him and I really enjoyed being with him, but it wasn't- I didn't want to run
the whole show you know. That's what I found myselidoing more and more,

In vontrast, Jean describes her husband,

One of the things when I first met him and, you know he told me he wanted to
do when he finished was you know to be in academia, (Um hum) 1 hat really
appealed to mc in terms of the kind of lifestyle that I wanted to be associated
with. (Um hum, um hum) And I'm sure that that was part of my decision-
making in deciding to become involved with him, because I was interested in a
man whose goals and whose lifestyle would be compatible with something that
I could feel comfortable in, ,

Like the nineteenth-century novel, then, these stories demonstrate the maturing
process of a female who learns to make the right choice. The two suitors conventhm
is particularly appropriate for stories meant to serve as teaching devices. Mrs. Blum's
careful detailing of Jack's attributes serves as a display t hat she made thc right choice
and demonstrates how she knew. While some listem 'S find the citing of other suitors
"unkind to one's spouse," the two suitors convention and the mentioning of other
dates in general can serve a 3 a kindness to, and enhance the impression of, one's
partner. By demonstrating that they had other options, these narrators suggest that
the person they chose was the most desirable. More importantly, perhaps. the con-
vemion teaches thc point of view that one should date a number of people before one
chooses a partner. This is clearly an i.isumption shared by all members of this family
and is reflected over and over again in these stories.

Use et Demographic and Competence Markers. At least in the first and second genera-
tions, the Blum/ Meyer stories serve as displays that narrators have made the
right choice.6 It shoulJ not surprise us, then, that narrators in this family cite

'Generations are numbered iisl ;..,ough third with rorescnting the oldeA speakers.
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demographic and competence markers. Like Mrs. Blum, they want us to know on
what basis they made their decisions. Unlike Mrs. Blum, the stated bases of these

decisions includes more than demographics. The second-generation storytellers
speak of attraction and romance; the third generation speaks of attraction and com-
patibility. But everyone in this family marks their partners in terms of theirmember-

ship in social communities and/ or their professional affiliations. Citing others, Mrs.
Blum's son-in-law tells us that Ellen Blum Meyer was a "very pretty Jewish girl,"
Ellen tells us that he was "part of a group of young men all of whom hadbeen in the

service, and all ee whom were in their mid- to late-twenties, none of whom were
married, and they all were working for their fathers."

Unlike the McCloud/ Brooks stories, this kind of demographic marking is
obligatory for the Blum/Meyer narrative. Recall that an attachment to anacademic

lifestyle made a suitor attractive to Mrs. Blum's granddaughter.

Animation and Interaction. In brief, t he Blum/ Meyers appear to be more animated in
part because of a consistent use of humor, raised volume, faster speech (more words

per minute) contrasting intonational contours, and a much greater affinity for direct-
quoting (they utilize this device twice as much as do the McCloud/ Brooks.) Simi-
larly, perhaps because of a greater cultural affinity, the Blum/ Meyers and I interact a
good deal more, overlapping and linking our utterances to each other.

I find this particularly suggestive as these are all features which enhance audi-

ence involvement and which Tannen (1979) finds typical of her New York Jewish
Eastern European subjects. (The Midwestern Blum/ Meyers are ,Iriginally from
Western Europe.)

The McCloud/Brooks Family

I include a brief discussion here of the ways in which the McCloud/ Brooks
stories differ from those of Mrs. Blum's family. Again, the focus is on those conven-

tions which illuminate Mrs. Blum's telling and the confusion it evokes.

"That's How We Met". While the Blum/Meyers frame their courtship tales as
beginnings, each McCloud/ Brooks speaker frames a courtship story with a phrase

much like "that's how we met." This may be because theirstories serve, not as teach-

ing devices, but as oral history.

Courtship es History. These stories do not seem to be told often and McCloud/
Brooks speakers call forth a good deal more searches than do the Blum/ Meyers. As

precise historians, they also show some preference for specific time markers such as

"two weeks ago,"as opposed to the Blum/ Meyerpreference for nonspecific markers

such as 'some time later."

Censored Stories. While citing other suitors is a central feature and an important
teaching device in Blum/ Meyer stoi ies, these elements are carefully censored from
McCloud/ Brooks narratives, although such suitors usually existed. Evidence that

discussing other suirors is not considered appropriate by the McCloud/ Brooks

comes from second-generation Kay McCloud Brooks. When I asked her if she had
ever heard the story of her mother's other suitor, she responded that she expected she

had but "wouldn't have responded favorably. . . . After all she chose my Dad, that
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78 Language is Culture

was years ago. . . . That was the past. She'd made a choice. Why ke rping on,
or harking back to, might-have-beens?" Kay avows that she "would iiever have re-
peated" the story. And she never did.

Demographic Information as Secondary. The Blum/ Meyers rely on demographic
informatioi. to build a sense of community a nd worthiness of a spouse. In McCloud/
Brooks sto. ies, less demographic information is cited about partners and, when such
it41,1,nation occurs, it is made to seem incidental. Here is a nother exa mple from Kay

oud Brooks, "The Army Signal Corps group that Ed was attached to had a
dance ()ace a month."

ETHNIC TRADITIONS

I raise two hypotheses about the different ethnic traditions from which these
families draw. The first has already been suggested when I noted that the animation
and interaction of Blum/ Meyer narratives may be ethnic in origin. The second
hypothesis is that Mrs. Blum's family may well have available to its conventions of a
European Jewish matchmaking storytelling tradition, I present two stories from
Ausubel's Treasury qf Jewish Folklore (1948):

The Aristocrat
Shortly after the Bolshevik Revolution, a shadchen [matchmaker] called on a

lady client in Minsk.
"How much dowry have you?" he asked delicately.
"Two thousand rubles."
The shadchen then took out his little black book and said, "Well now, let's see!

H-mmm. For two thousand rubles I can give you a doctor."
"No, I don't want a doctor."
"Maybe you'd like a rabbi?"
"No, no rabbi."
"How about a cantor?"
"No, no cantor."
"Then what is it you want'?"
"I want a worker."
"A worker'? You're a smart one! For two thousand rubles you think you can get

a worker?" (p. 416)
In this story it is the capacity ot man for a remunerative career that is

stressed. Jack Blum, too, was described as a man who knew "what he wanted to do"
in the business world.

Here is the second tale from Ausubel:

Speak Up
"You faker, you swindler!" hissed the prospective bridegroom, taking the

shadchen aside. "Why did you ever get me into this? The girl's old, she's homely, she
lisps, she squints"

"You don't have to whisper," interrupted the shadchen, "she's deaf too!" (p.
418).

Health and appearance are stressed for women in the matchmaking tales.
Similarly, Mrs. Blum's daughter was described a': a "pretty, Jewish girl and she's
healthy." Clearly this is an allusion to, as sell as a parody of, these traditional tales.
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CONCLUSION

It remains onli to use knowledge of courtship storytelling conventions to il-
luminate areas of confusion documented by our study of listener responses. Re-

member that Mrs. Blum was experienced as providing! irrelevant details (names and
places), and details in poor taste (suitors and compt. . ce markers), while omitting
relevant details of her relationship with Jack.

"Irrelevant Details"

In part, details of fraternity affiliation and geographical origin serve to describe

friends r-nd potential partners in terms of membership in social communities. As we
have seen, such markings are important to Blum/ Meyer stories. Of similar impor-
tance can be the naming of other suitors. In addition, older narrators in both families
tend to search for namesnames of people, names of places. Older people have a
memorializing quality to their stories as they try to recreate the world.

Details "in Poor Taste"

Discussions 01 othcr suitors is characteristic of Blum/ Meyer stories. While the
use of competence markers may be ethnic in origin, both kinds of details serve as
displays that one made the right decision, and as teaching devices for mate selection.

Lack of Relevant Details

In part, tHs complaint turns on the fact that Mrs. Blum's notion of relevance so
diffcrs from that of some listeners. It is the Jewish women who systematically find
this a wonderful story. Non-Jewish men most often find this narrative not to their

taste. But some of the constraints on relevance may also be generational. It is only in
the stories of the third generation that I find discussion of the quality of the
relationship and explicit mention of rapport. It was the younger listeners who missed
this information in Mrs. Blum's story.

What I am arguing finally is that one cannot make sense of Mrs. Blum's story
without understanding the conventions from which she chooses. If one does not
share her background, and hence her narrative strategies, one may very well not like
or even comprehend her story. I am arguing, further, that it is just such cultural
embedding that can confuse the foreign student who, when faced with a second
language intciaction, can easil,, neglect 'ate very ethnographic information she might
be sensitive to in her own language.

In my ESL classes, I have given students problem-solving activities which
reflect cross-cultural confusions I have experienced in my home society. In these
exercises, my goal is not to provide a formulaic solution for each problem. Rather,
the intent is to encourage students to explore a wide range of possible interpretations
for a given interaction. Often I have had no single interpretation to offer my
students. This forces us to focus, not on definitive solutions, but rather on problem-
solving skills or strategies. Students come to understand that no or.e feels always
comfortable in any environment. But the anthropologist within us can render us
better communicators and actors in a w odd of diverse human interactions.
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English today is used by groups of people throughc tit the world - both native
and non-native speaker, - each with different views of the world to express. ESI,/
EFL teachers may have to assess carefully their own cuitui ally based interpretations
of the varieties presently in Use. Only then, eon we work to lessen the confusion of the
non-native speaker confronted with an unfamiliar or non-dominant variety of
English.

What we as teachers must never do is to urge students to rely on cultural
stereotypes. I am suggesting, rather, that students of culture be sensitized to the
impact on narrative choices that membership in diverse speech communities can
have in a pluralistic society.

All of us need to remember that a perplexing story is not necessarily a bad one.
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Bilingual Education for
Native Americans: The Argument
From Studies of Variational English
Beverly Olson Flanigan

In the past decadc a number of studies have been made of the distinctive
varieties of American Indian English purportedly used throughout the United

States. To date, some fifteen such studies have appe,,red, including analyses of
Navajo "Dormitory English" (Ha rvey 1974), Isletan Tiwa English (Leap 1973,1974),

and the English of the Cheyenne (Alford 1974), the Mojave (Penfield 1975), the

Yakima (Weeks 1975), the Pima (Miller 1977), and the Mescalero (Dubois 1978), to
name just a few. I he assumption underlying most of these studies has been that each

such variational English is the result of interference from the ancestral languageof
the tribal group; hence the number of Indian English varieties is potentially 200 or

so, the number of Native American languages still spoken on the continent (Leap
1978). Combined with the traraer of Native language features, including syntactic
and phonological forms as well as smantic and pragmat:, conve Ins, has been the

presumably incomplete and imperfect learning of standard En_ .h in the schools
and in the workplace by generations of semi-isolated and semi-educated Indians.
ft.... cpeakers commit developmental errors of various sorts, just as child language
It .s and s:..cond or foreign language learners do in the course of acquiring full

goage proficiency. (See, for exami.le, Brown ; 973 on first language acqwsition
and Taylor 1975 and Richard 1971 on ESL/EFL production errors.) The
implication of both assumptions is thPt educational intervention and the passage of
time can effect the eradication of such errors.

What cannot be ignored, however, is the fact that the speakers of these dialectal
varieties are, for the most part, neither child learners nor speakers ef foreign tongues

Beverly Olson Flanigan is Assistant Professor of Linguistics at Ohio 1 Hiversity in Athens where she

teaches courses in second language acquisition, sociolinguistics, and bilingualism. Herd;ssertation, fror

Indiana University, was on American Indian varieties of English.

'Research for this study was concluded during the summer of 1982 with the aid of an Ohio University
Research Grant (No. 665:0-21000-3660), and I gratefully acknowledge its support.
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sudeQ, ill., set down in an English-speaking environment. English is in fact the first
languitge of a rapidly increasing number of Native Americans, and it is for many
more the dominant language of use if not the initially acquired tongue. Indeed,
knowledge of native Indian languages is fading so rapidly that it has been estimated
that at least one such language is disappearing each year (Potter 1981); Saville-
Troike (1978) states that 49 languages have fewer than ten speakers each, What this
means is that many of the native tongues are increasingly used only by members of
the older generation, comprehended, in varying degrees, by their children, and
neither used nor understood by their grandchildren. Thus the English spoken on
many reservations today is an English handed down for four or five generations and
learned as a social and/or geographical variety by each successive group of children
in much the same way that child-language learners everywhere acquire particular
varieties of English,

The source of these particular varieties of English may be debated; in a paper
read at the annual conference on New Ways of Analyzing Variation in English
(NWAVE XI) in October 1982, I presented evidence refuting the interference
hypothesis in the case of one such variety, Lakota English. Other researchers have
noted similarities across Native American Englishes which cannot be explained by
ancestral family relatedness, typological relatedness, or even areal diffusion of forms
but which do bear a remarkable likeness to the non-mainstream varieties of English
spoken by other cultural groups in the United States, including Black, Chicano, and
nonstandard white varieties. Wolfram (1980) has found similarities in the incidence
of consonant cluster reduction, unmarked tense, and negative concord across such
nonstandard varieties, and Stout (1977) has observed variability in the use ofdo,be,
and the modal auxiliaries among Cheyenne, Isktan, and Laguna speakers of English
that parallels their use in other nonstandard tnglish dialects. In fact, those who a
decade ago were arguing most strongly in favor of unique interference from the
native languagcs are now proposing a universal or natural language pattern of
grammatical simplification and phonological reduction that reflects recent attemr:,
to see early Indian-English contact as similar to other language contact situations ir
which a s'implified language variety was developed which gave rise in turn to -
pidgin or post-creole continuum of variational forms in much the same .h
Spanish, West African, and ot.'er languages in contact with English have pro,'
such varieties (Flanigan 1981; cf. Leap and Stout 1976 on universal patt
Isletan Tiwa English). Such studies obviously have their genesis in pidgin-c
research like that of Bickerton (1975) on G ie, Reinecke (1969) on
Hawaiian Creole, Hancock (1977) on West Af, ,) English, and Blansitt and
Teschner (1980) on Hispanic English.

THE NEED FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Regardless of the source, however, present-day t ndiar. speakers of nonstandard
ieties are keenly aware of their "broken"or "bad" English, and younger peopel are

_ acially cognizant of the necessity of acquiring the standard code if they are to ad-
vance economically and po, ,ically in the white man's world. High school and col-
lege students are receptive to recently inaugurated courses in Standrad English as a
Second Dialect, and teachers are eager for help in dealing wit% the problems of their
learners, especially in reading and writing (cf. Harvey 1974, Wnv 4, i et al. 1979,
Cronnell 1981, and Allen 1982). Ironically, however, American . aians are at the
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same time increasingly anxious to revitalize and maintain their ancestral languages,
with t he help of second langoop and bilingual education programs ill the schools
wherever feasible. The clash bet v.: on these two keenly felt impulses is neither neces-
sary nor inevitable; Fishman has pointed out that ethnic community mother tongue
schools tend to increase when their speakers begin to "interact significantly with the

American mainstream"; Hispanics, and now American Indians, are reaching that
point of interaction and selkonsciousness, and they are demanding that the schools
serve them as "authentic channels of biculturism" (Fishman 1980; I 1 f.).

The rub, of course, lies in the fact of ever-diminishi.ig funding for bilingual
education, much less for second language instruction of any kind, and particularly in
the fact of decreasing support for the inclusion of American Indians in any sort of
funding, presumably on the grounds that thcy, like the children of the Chinese

community in the San Francisco case of Lau vs. Nichols, should have learned

standard English by now. Leap (personal communication) has pointed out the
danger of the elimination of Section 703 (a) (1) (C), the so-called Indian English
clause of the Bilingual Education Act (popularly called Title VII)a danger of
particularly pointed irony in light of the fact that it was only five short years ago that

the act was revised to allow Indians greater access to funding on the basis of thc
newly defined Limited English Proficiency (LEP) c;iterion than they had had under

the earlier Limited English Speaking Ability (LESA) requirement. In other words,
the revised clause recognized the fact that, while Native languages may no longer be

dominant in terms of actual use, they may have had, or still have, a significant impact

on the English language proficiency of Native Americans (Public Law 95-561),
whether directly through interference or indirectly through a reduced or simplified
code handed down through generations of limited-English-proficient speakers. Now

the open hand is threatening to close again.
Thc objection to continued funding stems, of course, from the increasingly

documentable fact that monies are being used priinarily to maintain languages other
than English anil ,Jnly secondarily (and in some cases hardly atall) to"improve [the]
English language skills" of the children and to promote transition to English-only
instructionthe express goa:s of the legislation. If this seems devious (an one

school official on the Pine Ridge reservation told me he was quite awarc that he was
being devious but that he cared not at all whether English lanpuage skills were
improved or not so long as even some Lakota was learned). ti e r- sponse must be

made that even such a reversal of the mandated goals is justi,I. I)! on the basis of
continued evidence of the improvement of second languar( 'kills (in t" is case

rnglish) as well as of general cognitive/academic skills even when primary language

(in this case ancestral language) instruction and use remain d nant thwughout
the early grades of school (cf. Cummins 1980, Troike 1978, Rosa., and Fa [dila 1976,

and Matthews 1976). English language skills are being improved even as Lakota or
Navajo or Crow is also learned; whether it is the standard or educated or mainstream
variety of English that is being learned is another matter, and one that will be held in

abeyance for later discussion. In any case, the fact remains that for a sizable number
of Indian children Englkh is still the language of school and not of the home, even
that number is rapidly uccreasing, and as long as these children are in the classroom
the continuance of bilingual programs for Native Americans is surely warranted.

It is all the more urgent, therefore, to documcnt the continued influence of
nonstandard English codes, regardless of historical source, upon the level of English
proficiency of Indiaa children, first of all to insure the continuation of Standard
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English as a Second Dialect instruction (an important part ol most Title VII
programs, whether tinder that rubric or as pull-out ESL inst ruction) and secondly to
foster the many ona rice, and in some cases the revitalization, of Native languages in
communities where such support offers the only means by which the schools can
at .rd to initiate histi action in the ancestral language and, where desired, to develop
th t. materials necessary I or teaching literacy in that language.

NONSTANDARD ENGLISH AMONG THE LAKOTA

My own preliminary survey of Sioux reservation schools in South Dakota in
1982 has led me to believe that there exists a clear need to recognize the pervasive
use of a nonstandard variety of English, particularly among older and middle gen-
eration speakers but also among younger school-age children and college students.
As I have indicated in more detail elsewhere (Flanigan 1982), this variety bears liitk
evidence of direct interference from the ancestral Lakota dialect of the Siouan
language spoken throughout the area, but considerable variation in its syntactic a nd
morphophonemic patterns justifies its consideration as a nonstandard dialect
called Lakota English. Thus, while a rapidly diminishing number of Lakota Sioux
speak Lakota (contrary to the findings of Wax, Wax, and Dumont less than 20 years
ago [1964]), the use of Lakota English is widespread and recognized, even by its
users, who still term it Reservation, or "Res," English. The marks of this u;:ilet t ear
be seen in th.; attestations reproduced in the appendix, collected for the moil pat,
from interviews with teachers, bilingual aides, and other school officials on the Pine
Ridge and Rosebud reservations in South Dakota. Selected examples might be
cited here under three heads:

Phonological:
a. Variable substitution of the interdental stop /t, d/ for the fricative (th):

"tings dat dose kids should know about"; "On'y ting different among us in dis Sou'
Dakota bands. . . ."

b. Substitution of the verbal suffix / In/ for /in/: "Gettin' back to this Indian
education"; "vi z°:e tryin' to teach Lakota."

e. Reduction of final and medial consonant clusters "When 1 firs'start' workin'
here"; "Da gues' sit over dere."

d. Schwa-intrusion (possibly transferred from Lakota, where it is common):
"Og(a)lala," "Eng(a)lish," "moder(a)n," "pic(a)ture."

e. Loss of palatalization: "I nd'an," "carr' on " [carry on].

Morphological:
a. Lack of subject-verb agreement: "My brother, he do that every day"; "I was

traching the bigger ones that knows how to read and write."
b. Variable inflection for person and number: "There's two way of talkin;

"One of that word is . . ."; "This is mix-blood childrens."
c. Lack of referent;:il agreement: "They don't have this modern sound

systems"; "We have most of the things . . . we made it right here."
d. Variable tense and aspect marking: "I had enough of that when I hafta teach

in the whole school"; "Our child rens are start . . . really mixing up"; "Ile got kill
here."

e. Variable gender and case marking: "Tell him [her] to get over here"; "He
[she] can cash it"; "Me is here."
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Syntactic/discursive..
II Deletion or limedoll words: "You minim go bathroom?" "1 hey live New

York"; "Ile go town- he make lire cook."
b. Absence of copula or use of invariant he "This my gri -a"; So thiles

where we goin"; "They be home"; "This room too small,"
c, Multiple negation: "We don't have no air conditioning"; "A boy who doesn't

know nothin'."
d. Inverted word order; "Is that how old is her "What's he doing there is, he

announcing,"
e. Topic/comment construction: "What you read, you must try to remember

what you've read." "English person, they don't know guttural," (This last is a

pervasive discourse feature which may be transferred from I.akota patterns of
narration, as one Native teacher explained to his class: "I wonder which language is
reversed, the English or the I.akota? Our words are always, the subject [Le., topic.)

always comes first")

It is clear that, with the few exceptions noted, these dialectal features are not
unlike those observed, in greater or lesser frequency, in other nonstandard varieties
of American English, including Black English Vernacular, Appalachian English,
Chicano English, and otheis. What is most interesting about these samples is their
source; spoken mainly by adults, and even by teachers, they bear witness to the
widespread use of the nonstandard variety across age groups and even across
socioeconomic levels (although the latter term is less than fully distinctive on the
reservations, where 85% unemployment is common). Moreover, while one might
predict a decreased use of such forms among the school-age generation because of
the influence of the mass media as well as the increased presence of non-Indian
children in the schools, especially in border areas and in non-reservation urban
centers like Rapid City and Pierre and Sioux Falls, samples of both speaking am'.
writing collected by non-Indian teachers in the high schools and colleges on bcot
Pine Ridge and Rosebud reveal the same features to be present to a marked degree,
often to the Point of cai,ing a virtual breakdown in communication, particularly on
the spoken level, between the novice teacher -Ind his or her pupils. The collectors of
these samples arc convinced both ti the need for instruction in Standard English as a
Second Dialect and of the desirability of hiring resident linguists (or linguist-
educators) to serve as advisers and etirriculum developers in the schools (cf. Noll
1980 and Smith 1981), Regardless of whether ESL pull-out classes or English-only
instruction is used, they are concerned that without such assistance their students are
doomed to less than successful competition in the off-reservation society which
increasing numbers of them will enter.

Several predominantly Indian communities have instituted Lakota-English
bilingual education programs under one aegis or another, and particularly since the
change in terininoloEy from LESA to LEP open I up Title VII funds to schools of
primarily English-only children; in addition, the liberalization of the definition of
bilingual-bicultural education to include pull-out ESL and native language
instruction has allowed reajier access to such funds. In 1975-76 3nly one school in
the country offered Lakota and English bilingual instruction (Loneman Day School
in OgIala, S.D.); at present, schools all across the state of South Dakota have some
sort of bilingual-bicultural program, either under Title VII or, increasingly, under
Title IV (Indian Studies) a. pices, which are deemed easier to get than are budget-
constricted Title VII monies. In addition, Title I programs for math and reading

9
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iitItitilitii 11H1)55 [Of 80,111e Iltie of (till, uiil imtruenon, In the remainder or this
article, I would like briefly to survey a few 01 th e programs, pointing out common
problems and sonic innovative approaches in three area S d (2011SW11 to bilingual
educators: amount of time spent in native language instruction and use in the
classroom; teacher preparation and proficiency; and the issue of maintenance vs,
transition in the programs.'

NATIVE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION AND USE

The oldest federally run boarding school in the country, the Indian II igh School
at Flo ndrea u, S D., has over 40 tribal language groups represented from eight to ten
states yet currently oilers no Indian language instruction except on an occasional
and ad hoc basis; moreover, it offers no special English language tutoring, eVell
though the principal acknowledged that many of the students, particularly the
Crow, are weak in standard English skills. In contrast, at least two reservation
schools require from 30 to 45 minutes of instruction per day through the medium of
Lakota in grades K-3; one added grade 4 last year, and the other is adding grades
4-6 this year. While this may seem to be precious little time, considering the fact that
30 -40% of the children in bot h schools speak lakota in some form at home, it is time
spent ou regular content, randomly determined by regular classroom teachers
throughout the day. In addition, Loneman School provides Lakota as a Second
Language instruction daily for seventh and eighth graders; the teacher, the most
highly skilled classroom instructor I observed in my visits, code-switches between
Lakota and English randomly both ;n the Lakota class and throughout the rest of
the day, even during mathematics and English language arts classes

gewhat less ambitiously, two well known, originally missior, schools in the
state operate extensive Indian Studies programs, IA ith Lakota as a Second Language
classes taught throughout grades I 8 hut within designated class periods only. St.
Francis School, formerly Jesuit-run but now a contract school (i.e., granted local
control by the Bureau of Indian Affairs), continues l.akota classes throutthout high
schoo' as well. Red Cloud Indian School, still mission-operated, offers at the other
end of the spectrum a most imaginative Montessori program in Lakota Arts,
conducted by a veteran male teacher from a highly resp,cted reservation fair
not an unwise way to gain the interest and respect of non-Lakota speaking four-and
five-year-olds. However, despite efforts at both schools to go immersion, that is, to
use only I.akota during the half hour or hour spent in Lakota Studies each day, and
despite a plethora of beautifully produced and illustrated readers and workbooks at
both schools, the time spent is clearly not enough to offset the encroachment of

21 wish to express my gratitude to the many tea, ers, administrators. and members of the Pine Ridge and
Rosebud cornmanMes who contributed infermation and materials so generously during my visit to South
Dakota, among Hi m Wayne Johnson of the Flandreau Indian Scl. tol; Maurice Twiss and Levi Left
Hand of the S'i.itLoo County schools; Collins .1o,.,on. Angeline Rabbit. Linda Henry. Albert White Hat,
and Chris a, ' sehie Eagle Thunder of St. hancis; Matthew Two Bulls. Leo American Horse.
Hildegarde and Fr. Paul Manhart of the Red Cloud Indian School; Duane Ross and Jerry
Dearly of l.t schrtol; Vivian One Feather and Tom Vocu of Wolf Creek school: Bill Noll. Birgil
Kills Srii :h'. and Shirk) M urphy of Little Wound school; Jeanne Smith and Warfield Moose of Oglala
Sioux Corlin unity College; Ilene Iron Cloud of the Rapid City schools; Kay Farmer. Nancy Smit h, and
Sr. Ir Demarius of Sisseton; and Mrs. Elsie Cavender of Granite Fall-, 'innesota. Steve and Rose
Chesatek of Billings, Montana made helpful comments and alerted me to studies of Crow-English
bilingual programs following the initial presentation of this paper at the annual TESOI. convention in

orooto in March 1983.
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English or to deeply engage the chiklten's interest in language stmly in 11 way that
might have carryovei value to the improvenwnt of their English skills; iwither

k ota nor English is demonst1.1bbi advanced by the program at either selmol, and
the teaehers readily admit

Somewhere ntidway between these iko approaches is that ol the starelmi
public schools, At Rapid City, for example, two elementary, one junior high school,
and one senior high school offer I ,S I, and ES! insh action, witheight computers arid
six fimeher-akles to help, The Shannon County School at Ihilesland, on the Pine
Ridge bonier, teaches I,a kola two days a week to classes consisting of roughly half
Indians and half whites; it has developed an extensive battery of tests in lau h I.akota
and English which is being used by reservation schools at Pine Ridge and Rosebud
as well, The final category of programs is that offered on an alter-school-hours basis
in various public schools with funding under the Johnson O'Malley Act of 1934;
typical is the program operated on the Sisseton reservation, where of 85 local
teachers only two are Indian and where only 30 children in grades 1 8 have been
induced to attend after-school Dakota classes, (the public school at (itanite Falk,
Minnesota also operates an after-school 'ostructional program in the 1)akota, or
Santee, oialect,)

TEACHER PREPARATION AND PROFICIENCY

The common thread running through all my oinversations with teachers them-
selves was the lack of adequate teacher training in the techniques and met hodology
of Native language and culture instruction. Many of the regular teachers were
drafted into their jobs because of native speaking proficiency only; in contrast, most
of the aides were college students in teacher training programs (for either the As-
sociate of Arts or the H.A. degree) hired to assist non-Lakota teachers, and they
knew little Lakota and were particularly weak m literacy skills. Thus while aides
were supposedly reinforcing English instruction hy rephrasing content material in
Lakota from time to time, they were hardly able to more than mouth choppy
phrases in a pidgin Lakota. A veteran native teacher commented in disgust at the
failure of aides to read and write and therefore to use the Lakota matrerial at hand,
"Ehey have [these] real good books and they don't use 'ern."

In spite of this deficiency, one school is boldly requiring the study and use of
I.akota by all its elementary teachers Indian and whitc alike, regardless of age,
nonresidence on the reservation, ot pevious lack of second language learning
experience. At Loneman school, the after-hours study of Lakota at the local branch
of the Oglala Sioux Community College is a new phenomenon, since all teachers,
even 30-year veterans, are now required to use I.akota in some form or other for 30
minutes a day. (I. ittle Wound school, with its similar 45-minute daily requirement,
has less of a remedial task, since 16 of its 17 elementary teacherN are native Eakota
speakers; it also has a nigh school teacher of Lakota and English who has an ti 4
linguistics from San Diego State University.) Still, the need for literate teac'
aides is a real one, and the problem is only compounded by the failure of tilt

'While I would hesitate to label the resulting lack of fluency -semililigualism- in the sense used by
Skutnabb-Kangws and Toukomaa (1976), the bilingualism achieved in thew schools is not yet truly
additive (cf. Cummins 1980, 1951): that is, thc students Friglish language skills do not appear to be
enriched by virtue of the addition of I zkota instruction. However. standardi/ed testing has yet to be done
since the inception of most of the programs surveyed. and judgements of the students' academic language
proficiency are therefore premature.
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groups to agree on a standard orthogiophy and Mila sVstt'fil ltii a langnage
whieh has been wt Men down, and then usually only by linguists

Mitre than a Cunttuy.

MAINTENANCt OR TRANSITION

It is obvious from the foregoing discussion that the ellort to maintain I.akuta
proliciency is fraught with prohkins; indeed more than one educator admitted to
me off tlw record that there is little hope fin the sorvival of 1.akota hvyond one or
two more generations. Saville-Torike's (1970 warning that maintemmee tiilingual
bicultural programs are the only way to plevent Indian "linguieitle" may he true in
t henry, hut such programs must do more than merely foster " 1 nd la 'mess," or "feeling
good about oneself," the justification offered for one such program by its thrector,
himself the non-Lakoni speaking son of fluent l.ak ota parents. The language will
die tan unless it is adapted in grammar anti lexicon to fit modern needs; as Groh-
smith (1979) has pointed out, its semi-polysynthetic system has already a con-
siderably simplified for "ordinary" use, and twentieth century words like "cancer"
have been, and must continue to be, transposed into lista' 1.akota, despite the fear
01 some that the sacredness of the language will he violated thereby.

In the meantime, however, all the existing Lakota-English programs arc in
truth tramition programs, since in effect they recognite, by granting only a half hour
or more per day to the ancestral language, that English will inevitably he the
language of use bur virtually all their students. Not esen one 50(,', Lakotat 501:i
English bilingual program exists in the state, much less a total immersion program.
In light of this fact, more attention might well be given to the equally acknowledged
fact that the English spoken on the reservations, and by many Lakota Sioux off the
reservations as well, is a nonstandard variety hut one which can be analyzed tor Its
systematic gramatical features; moreover, it can be validated as an old and
continuing dialectal form through the collection of contemporary attestations like
those appended as well as of recorded historical and folk-literary narratives likc
those collected by Theist (1975) and Cash and Hoover (1971). Instruction in
Standard English as a Second Dialect, together with Native history and culture
courses, might well become the program of first choice for many schools in the light
of sch evidence (cf. Spolsky 1982 and Bauman 1980 for discussions of similar
alternative options). Assuming the continuation of efforts to "broaden the range of
instructional approaches" eligible for inclusion under Title VII guidelines (cf. NCBE
forum, Nov. Dec. 1983, p. 3), and assuming the continucd success of efforts to
forestall threatened budget cuts in the program (a fingers-crossed assumption, to be
sure, in these uncertain times), we may be forced to agree with Marilyn Frank of the
Cheyenne River reservation schools at Eagle Butte that the realistic goal of all such
programs in the future must be to "acquaint all children with some of thc language
and culture of another people, to help students w;th limited English proficiency, and
to Unprove self-esteem through an understanding and knowledge of [Native
studentsl cultural heritage" (Rapid City Journal, Aug. 20, 1982, p. 3).
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APPENDIX

Examples of Lakota English Variatinn on Rosebt,', and P:re Ridge Reservations

Phonology

A. (th) variation
I) Dey have dis real good books and cley don' use 'em.

So it's real inneresting,ings dose kids should know about.
3) Nort' Dakota, Sout' Dakota (general)

B. (ing) variation
4) Gettin' back to this Indian education.
5) If you speak 'em nothin' but Indian, dey won' unnerstan'.
6) Right now I'm goin' on total physical, like, ah, total immersion.

C. Consonant cluster reduction
7) Dey really soun' funny.
8) When I firs' start' workin' here,
9) I din' realize it's dat hard when I firs' started.

10) Da gues' sit over dere. (pi).
I I) We have to stay bilingual all 'e time.
12) Innit good? (isn't it)
13) If M. knew better, she could 'a' walked up to him and ,Aid . . .

14) Ol'est might be bout five years oP, the younges' t'ree years ol'.
15) I don' tink you could keep any studen's more dan 35 minutes.
16) We're havin' some impack now.

D. Schwa intrusion
17) Oglala /ogalala/ Sinte Gleska /galc§ka/
18) English /NON/ , / EINAR/
19) modern / madcren/
20) picture /plkadUr/
21) children /61Idaran/ , /61Idarn/

E. Loss of palatalization
22) Indian / Inclan/
23) carry on /ken an/

F. Miscellaneous phonetic realizations
1 /a/, my /ma/
(un) til Itch/
really /ria: li/
regular /regalar/
Missour' River

dishes /di§az/
milk /mclk/
finger / flger/
callers / kale r z/
water / waDer/ , / wad/ , lwa:1

9 /
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Morphology

A. Lack of S-V agreement
24) So when I was teaching the bigger ones that knows how to read and write . . .

25) Their childrens, now, they's all speaking English, and that's the one we're tryin' to
teach Lakota. . .

26) Is there any other stories you remember?
27) He don't make 'em anymore.
28) My brother, he do that every day.

B . Deletion (or double marking) of plural inflectior
29) You find some other, t.vo different thing, r

29b) Here is a woixsheet, one of the worksheet
30) There's two way of talking.
31) Sometimes it's almost 500 dancers, man (nl , 7,9d v Jmen together.
32) The menfolks on bottom. and 'e middle on: s 'e voman (pl.), and the top one is 'e

chil'ern.
33) One of that word is . . .

34) This is all mix-blood childrens.

C. Lack of 'not:lifter-noun or noun-referent agreement
35) We made most of the things around herewe made it right here.
35b) They have this real good books and they don't use 'em.
36) They don't have this modern sound systems.
37) Their childrens now, they's all speaking English, and that's the one we're trying to

teach Lakota.
38) They ate every pieces (of candy).

D. Tense shifting
39) I had enough of that when 1 hafta teach in the whole school; we do a lotta writing,

reading then.
40) So what I done is, 1 drop the whole high school group.
41) So I came back and I stick with the elementary.
42) Four years I teach the whole school, you knowI was young . . .

E. Bel have auxiliary + uninflected verb of aspect
43) Our childrens are start, ya know, really mixing up.
44) He got kill here.
45) The marshals was just keep shooting at us.

F. Count/ noncount variation
46) Some of you will probably be faced with additions, or subtractions.
47) That's a mathematic in Lakota.
48) You want a candy?
49) (We ride) much horses.

G. Case and gender variation
50) Tell him [her] to get over here.
51) He [she] can cash it.
52) He said (pointing to his wife) .
53) Me is here (wall graffitti)

Syntax

A. Deletion of function words and do auxiliary
54) I color [with] this.
55) We like to ride horse.
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56) You wanna go bathroom?
57) We have bacon in morning.
58) He go townhe make fire [to] cook.
59) Reagan's gon' cut money we get.
60) They live New York.
61) You use lipstick?
62) Some of 'em, they understand little bit.
62b) What mean?

B . Uninflected (or omitted) be
63) They come out and they blind for three weeks.
64) This my grandpa, and my dad.
65) So that's where we goin'.
66) They be goin' home.
67) This room too small to do writing and reading in.
68) What do you suppose values of the Lakota people?
68b) Where you comin' from? Where you goin' now?

C. Existential it/there variation
69) Sometimes it's almost 500 dancers, man and women together.

D. Multiple negation
70) We don't have no air conditioning.
71) If nobody don't teach 'em (the language will die).
72) A boy who doesn't know nothin' . . .

E. Inverted sentence order
73) Is that how old is he?
74) You hafta use English (to) tell 'em what's all about.
75) What's he doing there is, he announcing. (declarative)

F. Pronominal apposition (renaming NP/topic)
76) What you read, you must try to remember what you've read.
76b) Mrs. , she does the beadwork.
77) Then the afternoon group, they come in.
78) And some of 'em, they knew before.
79) English person, they don't know guttural.
80) I can talk to the students, one of them (one at a time).
81) The parents will, at home, they all speak English.
82) All the neighbor boys, childrens, that he play with, they all speak English.
83) I wonder which language is reversed, the English or the Lakota? Our words are

always, the subject always comes first. . . . Especially the day, we come to know
the day, we thinking about the kind of day it is.

84) The parents, they all say, they don't, even themselves, don't know how to speak
Lakotasome of 'em, they understand little bit. And instead of, their children
are learning Lakota. And from the parents, they come and they said, they learn from
their children to say Indian words!

85) 'Way back in history dey tell some stories, dese old people, dey tell what's goin' on, to

teach da children what's goin' on.
86) On'y thing different among us in dis Sou' Dakota bands, different reservations,

we're all Siouxs and we speak da same language, butda on'y difference is dialect.
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ESL Readers' Internalized Models
of the Reading Process'
Joanne Devine

Models of reading represent a set of assumptions about what happens when
people read, that is, about the ways that the readers go about deriving meaning from
a printed text and the relative importance of various aspects of the reading process.
For a reader approaching a text, a model of reading can be regarded as the guiding
principles by which that reader will process the information available. As Harste and
Burke (1977) explain, an internalized model of readingin their term a "theoretical
orientation"is a ". . . system of assumptions through which experiences [in this
case, the experience of confronting printed material] are organized and acted
upon . . . [they are] schemata which govern behavior" (1977:1). A current view

informing much of the work in ESL reading is that investigations of reading in a
second language and instructional materials should be based on aclearly articulated
and consistently applied model of the reading process (see, for example, Rigg, 1977;

Clarke and Silberstein, 1977; Hudelston, 1980; Renault, 1981; and Rigg, 1981).
Frequently, however, little attention is paid in practice to the actual internalized
models of reading that L2 readers may bring to a text.

Studies of children learning to read in their native language have focused on
readers' theoretical orientations or models of reading. Harste and Burke (1977) and
Rhodes (1979) found that even very young readers (age six) could explain what they
did when reading and were able to articulate their notions about what constitutes
good reading. These researchers identified three distinct models of the reading
process held by the young native readers they studied, models based on the language
focus and unit emphasized: first, a decoding or sound-centered model; second, a
skills or word-centered model; and finally, a meaning-centered model (more later
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on these models). When the theoretical orientations of these readers were later
compared to examples of the subjects' oral reading, it was found that the way these
readers conceive of the reading process affects both how the task is approached and
to some extent the success of the effort. In discussing ten subjects whose oral
responses to questions about reading indicated that they held a sound-centered
model of reading, that is, a model orientated towards identifying the individual
sounds of the text words, Rhodes concludes:

The children's theoretical orientations had a limiting and pervasive in-
fluence on reading strategies . . . ; all ten children focused on the
graphophonic system and did not effectively use the syntactic and
semantic systems while reading . . . (1979:144).

Studies like those of Rhodes, Harste and Burke, and others which demonstrate a
relationship between models of reading more or less imposed by instructional
methods and patterns of oral reading errors (Delawater, 1975; Dank, 1976; Ogle,
1974; and Norton, 1976) provide convincing evidence that readers possess inter-
nalized models of the reading process and that these models affect reading per-
formance. These results raise a number of important questions about ESL reading:
how do second language learners conceive of the reading process and how might
their internalized models influence reading behavior? The current investigation was
designed to offer preliminary answers to these questions.

Specifically, the study attempts to determine what internalized models of
reading beginning ESL students may have and to assess the impact of these models
on their reading performance. Two general hypotheses were formulated concerning
these readers. First, the readers would have internalized models of reading which
they could articulate and second, that these models would affect reading perfor-
mance in two ways: in the type of print information the reader focuses on in reading
and in the success of the reader in understanding textual meaning.

A note of caution should be voiced at this point. Attempts to characterize intri-
cate cognitive activities, such as those involved in language use, present special
problems for a researcher. It is often difficult for language users to articulate models
of complex mental processes because these mental operations are not available for
introspection in the usual sense. For a non-native speaker of a language this diffi-
culty may be compounded by an inability to express ideas in a new language.
Furthermore, as many researchers have noted, cognitive processes may involve a
number of strategies; positing a single underlying model may be a vast oversimplifi-
cation. In the case of reading, for example, a language user might employ one
strategy for reading a novel, and quite a different strategy for reading scientific or
technical material. Results of the current study shouild be interpreted with this
caution in mind.

THE STUDY

Subjects

The research investigated the theoretical orientation and reading performance
of twenty students studying in a community-based ESL program in East Lansing,
Michigan. All were beginning/low intermediate level students (level two in a
program with four proficiency levels), as determined by the University of Michigan
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Placement Test. The 18 females and 2 males reported on came from a widevariety of
language backgrounds including Spanish, Arabic, Korean, Polish, Hungarian,
Farsi, Portuguese, Chinese and Woo lof. Their experience with English was equally
varied; a third of the students had not formally studied English before enrolling in
the program, while the remaining two-thirds iiad studied Englisheither in the United
States or in their native countries, for periods ranging from six months to a full ten
years. Only two of the subjects had not finished high school; nine were high school
graduates; and nine had completed college. The ages of the participants ranged from
19 to 40.

Data Co 'action and Analysis

In order to test the hypothesis that these readers would be able to verbalize their
theoretical orientations towards reading and that the orientations would affect
reading performance, three sets of data were gathered for earh subject: an oral
reading interview, a sample of oral reading, arkd a retelli-0 ' airy) of the oral
reading. In the reading interview, an audiotape v.as ojects' responses
to questions designed to uncover general attitude , i teas about what
constitutes good/ effective reading, notions ab'' e ice of various
aspects of reading (for example, word recogn, ,tanding), and
information about the way individual reach.- . d s available in a
printed text. The format of the interview was an k., (1978); examples
of the questions appear in Appendix A.

Transcripts of the reading interviews were closely examined by at least two
researchers for any statements providing evidence of the =dere theoretical orienta-
tions. Depending on the language units they profess to focus on or indicated they
considered important to effective reading, the subjects were classified as sound-,
word-, or meaning-orientated, using models postulated by Harste and Burke(1977).
It should be noted that there are problems with the use of oral reading interviews.
Subjects may indeed possess models of reading that they are unable to articulate
because of limited proficiency in oral expression. In addition, there are undoubtedly
models of the reading process other than the three mentioned above that the readers
may be operating from (for example, highly idiosyncraticmodels in which the reader
attempts to memorize entire texts, or approaches involving the use of information
not derived directly from the texts, as suggested by schema theory).These classifica-
tions were used to group reader responses because they provide an easy, if arguably
oversimplified, way of focusing on readers' theoretical orientations based solely on
measureable textual features. Furthermore, various studies using the Reading
Interview indicate that readers do indeed possess internalized models of the reading
process that can legitimately be classified as sound-, word-, or meaning-orientated.

Figure 1 provides a graphic illustration of the three models of the reading
process mentioned above. In a sound-orientated model, a reader believes that
written language should be broken down and approached on the level of sound.
Once the sounds of the language have been correctly identified, the reader may then
build words and eventually meaning from the information in the text; however, in
this view of reading it is sounds, not words or meaning, that are the most important.
Readers possessing a sound-centered model will often insist that sounds must be
treated in isolation from the other aspects of reading. In fact, for thes readers, a
mastery of sounds, as evidenced by good pronunciation, appears to di. Fine good
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Figure 1. Three Models of the Readihs, Process (see Harste ii .d Burke, 1977)
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reading. reader of "xiy who were classified as sound-orientated
respondeu to cpr nt. ahoct es reading difficult for them with answers
such as "the sounn tht pronunek ." and "the alphabet." When asked to name
and describe a gotsd matter, a subject from this group offered the following typical
answer: "My ea, r . . he prono s . . . beautiful and slow."

Readers 'ea % e a svord-cente -.rodel of reading emphasize the importance
of learning vL 1--y items as a w ,s to insure good reading. One word-centered
reader in th tr study neatl, t.-trnarized this approach to reading: "1 am a
student of wow- %s ct'otered Jers stress the importance of the dictionary in
reading: cons:der ind, s ILIA vocabulary items so important that they
will stor ';-Ir to iictionary or ask someone what the words
mean. fr% tv-f t! res. . explained: "If it [Lometh;ng she does not
untie- ....rser it in the dictionary. It is not important that 1
t-v e i d, but the words." This type of reader believes that

frerequisite to effective reading; it may in fact
ue 1-centered readers. Meaning, then, becomes a

1,, g idual words in the text. As the diagram in Figure I
iPt. tne sum of a number of skills, the most important of
wh .1,, rer skills may contribute to the processgrammar for
nista e r . twee of the readers in the current study as important

Rea.. a meaning-centered model of reading regarded the ability to
understand ,ncamng of a text as the measure of success in reading. Readers of
this type reject the notion that meaning can be found in sounds, words, or even the
grammatical st -uetures found in the text; rather they use this information to help
them determine the meaning. Meaning-centered readers often guess the meaning of
things they don't understand in a text, using the sounds, words and grammar to help
formulate their guesses. Although meaning-centered readers do at times consult a
dictionary, their attitudes about word recognition are decidedly different from those
with a word-centered approach. A reader in this study explained: "I just try to read
and if I can't, I guess the meaning. If I don't know a word, I just write the word on the
paper. I don't want to use the dictionary." Another reader suggested that rereading,
rather than consulting a dictionary, was the best way to understand meaning.

In addition to the taped reading interview, two other sets of data were gathered
from each subject: a sample of an oral reading of a short story reading selection and
an unaided retelling (or summary) of that selection. The insights concerning the
rcaders theoretical orientations provided by the reading interview were eventually
compared to the subjects' oral reading behavior and to their retellings in order to
assess tin impact of the readers' internalized models on reading performance. The
procedures for collecting tapes of oral reading and unaided retelling followed
Goodman and Burke (1972). Various researchers have discussed the difficulties and
problems inherent in evaluating reading through the use of oral reading samples.

I rke (1979) points out that oral reading studies are based on the untested assump-
tion that oral reading is equivalent to silent reading. He also questions the reliability
of assessments of reading proficiency based on subjects' oral retellings, noting the
difficulty of getting readers to provide a full account of what they remember (and in
some cases of getting readers to speak at all); the evaluation of these open-ended
retellings is also problematic. Wixson (1979) and Leu (1982) discuss these and other
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methodological issues involved in the use of oral reading data. These concerns
clearly deserve attention in future reading research. It was thought, however, that for
the current study, an oral reading would provide the best, perhaps the only, view of
the specific ways readers applied their internalized models of reading to actual
encounters with a text.

In order to obtain a detailed picture of the reading bchaNior of the subjects that
might later be compared to models of reading identified through the reading inter-
view, a Miscue Analysis was performed on each subject's oral reading. This analysis
examines every deviation from the printed text (each miscue) in terms of its
relationship to the graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic features of the text? Based
on information obtained from the Miscue Analysis, profiles were constructed of the
readers' use of the various cucs available in tne textsound/ letter, grammatical and
meaning cuesand their production of non-word substitutions. These profiles were
later used to determine what influence, if any, the internalized models of the reading
process the subjects possessed had on the types of cues focused on in the actual
reading.

Thc retellings of summaries of the oral reading were transcribed and evaluated
on a very broad six-point scale ranging from very poor to excellent, depending on
the amount and accuracy of the information the subject could provide about the
characters, events, and implied meaning of the story. In subsequent comparisons of
the subjects' theoretical orientations towards reading and their comprehension of
the text, these retelling evaluations were treated as the measure of reader success in
undcrstanding the story.

Results

Two hypotheses were earlier posited concerning beginning ESL readers'
internalized models of the reading process and the impact of these models on reading
performance:

I. the readers would have internalized models which they could articulate
2. these models (or theoretical orientations) would affect reading performance

in two ways
a. in the type of print information the reader focuses on in reading
b. in the success of the reader in understanding textual meaning.

To test Hypothesis One, the reading interview was used to determine what theoretical
orientations, if any, the readers might hold about reading. For Hypothesis Two, the
oral reading and retellings were treated as two different measures of reading
performance to which the subjccts' models oi reading might be compared. Thc
analysis of the oral readings provided profiles of the subjects' use of the various cues
available in the text and the retellings supplied information about the reader com-
prehension of the text material

Hypothesis One: Readers will have internalized models of the reading process that
thcy can articulate. Only one of the twenty readers in the current study could not
offer any answers to questions concerning her reading behavior; her failure to

'Readers who are unfamiliar with Miscue Analysis or who would like more information on Psycho-
linguistics and Rcading are referred to works in the bibliography by Goodman, Smith, and %Yam,
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provide this information might indeed mean that this reader has no clearly
developed theoretical orientation towards reading. On the basis of her answers to the
interview questions, however, it seems more likely that this subject simply did not
understand the questions being put to her. Of the 19 other readers studied, 6 were
classified as sound-centered, 7 as word-centered, and the remaining 6 as meaniag-
centered.

Although many of the subjects, especially those with word and meaning orien-
tations, indicated that they used more than one strategy in their reading, the
importance they attributed to the various cues available in the tcxt eliminated most
of the possible ambiguities in classifying these ESL readers. For example, Marina,
designated a meaning-centered reader, conceded that there are many words that she
does not understand when she reads in English. However, she makes it quite clear
that for her, meaning, not word identification, is central to good reading.

Researcher What do you do when y ou don't understand something"
Marina: Sometimes I look the word up in the dictionary, but usually 1

guess. It is important that I unck:stand the whole meaning.

On the other hand, a word-centered reader, after citing both grammar and meaning
as important for successful reading, went on to explain how she dealt with
problematic material encountered in a text: "The dictionary. my main help is the
dictionary. . . . people from the United States don't have the problem with reading;
they don't need the dictionary because they learn the words to read . . ." The results
of the reading interview appear to confirm the first hypothesis; these beginning ESL
students do have internalized models of the reading process which they bring to the
reading task. Nineteen of the twenty subjects of the current investigation were able to
articulate these theoretical oricntations unambiguously enough to allow their classi-
fication as sound-, word-, or meaning-centered readcrs. The second hypothesis deals
with the impact of these internalized models on actual reading performance.

Hypothesis Two. Models of reading will affect reading performance in two ways:
(a) in the type of print information focused on and (b) in comprehension of text
meaning. In order to test the first part of this hypothesis, the profiles of the subjects'
use of the graphonic, syntactic and semantic cueing systems in their reading, derived
from the Miscue Analysis of the oral readings, were compared to the theoretical
orientations determined through the reading interviews. The expectation is that a
correspondence will exist between the model of reading and the degree to which the
reader employs the various cueing systems available in the text. It is expected, for
instance, that sound-centered readcrs will fccus most heavily on the sounds and
letters of the text words (see Figure 1). As a result, their miscues will bear a high
similarity to the graphic and sound features of the expected responses; their use of
meaning ctics available in the text, as seen through the semanticacceptability of their
miscues, would consequently be diminished because of this over-reliance on print
information at the expense of meaning. The use of syntactic cues would perhaps not
be greatly affected since miscue studies show that all readers tcnd to produce a ve,y
high percentage of syntactically acceptable miscues. In addition, sound-centered
readers would be likely to produce a relatively high number of non-words in their
oral reading. These non-words would closely match the letters and sounds of the text
word, the central concern of this type of reader.
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The strategies of both word-and meaning-centered readers would result in less
reliance on the graphophonic cueing system. The degree of similarity between their
miscues and the expected response, while it might remain high, would be lower than
that of the sound-centered readers. Furthermore, their use of the other two cueing
systems would be more balanced; this group would tend to use all three types of
information available in the text. Although again a high degree of syntactic
acceptability was expected, the chief difference between the profiles of these different
groups of readers would be in their concern for preserving the semantic features of
the expected response. Meaning-centered readers might be expected to has,: a higher
percentage of semantically acceptable miscues because of their concern for under-
standing the meaning of the text, that is, for making sense of what they read. Both
groups of readers would have a lower percentage of non-word miscues, the word-
centered subjects due to their concern for identifying actual words, and the meaning-
centered readers because of their attempts to preserve sense and meaning in their
reading. For both groups, it is expected that there will be more balance in the use of
graphic and semantic cues than for the sound-centered readers.

Although separate profiles were compiled for the readers (complete informa-
tion on all the readers in the study appears in Appendix B). the first part of
Hypothesis Two can perhaps best be tested by examining the performance of the
three groups of readers. As Figure 2 illustrates, profiles of the use of the cueing
systems by the groups are in fact different. The use of syntactic information is
virtually equal by all groups, a finding consistent with other miscue studies. The
profiles for graphophonic and semantic acceptability of miscues closely match those
projected for readers with the differing theoretical )rientations. Notice especially for
the sound-centered readers the high mean scores for graphic and phonemic simi-
larity to the text words (66% and 56%) and the high percentage of non-words
produced (30% of all miscues). Notice too the relatively low mean scores for the
semantically acceptable miscues (33%) suggesting that sound-oriented subjects'
central concern rests primarily with reproducing the sound/letters of the text rather
than with preserving meaning. Readers classified as word- and meaning-centered
appear to focus less on the words and letters of the text words than those with a
sound-orientation. Instead, they use all three types of cues in more equal proportion.
As expected, meaning-centered readers produced miscues which were judged
semantically acceptable more frequently than those of the word-centered or sound-
centered readers (52%-45%-33%). And, although word-centered reade rs'average
percentage of non-words is double that of meaning-oriented readers (18% of all
miscues compared to 9%), that mean is still considerably below that of thc sound-
centered readers (30%).

As noted above, the mean score for syntactic acceptability was almost identical
for all groups of readers. Interestingly, however, if non-words, which account for
almost one-third of all miscues are eliminated from consideration for the sound-
centered readers, the mean score for syntactically acceptable miscues drops to 54%.
As has often been noted, non-words may retain the syntactic features of the text
word (through inflection, for example), but at the same time may be indicative of
readers' use of graphic or sound cues rather than of their use of grammatical
information. The same adjustment of non-words for the other groups of readers
does not significantly alter the mean scores for syntactic acceptability.

An Analysis of Variance performed on the data in Figure 2 shows the following:
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(1) the F (Cueing System), df (3,162) = 8.826; p < .001 and (2) the interactior of F
(Cueing System x Internal Model), df (6,162) = 3.568; p < .01. See Table I. The
first result indicates a significant (p < .001) difference for the readers in the use of the
graphic, phonemic, syntactic, and semantic cueing systems. The interaction of the
cueing systems and the reading model is illustrated in the second result: scores for
cueing systems depend on the model of reading (p < .01). A Tukey's Post Hoc
Analysis showed that significant differences exist between the following sets of
scores:

Meaning-Centered Semantic and Sound-Centered Semantic (p < .01)
Sound-Centered Phonemic and Word-Centered Phonemic (p < .05)
Sound-Centered Phonemic and Meaning-Centered Phonemic (p < .01)
Word-Centered Graphic and Sound-Centered Graphic (p < .05)

Although within each of the groups of readers there was variation in the use of
cueing systems in oral reading (some of this variation will be discussed later), both a
broad comparison of the profiles of the three groups' reading behavior and an
Analysis of Variance confirm the first part of the second hypothesis. The internalized
model of reading that the subjects hold influences the type of print information they
focus on in oral reading.

Table 1: ANOVA Summary
Source ;S df ms

Total 143v89.8 227
I n ter nal Model* 305.6 2 152.8 .06 NS
Error 132205.45 54 2448.25
Cueing Systems** 1448.01 3 482.67 8.826 p < .001
I nternal Model
x Cueing System 1170.82 6 195.14 3.568 p < .01
Error 8860.55 162 54.69

*Internal Models: Word-, Sound,- or Meaning-Centered.
**Cueing Systems: Graphic, Phonemic, Syntactic, and Semantic.

The second part of Hypothesis Two predicts that the theoretical orientation of
the reader will affect comprehension. Evaluations of the unaided retellings of the
reading selections were used as the measure of the subjects' understanding of the
meaning of the text. As with the readers' use ofcues, it is here anticipated that the
theoretical orientation will influence reading performance. Specifically sound-
centered readers will be expected to have little comprehension of what they read
since their attention is focused on reproducing the sound and letter units of the text.
Word-centered readers would be more successful in understanding meaning than
sound-centered readers. Even though the primary interest is individual vocabulary
items, these readers nonetheless attempt to build meaning through the identification
of words and other features in the text. As the name given the third group implies,
meaning-orientated readers wouid be expected to evidence good comprehension of
the meaning of the material.

Table 2 provides a summary of the evaluations of each reader's comprehension
of the story. The table shows that the meaning-centered readers demonstrated good
to excellent comprehension as predicted. On the other end of the spectrum, the
sound-centered readers were judged to have either poor or very poor comprehension
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Table 2: Retelling
Sound-Centered Readers

Reader 1 Poor
2 Poor
3 Very Poor
4 Very Poor
5 Poor
6 Very Poor

Joanne Devine 106

Evaluations by Individual
Word-Centered Readers

Reader and by Groups
Meaning-Centered Readers

Reader 7

8

9
10

I I

12

13

Poor
Poor
Poor
Very 5'. oor
Very Good
Fair
Fair

Reader 14
15

16

17

18

19

Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Very Good
Excellent

of the meanii ii. of the selections they read; these results match the expectations con-
cerning these two groups' internalized models of reading and their reading per-
formance and the second part of Hypothesis Two: the theoretical orientation does
seem to affect reader understanding.

The comprehension pattern of the word-centered readers is a bit more prob-
lematic. Three of the seven readers were judged to have poor comprehension and
two others, fair, results within the expectations for readers with this theoretical
orientation and broadly confirming the hypothesis. However, one reader (#10)
seems to have very little comprehension while another (#11) apparently compre-
hended the reading selection very well. The other data on the reading behavior of
these two subjects further complicate the picture (data summarized in Table 3).
Reader # 10 has a low score for the use of graphic information (36%) and a moderate
one for the use of phonemic or sound cues (45%). Her syntactic acceptability is the
highest recorded for any reader in the study (76% of all miscues syntactically
acceptable) and the percentage of her miscues which were semantically acceptable
ranks with those of the meaning-ntered group (52%). In both the reading interview
and the retelling, this subject sh awed a general reluctance to speak in English and it
might be the case that the retelling evaluation (based as it is on information reported
by the reader) simply does not reflect the actual reading performance of this reader.
Reader #1 I also scored quite high for semantic acceptability (55%), but his use of the
cueing systems seems fairly balanced (if high for graphic and phonemic similarity)
This reader did not share Reader #10's reluctance to speak in English. In both Ins
reading interview and his retelling, he was among the most thorough of all readers.
The profile he exhibitshigh, but balanced, acceptability for all three cueing sys-
tems, along with his very good comprehensionmay be typical of L2 readers who
are very fluent in oral production. More research is needed on this type of ESL
reader.

The somewhat confusing patterns of reading behavior found for these two
readers suggest that, as mentioned above, researchers should exercise caution in

Table 3: Readers #10 and #11Retelling Evaluation and Miscue Profile

READER #I0
READER #11

Retelling
Evaluation

Very Poor
Very Good

% of High
Graphic

Similarity

% of High
Phonemic
Similarity

36 45
62 56

% of
Syntactic

Acceptability

76
60

% of
Semantic

Acceptability

52
55
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interpreting the results of studies of second language students' oral reading. None-
theless a number of clear and interesting trends emerge from the current investiga-
tion. To summarize, the study of internalized models of reading of begihring/ low
intermediate ESL subjects and the impact of those models on reading ry: lrmance
suggests the following conclusions: first, ESL rcoders do appear to h idels of
reading which they bring with them to the reading classroom. Ninetee, ' A of twenty
subjects could articulate their theoretical orientations towards reading unambig-
uously enough to be identified as sound-, word-, or meaning centered. Second, a
correspondence exists between the model of reading subjects hoid and the type of
information (graphic/ sound, syntactic, or semantic) that the readers focus on in oral
reading. Finally, a further relationship can be found between the internalized model
of reading and the success of the reader in comprehending text material.

Implications

What implications do these results suggest? First, instructors involved in the
teaching of L2 reading (and perhaps researchers investigating second language
reading as well) should recognize that even beginning level students bring to the
reading task a set of assumptions and operating principles concerning what is
important in reading. And, since these theoretical models appear to affect reading
performance in at least two waysin cues focused on in oral reading and in the
comprehension of the textthese instructors should attempt to identify the models
that students hold. This might be done informally by having the students as a group
discuss questions of the sort addressed in the Reading Interview (see Appendix A).
Second, a meaning-centered approach to reading seems to predict more successful
comprehension than a word-centered or (especially) a sound-centered approach;
instructors might give thought to how they can assist students in adopting reading
strategies that could be called meaning-centered. Clarke and Silberstein (1977) and
Renault (1981) have offered valuable suggestions in this regard. The language
experience approach seems particularly fruitful in encouraging L2 reading students
to focus primary attention on meaning in a written text (see Rigg, 1981). And finally,
in connection with the previous suggestion, teachers should be aware that some
materials and classroom activities, for example, vocabulary drills and pronunciation
practice, might inadvertently reinforce word- or sound-centered internalized models
of reading and may very well orient the L2 reader away from meaning.
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APPENDIX AREADING INTERVIEW

Sample Questions from Reading Interview (see Burke, 1978)

I. When you are reading and you come to something you don't understand, what do you do?
Do you ever do anything else?

2. Who is a good reader that you know? What makes a good reader?
3. If you knew someone who was having difficulty with reading, how would you help that

person?
4. What would you like to do better as a reader?
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APPENDIX BREADER PROFILES
.4,41

otl"'s e tif°:1? S
° Ci

e C
p 4;

Sound-Centered

Reader I Poor 59 51 73/60* 38 34

2 Poor 52 48 74/ 60* 40 26

3 Very Poor 55 65 69/61* 35 23

4 Very Poor 76 57 44/41* 33 23

5 Poor 61 51 50/45* 23 42

6 Very Poor 90 65 65/59* 28 32

Word-Centered

Reader 7 Poor 64 41 59 40 21

8 Poor 41 33 55 35 24

9 Poor 47 33 68 42 4

10 Very Poor 36 45 76 52 18

11 Very Good f- 56 60 55 13

12 Fair 55 44 67 40 27

13 Fair 33 33 60 48 16

Meaning-Centered

Reader 14 Good 57 47 60 58 9

15 Good 51 4R 59 57 11

16 Excellent 52 33 58 52 9

17 Excellent 34 23 63 55 12

18 Very Good 33 22 55 47 7

19 Excellent 53 39 61 50 7

*Percentage excluding non-words
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A Cloze is a Cloze is a Cloze?
James Dean Brown

INTRODUCTION

In 1953, Taylor first discussed a procedure, whereby some of the words in a
written text were replaced by blanks and students were required to fill them in. He
called this procedure "doze" from the Gestalt psychology notion of closure, or
human ability to fill gaps. Since then, there has been an explosion of research on
cloze when applied to native English speakers and, more recently, on its utility
among nonnative students of English (for overviews of this research, see 01 ler 1975;

01 ler 1979: 340-80).
For native speakers, doze was originally designed by Taylor as a measure of the

readability of texts. A great deal of work followed on this aspect of cloze(011er 1979:
348-54). As an offshoot of this readability research, a number of studies have also
been produced on cloze procedure as a measure of native-speaker reading
comprehension ability (Brown 1978: 12-14). Criterion-related validity coefficients
were calculated between doze and various standardized reading tests in these
studies 'icy ranged from .25 to .95. The squared values for these coefficients, .06 to
.90, indicate c percent of shared, or overlapping, variance between doze and the
reading test in ich study. It is safe to conclude from these results that doze has been
shown to be both a very weak (6 percent) and highly valid (90 percent) test of reading
comprehension for native speakersand almost everything in between as well.

For nonnatives, much of the work has been done on the value of doze as a test
of overall second language proficiency. Often studies focus on one or both of the key
characteristics of a test: reliability and validity. For instance, studies have shown that
cloze can be fairly reliable, that is, it produces consistent results. Such studies have
indicated reliability indices ranging from .53 to .96 for various cloze passages
(Darnell 1970; 011er 1972b; Pike 1973; Jonz 1976; Alderson 1979; Mullen 1979;
Brown 1980; Hinofotis 1980; Brown 1983). Reliability coefficients can be interpreted
as the percentage of reliable (consistent) variance in a test. Thus, doze passages have
been shown to have weak reliability (53 percent reliable variance) 3.s wen as high
reliability (96 percent reliable variance)and almost everything in between as well.

J.D. Brown, having just completed two years with the UCLA/China Exchange Pro:u.am at Zhongshan
University in the PRC, is presently teaching at Florida State University.
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The validity of doze in second language situations has also been investigated
(Conrad 1970; Darnell 1970; 01 ler and !nal 1971; 011er 1972 a and h; Irvine et al
1974; Stubbs and Tucker 1974; Alderson 1979 and 1980; Brown 1980; II inofotis
1980; Mull,m 1979). Validity is defined as the degree to which a test measures what it
claims to he measuringin this case, overall second language proficiency,
Generally, this has been demonstrated (as criterion-related validity) by showing the
strength of association between scores on a cloze test and those on a standardized
language placement or proficiency examination. Coefficients of .43 to .91 have been
reported in these studies. And again, the squared values of these coefficients, .19 to
.83, indicate the percent of shared, or overlapping, variance between a given cloze test
and the criterion measure. Hence, doze has been shown to be a weak (19 percent)
measure of overall language proficiency, as well as a fairly strong one (83 percent)
and almost everything in between as well.

It appeais, then, that the results of studies on the reliability and validity of cloze
procedure have varied greatly over the years. And in all fairness, it should bc pointed
out that investigators were changing doze in the following ways within and between
studies;

1) seven different scoring methods have been used
2) numerous deletion patterns have been tried
3) blank lengths have been modified
4) passage difficulties have been varied
5) test length has been changed
6) and a variety of different samples have been used.

These variables have been manipulated, consciously and unconsciously, in
search of more effective ways to construct and interpret cloze tests. Generally
speaking, variables one through five above have been purposefully manipulated or
controlled in the second-language research. Variable six, the effect of different
samples, has not been investigated sufficiently, which seems strange given that cloze
procedure was originally shown to be very sample sensitiveso sensitive that
readability grade levels could be established by using it (Taylor 1953).

In fact, sampling is an important :.fmsideration in many second language
studies. After all, it is simple common sense that a sample of nonnative students
taken at a university in Great Britain may be quite different from one taken at UCLA
or in Papua New Guinea. Just such differences in samples exist in the studies cited
above and this variable alone may have much to do with the wide variety of results.
For example, Ebel (1979:290-91) ha,. pointed out that the reliability of a set of test
scores depends in part on the "range talent" in the group tested. In fact, restrictions
ir, the range of talent can depress both reliability and validity coefficients in general
(Shavelson 1981).

The purpose of this study, then, is to investigate the effects of differences in
samples on cloze test results by addressing the following more specific research
questions:

I) What are the effects of different ranges of talent on the apparent reliability
and validity of cloze?

2) What is the strength of relationship between ranges of talent and the
reliability and validity coefficients?

3) Do the results generaliz ,o other doze studies?
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METHOD

Subiects

The samples in this study were all randomly selected (to he approximatelyequal

in size) from larger university level populations and consisted of four groups which
will be lai,:12d as foRows: 1) 1978 sample, 2) 1981 sampk, 3) Winter 1982 sample and
4) Spring ; S8? ,almle, The four samples (described in Table 1) differed in many

svrys ;1til it k ularly important to notice the way they differed in terms ol'
;rn,.led Tr . ;ore ranges (see last column). From these estimates, it is clear

.aat gritty.; differed considerably in the ranges of talent represented in each,

Materials

The close passage under investigation here was adapted from Alan and Ilis
World (Kurilecz 1969), an intermediate ESL reader, The passage was 399 words

long and had an every 7th word deletion pattern for a total of fifty blanks. To
provide context, two sentences were left intact (that is, without blanks) at the
beginning of the passage and one at the end.

The measures used to calculate the criterion-related validity coefficients were all
standardized (norm-referenced) English language placement or proficiency tests.
They differed from sample to sample as follows: 1978 sampleUCLA English as a
Second Language Placement Examination (ESLPE) (including listening and
reading comprehension, dictation and structure subtests); 1981 sampleGuang-
Thou English Language Center (GELC) Placement Test (including listening and
reading comprehension, as well as writing and structure subiests); Winter 1982
sample Test of Englich as a Second Language Practice Kit Number I (including
listening, structure an.i v riven expression, as well as reading comprehension and
vocabulary); Spring 1982 sampleUCLA ESLPE (a shorter version of the ESL PE

used above without the dictation subtest).

Procedures

Exactly the same close passage was administered to each of the four samples
and no more than two weeks separated its administration from that of the validity
criterion measure. The close test was scored using two scoring methods: the exact-
answer method (EX), wherein only the word found in the original passage is counted
correct, and the acceptable-word method (AC), wherein any word acceptable to
native speakers is counted correct. The latter method was based on the responses of
77 UCLA freshman composition students (Brown 1978),

Analyses

The descriptive test statistics in this study include the mean (x), standard
deviation (S) and range. Cronbach alpha (rzA) internal consistency reliabilities are
also given along with criterion-related validity coefficients (4y). The latter were
calculated by determining the correlation between the close tests and the criterion
measure in question. All correlation coefficients reported in this study are Pearson

product-moment coefficients.
Fisher z transformations were used whenever correlation coefficients were
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Table Sample Description%

Sample More n

Sex Academic Status

Nalionalides Major

Estimated
TOW,
RangeAt r tv(enoun lindergraduau Graduate

1978 UCLA 55 45r; 55'4 1hr 36ei Numerous Numerous very wide
(See Brown 1978) (See Brown 1978) (range ±500)

1981 GE1,C 45 9 7r 0 0 100(.; Chinese Lngineering (10(80 259 578
(range '4, 319)

Winter 61:1.0 45 78(4 124" (1 0 100(:i Chinese BOchemistry (38') 440-600
1982 Chemistry (33'A (range 160)

Biology (291;i)
Spring GEL(' 45 'itri 201:i 0 0 10(./(.4 Chinese Engineering (44Cil 435 515

1982 Agriculture (16) (range 80)

Biology (7%)
Other Sciences (33C)
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compared with standard deviations in order to ,,.orrect lor the ntm-svinnwtrical
dist rihulion of such tl1innts In grim 41, this is oe,:essary iu order to draw cotreet
inlerences about sample correlation cod hcients which are not 11(111 !Vri)
and Fruchter 1973: 144 44

RESULTS

Descriptive test characteristics are reported in Table 2 for the clore test
administered to the four different samples. Choc are tit(' four samples described
above, Remember t hat they were quite different in wages of talent, These MI ferences
were also reflected on the cloie test in terms of test ranges (rows foui and ten) and
perhaps more accurately in the standard deviations (rows Iwo :old eight),

Table 2: Test C haracteristics, Both Scoring Methods

scoring
Method Statistic

,; 6
(n .,- 55)

1979
(n,.45)

Winter
1982

(nv 411)

Spring
1982

(rvz 45)

I X i. 15.00 23.33 24.36 21.78
s 8.56 5 59 4 84 3.38

low-high 0 31 9 31 14 36 13 -27

range 33 2 12 14

4, .90 .73 .68 .31r .88 .74 .59 .43
(FSLPE) (al.C) (TOEFL) (ESLPF)

AC )-( 25.58 35.83 37,80 34.73
s 12 45 6.71 4,48 4.07

low-high 0 46 17-46 26-46 21-42
range 46 29 20 21r .95 .83 .66 .53r .90 .79 .51 .40

(ESLPE) ((,ELC) (TOEFI.) (ESLPE)

The Effects of Different Ranges of Talent on the Rebbity and Milky of Cloze.

In Table 3, the results are rearranged to illustrate that the reliability and validity
coefficients decrease when the range of talent (as represented by standard deviation
and test range) decreases. The deletion pattern, blank length, passage difficulty, test
length and time allowed for the test were all held constant here while the sample
range was systematically varied. The results indicate that a relationship exists
between range of talent, and the various reliability and validity coefficients.

Another way of looking at this problem is to adjust the observed reliability
coefficients for homogeneity of variances, or restrictions in range (after Magnusson
1967:75). When this is done, it turns out that the adjusted reliability coefficients are
all between .95 and .96. Thus, the reliability coefficients would be virtually the same
for all of the samples if it were not for the differences in variance. In short, the results
here demonstrate that restrictions in range of talent do indeed depress the reliability
and validity coefficients consistent with psychometric theory.
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The Stungth of Relationship between Ronan of Talent NJ tha Reliability and Validity
Coefficients.

To evaluate the strength of associatum between range of talent, and rehability
and validity coefficients, correlational analysis was performed. The correlation
between standard deviations and reliability coefficients was found to be r =1, .97 for
the two scoring methods combined. This indicates that about 93 percent (r) of the
variation in reliability coefficients can he accounted for by knowing the standard
deviations. I ikewise, the strength of association between the standard deviations
and validity coefficients was found to be r .93 (r2 = .86). In other words, the
standard deviation s:tems to account for about 86 percent of the vat iation in validity
coefficients.

In short, the results here indicate that variations in sample range, whether
generated by the sample itself or the scoring method employed, strongly account for
differences in the reliability and validity coefficients. This cffcct is so great that.
depending on the sample and scoring method used, this doze passage may appear to
be one of the best passages ever reported (rn = .90: r. = .95 for AC 1978) or a
hands-down loser of the worst (ni. = 31; r., = .43 for EX Spring 1982).

Generabablity of tho Results to Other Clots Studies.

In answering this question, only those studies which provided clear and
complete information (that is, standard deviation, reliability and validity co-
efficients) could be considered. In addition, only those based on 50-itcm passages
scored by the EX and AC methods were included. The results of forty different sets
of results are presented in Table 4. Thc correlation between the standard deviations
and the reliability estimates throughout Table 4 was found to be .91. Thc squared
value of this coefficient, .83, indicates that about 83 percent of the variation in
reliability coefficients is explained by variation in the magnitude of the standard
deviations. Likewise, the correlation between the standard deviations and the
validity coefficients was .78 which shows that approximately 61 percent of the
variation in validity coefficients is explained by variation in the standard deviations.
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Notice Ow both 01 thov rvlotwiew hip% %cry. hinnd t1k ewn though 1111h:rem

deletion 0411010 and 1140 *voting MO IIOds wets' sloObillt'd,
lit $114thiPit the dale tilehthlte hi (We mut, tit nlay Mit he

highly lellahle and yohd as ittgoilrlomol 101 id to,r4g0 recond lithgluge
prollYiency, I Ito roult here indicate Ihat Olt* may he largely doe toditterenw4 in the

lank. At lipliablInv and Vatidit Related to Standard 1)istion (Four Studiatr)

Scoring
Muth I /1,1mknt i , S 110thod I.,

.

(Crittelm (sm),

011vt lth ottl 95 I I i Al 89 051 l'1 )
19'72 95 9 6 A( so

92 14 8 I X 14)

9 0 9 ;! I X KS

90 6 o M $O

$O 6 ( 1 I X '71

I litioloty, 7th wool 145 A( 79 I 101.F I I
19)40 61 2.1 I X 71

Aldrrson 12th wool 149 Is 14 A(' 85 (I I. OA)
INN 88 14 0 M .78

90 7 9 Al 77

NO 6 5 1 X 67

79 h .i 1 X .10

79 5 6 I X ,65

10th wotd 147 8.1 AC 83 (E1.11A)
89 7,() AC 74

.80 h 4 AC /4

.79 5 6 I X ,65

,h9 4.8 I X .57

.69 1.7 I X ,79
lit h word .91 9,6 A(' ,87 (F1.11A)

,147 7.9 AC ,77

.84 6.3 AC .69

.79 6,3 EX .70

.76 5.3 U X .68

'1,81 4.9 L. X .82

6th word .88 8.2 AC ,88 (ELBA)
.82 7,2 AC *.67

*,84 5.8 AC `,74
.80 5.8 L. X .146

.76 5,3 F. X .51

.53 4.3 F. X .53

Present
Study 7th ,a ord .95 12,5 AC .90 (ESLPE)

.90 8.6 EX .148 (ESLPE)

.83 6,7 AC .79 (GELC)

.73 5.6 EX .74 (GELC)

.68 4,8 EX .59 (TOEFL)

.66 4.5 AC .51 (TOEFL)

.53 4.1 AC .40 (ESLPE)

.31 3.4 EX .43 (ESLPE)

'Coefficient does not seem to fit the ordering.
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DISCUSSION

It should he c'10,11144<cd 11011 Clo:r s 10%01 10.1c 4% 4 10001,01mwri1
lett 1.01 purpiact ol provenwot or 0101k111114100111$111USI- t' I' F I. progiams I bus,

the statistical conceptt or reliability, %alitillY, rw isie 1111110riam soosideratiow,
though they MO VeIll 4 NI letlitni to the hardworking teachers ,. adnumoratois
the held: to nuike these !cults mole ides am to those sin teachers, both theoretical
and practical implications will he dicussed hely

ThestitIal ImplIcotem

I o the language testing specialist, the results here may stem obvious, based rio
knoololgv of Mchontetric theory, to the point ol being uninteresting It may he,
however, that the obsious hat been oserlooked in favor or the Fashionable Put in
more scientific terms, the most parsimonious explamitions of the phenomena we are
observing in dote testing may hc found in the psyscometric theory and statistical
techniques being used, Of. the tools themselves may hold the clues to clear
interpretations of the data,

Let us take for example a father naive study (Drown 1480), the author of whkh
will most definitely not sue for libel. In this study, four scoring methods were
compared on the basis of reliability coefficients (ranging from .89 to ,95), validity
coefficients (ranging from .88 to .91) and other test characteristics. One conclusion
drawn was that 'the best overall scoring method is the AC method" (p, :116). While
this conclusion seemed reasonable at thc time based on previous research,
information was availabk in that study, which should halm been examined. For
instance, the AC scoring method was nearly perfectly centered for the given sample

25.58 out of 50) and was the only scoring method for which the subjects were
normally distributed (with the highest standard deviation of 12.45), The other three
scoring methods produced distributions which were either negatively or positively
skewed for the particular samples in question with correspondingly lower standard
deviations. In addition, the same doze passage administered to other samples in
China has herr been shown to have entirely different distributions in each of the
samples with corresponding differences in the reliability and validity coefficients
produced.

In short, the results obtained in Brown (1980) might have been quite different
had intuition and good luck not guided the researcher to thc particular passage and
sample of subjects involved. Therefore, a more paisimonious and sensible
hypothesis for differences in reliability and validity for different scoring met hods (or
deletion patterns, difficulty levels. etc.) might be that adjusting any and all variables
which help to make a given doze passage more appropriate for a given sample will
correspondingly help to produce a test which is statistically more reliable and valid.

Furthermore, it appears that doze is not necessarily a reliable, valid and easy to
develop test of overall second language proficiency as is often believed (for example.
Soudek and Soudek 1983). In fact, it is probably erroneous to say that doze is
anything rather, it would be safcr to take the position that doze tests are a "family of
itcm types" (Mullen 1979) which can tap the widc range in thc universe of possible
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Wed fiord 10 a goon sampk in one ot three ways 1) thc ku a mos% methoiC:illta
modification method or A) 1hv ttr11=14001`4!t1 Clots' methitil

The his et ohs mkt This shotgun approach to test deselopment would involsa
tc141,110 a relattsely hose number ut tests. 00)1' nth word and administer=
too 411 1,! hem to 4 tanipk 01 statkott tvlOvW1)1440t td kOK row% 4h0001
tkcoions would ultimately be nub& 411ct analyrone tbc issuhs, that 4; kw test *loth
sectned to produce the best distributioo iiI *cotes could he *elesird liw 1414f decision
making. In other words. the chin passage which its-mod to h nit, the sample
(that is, produced a moo or about WI contocl) And whoch mod
to the range of taknt in that sample (that ts, pcoduced a I t..ud4rd deviation)
could be selected for Weir use with the ensue group,

The medilleetiee oohed. To adopt this method, one ige, which Viai
Ihoutht to be intuitisely olvue thr right kwl lot the group, developed and
admmestered 10 a sample representatise thy WIC' f analyring tlw
results using the EX swing method. modifications couki be made consistent with
what has been found in the literature to date. For instance. it the dote test in
question was found to be much too difficult for the group (for rumple, produced a
mean o( 25q correct), it aCell111 likely that lengthening the passage and increasing the
distance between the blanks (from say esery Tth word to every I lib word) would
help to better center the scores. Alternatively, the mean could be somewhat
art ifically increased by ming thc AC scoring method. thing the AC method hat also
been shown to produce higher standard deviations in many but not all !audit The
modified passage should then bc readministered and reanalysed to see that the
desired effects had occurred and that the passage indeed fit the entire group.

The welkelleted dew It has been shown (Brown (Jnpublished mt,) that tradi-
tional test development techniques can be applied to a doer lest to increase the
reliability of that instrument. Five different, but non-overlapping. every 7th word
deletion pattern versions of one passage (50 items each) were administered to
random samples of a group of Chinese students who had a very narrow range of
talent. Analysis of the resuhs peoduced item difficuhy and discrimination indices for
a pool of 250 possible items. From these items the best 50 We selo:ted. In other
words, those which had item difficuhy levels most closely approximating .50 and the
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highest ciscrimination indices were chosen. One restriction was placed on this
selection process. The distance between items on the final version was to be no less
than five wwd..: and no more than nine with an average of seven words. The new
version f ihe wst was then readmirktered to the same group after six weeks (to
avoid :e5ting cffe:..!) and found to be much more reliable than the original version
with this swill.; group These results suggest that a doze test can be tailored to fit a
given group in mueh thc same way that discrete-point tests have traditionally been
developed (thouga pzJhaps without the same precision because of the differences in
the context provided in the various versions involved).

Returning to the title of this study, and the overall question involved, it appears
that a doze is not a doze is not a doze. In fact, they appear to differ quite widely in
effectiveness as norm-referenced instruments. This effectiveness in terms of relia-
bility and validity, appears to be strongly related to how well a given doze passage
fits a given sample. Therefore, pretesting any cloze passage(s) seems absolutely es-
sential so that an appropriate passage can be selected, modifications can be made or
a passage can be tailored to fit a particular group f students. Taking some or all of
these steps should help to produce a more highly reliable and valid norm-referenced
instrument. Only then can adequately responsible decisions be based on the scores of
our students on such a test.
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II. PROMISING APPROACHES



INTRODUCTION

In his plenary address, Frank Smith contrasts the stultifying nature of a good deal
of current formal instruction with what he identifies as "the creative alternatives." In
this section, we include ten examples of innovative classroom practices which have
shown promise, at least for the students with whom such approaches have been

tried. All ten papers offer theoretical justification for the suggested approaches.
Anna Uhl Chamot identifies the need to provide opportunities for elementary

school ESL children to transfer the academic concepts which they have acquired in
their first language to their English-medium settings. The program she describes also
helps these students to learn new content and to develop study skillswithin the limits
of their developing English proficiency.

Wayne Dickerson's paper is a report on the experimentation which he and a team
of pronunciation teachers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign have
undertaken. They have developed an approach which combines rule learning and
discrimination/articulation practice. This approach has been designed to help their
students improve their pronunciation and, just as importantly, to provide them with
the tools which will allow them to continue to monitor and correct their own
production after the course has ended.

In the third paper, Kenneth Pakenham points out that both semantic and
linguistic clues are required to enable readers to make sense of a text. With respect to
the teaching of adult beginning ESL reading, he argues that presentpractice, which
is heavily weighted toward a word-skills approach and which uses few, if any,
semantic or syntactic clues, is unnzcessarily restrictive. Pakenham proposes, rather,
an approach which develops the ability to predict what will follow in a reading
passage by using all available information.

The next paper, also concerned with second language reading, takes a second look
at what the effect on students' performance is when they follow the often-given
teacher advice"If you don't know the word, guess!" Margot Haynes, using data
from a recent study, provides some refinements regarding when such advice is
appropriate and proposes additional strategies which may help students guess more
correctly.

Regarding the teaching of writing, David Harris shares his recent experiments in
analyzing organizational patterns of adult ESL student narratives. He provides
support for the use of short, silent films with a story line as a starting point for
teaching beginning ESL writers how to organize a written narrative and, in the
process, how to apply the more general rhetorical principles of unity, coherence, and
emphasis.
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The "hmitations" referred to in Sandra McKay's article reminds us that not all
aspects of the teaching of writing are best viewed in terms of formal, in-class training;
indeed, some elen.ents are more appropriately seen as factors of general knowledge
or of experience pined outside the classroom. Being aware of such a distinction,
however, allows teacncrs to focus on what it is that the classroom can do best to
develoi stud its' skills in composition.

Vivian ?awe!, working from an analysis ofprocess rather thanproduct, questions
a number tit current practices in the teaching of writing to ESL students. She offers
alternative activities which are designed to develop students' abilities to produce
acceptable and original prose.

Harry Krasnick considers the task of how to help students acquire cultural compe-
competence in addition to linguistic competence. He points to some inadequacies in
many past and some present approaches to the teaching of culture and suggests a
systematic introduction of the basic values and norms of the target culture, together
with practice in applying such knowledge in everyday situations of intercultural
contact.

The final two papers in this section both provide frameworks for examining what
happens in classrooms and for comparing these findings with patterns of natural
language use outside of class.

Patrick Buckheister and John Fanselow focus quite specifically on ways of
narrowing response possibilities. Although they warn that "teacher shoulds are
difficult to discover," their analysis of solicits gathered in thirty-five varied class-
rooms nevertheless provides encouragement to teachers pay more attention to
narrowing characteristics and to experiment with differe.it kinds of narrowing in
order to see which have the most effect on student comprehension.

The paper by Patrick Allen, Maria Fröhlich, and Nina Spada provides a
comprehensive observation scheme that is designed to capture the details of the
kinds of activities which go on in classrooms and the communicative features which
occur within each. This tool, which is still being tested, is intended for use in
classroom-centered research to measure differences in communicative orientation
among classes. The categories used to describe both the activities and the communi-
cative features provide a detailed breakdown of the possible constituents in an
activity-based/ interactive classroom.
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A Transfer Curriculum For Teaching
Content-Based ESL in the
Elementary School
Anna Uhl Chamot

INTRODUCTION

Structured immersion has recently been proposed as an alternative to bilingual
education and ESL programs. What is it? Opinions vary, but generally, structured
immersion is assumed to be a type of second language immersion program on the
Canadian model. In their critical review of bilingual education, Baker and de Kanter
(1981) define structured immersion as a program in which the second language and

content subjects are taught simultaneously from the very beginning level of exposure

to the new language. Exactly how this is to be accomplished is not precisely defined,

and both ESL and classroom subject teachers may find it somewhat puzzling to
figure out how to teach in English to a totally non-English speaking child the life
cycle of a butterfly or a math story problem about how much money Linda needs if
she wants to play thirty video games at a quarter each.

Most teachers who have worked with limited English proficient (LEP) children
would probably agree that some basic proficiency in English needs to be established

before children can profit from even simplified subject matter instruction in English.
Mohan (1979) has provided a useful framework for classifying various types of

content-centered second language teaching. First, he identifies second language

teaching through content instruction alone, exemplified by the Canadian French
immersion model, which he questions as a solution for immigrant children,
particularly those past the first or second grade level. The second model hedescribes

is dual teaching, or second language instruction combined with content teaching, in
which communicative activities are based on subject matter content and linguisti-
cally simplified instructional materials and supplementary language exploitation ex-

Anna Uhl Chamot is Coordinator of Research, Reference, and Referral for the National Clearinghouse

for Bilingual Education/I nterAmerican Research Associates, Inc.. She is an ESL teacher educator and

textbook author.
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erciscs arc utilized, The third model described by Mohan is language teaching aimed
for later content teaching, or teaching a second language for speciahzed purposes.
Thc second and third models, dual teuching and English for specific purposes, can be
usefully applied at the elementary school level to assist the LEP child in the
transition to the all-English curriculum,

A transfer curnculum which incorporates features of Mohan's second and third
models would encompass both teaching of English and content area instruction
simultaneously, and teaching of English for specific purposes, which in the context
of elementary school education means teaching English for classroom purposes.

This paper proposes a transfer curriculum designed to provide a bridge between
the bilingual and/ or ESL program and the mainstream classroom by preparing
LEP children to transfer concepts they have already acquired in their L I to their L2.
Rather than use the term structured immersion or even the European term language
shelter class, both of which may have pejorative connotations, the simple descriptive
term transfer instruction is proposed.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Before describing the particulars of transfer instruction, a brief review of the
theoretical background underlying the concept of transfer of cognitive knowledge
from a first language to a second language may be useful.

The research of Cummins (1979; I 982a) identifies a single underlying language
proficiency in bilingual persons. Bilinguals, in his view, do not have a separate store
of concepts in each of their languages, but rather a single store of knowledge which
can be expressed in either language. According to this interdependence hypothesis,
what is learned in the way of.xincepts is learned once only, and thereafter transferred
to the second language wheneve, adequate proficiency in it has been acquired.
Beginning bilinguals have not acquired sufficient proficiency in the second
language to make such transfer practical, and so for them the most efficient way to
acquire knowledge is through the medium of the first language. Concurrently, they
need to be acquiring the basic structures, lexicon, and communicative functions of
the second language so that eventually they will be able to transfer previously
acquired knowledge to the new language.

The duration of this process of initial second language acquisition that is
prerequisite to the ability to begin learning through the medium of the second
language is the subject of debate not only in the United States but also in othci
countries with bilingual populations. Research in Canada (Corm:iins, I982b)
indicates that the process is much longer than many educators would like to assume:
about two years for most children to develop social conversational fluency in the
second language, and from five to seven years for them to develop the academic
language skills that t hey need in order to succeed in content area subjects. In fact, this
may be a conservative estimate. 1! a current study, Fillmore (1982a) has found that
up to 25% of LEP children have acquired very little English after three years of
exposure to various types of English instruction in school, and are in need of a
significantly longer period of special instruction to prepare them to function
effectively in the all-English classroom.

The two types of language proficiency described by Cummins (1982b) as
embedded, face-to-face proficiency versus context-reduced academie proficiency
and the fact that the second type takes longer to develop have been used by bilingual
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educators us a reason to prolong language support services for LEP children, but
others have rejected the Cummins analysis and termed it a language deficit model
(Fdelsky et al 1983). An empirical investigation of the issue has been undertaken by
Fillmore (1982b) in a longitudinal study which has analyzed both the oral and the
written language of elementary classrooms to determine what differences exist, in
fact, between the language of the classroom and that of social interaction. The
findings arc of critical importance to those concerned with the education of LEP
children, First, there are indeed differences in the type of langt.age used for social
purposes and the sort of language required for academic study, Second, both kinds

are needed in the elementary school classroom if children arc to participate and
interact effectively in a learning environment.

How do children acquire both kinds of language proficiency'? Krashen (1980)

has reduced this problem to an attractive and simple directive: learners will acquire
the second language if only they can receive comprehensible input in it. Presumably,
this comprehensible input nceds to be available both for social interactive and
cognitive academic language skills.

The problem of the teacher then becomes how to provide comprehensible input
in ESL and in content area subjects for the LEP child, Following are some practical
suggestions on how a teacher might go about this task.

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

The ESL curriculum needs to be carefully planned so that children learn the
functional English that will provide them with needed tools in learning academic
language. At the beginning stages of English acquisition, children need to have
learned or be learning basic content concepts in the first language so that they will
eventually have a body of knowledge to transfer to English.

Then, children need to acquire the specific language functions that they will
need in order to participate successfully in the all-English classroom. These are tied

directly to the requirements of each subject area (Chamot, 1983b). For instance, in
math, children need to be able to use the language functions required forreceiving
factual information from the teacher's explanations, for comprehending the
language of story problems, and for writing numerically. Most speaking functions in

the math class involve requesting clarification, expressing comprehension, and
explaining a process. Contrast this with the language functions required for
successful participation in the all-English language arts class in the elementary
grades. Here children must not only be able to use all four language skills in an
academically effective manner, but they must also develop a metalinguistic

awareness as they begin to deal with such language content as grammar, rhetoric,
and style. It is no wonder that LEP children find they can cope with math in English
long before they can do so beyond the mechanical level with any of the language arts.

All of these factors need to be taken into account in planning an ESL
curriculum. Teaching children to understand and speak in a socially communicative
fashion and then to decode a little and complete fill-in-the-blank exercises is not

enough preparation for using English as a tool for learning subject matter. Children
need to acquire experience and expertise in the functional use of languagein all arebs

of the curriculum.
Table 1 (adapted from Chamot, 1983b) is a sample representation of the

language skills often emphasized in the different content areas in a typical
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Table 1: English Language Skilh in Content Areas

Gr. I Gr. 2 Gr. 3 Gr. f4 Gr. 5 Gr. 6

Reading/Lang, Arts
I.istening
Reading

Speak ing
Writing

Math
listening
Reading
Speaking
Writing

Science
Listening

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Social Studies
Listening
Reading

Speaking
Writing

Degree of Emphasis:
Less More Most

elementary school curriculum. The relative amount of instructional time devoted to
each of the four language skills in each of the major subject areas is indicated by a
blank space for virtually none, a dotted line for more, and a double solid line for the
most. Academic oral skills, particularly speaking, tend to be emphasized less and less
as children move up through the grades. Formal development of listening
comprehension has a place in many first grade language arts curricula, but after that
the assumption seems to be that children can listen well enough to understand the
teacher's explanations and instructions in all curricular areas. This is frequently a
false assumption as far as the LEP child is concerned.

The increasing emphasis on literacy skills in the middle and upper grades as a
means of acquiring and expressing knowledge means that LEP children need to
develop substantial proficiency in reading and writing not only for their language
related subjects, but also for subject areas such as social studies, science, and to a
certain extent, math.

Does the ESL teacher then have to teach content subjects? As much as possible,
yes. At a minimum, the ESL teacher should be familiar with the all-English
curriculum corresponding to the grade level of the students, and teach the language
functions in English that the curriculum demands. Once children have achieved a
basic proficiency in English, they can begin to learn some content in some subjects to
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some degree through the medium of English, flow can the ESL specialist be
expected to teach content? At any levi `, Mrough close collaboration with content
area teachers. Elementary school ESL teachers have the advantage of less daunting
content in the two subjects that many language teachers tend to view with
trepidation-- niath and science,

TRANSFER INSTRUCTION CURRICULUM MODEL

A special curriculum needs to be provided that will develop children's subject
matter knowledge through linguistically simplified instructional materials and
second language teaching methodology. Perhaps there are children who do not need
such a bridging curriculum, and can easily transfer the concepts learned in their first
language to English just as soon as they learn the new verbal labels. It may be,
though, that many children are in urgent need of specific help to make such a transfer
effectively.

A two-tier approach to language support services could help LEP children
make the final transition into all-English medium instruction (Chamot, I983a), The
first tier focuses on content instruction in the first language that is correlated with the
curriculum of the English-only classroom and ESL instruction that develops the
classroom language functions thai will be needed after mainstreaming (see Fillmore,
I982b; Chamot, 1983b),

Transfer instruction, the second tier of the model, would provide systematic
instruction and practice in transferring LI concepts and skills to English for LEP
children who have developed some basic proficiency in English and a store of
appropriate concepts in their first language. In less linguistically demanding
subjects, transfer instruction could begin much sooner than in the more linguistically
complex areas.

Table 2 outlines a model (based on Chamot, I983a) for such a two-tier
curriculum, that provides special support during particular time periods for the
transfer of L I concepts to English. The year of participation in the program is listed
across the top. For entering first graders, year I would correspond to first grade, but
for the older child, year I would correspond to the grade level in the home language.
Because in the United States most bilingual programs end after three years (and

Table 2: Transfer instruction Curriculum Model

1

Year 1 1 Year 2 1 Year 3 1 Year 4 1 Year 5 [ Year 6

Reading ind
Language \ rt. I

1 I Support
InstructionESL

Transfer Instruction 1 12 Only

Math LI Support .1
Trans. Instr. 12 Only

Science LI Support
Instr.Trans. L2 Only .-

Social
Studies

LI Support i
L2 OnlyTrans Instr. -----..

Art, Music,
Phys. Ed.

L I --...1

Trans.---I L2 Only ,
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many even sooner), the model indicates that year 3 signals the WI year a 1, I
support. Obviously, this configuratkm would vary depending on local programs,

Oral English, arammar, reading, literature, spelling, handwriting. and coins
position are included under the category Beading/ La ngunge Arts, A long period of
both ESL and transfer instruction is probably necessary in these areas in which
language is the actual content, as well as the medium of instruction, for each subject,

In math, on the other hand, a shorter period of transfer instruction is indicated
because less verbal language is involved. But in science a longer period of transfer
instruction would probably bc necessary because of the reading comprehension
requirements of elementary science textbooks, An even longer period of transfer
instruction for social studies can be expected. The middle grades social studies
curriculum requires a high level of literacy, as children must acquire information
through reading, and develop study skills such as research and report writing, In
addition, the values system implicit in the second culture will most likely be reflected
in the social studies instructional materials, and may require additional explanation
and description for the minority culture child.

Transfer instruction is needed for a relatively short period of time in the highly
contextualized curriculum areas of art, music, and physical education.

What should the language of instruction be during transfer instruction? The
advice of Baker and de Kanter (1981) may be helpful; instruction should be in
English by a teacher who understands the children's first language, and children
should not be prohibited from using the first language in classroom interaction. An
extension of this proposal is that children should be allowed to express their
comprehension of material presented in English through the medium of their first
language. Children's reading comprehension, for instance, is likely, in the middle
and upper grades, to be in advance of their productive ability to answer questions
orally or in writing; a true measure of their actual comprehension may be available
only by tapping their productive abilities in their first language.

SOME APPLICATIONS OF TRANSFER INSTRUCTION

By the middle grades. LEP children need to be able to use 0. higlis11
language proficiency in context-reduced tasks in wnich they must acquire informa
tion in the content areas through listening and reading comprehension. Teachers can
help by teaching study skills and learning strategies for listening and reading, and by
simplifying instructional materials so that their content is accessible tf LEP children.
Following are some specific suggestions for teachers.

Teach children how to deal with unknown words in a text by adopting a
conscious strategy. For instance, if the word is not essential to understanding the
meaning of the paragraph or sentence, it can safely be ignored. If a partial orgeneral
meaning can be gleaned from the context and suffices to comprehend the informa-
tion being transmitted, guessing at the meaning of the new word by using context
clues is a useful strategy. lf, on the other hand, the meaning of the new word is
absolutely essential to understanding the point of the passage, then recourse to a
dictionary is advisable. Children need to bt given practice in making decisions
about which strategies to use. Cloze exercises have been found useful in teaching
students how to deal with unfamiliar materials they are reading (Honeyfield, 1977).

Teach prediction skills by omitting the erd of a story and asking children to tell
or write the probable ending, or by using a modified doze procedure with an
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epoOtory passage in which a whole hrntenco is imMted and children have to guess
the type 01 intormation it contaim.

(he advance monitors to help students rdate what they already know to the
new maRl ial they will listen to or read, A preview 01 the cimtent to he learned can
focus attention and prepare students for the details to follow, Questions provided
before listening or reading help students identify important information when It is
presented, Ussential new vocabulary can he taught before it is encountered in an oral
or written test, In order to make learning more effective, vocabulary should be
presented in semantic categories that help set op conceptual frameworks of the
material to he studied (Dupuis and Snyder, 1983), Discussion of background
concepts already known by students can help set the stage for learning new related
information (Wilson, 1983),

the visual aids and non-verbal communication to aid comprehension of
concepts, and be willing to accept non-verbal responses that indicate children have
comprehended the information presented. For example, they can make sketches,
diagrams, charts, maps, timelines, equations, flow charts, and tables to show that
they have understood the material (Mohan, 1979).

Write anilines, major points, and vocabulary on the board so that students can
refer to them as they listen to the presentation of a lesson or read a chapter. Difficult.
to-understand key sentences can be re-written on the board with each phrase or
major concept in the sentence written on a separate line; this allows students to
process the information one thought at a time, rather than trying to take in a com-
plicated sentence all at once (Sutman, Allen, and Shoemaker, 1982).

leach self-diagnosis of comprehension difficulties by having children ask
themselves what it is they do not understand: a single word, a sentence, or the main
idea of a paiagraph (Wilson, 1983). Too often children give up in frustration at the
first comprehension difficulty, rather than evaluate the degree of difficulty and
initiate a strategy to overcome it.

Allow for cooperative learning strategies, such as having a group of students
pool information they have acquired through listening, or answer reading
comprehension questions after discussing in small groups thc material read
individually. When a cooperative learning atmosphere has been established,
children can feel free to correct and help each other, rather than compete with each
other.

'..ir:iaking skills need to be taught in the upper elementary school, as they will
beco,,h: increasingF, necessary in high school where so much information is
transmitted through lectures and lengthy reading assignments. Notes should be
written in the stodent's own words (even if spelling and grammar are less than
perfect) rather ham verbatim. When students reformulate the information in their
own words, demonstrate their understanding of the concept communicated.
Performance objectives should to be explained to students before they begin taking
notes on oral of written toaterial, for they !;:,..td to know in advance if they will be
required to :inly the; main idea ocr eries of important facts. Students can be
provided vith f,utie with Aeadings or, depending on the type of
olormatki : tcqu.red, a matrix with empty cells to be filled in as they listen or
read. Some f info-ov-itlil can bc hest recalled if notes are taken as a visual
representation such as aart, sketen, or diagram.

Study skills am; !!, ,;.ing stratees operate on instructional materials, whether
oral or written, that irt :xesented to students. For the LEP student, such materials
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should present the SUM co erti as Ouse for the all-Engksh curriculum, hut they
should be linguistically simplitiolt to make them more easily occessitik.
fortunately, the Ittnoune loathnoks can he unnecestarily
complex linguist icatit , !, when,' ion difficult tes for IFP Jien ,

Trsditionally, t tott tiss toren accomplished by reducing ttw
vocabulary toed end limiting the complexity of grammatical structuret. flits
approach may be too simplistic, however, Honeyfield (1977) eriticifet such
traditional text simplification Ittert 41frets coMmitniCatton adversely by
reducing the number of infor MAW 4)i,,lios Words and eintonntitio the cohesion
and roadability provided by the original syntax and communicittive structure. Ife
suggests that simplification should be addressed directly to the content, rather than
the linguistic form, That is, the content of a readMg passaw Ahould be rewritten as a
whole, not sententy by sentence, in order to provide comprehentibk input for the
LEP student, What this implies for content relating to social studies, for instance, is
that an outline of major concepts and supporting examples or explanations needs to
be developed first, and then the written explanation of these main points nerds to be
prepared in a simple English of high-frequency words and straightforwardly
structured sentences. Elaborations involving multiply embedded sentences, passive
constructions, and unknown vocabulary should be avoided wherever possible.

Of course it is asking a lot of teachers to go through textbooks for each subject
and simplify them for transfer inttruction to LEP children. What it needed is a
publisher willing to produce instructional material% containing the etsential content
of different subject areas rewritten so as to provide comprehensible input for limited
English proficient students.

CONCLUSION

This paper has dealt with various aspects of the practical application to the ESL
elementary school curriculum of structured immersion, which, it is proposed, should
more accurately tr termed transfer instruction. Transfer instruction is seen as a
bridge between bilingual education or ESL programs and the mainstream all-
English curriculum. In transfer instruction children would be helped to transfer the
concepts they have already learned in their first language to English, they would
receive new content instruction linked with English language development activities,
and they would establish effective study skills and learning btrategics to aid their
listening and reading comprehension,
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The Role of Formal Rules in
Pronunciation Instruction'
Wayne B. Dickerson

INTRODUCTION

In simple terms, we can describe the phonological system of English as consist-
ing of elements and rules. The elements are the vowel and consonant sounds, the
stress and pitch levels. The rules tell bow the elements are organized in word s, phrases
and sentences. Whether they are native or nonnative users of English, all speakers
must control both aspects of the phonological system reasonably well to communi-
cate orally. For this reason, the goal of ESL pronunciation classes should be to help
learners master English phonologyits elements and its rules.

This goal contrasts with reality. When we visit pronunciation classes, we typi-
cally find them rich in the elements of the system but poor in the rules of the system.
That is, students learn a lot about how to articulate and discriminate vowels,
consonants, stresses and intonations. But they do not learn much about when to use
these elements in words, phrases and sentences. Learners are often left asking
questions like these: I can make a primary stress, but where in a phrase does the
primary stress go? I can produce a rising intonation, but when is a rising intonation
the one to use? I can pronounce long, short and reduced vowels, but which vowels in
a word are long, short and reduced? The answers to these questions are the rules of
the phonology, most of which never reach the student.

The lopsided character of most pronunciation classes, with their near-total
emphasis on phonological elements and their near-total neglect of phonological
rules, made us wonder how we could bring the two types of content into proper
balance. We grant the importance of oral-aural work on the elements. We must
continue to help our students improve their speaking and listening accuracy. But we
also recognize the equal importance of the organizing rules. So, somehow we should

Wayne Dickerson is Associate Professor in t/ Division of English as a Second Language at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. His principal interests are applications of generative
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130 Formal Rules in Pronunciation lnstrucdon

help our students master the rules that govern the elements they are learning to say
nd hea r.

One approach to rule-learning is direct. We can state the approach in the
anal) tical terms of current research. Since the phonological system of the target
language consists of rules, and the phonological system of the learner's interlanguage
consists of rules that are evolving in the direction of the target language, why not try
to influence the evolution the interlanguage phonology by giving learners explicit
rules from the target languag: phonology? However, it was not this theoretical
question as much as practical considerations that originally encouraged us to
exp!ore seriously the direct aprroach to rule learning. At this point, let us review
s:--ne of these consu'o-ations. Later, we will return to a discussion of theoretical
matt ..

Some of the motivations underlying our work are relevant to many different
language learning situations; other motivations arc perhaps more unique to a
university setting.

First, errors of prediction. Placement test results assign students to our pro-
nunciation course because of serious errors in pronunciation. But when we
examined the tcst results more closely, we found that a large portion of the errors
arose, not because the learners did not know how to articulate sounds, but because
they did not use their articulations properly in words. For example, we would hear
students pronounce correctly the vowel sound in monosyllabic words like clay,
snake, but mispronounce thc same vowel in polysyllabic words likef/agram, radial.
Their pronunciation error was not an articulation error but a prediction error; they
simply did not know that flagrant and radial require the same vowel as in day. It
seemed that one solution to this problem would be to teach students the rules that
predict vowel sounds in polysyllabic words.

Second, the limits of exposure. Our universi'- ESL classes are full of students
who have had years of contact with English. Ten to fifteen years of study is not
uncommon. Despite their extensive exposure to English, they have not assimilated a
sufficiently goodfeel for English phonological patterns to extend their skill into new
domains. For example, they may know that cute and fewest have a 1 yl between the
first consonant and the first vowel, but they have not picked up the simple cues that
would enable them to pronounce putrid and puniest with lyl . More exposure
seemed unlikely to improve their abilities. However, if they were given a few strategic
guidelines, it might solve their problem, not only for these words but for the rest of
the English lexicon requiring the unwritten lyl.

Third, a substitute for intuition. Based on placement test scores, students at our
university are required to take only one remedial pronunciation coursethree hours
per week for fifteen weeks. In this length of time, we can help most students with
most of their articulation problems. But in so short a time, we cannot instill in them a
sensitive intuition about English sound patterns. Without some guidance, they still
would not know when to use their newly improved articulations. They would still
not know how to help themselves tackle the pronunciation of vocabulary that was
new to them. It seemed that they needed a handy substitute for the guidance of a
well-formed intuition, a substitute that would enable them to make native-like deci-
sions while their interlanguage intuition developed at its own pace. In one semester,
we could give them most of the major rules they would need for word and phrase
stress, for intonation patterns and for vowel and consonant choice.

Fourth, the demand of their fields. At our university, as at other educational and
research institutions, students face a constant bombardment of new vocabulary
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from their respective fields of specialization. Furthermore, they arc frequcntly put in
a position of needing to manage that vocabulary in oral performance for class
presentations, for asking and responding to questions, for teaching classes, tor dis-
cussing in seminars, for talking with fellow students and with teach, rs, and later for
presenting confe:.ence papers and interacting with English-speaking colleagues. The
general learner-vocabulary of ESL classes does not meet their specific needs.
However, it seemed to us that learners could meet their own demands for oral
English if they had a personal resource to fall back on, namely, rules to guide their
use of sounds, rhythm and melody.

Fifth, the background of learners. We deal with well-educated adult language
learners, many of them in the sciences and many accustomed to learning and apply-
ing rules in their own fields. For these students, there is nothing novel in the notion
that language rules can be used to make pronunciation predictions. This student
population, then, has the ideal academic background and experience for explicit
rule-use. These factors favored the direct use of language rules in pronunciation
class.

Finally, the nature of remedial classes. Students come to our pronunciation
class, not as novices in the language, but as long-time learners with specific prob-
lems. Unlike students new to English for whom large portions of English phonology
must be covered, students in our classes usually have fewer i han a dozen major weak
areas. In these circumstances, we have the time to commit as much as fifty percent of
our class hour to rule-learning and rule-using work.

For these various practical reasons, then, we felt it was worth the risk to
redesign our oral-aural pronunciation classes to accommodate a rule componert.
Now, one-half of our in-class time is devoted to articulation and discriminat'on
workthe traditional emphasis (Robinett 1978:64-109). The other half is spent
using rule-generated predictions as a way to correct pronunciation. That is, students
learn to predict the consonants, vowels and stress of words, the rhythm of phrases
and the intonation patterns of sentences, and to put these predictions to work in self-
monitoringa somewhat nontraditional emphasis (Dickerson 1975).

This paper reports on what we have iearned after five years of research, writing
and testing in the area of using formal rules in pronunciation teaching and learning.
The report begins with an orientation to our instruction by answering two questions:
What do our materials look like in general? What do pronunciation rules look like in
particular? Next, we consider the process by which formal rules make an impact on
speech. In this section, we define carefully what we want students ultimately to learn
from the rules they study. In the following section, we turn to the problem of what we
can do to promote the learning we want. We identify the role of classroom instruc-
tion and discuss specific teaching techniques that help students learn. Finally, we
return to the theoretical issue raised earlier. Specifically, we consider the experiences
reported here in the light of the Monitor Model of language learning (Krashen 1981).

TEACHING RULES: LESSON FORMAT AND CONTENT

Our oral-aural work in class is like that found in most pronunciation classes.
We deal with the vowel and consonant articulations needed by members of a
particular class. Our exercises, however, move quickly to meaningful communica-
tion thereby allowing us to integrate rhythm and intonation practice into every
vowel and consonant lesson (Dickerson and Dickerson, a and b).

Our rule-oriented* work, however, is not typical of pronunciation instruction.
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138 Formal Rules in Prenunciation Instrucdon

For instance, our textbooks on word-!, el rules contain lessons each of v, hich has
four parts, as depicted in ( I) (Dickelson, forthcoming h), During class, he teacher
tells the students generally what the new lesn will be about. This is a fcve-minute
PreviewPart I. Students are then assitmed a Discovery HomeworkPart 2. This
is a set of pencil-and-paper exercises they do at home to learn and to practice using
the rules with a given set of words. When they return to class, they do the Oral
Work Part 3. This part of the lesson gives students oral practice with the words
they have been studying and also integrotes the words into utterances where rhythm
and intonation come into play. Finally, they do a brief Review at homePart 4to
recapitulate the principal points of the lesson.

( I) Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
Preview Discovery Oral Work Review

Homework
In Class Out of Class In Class Out of Class

A typical four-part lesson presents rules and practice materials focused on a par-
ticular set of words. such as -ous adjectives, -ize verbs or -er nouns. We can illustrate
some of the rules by looking at the lesson that deals with final . v nouns, such as those
in (2).2 This lesson appears late in the semester,

(2) melody majesty
4SP--

apology stupidity

The rules that apply to the final -y noun set predict stress and vowels. In general,
our ESL stress rules assign stress to words with reference to a syllable we call the Key
Syllable. For the -y noun class, the learner finds the Key immediately left of the -y, as
underlined in the examples of (2). The syllable left of the Key is referred to as the Left
Syllable. It is identified with a wavy line. The rule states simply that for this class of
words, the primary stress falls on the Left Syllable, e.g. melody, majesty, etc. For
learners, this rule is new information.

To make vowel predictions, learners use three pieces of old information en-
countered in earlier lessons. The first is that if the stressed Left Syllable is spelled with
a single vowel letter followed by a single consonant letterVC, the vowel will be
short (Dickerson 1980). Note the Short E in melody, the Short A in majesty, etc.
Second, if the Key does not carry the primary stress, it is unstressed and pronounced
with a reduced vowel, /a/. Finally, the learner knows that a final unstressed -y is
pronounced as Long E / .3 These stress and vowel prediction rules are summarized
in (3).

2Excluded from the final -y noun set are nouns ending in -acy, -ancy, -ency,-ary,-ery, -ory, each of which
represents a different set of words.

3Kenyon and Knott (1955) note that the sound of the final, unstressed -y varies from /i/ (bit) to /i/ (bet
in American English (xvii). The /i/ variant is commonest in the North and East (481). We have chosen to
use the /E/ variant here because it is the form used in the rules and derivaCons of Chomsky and Halle
(1968:74). However, the /i/ pronunciation of -y is widely used in educated English and must be accepted
as correct in the learner's speech (Dickerson 1977).
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(3) Rules for final -y nouns with Left Syllables
Stress: Stress the Left Syllable.
Vowels: a, A stressed VC in the Left Syllable is short.

b. An unstressed Key vowel is reduced.
c. A final unstressed -y is I.ong E.

After learners have done rule-prompted pronunciation work, do they speak
more accurately? The answer is, Yes. When we measure student performance with a
pretest and a posttest three months apart, we find that the spontaneous speech of
these students has improved in accuracy in those areas where we have provided rule-
oriented instruction. Not only have we seen marked improvement, but we have also
been able to determine the kind of rule use that produces the greatest improvement.
In a recent study investigating the effectiveness of rules used before and after speak-
ing (Dickerson, forthcoming a), we pretested four groups of students, each group
representing a different language background. The test covered all of the word-level
prediction topicsword stress, vowels, consonantsto be covered during our
semester-long pronunciation course. The posttest showed not only that the per-
formance of each group improved after one semester of prediction work. But it also
showed that each group improved significantly more when the subjects used their
rules to correct just-initiated speech (speech sound prediction speech) than
when they used their rules to initiate speech (sound prediction speech).

LEARNING RULES: WHAT IS LEARNED AND HOW

These positive results have led us to ask a deeper question. Assuming that
Imal rules have something to do with the learner's progress, by what route do

formal rules come to influence speech production?
Contrary to expectation, we have come to the conclusion that formally learned

rules have little to do directly with spontaneous speech production. The salient word
here is directly. We do, however, believe that there is a connection between formal
pronunciation rules and speaking accuracy. The nature of this link has become
clearer to us as we have tried different tactics semester after semester to get students
to make more of their rule learning.

To identify the connection between a rule written on paper and a tacit rule
capable of guiding the form of unpremeditated speech, we can trace the learner's
movement through a series of stages which we believe are involved. These stages are
;epresented in (4).

(4) Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Paper Rutf: Predicting Producing Producing
Rule Leant;ng with with with

Learned Rules Learned Rules Acquired Rules

o Illustrate these stages, we will continue to use word-level rules. However, the
stages could be illustrated just as well with phrase-rhythm rules or with intonation
rules.

A simply stated rule on paper can be learned verbatim. For example, a stressed
VC in the Left Syllable predicts a short vowel. In itself, this first stageRule
Learningis unimportant. But as a step in the larger process, this stage is essential.

1 4.1



140 Formal Rules in Pronunciation Instruction

With a rule in the head, the learner is no longer dependent on having the rule in hand,
Rules in the head seem to he retained longer when they are used again and again

on actual words to make predictions. This is Stage 2. For example, having placed
stress on the Left Syllable of Oranny and insanity, learners use the VC rule (3.a.
above) to determine that a Short I is required in tftanny, despite the familiar word
tyrant, and that a Short A is required in Msdnity, despite the familiar word insane.

The predictions made in Stage 2 can be done on paper and need not involve the
mouth at all. For this reason, Stage 2 is also relatively meaningless as a n end in itself.
Unfortunately, some students get such a sense of accomplishment from assigning
stress properly to novel words and predicting their vowel and consonant sounds that
we must actively encourage learners to move beyond this stage. The test results of
those who resist moving beyond Stage 2 are quite revealing. These students may
make perfect scores on written tests, but on oral tests, their speech show few effects of
their learning.

Stage 3 is different. In it, learners actually produce or articulate words
according to the predictions they have generated by rule in Stage 2. Out of Stage 2
cormc a set of guidelines for speechspecific predictions concerning how a word
should sound. This is a model. It is not a model of articulation, because in Stage 2
nothing is spoken. But it does identify the correct sounds to be made and their
sequence in a word. Thc model says that tyranny requires a stressed Short I, a Schwa
and a Long E. If learners know how to make a Short I, a Schwa and a Long E as a
result of their oral/aural practice, they should be able, in Stage 3, to follow the model
to pronounce tyranny properly.

Every student we have had has been able to modify his or her speech to match a
predicted model. For many, this self-initiated pronunciation improvement is the
source of considerable satisfaction. They sense the independence the rules give them.
However, this stage is not the end of the road. This is not Stage 4 where rules guide
fluent speaking with ease.

To undcrstand this last step, let us retrace the process and consider the kind of
effort the learner contributes in order to pass from one stage to the next.

To get from a rule on paper to Stage I a rule in the head, the process entails
memorization. The learner must put forth the effort to learn a formal statement.
From Stage I to Stage 2, the process involves application. The learner must make
the effort to use the rule to generate specific predictions for specific words. From
Stage 2 to Stage 3, the transition requires production. The learner must go to the
effort to articulate a word according to the predictions made. Unlike the preceding
steps, speech output is being affected. However, although the rules affect pre-
meditated speech, they do not control the learner's spontaneous speech. For that, the
learner must move from Stage 3 to Stage 4, from explicit rule to tacit rule. To make
this transition, what effort must the learner put forth? Our hypothesis is that the
learner must engage in a process of familiarization with the pattern of English
sounds.

This final step requires elaboration. Let us address two questions: What is a
pattern of sounds? What is involved in familiarization?

A pattern of sounds for a word set is a particular arrangement or organization
of stresses and sounds or sound categories. Each word set in the language has one or
more characterizing sound patterns. For the set of final -y nouns, the principal
pattern is given in (5).4

4Another pattern is iiaff, because of the rule which states that a stressed uC in the Left Syllable
predicts a Long U, e.g. mutiny, scrlitiny.
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(5) 'ct,000aeeei

The pattern in (5) is a stress-vowel skeleton. It is a composite of the outputs of
the four rules in (3) a sfivssed I el Syllable, a short (V.) Left vowel, a reduced Key
vowel and a I .ong E terminal, The words of the Final set conform to this skeleton.
Their specific consonants and stre.,sM vowels give it flesh. But no matter how a
particular word dresses the skeleton, toe underlying structure is never hidden as
illustrated in (6), where the first vowel of the skeleton is made specific.

(6)
lam ily
galaxy
agony
cavalry

melody comedy
remedy policy
felony botany
enemy colony

ieeZ)."(1;

ministry
litany
trilogy

mimicry

So, this is what we want learners to become lamiliar with: the pattern of sounds
that describes a word set. In the end, it is not the rules per se that we want learners to
use in speech but the pattern of sounds that the rules make. The stress-vowel skeleton
is much more important than individual rules because, as a whole, it is a miniature
version of the larger alternation of stress and vowel quality found in phrases. The
skeleton captures not only changes in beat and tempo but also the concomitant
changes in full and reduced vowels. So, when learners say words from this class, we
want them to say the words, not as a sequence of discrete vowel and consonant
segmentsfa.rni.ly---but as a unit with its own cadence, a unit that can easily fit
into and participate in the larger rhythm of the utterance, so crucial for compre-
hension.

When we say that learners must become familiar with the pattern, we mean that
they must get used to hearing and saying the pattern in the words of the word set. We
want them to become so accustomed to the sound of the pattern that when they see
unfamiliar words, perhaps like those in (7), only the right pattern seems right when
they say the words.

(7) syzygy heronry digamy

This growi,. tamiliarity is the development of what we refer to as a feel for the
language or e uition about what sounds right in English. It is what native
speakers and s second-language learners acquire without any explicit learning of
rules. When this familiarity progresses to the point that learners can base fast,
subconscious judgments of correctness on it, we say that they have entered Stage 4.

We have said that learners get from Stage 3 to Stage 4 by becoming familiar
with sound patterns, such as the one in (5). This hypothesis, however, leaves
unanswered a number of important questions which deserve careful consideration.
For example, what does the learner have to do to develop the necessary familiarity?
Where do formal rules fit into the picture?

Our experience with learners seems to bear out our belief that the more the
learner says aloud the pattern of sounds in words while focusing deliberately on its
components, the more familiar the pattern of sounds becomes. Constant and
conscious exposure to the sounds of a pattern helps learners internalize the pattern
more quickly than occasional and superficial exposure.

Of course, learners must say the patterns properly. Wrongly uttered patterns
defeat the ultimate aim of practice. This is where formal rules come in. Rules allow
the learner to generate the correct pattern for a word, if the pattern is unfamiliar.
Piece by piece, the learner can assemble the components of the stress-vowel skeleton
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characteristic of a particular word group, wally important, mks allow the learner
to check the accuracy of a pattern just spoken in a word and a lwr it accordingly, "I hat
is, by using rules, the learner can examine the components of an attempted pro-
nunciation to sec whether its stress and sounds are right,

In short, our hypothesis about pattern acquisition is that the conscions use of
predictions to guide production Stage 3 activity can lead ultinmtely to the sub-
conscious use of predictions to guide production Stage 4. Given enough predic-
tion-to-production practice, learners can build up the required familiarity with
patterns,

DEFINING THE TASK OF TEACHER AND LEARNER

If a quantity of rule-guided oral performance is necessary to Inmiliariie the
learner with English sound patterns, where does the classroom fit into the picture?

It has come as something of a shock to us pronunciation teachers to reali/e that
we have little control over the important transition to Stage 4. Who determines
whether or not a learner will ultimately make the transition? If tacit rules form, as
shown by a demonstrated familiarity with sound patterns, it is mostly because of
what the learner does- the amount of rule-guided production the learner chooses to
do-- not because of what we do directly. Where and when will the transition take
place? The fact is, there is simply not enough time in class for students to do the
amount of practice necessary to get them thoroughly acquainted with the sound
patterns in all of the word groups we study. If the transition to Stage 4 takes place, it
will likely happen outside of class on the student's own timetable.

Despite our inability to insure tlit outcome of our instruction, we should avoid
two possible courses of action. On the one nd, we should not give up on pronun-
ciation instruction with the hope that some ,,,w, on their own, students will learn the
phonological elements and the rules gover.ilg them. The students placed into our
remedial pronunciation classes confirm that in most cases such learning is not likely
to happen. On the other hand, we are convinced that we should not go back to
teaching the elements --the soulds. slresses and intonation contourswithout
helping students gain a strong sense of how to use these elements in novel words,
phrases and sentence,i.

The teacher's role in the rule-learnm, and rule-using part of the pronunciation
course should, in our view, focus on the c)Ilowing. First, we can help our students
understand what they must do to rn7tk, real progress in English pronunciation.
Second, we can help them use prediction as a guide for production and thereby
improve their skill with the principal Stage 3 activity. Third, we can help them extend
their Stage 3 skill beyond the classroom and beyond the semester. Each of these
points can be further elaborated.

Understanding the prerequisites of progress. We cannot expect our students to
understand what they must do in order to reach Stage 4 unless we tell them. In
various ways, therefore, at the onset of the semester, we try to communicate what is
involved in making long-term advances in pronunciation skill.

First, we acquaint students with the value of rules, mainly hy using their own
experiences. There are many situations where learned rules can help them. For
instance, we ask: How many times have you mispronounced a word, not because
you could not pronounce the right vowels and consonants, but because you did not
know that the word required that particular vowel or that particular consonant? You
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didn't know which sound to use, so you made a mistake, Or we ask: What do you do
when you encounter a word yoti don't know how to pronounce? I atok it up in a
tlictionaly? Ask a I riend'.1 Make the best guos you can'? I ry to avoid the word? We
point out that ul \ hideous k new the prediction rules in these situations, they could
rescue themselves

Second, we demonstrate the common student error of stopping at Stage 2,
making predictions on paper. We have hnind it necessary to stress that the sole
purpose of learning and using rules is to guide pronunciation. Wc say this as
dramatically as we can, with analogies. For example, we bring to class a set of rules,
such as hi:: rules for solving Rubie's Cube or another punk. We demonstrate the
rules quickly with a performance by solving the .,,:uhe or punle. Then we give the
rules and punle to a student to perform with. Of course, the student's progress is
painfully slow and laborious. A her a minute or so, we make our point. Without
practice wiih the rules again and again, no skillful performance can result and the
rules are useless. We throw the rule page in the trashbasket,

Similarly, (he learner's vowel, consonant and stress rifies exist to improve
speech. hoi ;mproved speech skillful oral performance is no: possible without a
lot of oral 1.iactice with the rules, Without that practice, the rules and their predic-
tions are of no value. We say to learners: Don't waste your semester going only part
way toward the goal by merely learning rules and making predictions, Go all
way, by using the rules to guide your choice of the sounds you speak.

Third, we identify our emphasis in grading tests. We want our students to know
that we will grade them more heavily on oral tests than on written tests. This is, after
all. a pronunciation class. Rules are important ano so are predictions, but most
important are their accurate productns based on predictions. We oftrn tell our
students: We are not so concerned with what you know as witt what you can do with
what you know. Can you make your mouth behave better because of k nowing the
rules?

Fourth, we describe why a lot of oral practice is necessary. We tell students that
they already use pronunciatior rules when they sleak, subconscious rules they have

%lit up from many sources. A serious problcrli is that some of the rules in their
speech-control center are giving wronc results, leading to mispronunciations. To
impreve their speaking accuracy, they need to replace the poor rules with good ruks
like the ones tv,, teach in our course.

But ,!udents also need to be aware that it is a haid job to put new rules into their
speech-control center. The old rules arc stubborn. Students have spent years using
the old rules, &pending on them for decisions when speaking. The only way wc
know for learners to push out inefficient rules and install better ones is to usc the new
rules s much as they can to shape what they say. This is why a lot of oral practice is
needed.

Finally, i.nd perhaps most io-,portant for students to understand, we emphasiie
that their progcts is up to the:11. We cannot make them improve. Their speech
:wv.,.:ticy will improve only if they make it happen.

In these different ways, then, we try to make the students aware of what is
required in order to make pernanent advances in pronunciation abilities. The
second major contribution our inslruct'on can make is to tach them how to use pre-
dictions to guide their productionStage 3 art:vity.

Making predictions to guide productio::. :it, we instruct students to practice
aloud Discovery Homework predictions. In e; -3, pencil-and-paper exercise, where
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students place a stress mark or transcribe II predicted vowel or consonant, they see
this instruction: Read each word aloud. It is so importa la that students (ake the time
to pronounce words according to the model they have just generated that we
emphasim this step from time to time during the semester,

Second, we lead learners to correct their own errors in the Oral Work. When a
learner makes Li mistak.. the teacher never offers a correct rendition. Our procedure
here is quite different it om what we do in the aniculatory/ discrimination segment of
the class. In the rule-oriented part, rather than correct, the teacher asks leading
questions which help the learner identify the error and correct it without the teacher's
model. For example, if a student reads, The desk is genuine mahogany
Urnahrigiine/ ), the u [cher will say. Let's look at the last word again. After writing
the word on the board, the teacher asks, Where is the Key'? The learner says, an.
Where is the Left Syllable? The answer is, og. Where does the stress rule place the
stress? On the I.eft Syllable. What is the quality oi the 1 eft vowel? Short 0. The Key
vowel? Schwa. Now, say the word again. The learner says the word properly and
repeats the whole phrase.

From this procedure, learners not only discover the power of their rules to give
them t Tea answers, 1..it they also learn the set of relevant questions by which they
can examine their own utterances for accuracy.

Third, we require students to use leading questions to monitor others. In three
ways, learners use their :les to check the pronunciation of other class members.
Least demanding is the ii,encral requirement that they listeii as each student reads in
class, check the pronunciation and be prepared to help the reader with answers to
leading questions, if the reader gets stuck. Morc demanding arc competitions. Sub-
groups in class earn points according to the accuracy of their reading after group
members have evaluated it and suggested corrcctions. This activity raises the stakcs
on good monitoring. Most challenging of all, students arc occasionally given the op-
portunity to take :he role of the teacher. When one student reads he Oral Work, the
student in , he teacher's role must identify any errors and pose leading questions to
guide the .eader to correct his or her mistakes.

Finally, we send students to search their own reading materials for words from
thc target word set. They are asked to bring to class ten words that are unique to their
own fields but which belong to the word class under study. We collect these words
and use them in our review sessions before tests. Students find this exercise
extremely interesting. More importantly, they begin to look at their reading
materials in a new light, as an opportunity to practice making and using predictions.

In these different ways we are helping learners build Stage 3 skill. We are
developing in them the strategy of asking leading questions in order to check and
correct the oral accuracy of a pattern. All of these efforts are preparing the learner
for the most formative activity of all, that of using Stage .3 skill on their own. The
third contribution we can make to students is to help thcm carry their skills into their
private lives where the transition to Stage 4 happens.

Promoting covert rehearsal. First, we make students aware of the potential of
covert rehearsal. Covert rehearsal is the time we spend by ourselves preparing the
content and form of utterances for future use. We think specifically about what we
will say in this situation or that, to this person or that, on this topir. or that. It is also a
time for listening to oneself for judging accuracy and fluency, for repeating,
adjusting and trying again to make things sound better. Covert rehearsal may be a
universal strategy of language learners and, for that matter, of native speakers of a
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language, Wy have yyt to find a learner who does not preplan tun:lances in private,
who does not devise questions to ask or answers to give, who does not invent conver-
Wiwi and Ntrticipale iii MOW All I 0111 students at that that they sell-monitor rind
self-correct to improve the stni.n1 al their speech,

The reason for shining the soot lijIn on covert rehearsal is Mrs: Covert rehearsal
and formal rules are made for ow,:h other, Eormal tales lmw little place in actjvc

c,onversiltion' mi"lls 'Noyes too lunch attention and takes too much
time, hi conversation, attenEoa must be given to the message. And because the
message mews on quick ly. !her is no time for analysis, hut in covert rehearsal, there
is time for the primary fora. t ion of for mal rule, mtmely, to help learners evaluate and
improve spoken patterns. Is thy stress of t!as tturd right? Let's check it against the
rule. Are the vowel qualities correct? What (to rules say? Ily self-monitoring and
oral self-correcting, learners increase then !amiliarity with English patterns of
sound. The more learners use rides in covert rehearsal to guide their oral practice, the
closer they will get ti Stage 4.

Second, wc mwt ,tssure studem that talking aloud to oneself is not only all
right, it is also necessary. he ultirnate pronunciation goal we have for our students is
that they develop a deep familiarity with the sound of pronunciation patterns. To
gain this familiarity, they must articulate the sound patterns again and again in
covert rehearsal. Un rtunately, many students feel a culture-imposed reluctance to
talk to themselves alotA, even in private. Wc must face this proscription squarely or
clse our admonitions to practice aloud will be ignored. It is therefore vitally
important to bestow on this activity some positive countervalues. Values such as
these arc mentioned: Talking out loud to oneself is a characteristic of good language
learners. It is a sign of concern for duality. Talking aloud to oneself is what actors do
when they learn their lines. It is what put speakers do before facing an audience.

Third, we suggest other opportunitk r ,vert oral rehearsal. Even though
silent rehearsal can take place at any timy -rter is not otherwise engaged--
while walking along, waiting for an appoint ibed at night, daydreaming
in the libraryoral rehearsal is not always aep herefore, we must help thc
learner rccognizc opportunities for y al p,acticy if we can show learners how to
make oral rehearsal time part of their 'her activities. they will benelit. For example,
when they are doing required reading It - other classes, they will come across words
they have not heard before. They should A t his as a chance for oral rehearsal. They
can pause a moment, try to pronounce , word aloud, ctrck their production
against their rules, then correct aloud. In v;ay, they add Jirectly to their oral
control of the sound pamrr: tzefl in the lex i of their lid' lf study or research.
Suggcst ions like these open up to learner., thcy might not otherwise think
of as opportunities for oral practice.

In short, although the road to skillful speech is almost entirely in the hands of
our students, we teachers can play an important part in improving tt Ikelihood of
their success. We can sensitize our students to the nature of their language learning
task. We can train them to examine the correctness of their speech by means of
predicted pronunciations. And we can actively encourage thcm to incorporate rule-
use into their private, everyday self-monitoring activities.

MONITORING IN THE MONITOR MODEL

Krashen (1981) offers researchers a model of language learning that not only
has intuitive appeal but also accommodates a diverse array of research findings. ft
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pdftictIlitr, it provides MI interesting set ol Cottsti Otis With Which to Intel pi et the
experienees of our tesearch gcoup. AIM sketching kiasitetes Model, We Wal iMik at
our wink from Ins point of View,

1 he central assumption or the Monitor Model is that thew We two separate
processes by which we develop an ability in a language, acquisition and Wining,
Acquisition is the means by which We st11)C011uetOtisly gdOwd control of MK twit
language: we picked it up in the context or soeial into action, Adults, too, have the
ability to acquire another language in this sense, Feaming is the result of consciously
manipulating langiwge rules and receiving correction in the context of formal
inst ruction, In this model, what we have acquim/is available to initiate, or creatively
construct, an utterance, Whitt we have /earned is available in the Monitor to modify
already-initiated utterances, either before or alter they are actually spoken,

Although support for the Monitor Model has come largely front ntorpheme-
order and syntax studies (Krashen 1977), the model can shed light on what is hap-
pening in our pronunciation classes, Only two general points are discussed below,
For more detail, see Dickerson, fortheomin.. a.

First, points of convergence. According to the model, explicit pronunciation
rules of the sort we have discussed in this paper are housed in the Monitoi old are
distinct from the tacit rules of acquired competence. The learned rules in the
Monitor do not originate utterances but function instead to cortect the output of the
acquired system when conditions allow,

Our experience and research bear out this dichotomy of rules and their
difference of function. In the first place, our students can learn explicitly far more
than they are able to demonstrate in unpremeditated performance. In the second
place, we have found, in the study cited above, that learners' efforts to use rules to
initiate speech only interfered with their fluency, while their efforts to use rules for
correcting already-initiated utterances improved thcir fluency.

Our observations also support the claim that to use the Monitor at all, the
speaker must be focusing on the form of the utterance and must have the time to
bring to bear explicit rule information. Pronunciation rules, like formal grammar
rules, have little place in natural conversational situations, because these prerequi-
sites rarely co-occur there.

Second, a point of divergence. It is our impressi . in that recent discussions of the
Monitor Model have relegated the development of tile Monitor (by rule learning) to
such a minor role in second language teaching/learning that it is, in effect, being
discouraged. Krashcn (1981:107) clearly puts Monitor building in its place when hc
says, -While the research definitely gives acquisition thc central role, it does not
imply that learning should be rejected entirely." In our view, this near-rejection of
Monitor building is an unfortunate, although perhaps necessary, swing of thc
pendulum. Our reason for this opinion is that, in the case ef pronunciation rules,the
Monitor secms to serve another, but largely unnoticed, function within the model, a
function that may well be its most important contribution to the language
acquisition process.

One claim arising from the Monitor Model is that effective second language
acquisition requires a large quantity of intelligible input of the target language
(1981:104-105). Wc agree completely. However, what we have discovered is that
learners provide a great deal of their own input. As mentioned above,we have not
yet found a single learner who does not rehearse target language utteranccs in
private. In fact, personal observation and interviews point to the fact that many
learners in our classes talk to themselves in the target language more than they talk to
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anvone else in the taw language I hill is (heir own iwipot Is olle impooriot
ot then- reqoisite

Anothet related claim i that the learners' optimal input is slightly abose their
lesel of competence at the moment ti t I) I NH I, Hr.!). When learners, in covert
whearsal, use formal rules to correct 11 trial utteraiwe, the 100 is ISO UlleranCe
improved beyond what the learnels could attain without the help id the rule. I he

utterance is at least at the les el ol I I ). I his corrected output that they hsten wand
repeat is, in part, optimal input.

In short, little attention has been Eisen to the role or (melt rehearsal in inereioo
ing second language facility. Nevertheless, we have good reason to believe that the
sell-improvemem potential of covert felwarsid prime occasions for Monitor use
is especially great. For many ol our students. who are already advanced in their
language acquisition, the Monitor is in constant and abundant use in the common,
hut informal, activity of covert rehearsal. We attribute at least part of the increase in
their pronunciation accuracy to this activity. Wc are not suggesting that learned
rules somehow kak into the acquisition system: our research does not speak to that
question, We are suggesting, however, that the output of a student's learning, in the
form of selkorreeted utterances, dots affect the development of that student's ac-
quisition system by supplying part of the needed optimal input of the target lan-
guage,

The pedulogical implication ol this output-to-mput proeess is 1 hat we should
teach our students formal rules in order to equip them for private self-monitoring.
`I hen, during co .crt reherm3l, they can use their learned rules to contribute directly
to the amount of optimal input they need to build their acquired rules. The work
reported here can be interpreted as a classroom implementation ot this Weir.

CONCLUSION

Oral-aural practice with the sounds of Fnglish is important in pronunciation
classes. Also important are formal rules. They have a role to play in the learner's
inter language development. The role of formal rules is to provide self-evaluation for
purposes of self-correction, This is the process carried out primarily during covert
rehearsalin which learners judge their own utterances against rule-generated
predictions, then self-correct in order to get intiniately familiar with the sound
patterns of oral English. Although we teachers are not directly involved in this
process, it may turn out that one of the greatest contributions we can make to our
students' language acquisition success will be to teach them overtly in class how to
teach themselves .:overtly out of class.
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Developing Expectations for Text in
Adult Beginning ESL Readers
Kenneth J. Pakenham

BEGINNING READING MATERIALS IN ESL: THE PROBLEM

The past decade has seen a welcome increase in research in ESL reading. There
has also been a concomitant growth in the number of published textbooks, for
intermediate and advanced adult learners of ESL, which reflect an attempt to
address in practice those issues which tile theoretical literature has highlighted
(Baudoin, Bober, Clarke, Dobson and Silberstein, 1977; Long, Allen, Cyr,
Pomeroy, Ricard, Spada, and Vogel, 1980; Sonka, 1981; Dubin and Olshtain, 1981;
Zukowski/ Faust, Johnston, Atkinson, and Templin, 1982). These materials adopt
what has been called a reading skills approach to the teaching of ESL reading. Such
an approach views reading as a number of different purposeful activties involving
the exercise of a number of different skills. The activities include skimming,
scanning, extensive and intensive reading, and are clearly related to the purpose
which readers have in mind when they sit down to a text. The skills include the ability
to distinguish between main and supporting ideas, between fact and opinion,
between the opinions of the writer and those of others cited, to understand
implications, to follow the logical development of the text, to deal with ambiguities,
to cope with unknown vocabulary, and a number of other abilities. Despite some
weaknesses in the materials, some of which are discussed by Hamp-Lyons (1982),
both they and the approach which they seek to implement are welcome develop-
ments in the general area of ESL reading.

The specific area of beginning ESL reading,1 however, has not yet witnessed a
similar attempt to apply relevant theoretical insights to the development of more
adequate instructional materials. Here, with the exception of one textbook

Ken Pakenham, Dircctor of the E.L.I. and Assistant Prnressor of English at the University of Akron.
teaches classes in ESL reading, linguistics, and applied linguistics.

1For the purpose of this paper, it is assumed that students already know the Roman alphabet. The
discussion of theory and applications is primarily directed towards t he teaching of adults who are learning
ESL for academic or professional rcasons.
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(Connelly and Sims, 1982), what can be called the word skills approach to reading
still holds sway. It is an approach which is typically represented by textbooks
containing a variety of short texts, often syntactically and lexically controlled, with
follow-up comprehension questions. After the reading and comprehension ques-
tions, the focus changes to exercises on vocabulary and word forms (derivational
morphology) and to exercises of a word-level grammatical character, typically fill-
in-the-blank exercises on the use of prepositions and articles.

From the preponderance of exercises focusing on words, it seems that the
authors of such texts see the devdopment of little more than lexical and
morphological knowledge as the appropriate goal for reading instruction at the
beginning level in ESL. While it is in the process of being supplanted by the reading
skills approach at other levels of instruction, .112 word skills approach, therefore,
seems in some sense to be still reearded as valid at the beginning level. 1 wish : 77ue
here that a word-skills approae adequate even for beginning stur1 2n
if it is replaced by a reading-skills ar proach w en the students reach a, :ate
level of proficiency.

Four reasons can be suggested for the inadequacy of a word-skills approach.
First, since the approach is based on an impoverished view of linguistic competence,
concentrating on vocabulary, derivational morphology, article and preposition
usage while alniost completely ignoring syntax, it cannot hope to 1.2Ip students
develop the rich linguistic competence which is ultimately necessary for efficient
reading. Second, by ignoring reading skills and by not having students perform real
reading tasks, tM word skills approach may frustrate students who are good readers
in their first languages and who expect to be the same in English.

A third and more general weakness of the word-skills approach is that it does
not recognize the symbiotic nature of the relationship bctween language learning
and reading in an intensive ESL program. Reading, as the discussion which follows
will indicate, depends on linguistic knowledge. Yet one way to increase the pace of
the acquisition of linguistic knowledge is to practice reading in English, as well as
speaking it and listening to it. To the extent that acquiring a second language
depends on being involved in meaningful communicative activities in that language,
and to the extent that the word skills approach neglects reading for communication,
it will offer little opportunity for real language learning to take place in the reading
class.

The fourth and perhaps most important weakness of the word skills approach is
that it may well foster or maintain the laborious and totally inefficient single word
strategy which is an all too familiar and all too abidingcharacteristic of poor readers
in ESL. Many of our students arrive in our classes burdened with unenlightened
attitudes to reading, attitudes which are perhaps born of prior instructional
experience. For them, for example, reading may onl.y be reading aloud, or
alternatively, merely a means to another linguistic end, such as vocabulary
development or general language learning. So, through a neglect of reading skills
combined with a preoccupation with language at the level of the single word, we in
fact may be contributing to the development or maintenance of the very reading
strategy which we wish to preempt or dismantle.

In spite of these manifest weaknesses of the word-skills approach, however, the
solution to the problem of beginning reading instruction in ESL is not, as seems to
have been the intention of Connelly and Sims (1982), to replace it with a version of
the reading skills approach which pays no attention to the development of the
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students linguistic knowledge. A more a date solution is a synthesis of the
reading skills and a richer language skills approach which focuses on syntax as well
as vocabulary and morphology. I will base my argument for such an approach and
for materials to implement it on a consideration of a concept central to Goodman's
(1967) view of the reading process, namely the concept of prediction or expectation,

EXPECTATIONS IN READING

Much of the scholarship in the general arca of ESL reading in the past decade
has associated itself more or less closely with Goodman's conceptualization of the
reading process as a "psycholinguistic guessing game" (Eskey, 1973; Clarke and
Silberstein, 1977; Coady, 1979; Devine, 1983; Davidson, 1983). Behind the Good-
man description lies a view of reading as an activity in which the reader is constantly
forming, testing, rejecting, accepting, and revising hypotheses about different as-
pects of the text on the basis of a sampling of textual clues. It is on the formation of
such hypotheses, the expectations of the title of this article, that I now wish to focus
attention.

An efficient reader, Goodman argues, is a risk-taker who has the ability to form
expectations about what may or may not follow in the text. There is evidence from
research employing miscue analysis that the forma Lion of such expectations is part of
the reading process for native speakecs (Goodman and Goodman, 1982). Their
existence is also open to confirmation by introspection and self-observation, most
clearly so in cases where expectations are not fulfilled. Consider the following
paragraph and the six possibilities (a-f) for its acceptable conclusion:

Example I.
The evening at the expensive French restaurant which we had looked
forward to o much turned out to be an unmitigated disaster, First, we lost
our way and drove around for an hour before we found the restaurant. Then
we found ourselves sitting at a table beside the door to the kitchen and being
served by an extremely surly waiter. Finally. . . .

a) we were not able to find anything remotely resembling a French dish on
the menu.

b) our meal, when we finally got it, was reheated and tasted awful.
c) the bill came to an outrageous $20.
d) the menu did not contain any of the spaghetti, linguine, or cannelloni

dishes we like so much.
e) Volkswagen had just announced a $900 rebate on 1983 Rabbits.
i ) the band was magnificent.

I would argue that possibilities (a) and (b) could be read as immediately
acceptable conclusions to this paragraph. Possibilities (c), (d), (e), and (f), however,
have a jarring effect on readers because they cannot immediately or easily be
reconciled with expectations which have been formed, but which, until the reading
of these possibilities, have remained in the readers' unconscious minds. As I discuss
below, usually an attempt is made to resolve the apparent anomaly. But the reaction
of surprise which most readers will feel on reading (c), (d), (e), or (f) makes it clear not
only that we are capable of forming expectations but also that we make use of this
ability while we read.

What kind of knowledge enables readers to generate such expectations?
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Clearly, the first requirement is an accurate semantic interpretation of the linguistic
forms which make up the part of the text which has already been read. Equally
clearly, however, the linguistic competence which allows readers to generate
accurate interpretations is by no means sufficient for them to make the predictions
on which their judgments for acceptable conclusions to Example 1 are based.
Background knowledge of thc world, some of it general, some of it specific, is needed
to make such predictions.

Research in la mniage processing and artificial intelligence has been attempting
to specify this knowledgL, using such terms as frames (Minsky, 1975), or scripts
(Schank and Abelson, 1977), or schemata (Becker, 1973) and has inspired some
recent research in ESL (Johnson, 1982; Carrell, 1983), Such knowledge equips
readers to expect something like (a) or (b) in Example 1, either of which is processed
without difficulty, Possibilities (c) through (f) are much more problematic. Note,
however, that readers appear to he able to suspend disbelief in the coherence of a text
and appear to possess an accommodation mechanism through which an attempt is
made to integrate an unexpected development (any of Possibilities (c) through (1)
again) into their representation of the text, Often this is accomplished through the
construction by readers of elaborate assumptions, which might be seen as more
sophisticated versions of the "bridging assumptions" of Clark and Haviland (1974,
1977). Thus Possibility (e), for example, might be integrated with the rest of the text
through thc assumption that the writer had just purchased a VW Rabbit before the
announcement of the rebate and was thinking of the unnecessary expenditure of
$900. Other unexpected possibilities, for example (f ), are even more difficult to inte-
grate into the rest of the text. However, the fact that readers make attempts to
reconcile unexpected text developments with the rest of the text is something to be
borne in mind. Its pedagogical implications will be discussed in the section on
expectation exercises.

If we now leave the subject of the lead ledge of the v orld and return to
the topic of their linguistic knowledge, , nize that the process of forming
expectations during reading does not meicfy L 3, ,..rrn ttle generation of predictions
about what may follow semanticallf or rhetorically. It will become clear, in fact, that
rcaders generate a set of expectations for the linguistic forms which may occur in the
text. As an illustration of this point, consider the following two examples:

Example 2.
I went to a baseball game last night. It was damp and cold, and the stadium
was almost empty. I think the weather discouraged . . .

a) people.
b) 0
c) the fans from coming to the game.
ri) lots of people to come to the game.
e) people to stay at home.

Example 3.
In this part of town . . .

a) has a lot of good, inexpensive restaurants.
b) students can usually find decent apartments.
c) there are many new apartment buildings.
d) is very popular among students.
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Ir Example 2 were to Finish with (b), (d), or (c), native speakers would be
surprised, their expectations confounded, and their comprehension halted, at least
temporarily. Their knowledge of the syntactic properties or discourage, leads them to
expect at least an object after the verb, thus ruling out (b) as an acceptable ending, or
to expect an object, the preposition from, and the -ing form ora verb, thus ruling out
(d) and (c). In addition, Possibility (e) is ruled out by the readers knowledge of the
semantic properties of discourage, namely that an action in its complemeoli/atiun
must be the action not taken, rather than the action taken as an alternative,

After reading the introductory prepositional phrase in Example 1, native
speaker readers would again have their expectations confounded by (a) or (d) as
possible completions of the sentence. Their knowledge of syntax leads them to
expect a subject sooner or later, but certainly before the Oa ii vroce of the main verb.
Possibilities (b) and (c) are processed with no difficulty. Poi;sibilities (a) a e,d), on

the other hand, cause the native speaker reader to halt, to think, and to Tre, some
kind of adjustment before perhaps going on to ascribe meaning to the sentence.

It seems, therefore, that we are capable of developing a second type of
expectation while reading, expectations for linguistic form, and that our knowledge
of grammar and vocabulary is the prerequisite to the development of such
expectations. They are expectations which are doubtlessly generated at a different,
less conscious level in our intellects than the level at which semantic expectations
occur. But they are nonetheless real. However, the question remains whether they
are a necessary part of the reading process or merely an intellectual trick which we
can perform when called upon to do so.

Goodrr.an and Goodman (1982) report on the miscues of a native speaker reader
which show her choosing a linguistic structure which is grammatically reconcilable
with the previously read portion of the text, but which i grammatically different
from the structure which the writer of the text happened to choose. From such
evidence, Goodman and Goodman conclude that readers predict the grammar as
well as the meaning of a text.

Indications of the importance for reading of the generation of expectations for
linguistic form are to be found in the reading behavior of beginning ad ult learners of
ESL, in other words, in the reading behavior of those students whose linguistic
knowledge is likely to be weakest. In his research with Spanish speaking learners of
ESL, Clarke (1979, 1980) finds evidence that the transfer of effective reading
strategies from native language reading(among them, according to Goodman's view
of reading, the ability to generate expectations for semantic content) can be "short-
circuited" by inadequate linguistic knowledge of English. Hatch (1974) rlentions
eye-fixation experiments with native and non-native speakers of English. While
native speakers tended to concentrate on the content words of a text, beginning non-
native speakers showed no such discrimination Ix tween content words and function
words. This can be interpreted as an indication that the beginning readers in ESL,
lacking the necessary linguistic knowledge. were unable to predict form and had to
focus on it. By doing so, they had less time to focus on content words, to form a
semantic representation for themselves of ,eie text on the basis of which they could
then generate expectations for what would follow. They were therefore inefficient
readers.

From the discussion above, therefore , it can be argued that readeN of ESL,
particularly at the beginning level, ;.re forced by their inadequate linguistic
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competence into a certain, conscious preoccupation with questions of linguistic
form, certainly on the levels of lex is and syntax, possibly, but less so, on the level of
morphology, Such a conscious preoccupation, instead of the swift and unconscious
formation of expectations for form which characterizes efficient readers, puts great
denmnds on ESL readers' mental capacities, including their short-term memory
space. his in turn renders difficult or impossible the mobilizati(n of other, non-
linguistic knowledge which could allow reasonable predictions of semantic content
to be integrated effectively into the reading process.

In su m ma Ty, then, the examination of the concept of expecta!i on has suggested
the following:

i) Good readers use their linguistic knowledge to predict the grammatical
forms which may occur in a text.

ii) Good readers also use their knowledge of rhetoric and of the world to make
predictions about the semantic content of a text.

iii) IF readers cannot do (i), they will not be able to consistently do (ii),

The generation of expectations for form is clearly not sufficient for good reading to
take place; that has been demonstrated by the discussion of how essential world
knowledge is for the ultimate formation of semantic expectations. However, gener-
ating expectations for form is a necessary part of the reading process. Therefore the
task of enabling students to develop the ability to generate such expectations
deserves our attention, especially during the early stages of ESL reading instruction.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING BEGINNING READING IN ESL

This examination o: the nature of expectations and their role in the reading
process suggests that one goal of reading instruction is to bring students to a point
where they are generating and using expectations for text in more or less the same
way as efficient native speaker readers do (cf. Oiler's "expectancy hypothesis"
(1983)). It also suggests that anything which can preempt the formation of such
expectations is not conducive to effective reading instruction. So, for example,
asking students to read a text the syntax and lexis of which arc far beyond the
students' linguistic competence is a poor instructional strategy in reading because it
will prevent the expectation formation process.

From this, it might be concluded that beginning ESL instruction should focus
solely on the development of the linguistic skills necessary for reading. However, I
would agree with Been (1975), who sees that learning of such skills as the goal of only
one component in the reading progra,n, that an exclusive focus on language skills is
not indicated even for beginning students. The exclusive use of the language skills
approach would mean that the reading program would have three of the four
weaknesses which have been identified as present in the word skills approach,
namely (i) the possibility that we will frustrate good readers by not giving them real
reading tasks; (ii) the non-utilization of real reading as a communicative language
activity which will provide additional input for further real language learning; and
(iii) the probable fostering of a single-word strategy and of an undesirable general
attitude to reading merely as a language learning excrcise and not as a communica-
tion activity in its own right.

Instead of focusing exclusively on language skills, therefore, beginning reading
instruction should have both a language skills and a reading skills component. In the
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former, as has been shown iweessary by the preceding discussion, systematic and
explicit attention should be paid to sententml and intersentential syntax and to
vocabulary development. In the latter, students would be given Ilw opportunity of
practicing different reading activities and mobilizing both language and reading
skills in lb --rsnit of these activities,

ation of the notion of expectation, however, not only suggests the
ition of a beginning reading course. It also raises the specific

possibul that prediction should be introduced into exercises in language and
reading skills at this level, The unproven and untested assumption behind such
exercises, of course, is that focused and conscious practice in the exercise of' tilt* skill
of prediction will aid in the development of that skill and will enhance the chances of
it being mobilimd for real reading activities

Anticipation exercises arc not new to reading texts, But until now, they have
only appeared in textbooks intended for intermediate and advanced learners of
ESL, and they have focused almost exclusively on generating expectations for
content with no attention to the development of language skills. Within the
framework of a comprehensive reading course for adult beginning students of ESL,
I have attempted to introduce prediction into language skill exercises which seek to
teach students syntax and vocabulary as well as into reading skill exercises which
give students a basic knowledge of English rhetoric and which encourage them to
utilize this knowledge and their knowledge of the world. Examples of these exercises,
all of which are being used with beginning students in the intensive ESL program of
the English Language Institute at the University of Akron, are contained in the
following section of this article. To date, student reaction to the exercises has been
positive, though no objective evaluation of their effect on reading proficiency has
been attempted. In the same section of the article, I have included comments on and
discussion of the exercises.

Expectation Exercises

All of the exercise types illustrated here follow a multiple-choice format,
perhaps giving them the appearance more of testing than of teaching activities.
However, the character of these exercises as teaching-learning activities is reflected
less ; their format than in the way in which they are handled in the classroom. It is
recc ,anended that they be completed by students in a period of individually-paced
work in the reading class. This allows the instructor to give feedback and guidance to
students on an individual basis and helps ensure that such exercises arc learning
activities. Thus, if the exercises are testing exercises, tIry are so in a non-traditional
sense, in that, given proper handling, they allow the students tl nponunity to test
and receive feedback on their own hypotheses about certain asp, of English texts.

Another reason for giving individual feedback is the possibility that the
instructor will need to respond to unusual expectations on the part of students. In the
discussion of the nature of semantic expectations, I demonstrated how, although a
given textual development ran counter to expectations and was difficult to process,
readers would strain to integrate the unexpected development into their representa-
tion of the text. We must assume that our students possess a similar accommodation
mechanism for texts in their first language, and that they may therefore in some
exercises make expectation choices which are relatively low on the probability scale
but which are plausible, provided some other assumptions are made. Individual
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attention from the instructor should be ablv to establish if a student's unusual choice
in an expectation task is due to the exercising of the accommodation mechanism or
to genuine misunderstanding.

An assumption in all the exercises is that t he stu(Ients are familiar wit h the non-
target vocabulary used in the exercises, and that they have had sonic explicit
instruction in the target vocabulary items or the syntactic or rhetorical points which
ore the focus of a given exercise.

Syntax, The exercises in this section focus on a number of aspects of sentential
syntax. An objective common to all of them, however, is to develop in students the
ability to orient themselves within a sentence by identifying subject and main verb,
Experience has shown that an inability to perform this task can pose reading
problem for students, but that, when attention is paid to it, beginning students can
quickly learn to handle sentences with complex noun phrase subjects.

Exercise I is intended to develop differentiated expectations about what may
follow subject NP's and sentence-initial NP's inside prepositional phrases. It may
also encourage beginning students to read in phrases rather than words, though this
is not its primary purpose.

Exercise I,
Instructions: How can the sentence continue? In these examples, read the

beginning of each sentence. Then choose the correct possibility
or possibilities for the later part of the sentences.

I. This part of town
a) therc are comfortable apartments.
b) has a lot of apartment bus:dings.
c) is really beautiful in spring and summer.
d) live a lot of college students.

2. In this part of town,
a) has a lot of good, inexpensive restaurants.
b) students can usually find decent apartments.
c) there are many new apartment buildirrs.
d) is very popular among students.

Exercise 2 is designed to develop expectations for what can follow an initial
determiner and head noun and to develop flexible expectations for the character of
noun phrases (simple or with postmodifying prepositional phrases or relative
clauses). Exercise 3 is intended to develop expectations for what follows complex
NP's. Note that the inclusion of Possibility (d) will make the exercise less
mechanical. It introduces, however, the additional element o; acceptable subject-
verb collocations.

Exercise 2.
Instructions: How can the sentence continue? In these examples, read the

beginning of each sentence. Then choose the correct possi-
bility or possibilities for the later part of the sentences.

I. The film
a) was really enjoyable.
b) in the Student Ccnter starts ar S o'clock tonight.
c) which we saw on television last night.
d) which we saw last night was very good.
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Exercise 3,
I mtructions: I I ow can the sentence continue? In these ert amplos, rewl the

beginning of each sentence. I hen choose tiw ui VcCI possi-

biliiy or possibilities for do. later part thc
I, The car which Ali bought last week

a) broke down yesterday,
b) which Carlos sold to him,
c ) uses a lot of gas,
it) visited his friend.

Exercise 4 seeks to develop knowledge of the definite artick an.1 of its
connection with restrictive relative clauses. With this knowledge, a reader ma
develop expectations for restricted relative clauses. Note that the exercise is
contextualized and that, although the immediate objective is acquisition of linguistii;
competence, the exercise is similar to real reading in that thc semantic content of the
text must be understood to do the exercise successfully. Note also that 1(d) and 2(c)
are unexpected possibilities on which some students might use their accommodation
mechanism.

Exercise 4,
Instructions: Read the first sentence of each example. Then choose the

sentence or sentences which could follow it. Each pair of
sentences which you make must make good sense.

Mayumi and Maria looked at many apartments in the first week of the
semester,
a) The apartment cost $300 a month and was five minutes from the

campus.
b) The apartment which they finally rented was expensive, but it was

near the campus.
el But a lot of the apartments were too expensive for them.
d) The apartment which I rented last year was not comfortable.

2. There are many serious problems in some developing countries.
a) One of the problems is that there is not enough work.
b) The problem is that they don't have enough food for their people.
c) The problem which I had with my car changed my plans.
d) The problem which they have to solve first is the problem of feeding

their people.

Vocabulary. These exercises are intended to help students learn vocabulary and to
develop expectations based to a large extent on their vocabulary knowledge.
Exercises I and 2 are examples of an uncontextualized and a contextualized exercise
designed to develop expectations for what can be the object of a given verb. Similar
exercises can be used for verb-subject selectionsl restrictions.

Exercise I.
Instructions: Choose the
a) their English
b) the weather
c) their families
d) their pronunciation

things people could improve:
e) their grades
f ) their mistakes
g) their problems
h) their cooking
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Exercise 2
nstr whims: Read each e cample. Then choose the phrase or phrases which

you could use for the end of the last sentence of each example.
You can often complete the sentence in difterent ways. Murk
all tl phrases which are possible,

In this stake, I many people drive their cars after they drink alcohol. Often
they havl. ,,:cidents and kill or injure other people. 'Me state government is
trying to why
a) people v o drink. e ) the people who get hurt,
b) ti,is problem, f ) the problem of poor medical care,
c) the number of accidents, g) the state's money troubles,
d) the problem of drunk h) the problem of people who

driving, drink and drive.

Exercise 3 allows Jdents to thirk associatively, guided by a general topic. A
follow-op possibility is to present to the students paragraph about soccer and let
them experience how accurate their lexical predictions were.

Exercise 3,
Instructions: You are going to read a paragraph about soccer. ('hoose all

the words which you expect in the paragraph.
a) s'.adium f ) ball
b) concert g) movies
c) game h) audience
d) to rent i) spectators
e) team j ) to lose

Exercises 4 and 5 combine the development of vocabulary knowledge with the
exercising of students' capacities for recognizing logical connections. The logical
connections are linguistically implicit in Exercise 4, and linguistically explicit in
Exercise 5 through the use of discourse markers. The italicized words are the target
vocabulary items for these exercises:

Exercise 4.
Instructions: Read the following examples. Then try to imagine the ideas

which will perhaps follow. Choose the idea or ideas which
arc possible.

I. Last summer I traveled by boat from England to France in the middle of
a bad storm.
a) The sea was very rough, and I became sick.
b) The water was very calm, and I really enjoyed the trip.
c) The waves were very high, of course, but I enjoyed the trip.

2. No one could be saved from the boat whichsank in the storm last week.
a) The bad weather prevented lifeboats and helicopters from reaching

the ship.
b) The survivors were pulled out of the water by men of the Coast

Guard.
c) The sea conditions were the worst for many years, and the ship went

down very fast.
d) The Coast Guard found the ship, but there was no one on it.
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Fsercise 5.
liblUuctions; Read the first sentence ol these examples, Then tend the

beginning of the second sentence. Then try to imagine the
ideas which could follow, (hoose all the possible ideas which
you could expect in the second sentence,

I, The weather was very bad last weekend, But we
a) got very cold and wet at the lOot boll game,
b) eMoyed the football game a lot,
c) did not have a good time at the football game which we saw.
d) still had an enjoyable weekend with our friends.

Voodoo tory end rhetoric, The one exercise in this section seeks both to teach
vocabulary (italicited) and to give students a first idea of what they can expect
rhetorically in an English paragraph, namely that the writer keeps the contract which
is established with the readers to focus on one topic. Note that Possibilities (a), (d)
and (0, though hardly disadvantages, might be integrated by students using their
accommodation mechanisms, for example, by concession. Attention to individual
student responses is therefore again seen to be necessary, A follow-up possibility tn
this type of exercise, as with Exercise 3 in the Vocabulary Section, is to have
studrnts read a real paragraph with the same topic and to let them compare the
content of the paragraph with their own predictions. Feedback on their predictions
could be delayed until the reading 0, the paragraph is completed,

I. Instructions: Read thc first sentence in each example. This sentence gives
the main idea of a paragraph which you arc going to read,
Think about the idea. Then choose all the other ideas which
you could expect in the paragraph.

But the airships of the 1920's and 1930's had a number of disadvantages.
a) Airships could stay in the air for a long time.
b) The gas in airships was dangerous; it could explode easily.
c) It was difficult to control an airstrip in strong winds.
d) Airships could carry more passengers than the planes of that time,
c) Airships could not fly well in bad weather.
f ) Airshirs were faster than the passenger ships which crossed the Atlantic.

CONCLUSION

This examination of the nature and role of expectations in reading has
suggested that both a reading skills and a language skills component are necessary in
a program of reading instruction for adult beginning ESL students. In addition, the
examination has suggested directions for the development of reading exercises
specifically designed to teach syntax, vocabulary, and rhetoric and to encourage the
formation and use of expectations by readers of ESL. Initial experience with these
exercises and feedback from both instructors and students indicate that students find
them a meaningful and enjoyable learning activity. Any objective pedagogic
assessment of the exercises and of the approach on which they are based will, of
course, necessitate a more rigorous testing of their effectiveness in ESL reading
instruction. Until such an assessment is available, however, individual ESL
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inidructorta who believe Owl expeclulion fornuoion may benefit !heir students may
with to develop their own expeetationvoriented sercises and, in doing so, odd Its the

quality and quantity a the eXCIVIse types onthned in this nIncle.
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Patterrs and Perils of Guessing in
Second Language Reading
Margot Haynes

INTRODUCTION

in the 1411 twenty,five years, the active nature of lattlilunr lit:4141allson and
language ik.,e ha* gained increosing recognilion (Chonisky 1959; Brown 1971:
Cromer 197'E, Du lay and Burt 1978). Human beings lea rn and cornprehend language
not only through perceiving hut also through their own inteflUtl structuring of
linguistic mIssages. Such a top.down view of human cognition emphostres the
active conttibution of perceivers who reshape external stimuli via their own self-
generated input - such a* their background kolowkdge and natural systematicity
while constructing their individual models of the world, This top-down description
of human cognition has affected OW characterira: ion of all modes of language use,
including :coding.

Psychohoguistic models of reading describe readers as wise sampler% of text
who combine text context with their knowkdge about writing, language, and the
world in general in order to read more efficiently, osing prediction to take short-cuts
in bottom-up processing of letters and words ((ioodman 1967; Smith 19714). The
field of ESL has not been impervious to th J4l1115 of these top-down reading
models. Teachers and textbook writers have developt.d methods which foster active
reading, particularly in the arta of vocabulary comptehension. Instead of presenting
singk meanings of isolated words. textbooks now co ten recommend that students
guess at the meaning of unfaniilia. words by using context clues.

Among the many ESL practitioners advocating this shift to the guessing of
vocabulary from context (Clarke and Silberstein 1977; Kruse 1979; Hosenfeld,

Margot Haynes is a doctoral student at M Chigun State Unisersity siuihing comparative reading and
L. guar acquisition. She has taught English and French in Taivian and is presently Reading
Coordinator at the International English Institute m Nashvibe, Tennessee.
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students of Michigan State University's English Language Center who kindly and Far rntly aonated their
time and guessing efforts.
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Arnold, Kirchofer, Laciura, and Wilson 1981), Twaddell (1973) has presented one of
the most carefully reasoned arguments. Twaddell points out that, since words are
almost always polysememic, teachers may mislead students by teaching single word
meaningF ',In of context. In addition, since most words in a language have only a low
freyie.,ey of occurrence, dictionaiy precision and list memorization cannot ever
prol, ,dc language students with enough vocabulary to understand all the words they
enrnunter while reading. Twaddell therefore recommends that ESL reading teachers
focus on reading skills development rather than vocabulary building. By learning
how to be better guessers, students An figure out the meanings of the many words in
reading which they have not encountered before.

Twaddell and others also frequently draw an analogy between L I and L2
reading. Twaddell points out that when native speakers encounter a new word in
reading, they usually skip the unfamiliar item or guess at its meaning from context.
Since this works well for the fluent L I reader, Twaddell concludes that the L2 reader
should develop similar ways of handling new words.

Many recent ESL reading texts are based on this analogy between L I and L2
readers and also reflect the widespread acceptance of top-down models of reading,
models which portray readers as generators of guesses who rely to a large extent on
context clues while constructing the meaning of a text. As shown in Fig. 1, most
recent ESL readers recommend that students focus on meaning rather than
language or vocabulary development as they read in the second language. Since fast
reading is considered the best way to grasp the main ideas of a text, many of these
reading textbooks are designed to train ESL students to read more quickly. This
leads to an emphasis on guessing the meaning of new vocabulary from context. It is
thought that if a student stops to look up words in the dictionary, this will slow
reading speed and thus weaken comprehension. If one learns to skip or guess from
context, integrative reading can still take place. That is why many of these textbooks
also advocate banning dictionaries from the reading class.

In addition, Clarke and Silberstein's (1977) distinction between reading skills
and language skills is honored in several of these texts. Vocabulary development is
classed as a language skill which does not necessarily belong in the reading class.
However, the same texts which separate vocabulary from reading skills still
implicitly acknowledge that mastery of vocabulary is an important part of second
language reading development. Some of the texts provide exercises designed to help
students practice word analysis and word formation skills. Also, many texts
carefully recycle vocabulary several times in readings and exercises so that students
get more than one exposure to new words. Thus these reading texts suggest a
commitment to building vocabulary knowledge, yet all the while claiming that
vocabulary learning and reading are separable.

Finally, several of these ESL texts try to develop vocabulary and guessing skills
by adding redundancy to their reading passages. They often give definitions or
extensive clues within the text when a new word appears. These texts are designed to
encourage students to guess 1,1 r neaning from context, but the context provided is
unusually rich so that studenr have a better chance at success when guessing.

These textbooks are quitc insistent in their acceptance of the analogy between
ESL reading and top-down models of fluent L I reading. Nevertheless, this analogy
is rendered questionable by recent research in both first and second language
reading.
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Fig. 1: Characteristics of some recent reading textbooks
Characteristics Textbooks

I. Reading for
meaning =
primary

2. Fast reading
I a be en-
couraged

3. Vocabulary
guessing in
context to be
encouraged

4. Dictionaries
not to be
used while
reading

Hirasawa
.i.

Markstein

1974

Baudoin
et al.

1978

Long Abraham Zukowski/
et al, + Faust

Mackey et aL

1980 1982 1982

Zukow-
ski/
Faust
et al.
1983

Connely
+ Sims

1982

X X X X X X X

X X X

X X X X X X X

X X

5. Reading skill
development
+ vocabu-
lary develop-
ment
separate X X X X

6. Word-form
exercises
included X X X X

7. Vocabulary
reused in
textbook X X X X

8. Text pro-
vides
strength-
ened re-
dundancy X X X X X

First of all, though psycholinguistic models of reading emphasize the
contributions of linguistic and world knowledge to the reading process, other
research on the development of L I reading indicates that such top-down processing
is only part of the story. Rapid, precise recognition of letters and words, that is,
bottom-up, more input-constrained processing, must be mastered before fluent
reading atri take place (Biemiller 1970; Perfetti, Goldman, and Hogaboam 1979). In
fact, there is evidence that becoming a more fluent, efficient L 1 reader involves
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increasing one's bottom-up processing of print and decreasing syntactic and
semantic guesswork (Stanovich, West, and Feeman 1981). Whether this is also true
for L2 reading acquisition remains an open question.

A second concern about the analogy between LI and L2 rending is raised by
findings that L2 reading poses special difficulties, even for individuals who are
skilled readers in their first language (Clarke 1979), Although intermediate L2
students seem to handle syntactic clues in reading as well as do L I readers and more
advanced L2 students, they seem less skilled in their use of semantic and discourse
clues (Cziko 1978; 1980). Another gap between L I and L2 readers is toe striking
difference in their speed of reading. For example, in Israel, Cohen, Glasman,
Rosenbaum-Cohen, Ferrara, and Fishman (1979) found that college students who
were L2 readers of English needed between one and two hours to read 15 pages of a
textbook, while native speakers finished the same task in only tv- s'y minutes. The
major factor slowing down ES I readers is not the number of eye Aations per line
nor the number of regressions they make while reading; rather, Tullius (1971) and
011er (1972) report that, at least for college-age ESL students, average F-ations last
much longer for L2 readers than they do for native speaking readers

There is no clear experimental evidence explaining these longer ,sud1 fixation
times, but a strong possibility involves the time required for lexical access, that is, the
time it takes for a reader to match the printed word to a word meaning in memory.
Macnamara (19701 (.ompared the time required to match a known word to its
corresponding picture. Readers took significantly longer to decide on the match
when the word was in their second language than when it was a word in their native
tongue. If it takes readers longer to access lexical meaning in he second language,
that is, to remember what a given word means, readers will naturally take longer on
each fixation on the page.

Given these differences between L I and L2 reading, one might question the
analogy between them which underlies the emphasis on guel ig in current ESL
reading textbooks. Not only has reading acquisition been shown to require mastery
of bottom-up processes, but also L2 readers have been shown to differ in several
important ways from fluent LI readers. Therefore, it seems premature to claim that
since skilled LI readers often skip or guess at new words in context we must teach
ESL students to do the same when they encounter new word-,.

AN OBSERVATIONAL STUDY OF GUESSING

A reasonable way to evaluate the guessing-from-context recommendations of
ESL texts is to observe how ESL readers guess at unfamiliar words. Can they do it
successfully? In which situations are they most likdy to succeed? What information
do they use in making their guesses? Do students from different language
backgrounds guess differently?

A study was de ,ned to seek preliminary answers to these questions. Adult
ESL students were asked to guess at problem words after they had read and
recounted two short passages. Subsequent analysis of students' guessing successes
and failures provides a clearer picture of how L2 readers go about guessing word
meaning in context.
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Metbrin

...'icground data on the subje6,, is presented in Table I. Volunteers were
recruited from Michigan State Univery's English Language Center. Although
approximately twenty students voluntecied from each of the language backgrounds
to be studiedSpanish, Japanese, and AraNc---it was decided to study the Tunisian
Arabic speakers separately from other Arabi( walkers. This decision resulted from
observation of differences in reading speed betAN !ithe two groups and from the fact
that at least half of the schooling in Tunisia is in French rather than Arabic.

Table 1: Subject Background Ontn

Native
Language n Age

Years of English
Study

Time in
U.S.

Probe; guy
Level

Irraructional
Emphasis

:n home country

Spanish 22 24.9 5.3 (1-10 4.1 mos. 18 low
4 high

grammar

Japanese 19 24.3 8.2 (6 -12) 2.7 mos. 5 low
14 high

reading, writ-
ing, grammar

Arabic/
French
(Tunisian)

11 19.1 3.0 (3-4) 1.6 mos. 0 low
11 high

all skirls

Arabic 11 29.2 6.7 (2-11) 6.4 mos. 6 low
5 high

speaking +
listening

According to the English Language Center's English Proficiency Exam, the
Tunisian and Japanese groups consisted mostly of students with high English
proficiency, while the Spanish group contained mostly lower proficiency students.
This precluded separation of language background from proficiency variables, but it
was still possible to observe the effects of language background in some of the
guessing patterns.

The readings used were adaptations of two stories about animals (Passage A
from an excerpt in O'Reilly and Streeter 1977; Passage B from one of the folktales in
Binner 1966). The passages had parallel story structure and syntax. Both were two
paragraphs long, with the second paragraph a flashback, increasing the difficulty
level from that of simple chronological structure:

Passage A:
The young brill tapped his teeth together as he swam lazily in a wide circle around Brine

Bay. It was such a peaceful spring afternoon that he felt absolutely on top of the world.
"Today the sun is radiant and the waves are bimidor; I've got plenty to eat, the water has been
getting warmer bit by bit, and I lead a most comfortable brill's life," he thought contentedly.

He had come into the world back in January, a splendid male of fourteen feet. Upon his
arrival in the brill habitat, his enormous mother had nuzzled him softly and, having no arms
or legs with which to hug him, had expressed her love for her offspring by circling him in the
water. Afterwards, she led him up to the surface to give some blows from his spout. Finally,
having fed him some milk, she took him on a tour of the area where he would be living from
that day on.

Pas&
The old baild licked his mouth happily as he lay on his side under the tall blue spruce. it

was such a beautiful fall evening that he felt like taking it easy. "Tonight the moon is bright
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and the wind is silidon; I've had plenty to eat, the people have probably gone home for the
night, and I can enjoy a nice, quiet evening," the old build thought contentedly.

He had been really hungry earlier that day, tired out from many a useless chase. Upon his
discovery of the smell of meat cooking, he had crept up on a campfire abd, seeing no people or
guns which could hurt him, had gotten his dinner quite easily by pulling it from the fire,
Afterwards, he carried it in his mouth and ran up to the hilltop to tear it apart at his leisure,
Finally, having finished his dinner, the baild looked around at the places where a hunter might
come to find him,

Each passage contained two nonsense words. As in Homburg and Spaan (1982)
and Walker (1981), nonsense words were used to make sure that no student would
have previous knowledge of the words to be guessed. Thz nonsense words were
placed so as to allow a comparison of global versus local context use. One of the
nonsense words in each passage could be guessed by referring to the immediate
sentence context; the other required integration of information throughout the
passage. The locally defined word appeared only once in each passage, while the
globally defined one appeared three times.

Individual interviews with students began with an informal discussion of their
background of English study. Then the reading and retelling task was explained.
Instructions were as follows: "Read through the passage one time and then tell me
what you have understood from your reading." After reading each passage, the
student was asked, "Tell me what you understood, what you remember about the
story." The session was taped front the beginning of the first retelling.

After both readings and retellings, the student was shown each passage again
and asked which words had made the story difficult to understand. As each word
was pointed out, the student was asked to guess orally what that problem word might
mean. After the student's guessing attempt was complete, the experimenter either
confirmed the guess or, if it was completely inappropriate or if no guess had been
ventured, gave the student a verbal explanation of the meaning in that context.

The background interview, readings, retellings, and discussion of problem
words with guessing took from one to one-and-a-half hours.

Resuhs and discussion of nonsense word guessing

Since all students were unfamiliar with the nonsense words in each passage,
these words provided a controlled set of data with which the success of guessing
could be studied.

As shown in Figure 2, the group as a whole was quite successful at guessing
nonsense words defined by local context. With words requiring an integrated
comprehension of the passage as a whole, guessing was less successful. Fewer than
half the students were able to guess that the main character was an animal.

When the sample is broken down into individual language groups, the same
tendency is observed. All groups profited more from local context clues than they
did from global ones. This difference was significant with Passage B for all groups
except Arabic monolinguals, whose global guessing performance came close to their
performance on local guessing. This difference between Arabic monolinguals and
other groups may be due to the small sample size, but also might suggest a preference
in the Arabic group for global processing. Clearly, f urther study with larger groups is
needed to test this possibility. On the whole, though, local guessing appeared easier
for L2 readers than global guessing.
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Fig. 2: Proportion of readers making appropriate guesses for nonsense words in
passages B and A
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With Passage A, although the group as a whole succeeded better at guessing the
locally defined word, bimidor (that is, guessing that the waves were small, smooth, or
quiet), than the globally defined word brill, only the Japanese guessers showed a
significant difference between local and global guessing. Readers in other groups
experienced difficulty in local guessing because they did not know the meaning of the
word waves (8 Spanish, 1 Arabic, arid 2 Tunisians). Low proficiency may account
for the fact that over a third of the Spanish speakers did not know what waves
meant, though one Spanish speaker's pronunciation of this word as"wives", followed
by a guess that it meant the opposite of "husbands", suggests that spelling
pronunciation from the native language may have caused added difficulty in
recognizing this word. Differences in LI and L2 graphophonemic systems, plus the
limited vocabulary knowledge of lower level students, both seem to limit second
language readers' ability to make appropriate guesses. In other words, what may
appear to be a transparent, guessable context to native English speakers may
actually be incomprehensible for L2 readers, either because they mispronounce a
clue word or simply do not know its meaning.

In summary, these students showed that even without special training in
context use they could achieve a high rate of success when guessing at words which
were locally defined. ESL readers do appear to have a natural ability to guess, but
they are limited by their understanding of other words in the immediate context.

1 0
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Therefore it is likely that lowei proficiency sttaknts with lc s.. vocabulary knowledge
will find guessing much more difficidt. In addition, whc t'S I. tenders have to
integrate longer sections of text in ordt,r to guess a word 's rn( lay, they perform less
well, even when the word appears several times, ( idessing is apparently more
difficult when comprehension of longer contrxts is requited. Fot such situations,
students need strategics other than guessing from context, If brill or build were real
words, and if read it g comprehension were the inain goal of reading, consulting a
dictionary or asking a native speaker would seem to be more efficient strategies than
agonizing over the text trying to deduce the word's meaning from context.

Results and discussion of other guessing patterns

Limits of context clues. he importance of local context clues was confirmed by
the pattern of guessing successes and failures observed for real words which were
problem words for many readers, In those instances when more than half of the
students retohed appropriate meanings for an unfamiliar word, many of them relied
on words from the immediate context when giving definitions. For instance, many
students explained the word tapped as a way in which "he moved his teeth, licked as
a way "he moved his mouth", Brine Bay as a place where he was swimming and
radiant as meaning the 5nn was bright or shining.

In contrast to the co itextually guessed words, several common problem
words proved difficult v 'ilterpret. Waves, splendid and enormous in the first
reading and chase, crept up, and leisure in the second reading were rarely guessed
successfully by students. These words are not accompanied by any immediate
context Jues, so it is hardly surprising that they proved difficult to guess.

This demonstrates again that, in some cases, guessing from context is not a
fruitful strategy. Students need to have other strategies to turn to when guessing
from context fails them. There is a real danger that indiscriminately urging students
to guess will result in so much frustration and failure for students that they
completely reject the guessing approach, even when the context is sufficiently
explicit to allow guessing to be successful.

Furthermore, one might question whether reading texts should supply a great
deal of redundancy in an artificial manner. For one thing, this misleads the student
about the nature of texts in English. In addition, it would seem more useful for
students themselves to learn to recognize those cases in which context is ofno help.
Rather than making a completely random guess, students can then decide whether
to skip the word as unimportant or get help from a dictionary. Just like an over-
protective teacher, completely guessable texts may leave students without other
strategies to fall back on when they encounter less redundant writings.

Noncontextual word-analysis guessing. ESL readers have been found to be suc-
cessful guessers given adequate coMext, but the guesses observed through the
study often showed students resorting to noncontextual strategies. They frequently
analyzed an unfamiliar word to find a familiar morpheme within it. For example,
with the problem word tapped, two Japanese students referred to their knowledge of
tap-dancing, related it to the unit tap in the problem word, and achieved a precise
definition of the unknown vocabulary item. Also, half of the Arabic readers
succeeded in guessing campfire by analyzing it into "fire" and "an outdoors place".

This word-analysis strategy was not always successful, however. Spanish
speakers and Tunisians tended to go astray when they analyzed campfire using
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eopnates from their native or schooled language. They interpreted the morpheme
(amp to mean a place with many people, like a military camp, Six Spanish readers
actutdly defined eamplire as a place for war, a battlefield, (This interpretatkm was
probably reinforced by the mention of guns later in the sanw sentence.) The
inappropriate meaning resulting from word-analysis had serious consequences for at
least two Spanish readers, who based their cntfre story schema on this faulty guess,
deciding in the end that bad actually meant a kind of soldier or a grade in the
military. They interpreted the story to bc about a soldier running away from battle.
Thus, with cognate languages, word analysis has the potential for seriously
misleading the student.

On the other hand, it would be foolish to teach Spatthh or French speakers to
ignore thc similarities between their native language and English. Cognate
recognition is too useful to be abandoned. With passage A, for example, even
though radiant and splendid were problem word r a majority of Japanese and
Arabic readers, they were not even mentioned as ta. amiliar words by most Spanish
and French readers.

Since cognates provide a useful knowledge base, one might predict that Spanish
and French readers would use the word-analysis strategy more often than students
from non-cognate backgrounds, but this did not appear to be the case. Three
Japanese students, faced with the word habitat, tried to relate it to "habit" or "being
used to something". Another Japanese reader made a valiant effort to relate
enormous to "normal" or "abnormal". And students from every language back-
ground, more than half of alktudents interviewed, guessed at offspring using word
analysis, defining it as "the end of spring" or "the end of a season".

Such misinterpretations may often result when teachers and textbooks
encourage students to rely totally on guessing. After all, it is only natural to try to
interpret new items on the basis of units one already knows. This strategy is useful if a
stem morpheme is correctly isolated by the reader and if the reader already knows a
relevant meaning for it. But opportunities for erroneous analysis abound. Students
need instruction in the art of double-checking a guess with the context; if the context
clashes with the word-analysis interpretation, then further checking with a native
speaker or a dictionary would be advisable.

Mismatches in guessing. With word analysis, students match graphic units to
words which they remember from previous encounters in English or their cognate
language. In the examples above, remembered spelling was matched to the graphic
form of the par. But one of the most surprising patterns observed was that ESL
readers often make wrong guesses because of graphemic or phonemic mismatches,2
the word they access in memory is spelled and/or pronounced differently from the
word on the page. For example, three readers saw "top" in the word tapped, while
another saw the morpheme "tape". One low-level Spanish reader, after giving an
extremely appropriate retelling of the brill passage, discovered in rereading it that he
had pictured a water animal because he had misrecognized the word swarn as
"swan"!

2The term mismatch is used in contrast to Goodman's (1967) term miscue. While a miscue is said to occur
when an oral reading response fails to match the expected one, a mismatch occurs, not in fluent reading,
but in deliberate guessing during which more time is available for study of the graphic form and for
memory search.
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Two Japanese readers guessed that splendid meant "to make wide or "spread", A
Spanish reader guessed that crept might be a kind of pancake. And one Arabic
reader who failed to point out silidon as a problem word responded, when
questioned about it, that it meent "not often"(seldom). These examples demonstrate
that students are attending to word shape, but there is a good deal of imprecision in
matching graphophonemic shape to words in their lexical memory. This tendency
was observed with students from all language backgrounds, although the few
Spanish readers who hud scored highest on English language proficiency tests had
less difficulty with mismatches than did other students.

The processes leading to such mismatches arc probably both top-down and
bottom-up. They are relatively bottom-up in that the graphic shape of individual
words exerts a strong influence on the guesses proposed. At the same time, however,
they may be considered top-down, since studente background knowledgesuch as
their native language phonology, writing system, and the graphophonemic mapping
of the writing system (Haynes 1981)may cause them to misrecognize the graphic
stimulus in the process of trying to match it to words in memory. Still, these
mismatches are not top-down guesses in the usual sense (see Carrell 1983) of deriving
from the reader's higher level linguistic .rid world knowledge.

In fact, one striking aspect of mismatches, as well as word-analysisguesses, was
that they were frequently in conflict with the syntactic context. This is surprising
considering Cziko's (1978) and Walker's (1981) finding that 12, readers are generally
skilled in applying syntactic knowledge while reading and guessing. But in cases of
word analysis and mismatches, it appeared as if the saliency of word shape overrode
the reader's ability to attend to syntactic relations. It seemed as if the more familiar a
word looked, the more difficult it was for L2 read,:rs to shift attention away from
graphophonemic form in order to fit a guess to the syntactic context.

This phenomenon can occur for L I readers as well. To demonstrate the power
of word-shape in reading, here are two sentences from a text used by Homburg and
Spaan (1982) in which nonsense words were inserted in a text about the behavior of
birds:

And in some species, fledglings must even be mexed by their parents during
their first autumn migration.

Crohmann thus proved that the instinctive grumpily to fly develops in young
birds with or without the opportunity to practice.

In these sentences, despite the fact that the underlined word is known to be a
nonsense word, it is hard not to process it as a familiar word such as vexed or mixed.
grumpy or grumpiness. The graphophonemic configuration of the unknown item
dominates in the reader's initial processing of it, and it is a struggle to put such
associations aside and attend to syntactic and semantic context, If familiar-looking
words cause so much dissonance between word-shape am: syntax processing for the
native speaker, it is hardly surprising that word form is more salient than context for
the L2 reader.

The uncertainty of familiarity. The guessing patterns discussed above demonstrate
that word-unit processing is a major component of reading in bc h LI and L2. But
there is another reason that word shape holds the attention of L2 readers: in a second
language, deciding whether a word is familiar or not takes extra time and effort.
During the guessing interviews, students often hesitated when pointing out problem
words. Sometimes they would Irrort that they had seen a word before but had
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forgotten its meaning; at other tiines, they would pick out a word as problematic,
then suddenly rea lin that they dkl in fact know its meaning.

Ilik uncertainty surrounding word recognition may well constitute a major
difference between 1.2 readers and fluent 1.1 readers, The latter have large, well-
practiced vocabularies and long experience recogni/ing words in print. They quickly
know when a word is unknown and can easily decide to skip it. Second language
readers, on the other hand, search for familiar units as they read, but arc often unsure
whether a word is really ww or not, Thus it is not surprising that any flash of
familiarity in a word a rreso. tlwir attention, making the context fade into the
background.

Perhaps researchers have ;lever emphasi/ed this point because Mc dote
technique has been the major method used for investigating prediction and guessing
in 1.2 reading, With clam tests, words to he guessed appear as blanks and thus
cannot distract the reader by their graphemic structure. In non-doze reading,
however, readers attend to word form in order to decide whether a given word is
stored in their mental lexicon or not. This appears to be a harder decision for 1.2
readers than for fluent LI readers, one which may take more attention away from
top-down, contextual processing.

Generalizability of this study. It mieht be argued that the importance of graphemic
cues and word-unit processing ,:rved in this study was an artifact of the task,
Perhaps students were attending to word-level cues rather than larger context
because they had already read through thc passage once and, at the point of
guessing, were only rereading for the purpose of identifying problem words.

This argument is weakened by converging evidence from other studies showing
bottom-up processing to be central in the reading of L2 students. Cziko (1980)
observed from L2 subjects' oral reading miscues that lower proficiency students
seemed more focussed on surface graphemic shape and less on thc semantic flow of
ideas. Hatch, Polin, and Part (1974), using a letter cancellation task, found that less
proficient 1,2 readers crossed out a given letter uniformly throughout a text, as if
relying mainly on visual cues, while native speakers missed the letter when it
occurred in unstressed or semantically unimportant contexts. Both of these studies
suggest that L2 reackrs of lower proficiency attend more closely to isual cues in
reading than do more proficient language users.

Another important indication that bottom-up word identification processes
play a major role in L2 reading has been provided by Walker (1981). She used
nonsense words to examine guessing strategics of high proficiency L2 students. She
asked them to read an English text while reporting in their native language (Spanish)
how they were going about understanding its meaning. Walker found that the
preferred strategy when a nonsense word blocked the flow of meaning was that of
pronouncing thc word aloud. A frequent follow-up strategy was graphemic, that is,
associating the nonsense word with another word, in English or Spanish, which had
a similar spelling.

Walker (1981) argues that pronunciation and graphemic strategies should be
discouraged by teachers, since in her study these rarely led to appropriate guesses,
but it would seem rather that such strategies' are essential processing stages in

'The word strategp implies an element of choice in the use of ways to reach meaning while reading. If
graphemic and maybe phonemic processing are necessary for lexical access, then they should he called
something else than strategiesbasic processes, perhaps.
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normal routing. Alt hough pronunciation and graphemic guesses aw hound to lail
with nonsense words, they are probably the most efficient means of access to the
mental lexicon of 1,2 readers for most words in the text. Anticipating an up,coming
word depends on sophisticated experience with syntactic and eollocational relations
which 1,2 maders may often lack, but retrieval of word meaning from memory can
take place by looking directly at the wind's shape or test ing its sound against familiar
vocabulary learned through spoken language experience. Although this study has
pointed out nutny cases in which these procedures failed, they certainly succeeded for
words which students did not point out as problems, Rather than deny that
graphophonemie structure is important in 1.2 reading, teachers might help students
to improve t he accuracy of their word recognition so that they can increase the speed
and efficiency of their lexical retrieval.

CONCLUSIONS

The importance of word-unit processing needs to be recogniied in ESL
teaching. First, precision of encoding spelling and pronunciation can be increased
through oral and written practice of important vocabulary from reading. Discussion
of the text, with some emphasis on accurate pronunciation of vocabulary, and text-
related compositions, with students being encouraged to use vocabulary from the
reading, are both ways in which vocabulary practice can take place in meaningful
contexts, Also, dictionary work may be useful in helping students to separate words
which look or sound similar. The goal of this vocabulary development should
include accuracy in writing and pronunciation so that students can learn to
distinguish new words efficiently in lexical memory.

Top-down practice should also be retained in ESL reading classes. Reading for
meaning and guessing from context are both essential. Students need to develop
flexibility in reaching meaning when their focus on word configuration and direct
lexical retrieval fail. Learning to re-evaluate initial guesses is as important as lea rning
in make a first guess, Not only context, but dictionary use, may provide additional
ways of reaching meaning when other routes fail. The goal of top-down reading
instruction should not be absolute independence from the dictionary, but rather an
increase in students' flexibility, knowing where and how to look for meaning when
the handiest sources of information fail to make sense.

From this preliminary observation of ESL readers' guessing strategies, useful
insight has been gained into factors affecting the guessing process:

I. ESL readers are good guessers when the context contains immediate clues.
2. Insufficient context, global clues, or a student's lack of vocabulary

knowledge may increase the difficulty of guessing.
3. Word analysis is used by students from all the language backgrounds

studied.
4. Graphemic cues (in cognates. analyied words, and mismatches) are highly

salient and may override syntact:,. cues.
5. ESL readers are often uncerta, J whether a word is familiar or not and

thus must attend to word structire before deciding to skip or guess.

These insights into the reading of second 1.nguage learners indicate that their
processing of written language is necessarily bottom-up as well as top-down. Clearly,
much more observation and experimentation is needed to understand guessing
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stiategics, paiticularly as they differ with mildews ,4 di!leient language hack.
grounds. Still, the insights listed aboke .0011 for the following
suggestions, offered to 151 1cachco, who mast mak. d ,k1k about guessing
in the leading class

I, Fncourage guessing when students have ample clues available in the
immediate context.

2. Be sensitive in the fact that low prolicieney students may expoicnce more
difficulty with guessing because of their limited linguistic knowkdge.

3. Avoid exclusive reading of over-redundant texts: students need to praetice
judging for themselves whether guessing is or is not applopriatc,

4. Acknowledge that word-analysis is a natural strategy, CVell llintigh it can
often be misleading: help %indents practice double-checking initial guesses of
this sort with the coniext and othei information sources such as the
diet ionary.

5. Provide practice in both guessing from context and word-level grapho-
phonemic accuracy: the former builds flexibility while the latter develops
nuire efficient access to word meaning in memory.
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t*he Organizational Patterns of Adult
ESL Student Narratives:

Report of a PHot Study

David P. Harris

Sr%rtill rs ago in an 1,1 ttkm 4)1 thr :ompetothe of tittiVetttily,
bound ESL write, I had students in seVerill clakSes watch is vCry bnel (Lill Min)
silent cattoon film and then &vote half an hour to writing it *bon account of what
happened in the film, with a concluding comment on what they took to be the mean-
ing of the cinematic story. The film was entitled"M r. Koumal I mews a Robot," this
being one of a series of whimsical Czech canoons ahout a sad-eyed Everymanlike
character named Koumal who is constantly being frustrated by the trials and
complexities of today's world.' Despite the brevity and whirlwind action of these
films, they proved quite effective in eliciting narratives from ESL students on the
intermediate and advanced levels.

Last summer as I was preparing a presentation on ESL writing problems to be
presented to a workshop of high school English teachers, I got to wondering whether
the Koumal compositions might be used to demonstrate the writers'language use as
well as their usage. That is, could one find things to say about the organizational
techniques thc students had used in recountind the adventures of Mr. Koumal? At
first I was skeptical, Pir, after all, a narrative composition based on a I 1/2-minute
narrative film seemed to leave little opportunity for much yr .iation. Events in thr
film had been presented in straightforward chronological order, and the students
had dutifully endeavored to keep the same sequence. Yet as I comrared composi-
tions, it at once became clear that there were very decided organizational differences,
some of the papers seeming most suitably constructed according to English
rhetorical principles, while others struck me as organizationally inept. I was
intrigued by the challenge which this analytical problem presented.

David Harris, Proiessor of Linguistics at Georgetown University, is the tothor of several ESL textbooks
and of works on lan2,t-ag.- eating. He was tht P.,.sident of 1 LSO'. in l?r4

'The t:ouma! films are distrib. by SIM P ..uctit. r., Weston, Ce-mecticut 06880 USA.
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In recent years there has, to be sure, been a growing body of research dealing
with the organization of prosc and, in some cases, with its effects on student recall.
Of special interest in terms of my problem were those models and analyses focussing
on narrative, or story, discourse (e.g. Kintsch and Greene 1978, Mandler and John-
son 1977, Rumelhart 1977, and Thorndyke 1977), However, these studies appeared
to have no direct application to the analysis of prose reconstructions of film events,
while the most comprehensive investigation of film-based narratives reported to
date, the Berkeley "pear film" studies (cf. Chafe 1980), concentrated on oral story-
telling and, moreover, did not include any systematic procedures for analyzing and
evaluating the organizational structure of the accounts. Thus I was left to my own
devices.

My first step was to identify some compositions which seemed native-like in
their olganization and to determine what narrative pointsthat is, film events
those better organizers thought important to include in their compositions. I found
that these were quite consistently five in number, to which was added the interpreta-
tive comment at the end. The six points were as follows:

I. As the film begins, we see Mr. Koumal doing his household chores, includ-
ing polishing his shoes.

2. It occurs to Koumal that he could save himself some labor by inventing a
simple shoe-polishing machine.

3. The machine proves highly effective, much to its inventor's delight.
4. Kourual then decides to devise a full-fledged robot to be his servant, and he

is shown in the throes of planning and assembling his mechanical
5. However, when the robot is completed and is commanded to do Koumal's

bidding, the inventor's dream turns to nightmare: the robot imperiously
motions Koumal to polish its shoes, an t the fadeout we see our saddened
hero following the commands of his servant-turned-master.

6. Interpretation of the story.

Comparing my selection of better organized papers with others that seemed less
satisfactory, I found that the latter had very often omitted one or two of the six
critical narrative points, making it difficult for the reader to fill in the gaps. But it
soon became apparent that good organization depended on more than the inclusion
and correct ordering of the six points, that is, the accuracy and adequacy of the
coverage. There was also the matter of balancethe relative attention given to the
several narrative points. In short, I found myself back with the traditional rhetorical
triad: unity, coherence, and emphasis.

After experimenting with various procedures, I decided that the simplest way of
determining emphasis would be adequate for my purposes: I counted the number of
words devoted to each of the six points and converted these figures to the percent of
the whole. To be sure, there were problems with this system, as, for instance, what to
do about the omitted elements in the sentences of the less proficient writers (I decided
to ignore them), but this quick and mechanical method seemed good enough for
what was, after all, a pilot study.

Having established my procedure for analyzing the structure of the composi-
tions, I applied the analysis to a sample of 35 papers (56 percent of my corpus),
selected to represent a broad range of students' home countries and English pro-
ficiency levels (low-intermediate to advanced). Then, by constructing a simple bar
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graph for each composition, drawing a bar to represent the ; centage of the
paper devoted to cach of thc six narrative points, I could represent the paper by an
organizational curvea kind of profile.

A comparison of thc 35 profiles revealed that papers tended to follow three
basic ow_anizational patterns or to present variations thereof. These appear as the
three 1-y...terns in Figure I.1

Figure 1: Major ESL Organizational Patterns
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2Each of the drawings is an exact composite o" several actual composition profiles.
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Pattern 1: The writer includes something on all six basic nar aiive points, the
climax (greatest emphasis) being reached at point 5, Koumal's sad
experience with his newly invented robot.

Pattern 2: The writer devotes most of his attention to the interpretation of the
story (point 6), almost invariably omitting ^',e or even two of tile
earlier narrative points in his haste to get to nis discussion of the
meaning of the film.

Pattern 3: The writer gives by far the most emphasis to the robot-inventing
processcertainly an entertaining part of the film, but seemingly
not so important thematically as the account of the effects of the
invention.

Of the three patterns, the first impressed me as by far the most satisfying, and
for the next steps of the study I assuined that compositions following Pattern I were
exhibiting native-English-like organization.

It now seemed useful to get some idea of whether ability to follow Pattern I was
strongly related to either the students' place of ori°i r their level of English pro-
ficiency. Of course, with a sample of only 35 papers, nothing conclusive could be
determined, but one could hope at least to detect some tendencies.

I first gave each of the compositions a 1- to 3-point rating on the basis of how
PLisely it conformed to Pattern Ithat is, included all six critical narrative points

reached a peak on point 5, Koumal's experience with his robot. (Distribution of
ratings was: 1 (closest to Pattern 1)=49%; 2 = 17%; 3 = 34%.) I then compared these
compositional ratings with three criteria as follows:

I. Narrative ratings compared with writers' background countries. No strong
connection was discovered. In slightly more than half the cases where com-
parisons could be made, compositions by students from a given country
received organizational ratings from 1 to 3.

2. Narrativr ratings compared with writers' general English proficiency levels.
Here my criterion was the ESL class level to which the writers had been
assigned on the basis of a standardized test battery. Again, no strong evi-
dence of a connection was discovered. (For a rough idea of the correlation,
I computed the phi coefficient: .19.)

3. Narrative ratings compared with general composition ratings. My criterion
was the averaged holistic ratings (on a 4-point scale) which two experienced
ESL teachers ilad given the compositiom ratings which certainly gave as
much attention to grammar as to organization. Again, no strong evidence
of a connection was discovered (phi coefficient: .20).

I am by no means ready to conclude that good organizational sense develops
haphazardly. I suspect that the very inconclusive findings are largely attributable to
the smallness of my sample and the crudity of the analytical procedure. All that can
be said is that nothing in the comparisons stood out strongly.

So far in my study I had been proceeding on the basis of a pretty shaky assump-
tion, namely, that Pattern I was, indeed, the one that native speakers of Englishat
least those who were competent writerswould regard as the most appropriate. I
needed to verify this assumption.
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For my first validation experiment, I used m. my subjects tutors from our
university's writing renter. These tutors, who are mostly undergraduates, have been
carefully selected and trained to work with other nous:I-graduates who come to them
voluntarily for help with their writing. Through the kindne,,s of the director of the
center. I was able to attend a meeting of 19 tutors and administer a simple experi-
ment. I showed the group the Koumal film two times, asking them to take notes on
points they would include in a narrative based on the film. I then handed out typed
copies of 11 of the ESL student compositions, 4 of which followed Pattern 1,3 each
following Patterns 2 and 3, and the eleventh essentially following Pattern I, but with
variations. I asked the tutors simply to select the four or five compositions which
they considered the best organized in terms of accuracy, adequacy, and balance.

Subsequent analysis of the ratings showed- -somewhat to my surprise and most
definitely to my reliefthat, of the five compositions receiving the heaviest votes,
four were the Pattern 1 compositions. The other composition which had most
impressed the tutors was not the one following Pattern 1 with variations, hut one
organized according to Pattern 3. Inspection of this paper revealed that it was the
longest of the 11 compositions (which I had been only moderately successful in
matching by length)! The writer of this paper had, I could now see, dealt in enough
detail with it,1 six narrative points that a certain amount of imbalance, favoring point
4, was easily ignored.

This last finding naturally raised the question of whether there might be a
general tendency to rate longer compositions more highly than short ones, with the
better organizers on the whole writing longer compositions. My analysis, however,
showed what many similar investigations have shown: that while there was some
correspondence between length and quality, the correlation was onl} moderate.
(Specifically, the rank-order correlation between tutors' ranking of the compositions
and the number of words in the papers was .55.)

Incidentally, I found thc tutors' discussion of' their rating experience most
interesting, particularly inasmuch as it appeared thtit they had had no training in
working specifically with foreign students. There seemed to be general agreement
that, even though I had emphasized in my instructions that papers should be rated
on their organization and not on their grammar (I mentioned my findings that
general English proficiency didn't aprear to be highly related to organizational
success on this task), it was difficult for the tutors rot to be influenced by grammar
and word choice.

The other interesting point that the ',tors made was that they noticed the
degree to which the ESL writeis empathi-2d with Mr. Koumal and made reference
to his emotional states. Most American ,,tuuents, they felt, would have reported the
actions more neutrally. (We shall return to this point later in the report.) As an
example of how far the ESL students sVojective interpretation could take them, one
of the writers, observing Koumal -rbbmg his aching back during his household
labors, reported that shoeshining gave Koumal "a pain in the kidneys."

At the same time that I was having the writing center tutors evaluate a sample of

'The 11 compositions ranged between 144 and 261 w6rds, with a mean of 200.
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ESL compositions, I undertook anothet validation experiment by asking tl,
uate students tyld faculty members attend ina illy seminar on writing to perfo.,
same writing task that I had assigned thc ESL students: I had them view the Kot
film twice and then devote half an hour to summarizing the film in writing. ddi
interpretation at the end. As would be expected, these adult native sp.)
highly advanced L2 speakers of English found it hard to play the gam,
Some wrote bedtime stories for young children; others seemed to ,,,ally
deviating fi om conventional narrative style in as many ways as they could. This, of
course, is wilt highly competent writers can and do do in their native language. Yet
a composite profile of twelve of the native-speaker compositions showed that it
essentially mateho the ESL students' Pattern I The native speakers' profile appears
in Figure 2. ThL nly real difference was that the native speakers had proportionately
more to say on most o thc curly narrative points than had the foreign students.

Figure 2: Ll Organizational Pattern
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I also asked the seminar students and faculty members to select th ur or five
best organized compositions from among the same I I I had given the w., mg tutors.
Adding their choices to those of the tutors did not change the previous results so far
as the t( -Aced compositions were concerned.

Fr . le foregoing experiments I felt some confidence in concluding that
compos..,ors organized along the lines of Pata.rn I di.4*-nd to strike native speakers
as the most appropriately structured

Related to organizational structure bu: not directly a part of the. foregoing
analysis is the matter of narrative openers--the ievices the students used in begin-
ning their compositions. Half the ESL writers used the simplest strategy of describ-
ing the action as the film opens: "Mr. Koumal is brushing his shoes"; . Koumal
was so tired with the work to shine his sh.oes." No preference was foul,J between
present and past tense.

The second most favored beginning, used by about 30 percela of the subjects,
was to introduce the film character by attaching a label to him: "M r. Koumal is/ was
a (man)." Some of the !abels referred to Koumal's most obvious physical
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rgeteristic, his rotundity, others to his intellectual powers ("wise,""intelligent"),
and some to his probable profession ("engineer," "mechanician," "a scientist of
talent"). Many of these labels were clearly speculations based on the writer's inter-
prctation of subsequent events; thus the opening served a kind of foreshadowing
function.

The third opening strategy, employed by 20 percent of the ESI, writers in the
sample, was to plunge directly into the heart of the film story, the writers either not
bothering to set the scene at all or including both Koumal's motivation and his plans,
all in the same intioductory statement: "Mr. Koumal wanted to make a robot
because he thought that with it, hc can solve all the things mechanically"; "One day,
tired of doing works by himself, Mr. Koumal thought that he could find a machine
to work for him," In two of the seven papers with openings like this, the writers then
backtracked and described the film action from beginning to end. But the other five
writers who entered the story in the middle simply proceeded from there. Generally
their compositions fit Pattern 2 described earlier.

Another interesting feature of the openers was thc number of writers (17
percent) who either referred overtly to the narrative as a story or began their com-
positions with a conventional story-marking phrase; "One day" or "Once upon a
time." Only one student of the 35 opened with a reference to a film.

With only a dozen native-speaker narratives to draw upon, one can scarcely
make any generalintions about how L I openers compare with L2. Yet the findings
are at least interesting and quite possibly suggest what we might find with a larger
sample. As with the ESL students, half the native speakers used the strategy of
simply describing what was happening as the film began. There was no strong
preference for either present or past tense. Another 25 percent of the subjects used
the second strategy of opening by attaching a label to the film character: "physically
fit," "inventive and industrious," "a small, rotund man with a big smile," In no
instance, however, did a native speaker attempt to identify the character's profession
as did several of the ESL writers.' The remaining 25 percent of native-m-aker
narrators combined both of the above strategies in their opening sentence "Mr.
Koumal, a rather chubby, stubby fellow, opens the film attempting to i h his
shoes"; "Mr. Koumal, a young, overweight man, finds that he has problems i no,g

his shoes." None of the nato.e speakers began in the middle of the film stor
number of the ESL students.

Though only one of the !2 native speak,!rs refered to the narrative a y,

three used the termsfihrn or cartoon. It wil ced that only one in 35 ESL
writers made the latter kind of reference.

To summarize the observations about ieners, we can say that about
75 percent of the ESL writers began their , in ways quite similar to those

41 am reminded here of Deborah Tannen's study of o Al in (:..tives in Greek and English (Tannen 1980).
rannen's Greek women subjects, in reporting what happened in a narrative film, showed a greater
tendency than their American counterparts to interpret rather than simply report elements shown in the
film. Interpretation included reporting as fact what was conjecture.

'This finding, too, runs parallei to Tannen's (1980), who reported that her American subjects were more
inclined than the Greeks to adopt a film-critic stance. But the small sire of mir native-speaker sample
prevents us from treating the Koumal data as anything more than su gestive.
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adopted by native speakers. The main differences between the two groups were
( I ) that some ESL students omitted tlic 7isential scene-setting elements, and (2) that
some native speakers demonstrated tly ..ither advanced strategy of describing both
the film character and the opening action in the same sentence.

What, then, are the implications of this analysis of narrative organization?
Given the small sample and the very specialized nature of the writing assignment,
one can scarcely generalize about the way ESL students tell stories. The results do,
however, encourage me to believe that we can, with practice and exot imentation,
develop more effective ways to analyze organizational structures toan are presently
available, even for so seemingly restrictive a genre as the narrative.

But just as interesting, to my way of thinking, are the possible pedagogical
applications of the procedures we have been considering. Film-based narratives are,
I have come to think, a good way to introduce ESL instruction on organizational
principles. The film provides a uniform stimulus for the writers, yet, as the Koumal
experiment demonstrates, still allows considerable scope for individual variation.
The narrative is very likely a familiar form to most of our ESL students, who should
take comfort both in its homely familiarity and its straightforward chronological
ordering. Yet what one learns about organizing narratives in English can be applied
to other kinds of writing more relevant to our mature, academically oriented stu-
dents, Many technical reports, for example, follow essentially a nan ative pattern.
But more than this, as shown in the Koumal analysis, the general rhetorical principles
of unity, coherence, and emphasis apply just as surely to the simple narrative as to
the higher forms of writing.

Class prewriting activities can include discussion of the event structure of the
film and then of ways to translate this into effective narrative discourse structure (Cf.
Brewer and Lichtenstein 1981). Working cooperatively, the class can propose a set of
basic narrative points to be included in their compositions and suggest the relative
emphasis which each should receive. The teacher can then graphically depict these
suggestions on the black.)9a rd as composition profiles of the kind developed in the
Koumal study. Subsequently, finished compositions judged by the students as
particularly well organized can be andyzed by the class through such profiles. And
procedures developed as the class works in this way on the narrative could, it would
seem, continue to be utilized from time to time as the group moves on to more
complex written forms.
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Some Limitations in
Teaching Composition
Sandra McKay

INTRODUCTION

The idea of teaching composition suggests that writing is a skill consisting of
units which can be sequenced, presented, and tested in a formal instructional setting.
Yet I would argue that writing is not just a skill, but also a way of perceiving, learning
and developing. As lrmscher puts it, "writing is more than a frozen record of
thinking. It is an action and a way of knowing" (1979:241). This way of knowing
encompasses at least three complex activities: first, becoming aware of selected
details in the environment; second, abstracting these details for analysis; and finally,
imposing on them some type of order. It is because of these processes that, as Odell
points out, even "apparently simple engaging writing tasks may entail rather
complex conceptual activity" (1980:44).

Let us stop for a mor ,ent and analyze the conceptual strategies demanded by
the following timed writing topic:

Most people haw one possessk ti that is especially important to therm For
example, some people may value their musical instruments because of the many
hours they spend playing music on them. Other people may value a piece of
jewelry because it belonged to a relative. Finally, others may value a photo-
graph, a teapot, or a wall hanging because it reminds them of home.

Think about a possession you have that is very important to you. Write a
paper in which you: first describe it, and then explain why it is so important
to you.

In the first part, be so specific that readers will be able to visualiz.e it. In the
second part, pi ovid.: Fufficient examples so that a .:ader will be able to under-
stand exactly why the object is valuable to you.

In order to write on this topic, writers first need to sort through the vast number
of possessions that they have or have had and then to select one of these vl,hich is
important. Writers must also define what they mean by importance, which could

Sandra McKay is Associate Professor , the English Department at San Francisco State University where
she teaches courses in ESL composit: .11, methods and materials devdoprnent.
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include everything from the object's commonality to its uniqueness, front its
permanence to its transiency from its size to its shape.

The next problem would he to describe the object, Suppose, as many of my
stmlents did, you selected a photograph, limy would you describe it? As an image
reproduced on a 3 by $ piece of photosensitive surface? Vrobably not, Yet in sonic
instances, such as a science class, this type of description would be highly
appropriate. Should the size of the photograph he mentioned? This depends on the
individual's definition of importance. II size contributes to the significance of the
photograph, then certainly it should be included. If it is rather the content of the
photograph that is importart, then the question is which elements of the picture itself
should be described? Should the description include the stance, hair style, facial
expression, and/ or clothing of the individuals in the photograph? Any or all of these
details might be relevant, but they arc relevant only if they contribute to the
significance of the item. In short, the description of the object requires a fine
balawing between various aspects of the concrete object and the writer's definition
of importance.

An additional complexity of the task rests in its rhetorical dimension. Since the
description is for an audience, the writer may feel that certain objects are too
personal n. precious to detail to a relative stranger, such as a teacher. Thus, writers
have to tiarrow the choice of object to one which they are willing to describe for a
public audience. Finally, writers need to be able to express their sense of the topic
within the many constraints imposed by the language itself, They must have the
language available to describe the object in a precise and vivid manner. Hence, a
relative'-' simple writing task can involve a variety of complex procoses.

Th. ,,oint is that many of these processes are never addressed, nor can they be
realistically addressed, in a classroom. The richness of the essay depends to a great
extent on the ability of the writers to sort through their stored memory of
possessions, to select and abstract one of these which has special significance, and to
impose some type of order on its description. To write this essay or any other, an
individual needs proficiency in many areas including among others, knowledge of
the subject, awareness of the audience, an ability to select and organize relevant
details, an ability to rse appropriate language, and finally, an ability to assess the
essay throughout the writing process. Some of these proficiencies can be developed
in the classroom, while others have been or will be developed outside the classroom.
The question is which aspects of the composing process are hest viewed as
components of formal training, and which elements are factors of general knowledge
and experience acquired outside of the classroom. Let us begin with the writer's
knowledge of the subject.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT

Flower ; Hayes, in their cognithe process model of writing, depict the
relationship ween the writer's long-term memory and the writing process as an
ongoing ink one. They point out that "the problem with long-term memory
is, first of all geaing things out of itthat is, finding the cue that will let you retrieve
a netwo of useful knowledge. The second problem for a writer is usually
recogn: ng, or adapting that information to fit the demar "I" of the rhetorical
problem" (1981:371). What can we as composition teachers do to help students use
and adapt the information that they have stored in the long-term memory?
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First and foremost, we can allow students a great deal of choke in the selection
of writing topics or, if we want to select only one topic, we should choose a topic
about which the students are likely to have knowledge or experience. Therekre,
topics which presuppose a great deal of specific' knowledge about American culitire
or about a particular academic field with which the students are unfamiliar tire best
avoided, For example, an assignment which asks students to compare and contrast
the educational system of their native country with that of the United States assumes
that the students know u great deal about the American system of education, If they
do not have this knowledge, they will have little or nothing to say.

If ss.: choose to assign expository topics, we have two alternatives, Either we can
design topics that the students already know a great deal about, or we can devote
class time to helping students become familiar with the topic. The choice here, it
seems to me, rests on the scope of the knowledge demanded, To adequately
familiarize students with the various elements of thc American educational system
would necessitate a great deal of reading and discussion. On the miter hand, to
provide students with information about a fairly limited topic, such as the
procedures for registering at a particular uni,emity, could be dealt with in a relatively
short period of time. In other words, thew are limitations as to how much time
should be devoted to increasing students' general knowledge so as to provide writing
topics. Most of our students come to us with a store oustt of information. What we
need to do is to design topics which will draw on tins information.

lf, on the other hand, we choose to assign personal topics, we will still need to
help our students recall these experiences. Heuristic devices, brainstorming, journal
writing are all ways of doing this. For example, in ordcr to help students write on a
personal topic such as an important possession, we could do such things as ask
students to describe, in their journals, the experiences they have had that they
associate with this object, or we could have them bring the object to class and then
share these experiences with their classmates. But there are limits as to what we can
do to help students draw on their own personal experiences for writing topics. For
example, with the topic of personal possessions, the value that individual students
place on objects, and the richness of the personal experiences they associate with
these objects arc entirely beyond our control. Thus, even if we select topics of a
personal nature, although we can help students recall their experiences, the breadth
of these experiences will always be beyond our control.

AWARENESS OF THE AUDIENCE

Proficient writers are also aware of their audience. Learning to manipulate
one's verbal and nonverbal repertoire in order to obtain a desired result is an ongoing
process in which some people ultimately achieve much greater skill than others. The
ability to shift one's register for an audience to achieve a specific result undoubtedly
varies on an individual basis in all cultures. However, which elements of an ext.'
will affect the desired response are often culture specific. Take, for exairli
business letter. In the United StatPs, an effective business letter gets to the p
quickly and directly. However, in other cultures such a tack may seem brusque and
offensive. If writing topics are designed so as to imagine or, in fact, have an audience
other than the teacher, class time could and should be devoted to helping students
become aware of this particular audience's expectations. Thus, for exarr.?le,
students need to be taught what the typical United States' businessperson expects in
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httsitless letter. When the audience for the students papers is the teacher, we should
make it clear to the students what we expect to find in the essay. We may, for
example, have very specific expectations O hs to the topic and development ol te
essay, expectations which should he clearly specified in the assignment.

One desice to help students become aware of their audience is that set forth by
Pfister and Petrick (1980:214). They suggest that before students begin to write they
conskler questions such as the following.

What is the audience like? What is their socioeconoonc status, their ettucatiomil
and cultural experience, their values?
What does the audience know about the topic? What is their opinion on the
topic? pow strong is this opinion?
What ts my relationship with this audience? Do they know nie welt? Do they
share my values? Why is this topic appropriate for this audience?
What is my purpose in addressing this audience? What role should I assut 'or
this audience?
What are the best methods for achieving my goals in t' :ns of organization,
tone, diction, etc.?

Such heuristic devices help to provide the students with important information
about their audience, information which they can then draw on throughout the
writing proCess.

There are limits, however, as to what we can teach our students about their
audience, It may be that our students are in academic fields in which we personally
are not aware of the typical expectations of the audience in terms of such things us
the usual format of the papers and the assumed background knowledge of the
readers. Or, it may be that our students are in such Va ried fields that we will not hav !

the time to deal with the expectations of their professional audiences. Thus, although
we can encourage them to be aware of the fact that their audience may have
particular expectations, we may not be able to give them specific information on
such things as what type of organization, tone or diction will be most effective for
t heir a udience.

SELECTING AND ORGANIZING DETAILS

Meeting the expectations of a particular audience depends ta a great extent on
the writer's selection and organizing of pertinent details, The selection of these
details often reflects what Perl (1980:365) terms the writer's "felt-sense" of the topic.
However, writers are unlikely to have this felt sense unless they have had some
experience with the topic. lf, for example, a writing topic involves the legalization of
marijuana or the injustices of the United States' court system, topics with which thc
writers have had little or no experience, it is unlikely they will have any sense of the
topic. Therefore, they will find it extremely difficult to elaborate on the topic with
relevant details. As one of my students put it, "writing an essay was not very difficult
if I had enough information and ideas."

lf, however, the topic is of great interest to the writers and is one on which they
have a great Al of information, they are still faced with the problem of selecting and
organizing the details they have. Many composition classes follow the procedure of
providing students with an organizational plan. Yet on many levels this approach is
counterproductive for as Flower and Hayes point out, "planning is not a unitary
stage, but a distinctive thinking process which writers use over and over again during
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cmnposing" (19111;375). II, in composition class, students arc presented with a
format for organiting, they will not become cop int withthe most important skill
a all, namely the ability to sort through thea knowledge and esperienee and
then to select and organize the information whwh is most relevant to their desired
goals, Outside the classroom individuals often organite information in accordance
with tlWir goals. They may need to rank priorities in their personal life or to comp=
the merits of a particular consumer item. Ultimately, it is the problem that dictates
which details are relevant and how they should be approached,

What can we do to help students learn how to organite information to achieve a
&sired result? One thing we can do is to make them aware of various methods of
organitation and show them how the same information could be organited in
several ways. For example, we might take similar information on a specific topic
such as the early development of the American railroad and write one text using
chronological development and another using cause and effect. Next, we could have
students identify the cohesive devices which differentiate the two plans of
development. Finally, wc could ask students to decide which plan they believe would
be more effective if, for example, the author wanted to demonstrate the influencP of
American business on thc development of the railroad. It is important, however, that
students see the connection between such exercises and their own writing. One way
to assure this is to be available throughout the writing process, helping students to
clarify their intentions and select the method of development that will best suit their
intentions.

hut there arc limits to what we can do. Proficient writers have learned how to
achieve a match between what thcy have to say and how they say it, based on their
assessment of their audience and their goals. How do thcy learn this? Quite typically,
they learn this by continuing to write and critically analyze their own work. For
some of our students, writing has been and may continue to bc something they do
not enjoy doing. For these students, many of whom may have developed a negative
attitude toward writing, we may not be able to encourage them to become
su . ieiently involved in the writing process so that thcv will learn to consciously select
their method of development to achieve their writing goals.

ABILITY TO USE APPROPRIATE LANGUAGE

Proficient writers are able to express thcir sense of a topic within thc limitations
imposed by the medium of language. 1 here are, of course, many ways in which a
composition class, particularly an ESL class, can develop accuracy and fluency in
the language. On a grammatical level, students can be presented with regularities
about the language, their errors can be pointcd out and their work revised. There are
already many text, 'P aid us with these important aspects of teaching composition,
but I am sure we ha. all had students who write completely accurate papers, yet wc
would not considc them proficient writers. Why not? Part of this feeling may be
caused by the students' obvious Ir;ck of knowledge or experience with the topic, but
part of it may be because they have limited their expression of the topic to what they
are certain will bP a mum* use of the language. Oftc unskilled writers are
excessively concerned will' avoiding errors. Zamel, for example, found that while
the leaLt skilled writer in ha- study "was detPrmined not to comrnit errors and

refore attended to then -. prematurely, the more skilled writers devised strategies
that allowed them to pursue the development of their ideas without being side
tracked by lexical and syntactic difficulties." (1983:175).
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Itittt MO 11140Y things 161 Ike con do in helping OM tittlents to use apptopttate
language. Mriit a all, we can decide which errors we wilt COMO and which we will
overlook- This deeision should be based on such things as the estent to which the
error impedes comprehensibility, the proficiency level and goals of the students, and
perhaps, most importantly. on the students' own attitude Iowa id making errors. II
students are overly concerned with avoiding mot's, our best approach with these
students may he to give minimal attention to errors, devotina most of our comments
to helping them develop their ideas.

We can also decide when to correct Mork A premature concern with errors will
focus our students' attention on form before they have had an opportunity to fully
CANON the topic, Summers, in her research on teachers' responses to witting, found
that tettetwts' ennirienb ran often tato students' attention away ttorn their own
purposes in writing and instead focus their attention on pleasing the teacher, She
maintains that "this appropriation of the text by the teacher happens particularly
when teachers identify errors in usage, diction and style in a first dratt and ask
students to correct these errors when they revise, such comment% give the student an
impression of the importance of these errors that is all out of prot ion to how they
should view these errors in this point in the process" (1982:150, . Sommers points
out, it makes little sense to ask students to smrrect errors in sentences or paragraphs
which in the process of revising may be entirely deleted from the text,

There arc, however, lirmt to what we can do in helping oudents to use
appropriate language. We will never be able to anticipate all the errors that our
students will make. Errors in wt,rd choice will most likely continue to continue to
exist on even a very advanced level. Take, for example, the choice of words in thc
following excerpt from a student's paper in which he des,- bes his desire to try riding
a motorcycle.

1 wanted to know what it was like riding a bikc on a raceway. One day, this
destination was fulfilkd.

It is highly unlikely that we would Ix able to anticipate this error and thus, instruct
students in the appropriate use of destination before they use it. Furthermore, it is
doubtful whether or not most students would be able to remedy this error
themselves. Zamel, for example, in hcr work with advanced ES1. students found that
"only two students were able to make decisions about the appropriateness of
complex words they found in dictionaries, decisions that rested on their ability to
understand word connotations" (1983:175). But there arc several things wc can do
after the student has Lied an item inappropriately. We could indicate that the
student selected the wrong form of the word and let him make the revision. Or, we
could cross out the word and replace it with a more common choice such as wish or
desire. Finally, we could use the opportunity tr t!xplain some of the differences
between destination and destiny, and between a is ish and a destiny. It seems to mc
that the last alternative is by far the best since it provides the student with the most
feedback. If in our explanation we also supply the student with examples of common
uses of the word, destination, in the future this student can base his usc of this word
on a clear understanding of what effect this choice will have on his audience.

SELF EVALUATION

Finally, proficient writers are able to evaluate the quality of their own work.
And, as Taylor (1981:1 I) points out, students eventually need "to learn to be their
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own critics and to be able to revise without extensive outside input." In a recent
study, Miller (1982:176-83) investigated what criteria professional writers and
students use in evaluating their own writing. One thing she found was that while
almost all students thought their good writing was writing that the teacher liked,
only 30% of the professional writers based the success ef their writing on a positive
response from their readers. Professional writers, in contrast to students, often based
the evaluations of their work on whether or not the finished product matched their
own intention of what they had set out to do and on whether or not they learned
anything in the process of writing it. Unfortunately, both of these criteria were rarely
mentioned by student writers.

If these criteria of self evaluation are important in the development of proficient
writers, and I believe they are, one hing we should do in the classroom is to
encourage students to judge their own writing on such standards as whether or not
they have learned anything from writing it, rattier thau on whether or not the teacher
liked it. One thing we might do is ask students to provide us w h a written evaluation
of what they learned from the process of writing the paper. Beaven, for example,
suggests that students evaluate their own papers by answering questions such as the
fc :'^wing (1977:143).

I. How much time did you spend on this paper?
2. (After the first evaluation) Whet did you try to improve, or experiment with,
on this paper? How successful were you? If you have questions about what you
were trying to do, what are they?
3. What are the strengths of your paper? Place a squiggly line beside those
passages you feel are very good.
4. What are the weaknesses, if any, of your paper? Place an X beside passages
you would like your teacher to correct or revise. Place an X over any
punctuation, spelling, usage, etc., where you need help or clarification.
5. What one thing will you do to improve your next piece of writing? Or what
kind of experimentation in writing would you like to try? If you would like
some information related to what yvu want to do, write down your questions.
6. (Optional) What grade would you give yourself on this composition?Justify
it.

If we do ask students to assign a grade to the paper, we might have them share this
grade with us only after we have had a chance to read and evaluate their paper. In
conferences we could then compare how we each arrived at our separate evaluation
of the paper.

There are limits, however, in the degree to which we will be able to encourage
self evaluation. It may be that our students, who are accustomed in their other
academic fields and in the educational system, in general, to accept and expect
external evaluation, will find it difficult to critically approach their own writing.
Furthermore, if the students' primary goal is to please the teacher so that they can
achieve a high grade, self evaluation will have value only to the extent that we place a
value on it ourselves. Thus, it is important that we strive to encourage self evaluation
and help our students to become self-reliant writers. For as Roger maintains in his
discussion of the learning process, "it is when the individual has to take the
responsibility for deciding what criteria are important to him, what goals he has been
trying to achieve, and the extent to which he has achieved those goals, that he truly
learns to take responsibility for himself and his directions" (1969:142-3).
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CONCLUSION

Clearly, there are many things we can do to help our students become proficient
writers. But it is important to recognize that there are limits to what we can do. We
are limited, due to time and the personal experience and background of our students,
in the degree to which we can provide them with knowledge about the writing topic.
There are also limits to our own information about the expectations of particular
audiences which our students may need to address. Furthermore, with some
students, we may never be able to involve them sufficiently in the writing process so
that they learn to consciously ,:elect methods ot 6-)elopment to suit their intentions.
Finally, there are limits to the degree to whict, ',,%e can encourage our students to
value self evaluation, if in other contexts it is not volued. These limitations, however,
should not discourage us in our endeavors to tca :1-) composition. Rather theyshould
help us clarify what wc: can do in compositiorri dasqes so that we will devote our
attention to these things

Composing, like othei artist,c emit a,iors, is a way of knowing, developing and
creating. Like art instructors, we are Emite..1 in what we can teach our students. We
too can encourage our students to carefully observe their environment; we can show
them techniques to create a particular effect; we can help them to examine and enjoy
the work of other writers; and finally, we can urge them to be the final judge of the
success of their work. But, ultimately, it is individual writers, like individual artists,
who must use this background, along with their own sense of the task, to create.
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In Search of the Key: Research and
Practice in Composition
Vivian Zamel

There is a Sufi story that goes something like this:

A neighbor finds the sage on his hands and knees searching the ground.
"What have you lost, oh wise one?" the neighbor asks.
"My key," answers the sage. And the neighbor gets down on hands and knees

to help.
"Where did you drop it?" the neighbor asks after a few minutes of searching.
"At home," answers the sage.
"Then why, for heaven's sake, are you looking here?" asks the neighbor.
The sage answers, "The light is better here."

This tale is a metaphor for the type of research and pedagogy that for a long
time predominated in native language composition. Researchers and teachers felt
more comfortable looking for answers in the bright light ofexperimental conditions
where written products could be analyzed, results measured and tabulated, and
methods of instruction compared and then prescribed. However, to go back to our
tale, if the key is elsewhere, bright light is not going to help us find it. And it is this
recognition that has resulted in the current interest in the composing process and the
behaviors that this process involves. Researchers and teachers are recognizing that
examining product alone tells us very little about what underlies the product, in
much the same way that language performance may reveal little about competence.
They realize that if we are to have some impact on the product, on the performance,
we must inform ourselves about what preceded it. And while this has meant
searching for answers in not quite so bright a light as previous traditional research
designs, at least these researchers are beginning to feel that they are coming closer to
finding, if not the key, then certainly some clues about what writing entails and,
hence, what the teaching of writing should involve.

This investigation into what Maxine Hairston (1982:84) calls the "intangible
process" has revealed the complexity of writing behavior. Composing has been

Vivian Zamel is Director of the ESL Program at the University of Massachusetts in Boston where her
current preoccupation is the study of students writing.
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found to be non-linear, recursive, and convoluted (see, for example, Emig 1971, Pert
1980b, Rose 1980, Sommers 1980). It seems that writing cannot necessarily be
broken down into neat categories such as pre-writing, writing, and rewriting, for
revision and invention have been observed to occur throughout the act of com-
posing. And because writers do not necessarily know what they are going to say
before they begin to write, composing is the means whereby they discover their ideas.

With attempts to investigate the composing process have come studies that
have examined the writing behaviors of skilled and unskilled writers. Researchers
have worked under the assumption that by studying what proficient writers do, we
will have a basis upon which not only to evaluate the appropriateness of our
classroom methods but also to develop instructional approaches that will better
meet the needs of those who are less proficient. Interestingly enough, this is the same
assumption that underlies much recent work in second language acquisition.
Descriptions of good and poor language learning strategies (Stern 1980), published
introspective journals describing language learning experiences (Bailey 1980,
Schumann 1980), studies of language learning in the classroom and in natural
settings (Krashen 1982, d'Anglejan 1978), and first-hand interviews with language
learners (Stevick 1981) are all attempts to discover how learners learn so that we may
then determine how teachers should teach.

Case studies, based by and large on the analysis of "think aloud" protocols of
skilled and unskilled writers' have revealed that skilled writers review what they have
already written in order to move forward, that the act of evaluating one's writing
leads to discovery (see, for example, Flower and Hayes 1981, Pert 1980a and 1980b,
Pianko 1979, Sommers 1980). Furthermore, as experienced and proficient writers
reconsider what they have already written, they conceptualize the effect of their draft
as a whole, and are therefore less concerned and distracted by surface-level features
of writing. If necessary, these writers then modify or rewrite theird rafts because they
understand that this strategy will help them more closely approximate meaning. In
contrast to these writers, unskilled and inexperienced writers are less aware of the
cyclical and exploratory nature of composing and do not employ the holistic
strategies of more skilled writers. While they do reread before continuing to write,
they pause more often to do so and are far more concerned with local problems that
arise.

While findings of process-centered studies and their implications for the
classroom dominate the current literature on the teaching of writing in LI,2 research
into the composing processes of ESL students is almost negligible. We are, however,
beginning to recognize the importance of this line of research. Jacobs (1982), in her
comparative study of the written work of eleven university students, five of whom
spoke English as a second language, was able to observe these students while they
composed and interview them about the difficulties they were experiencing. Her
data indicate that composing constraints may have more to do with students' ability
to compose essays than difficulties with the mechanics of language. She found, for
example, that the complexity of the assignment and the students' own misconcep-
tions about how to meet the requirements of the assignment may be more prob-

'Questions have been raised about the extent to which verbalizing aloud is similar to silent composing.
For discussions of the problems inherent in this particular research technique, see Cooper and Holzman
1983, Faigley and Witte 1981, Voss 1983.
2For a more systematic review of these studies, see Zamel 1982.
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lematical than linguistic background. Edelsky's (1982) recent study of the first and
second language writing of nine bilingual children also suggests that composing
constraints, and not primarily language, influence what second language learners
produce on paper. Her comparison of L 1 and L2 writing supports the notion that
writing involves the "orchestration" of multiple sub-systems which produce a text
and that writing in a first language means being able to "juggle and mesh" these
systems (1982:214), a point that has been made by native language writing theorists
like Flower and Hayes (1981) and Smith (1982). In accordance with such a view, it is
hypothesized that what writers already know about the writing process from the first
languageabout, for example, strategies for planning a text, situational demands,
audience considerations, the "shuttling back-and-forth movements" that Perl
(1980b:369) has observed in writers"is applied to rather than interferes with
writing in another language" (Edelsky 1982:214). Similarly, Lay's (1982) investiga-
tion of the composi:14 processes of ESL adult learners, a case study that was based
on an analysis of "think aloud" protocols and interviews with six Chinese college
students, indicates that "many of the composing strategies used by native language
studentsrereading topics, going back and forth in a text, re-evaluating organiza-
tion, asking questions, changing vocabulary, the different levels of editingare also
present in second language learners" (1982:406). Like Edelsky, her findings suggest
that language in and of itself is not to be viewed as problematical. She points out, for
example, that the students that she observed "translated key words into the first
language to get a stronger impression and association of ideas for the essays"
(1982:406). And the more translations there were into the native language, the better
the essays were found to be in terms of overall organization and presentation of
ideas. Furthermore, like Jacobs (1982), Lay pointed to the constraints of the task
itself and how they may influence composing strategies, for certain topics induced
more native language translations than others. Jones (1981, I982a, I982b) has
likewise provided us with insight into the writing behaviors of ESL students. In one
study, in which seven ESL students were videotaped while they composed aloud,
Jones (1982b) found that ESL students, like their native language counterparts, had
problems with the process itself, as was suggested by Jacobs'(1982) work. In another
study, Jones (1981) videotaped nine ESL students as they each wrote three essays.
He adopted Krashen's (1982) framework of the monitor model to pinpoint and
analyze the differences between the writing behaviors of a monitor underuser, one
who seldom monitors, even when the opportunity to do so exists, and a monitor
over-user, one who is overly concerned with rules and correctness. Clearly neither
one of these writers seemed to demonstrate the composing behaviors of more
experienced or skilled writers, behaviors that seem to indicate optimal monitor use.
The over-user was determined to formulate ideas and pause frequently to polish the
text at the same time, while the under-user wrote more extensive pieces of text but
attended to little more than surface-level revisions. Moreover, this study again
pointed to the influence of discourse type on composing behaviors, for the personal
essays required less planning time than the other writing tasks. In yet a third study,
Jones ( I982a) observed the writing processes of a good and poor ESL writer as each
composed aloud in order to discover why poor writers may leave out rhetorical
information that good writers include. He found that the poor writer was "much
more constrained by the actual text she had created" (1982a:4) and was less able to
distance herself from it. The good writer, on the other hand, was able to evaluate her
ideas with reference to large writing goals. Thus, while the poor writer had a harder
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time at the local level, struggling with one sentence at a time, the good writer was
concerned more with meeting the needs of the overall text and postponed editing in
order not to interrupt the process of generating ideas. Jones hypothesizes that the
problems of the poor writer stem not from language difficulties but from the fact that
she doesn't have "efficient strategies for writing," for she never learned to compose
(1 982a:8) and thus echoes some of the conclusions of the L2 composing studies cited
thus far.

Finally, my own investigations (Zamel 1982 and 1983) into the composing
processes of ESL students, the first based on the self-reports and written work of
eight proficient ESL writers, the second based primarily on the observation of six
advanced ESL students while they composed, indicate that skilled ESL writers
experience writing as an exploratory and generative process, revising their papers,
recording new ideas, and shifting directions throughout the process. These students
seemed to interact with and react to their texts, creating meaning wl-ile assessing it at
the same time. While the changes that occurred at first were global, it oward the
end of the process, after a series of drafts, that surface-level fr . iting were
primarily attended to. Thus, although there were langta ve 'ties, these
difficulties did not seem to interrupt the flow of the or writers
had devised strategies that allowed them to pursu- -e ir ideas
without being sidetracked by lexical and syntactk , to these
writers, the least skilled ESL writers seemed to have re' terstanding
of what composing entailed. Like Jones' unskilled wnLr, y paL i often and
between short chunks of discourse, prematurely attending to meal concerns of usage
and expression and rarely making changes that affected meaning. they acted as if
writing were a static transcription of parts rather than the creation of a whole
discourse. They did not seem to understand that composing required the reevalua-
tion and revision of one's ideas and produced, instead, second and third drafts that
were basically neater copies of their first ones.

In sum, research into second language composing processes seems to cor-
roberate much of what we have learned from research in first language writing. Of
course, much further research into second language composing processes is neces-
sary to determine the extent to which these findings are generalized. We need to
explore the notion that writing strategies and behaviors are universal and applied
across languages, as has recently been observed by Widdowson (1983), by observing
students compose in both languages and then comparing their L I and L2 writing.
We need to find out if a minimum level of language competence is required before
students are able to view writing in a second language as a "process of discovering
meaning" (Zamel 1982). But let us return to our research to date. Composing in a
second language has been found to be an extremely complex undertaking, but it
seems that this complexity has more to do with the constraints imposed by the
writing task itself than with linguistic difficulties.3 While ESL students must
certainly deal with concerns that are linguistic-specific, it seems that it is their writing
strategies and behaviors and not primarily language proficiency that determine
composing skill. Thus, like inexperienced or basic native language writers, unskilled
ESL writers seem to have a very limited and limiting notion of what composing

'it is interesting to note that this finding, with specific reference to writing, reinforces our growing re ogni-
tion of the effects of discourse constraints on second language acquisition. For an overview of t rent
research in second language acquisition see Larsen-Freeman (1981).
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involves, and skilled ESL writers, 1,k good native languaLz writers, seem to be
aware of the various dimensions and demands of composing and how and when to
attend t- ! q demands.

Host 143 :PC. se findings . tnsiate into classroom practices? students must
be given rtunity to expet. atid work through the process of composing.
They need to 1,, given to understa writers do not necessarily know before-
hand what they will say, that posing Berthoff (1980) puts it, ig the making of
meaning out of chaos. The 4:utmost -noir. rather than concerning itself
only with learning to write, should be a p where s ,:f.* are writing to learn
(see, for example, Emig 1977, Irmscher 1979, Knoblaucl. ad Brannon 1983). Once
students become convinced that discovery takes place wh7t.' t M -,y4Ing, that the act
of writing itself may generate thoughts and ideas, they may C to t to* 44-iting as a
meaningful and important undertaking. But how is it that we as writing teachers of
ESL students can promote this understanding? How can we convince our students
that writing is purposeful?

First of all, we can begin to question whether our more traditional approaches
wili lead our students toward these goals: Will practice with outlining, thesis
sentences, and topic sentences encourage students to explore their thoughts on
paper, or will they lock students into rigid formulaic frameworks that may produce
organized but entirely predictable and vapid essays? Will models that students are
given to analyze and imitate provide these students with the experience of forming
an, reforming their ideas again and again until what they really want to say is finally
expressed? Is assigning tasks that are worked on at home, (perhaps in one sitting the
night before the paper is due), and then collecting and grading them going to
promote in students either the understanding that one draft is not enough or that the
teacher's comments may represent the reactions of other readers as well? What
notion of writing elt ec attending primarily to grammar and usage transmit to fie
stndents? To what e tre students likely to take risks in their writing, to elabt
upon ideas that are ON tful to them, if they are by and large reinforced to play it
safe and follow certain prescriptive rules?

The answers to these questions are obvious. So let us return to the original
question: What can we as teachers do? For one thing, our students must be given
time to do multi-draft assignments so that each draft brings them clowr to
approximating what they want to say. Thus, the process they are working through is
a repeated and ongoing effort. As we respond to these drafts, we should attend to the
ideas expressed and formulate questions and comments that help students recon-
sider the logic and clarity of their ideas. And these questions and comments, if they
are to enable students to go beyond their first attempts must be instructional. Rather
than directing a student to "Be more specific" or asking "What do you mean?", one
should indicate explicitly the kind of information that would help clarify, elaborate
or explicate the writer's meaning. These responses are by their very nature difficult to
illustrate since they connect with and refer to a specific text.

Teachers, however, should not be the students' only readers. Classroom time
should be given over to workshop-type collaborative activities in which students
comment and raise questions about each other's writing. This type of dialogue can be
modeled or structured by the teacher by providing students with a set of questions
that they should consider as they respond to student writing, questions that at first
ask for easily arrived at holistic responses but that eventually ask for more precise
responses (Harris 1978). Or perhaps the class as a whole can read pieces of writing
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and formulate ,,ether the 14.r. lns that they bclieve writers should
address. Students can a1.r ompare paragraph by paragraph summaries
el their writing with the summaries writtei other students in the classroom. The
comparison of their comments and those of hf other readers then becomes the basis
for the next constrtk ti #. of the paper. Bert (1981), Johnson (1983) and Raimes
(1983) recommend ix- iiiients be eneout to work together to consider what
one can anticipate a: -,r 771,,ves from one t .1.:e of discourse to the next. Po nsot and
Deen (1982) sugge5. srJents listen t - other's writing after which they write
down their observati, inlicate t. because listening is more immediate,
direct and eine! h.:4s studtnts attention atid at the same time better
establishes a ctn., ritec The .rvations students are encouraged to
make are des, rt-t tr.a. tudb. ical or subjective, and because these
observatiorr rP 1 at.) are given yet another opportunity to
practice v rs

Ac
about
Brannoi
to write
romote u.

composing, 'it tt

that wnis
reader. As id "tt.

o in the students the ability to comment
a 41 is then applied to their own writing (see

u 1982 for accounts of how students learned
IS' reactions). Furthermore, these activities
of the important constraints of the act of

audience, for it is through activities of this sort
trti. fe aware of the effects their writing has upon a

cr is exposed to this kind of feedback, the better able
he is to begin ruiloiot me generalizations about the future audiences he will write
for" (Harris 1978:45).

A sense of a udierce, however, can be established at the outset as well, since the
information included in a piece of writing, the direction it will go in, the assumptions
it will work upon, even the type of language 1. will use is determined to some extent
by the reeds of one's readers. Thus, assignments can build into them the audience for
which the writing is intended. Flower believes that it is this sense of audience that
helps writers improve, and she thus underlines the importance of replacing vague
assignments with "vivid, realistic assignments centered around a clearly defined rea/
reader" (1981b:67). Her writing text (1981a) consists of "rhetorical problems" which
students attempt to solw by addressing a particular reader. A case method
approach, which likewise stipulates a hypothetical reader, is another way in which
audience can be established. Unlike most writing assignments that fail to provide the
student with a sense of purpose or context, cases, because theyattempt to create true-
to-life squations which require a response to a particular reader, are more like
writing in the real world. Cases thus have the "power of authenticity.. . . and can
provoke inquiry Ind discussion by their very nature as open-ended writing problems
faced by real people" (Weiss 1980:136-137). As students consider the data presented
and analyze thcse problcm-centered situations, they learn to develop strategies that
will help them transform the data into texts that "meet thc informational needs of a
specific audknce" (Berkenkotter 1981:396). And the extent to which audience
constraims influenze writing can further be illustrated by directing students to work
on the same case but to address mare than one possible reader, each of whom has
different concerns and therefore requires a different response.4

'For a more detailed description of case methods. see Tedlock 1981. For texts based on this approach to
the teaching of writing, see Field and Weiss (1979) and Teclock and Jarvie (1981),
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In addition to in-class workshops in which writing is discussed, class time
should be given over to actual writing. For example, by allowing students to engage
in free writing, that is, writing non-stop for a predetermined period of time in order
to "release thoughts and images into visible language" (Ponsot and Deen 1982:35),
we may help them realize that ideas are suggested by the writing itself, that writing
without pause to examine and judge can lead to the exploration of different
possibilities. Having students write freely about, perhaps, the reading that had been
assigned and I.ow it is related to a topic that had already been discussed in class, or
about the issues brought up during a class debate or other focused discussion,
demonstrates to students that writing in and of itself is a heuristic. And because free-
writing is not evaluated against the criteria applied to more formal assignments, it
encourages students to take risks and to experiment. It is this kind of writing that
may first produce, as it sometimes does with my students, statements about having
nothing to say but that, half-way down the page, results in the articulation of ker.riel
ideas. Teachers of course can also participate in this in-class writing so that they can
both become more sensitive to the writing experiences of their students and share
with them the products of their explorations, products that are likely to be rough and
disorganized but within which the seeds ot the next draft can be found.

In the same way that free-writing may help students find what Perl (1980a:3 I)
calls a "wedge" into a topic or idea, journals can promote an exploration of one's
experiences and observations. Journal writing serves to involve students in writing in
which they can concentrate on what they have to say without worrying about how to
say it and thus both reduces anxiety and often produces some of their best and most
original writing. It also gives teachers the opportunity to respond to ideas and
content rather than form and mechanics, a practice which I and other ESL teachers I
have spoken with find freeing, even exhilarating. Responding to student journals in
this way can even take the form of teacher journals through which teachers not only
react to their students but reveal their own thoughts, ideas, observations, a technique
that has been used successfully in ESL classrooms (Spack and Sadow 1983). The
journal thus sets up a real, communicative dialogue and in a natural and obvious
way reinforces the notion that writing is the making of reading. Furthermore,
journal cntries can be used as points of departure for assignments which build upon
them. For example, a personal experience can become the narrative portion of a
longer essay whose goal it is to make inferences or generalizations about this
experience.

Journals, however, need not be corfined to the recording of subjective or
expressive writing alone. Rather, they arc "places where you can generate and think
through ideas for paper topics, work out a problem presented in class, log
experiences that are a part of a course, record thoughts and insights that you think
might he useful, but are not exactly sure how" (Maimon et al. 1981:20). Journals
allow ',tridents to test out hypotheses, create their own perspectives or make new
connections with reference to the course content. And by doing so, their teachers
may discover underlying problems to which they can then respond, which in turn
facilitates further writing/ learning:

The concern is to create intellectual dialogue as a way of stimulating more
learning, to use writing as a means of . . . communicating the honest extent
of the writer's understanding, including difficulties, inadequacies of insight,
imperfect or unproductive connections among ideas and information, so that
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a more experienced learner can provide, through reinforcing commentary,
some new directions for exploration (Knoblauch and Brannon 1983:471).

Journals can also be used in much the same way that commonplace books were once
used, a place where students can summarize or react to their reading. These
summaries or commentaries can then be incorporated into later, more complex
writing tasks: For example, journal entries that summarize differing arguments
surrounding a controversial issue can be discussed with reference to each other in a
later piece of writing. Sequencing writing in this way helps students work through
the assimilation and synthesizing skills that are at the heart of most academically
oriented essays. Furthermore, in the process of turning their private journal writing
into public expository prose, students would pin insight into how writer-based
prose differs from reader-based prose, to use Flower's (1979) terms. And by asking
students to read their journals, not only write in them, the journal becomes defined
as a text itself and thus validates journal writiug as a method for ordering,
representing and interpreting one's experiences and perceptions (Bartholomae
1982:36-37).

Other writing assignments can likewise be usPd to build upon one another.
Thus, students can be directed to use previously written work as the btsis fer a
comparison paper, for example. In addition to having something to say, students
learn how the same phenomena can be viewed from a different perspective, and that
this shift in perspective establishes new and critical relationships. I recently had
students read, discuss and write about several of Studs Terkel's (1972) interviews
They then did their own interviews and recorded the information they obtained and
formed generalizations about them. As a final writing task studen.s determined the
extent to which their own findings compared with those of Terkel. Such a series of
assignments produced writing that was rich and original. It helped demonstrate thc
evolving nature of composing, not only with reference to the particular task at hand,
but with reference to the entire sequence of tasks. It allowed students to actually
experience the process of comparing data. And it helped students understand that
how one chooses to view the world determines how one organizes it.

Students also have to be taught that the different sub-processes of composing
should not be attended to all at once. While some skilled writers may be able to
juggle the different writing demands and constraints at the same time, correcting
grammar and punctuation while still exploring ideas, inexperienced or beginning
writing students may need to learn that certain aspects of writing should be
addressed before others and that a premature focus on correctness may prevent
exploration. This is especially the case in the ESL classroom where students arc still
acquir:ng language and where a concern with form and convention may precede or
entirely ignore the issue of a writer's intention. ESL students, like other writing
students, need to be encouraged to explore their ideas and thoughts first and
foremost and need 'to bc provided with feedback that indicates that this is in fact the
most important feature of writing. Thcy should be given to understand that
attention to correctness us a sub-task that can be relegated to the final part of thc
process. Again, this understanding can only be promoted if our feedback and
instruction reinforce this notion. Sommers (1982) tecemly pointed out that even
whcn wc want more comprehensive revisions, students conceive of revision as chiefly
the altering or improving of surface-level features because our comments seem to
underline thc importance of these features. A typical comment begins with the vague
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"You have some good ideas but . . ." and is then followed by an unwieldy list of
rules and the ways in which the student failed to use them. How likely is the comment
about ideas to be taken seriously!

Surely our experiences have shown us that a concern with correctness at the
outset may lead to less error-ridden revisions, but revisions that show basically little
improvement. Nor do these corrected revisions guarantee that these very errors will
not appear in future papers. Furthermore, an obsession with error and mechanics
may ultimately lead to serious writing blocks. It seems then that a more appropriate
procedure would be to not focus on these features of writing until the students are
engaged by the writing, until students have experienced the process of clarifying
thought, until students grasp the notion that writing can help make sense of their
experiences. As Roe recently put it, "Error vigilance creates safe, not meaningful
prose. We have to allow our writers to be ambitious and to err"(1983:128). Further-
more, since revision may mean that what has already been written may be recon-
structed or even omitted, concentrating on local problems at first is not only inap-
propriate but may even be detrimental, a point illustrated by several case studies (see,
for example, Newkirk 1981, Rose 1980, Sommers 1981) and underlined by Miller
"Treating one's writing as a product to be judged while it remains open to the
possibility of revision may prevent completion or at least make improvement
impossible" (1982:181). It is at the end of the process, when ideas are being refined
and polished, that a concerti with correctness is warranted. It is at this point, when,
as Elbow (1973:17) has put it, "You end up thinking something you couldn't have
started out thinking," that the critical eye and the editing should come into play. It is
in this way that students may come to be, to use Krashen's (1978) term, "optimum
monitor users," employing the monitor to control output, but not letting it obstruct

the flow of discourse.
These are just some of the ways in which we can involve our students in the

composing process and thereby better prepare them to become independent writers.
Before concluding, however, I should like to underline one of the most important
dimensions of this instructioord approach: involving students in the experienceof
working through the composing process provides teachers with information about
the strategies, rules, and patterns that students apply in their writing. We can find
out, for example, that writing may suffer because students pause toooften, those
frequent interruptions keeping them from viewing their writing holisticelly, as was
discovered by one teacher who observed an ESL student trying to write:

It was only when I watched him write that I realized how much hisdetermina-
tion to spell correctly was hindering his writing. A sophisticated user of his
native language, he would not permit himself to commit gross errors in English
spelling. Because of this he paused so long on the task of spelling certainwords
that when he moved on, he had lost the flow of the sentence. The next mental
formulation of what he would write did not join smoothly with what he had
written previously, nor could he easily recapture the original sentence by re-
reading what he had written (Harris 118165).

We may find that they are blocked because they have no strategies for exploration.
With reference to local errors, we may find out, as I did from the students I observed,

that the errors are not due to carelessness, but the result of very del' berate attempts

to make the language conform to some system. For example, one student omitted
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the "s" on a second verb because she had already used the inflection on the first verb
and thought it was not necessary to add another one. We may find that misspellings
occur even -..fter students have looked up words in the dictionary, these students
obviously not aware that dictionaries can be used to check both word fa in and word
meaning. This does not mean that we should all undertake painstaking and time-
consuming observational studies. But we can observe students writing as we
circulate in class, helping them in lividually, pointing out inconsistencies., raising
questions about both global ano local problems. We can ask students, as Bartho-
lomae (1980) did in his study of error, to read their papers to us aloud so that we can
determine which errors are performanoe-based rather than problems of general
linguistic competence. I recently observed a class in which a student was reading his
argument to a small group of students. Every time he came to the word which he had
written as "is." he read it aloud as "in." and every time he came to the word which he
had written as "in," he read it aloud as Is." While, at the time, I could not
immediately determine the cause for such a strange phenomenon, upon reflection it
could very well have been the case that this student was experiencing the kinds of
perceptual problems that Laurence (1976) and Bartholomae (1980) have observed
with reference to their own writing students. By proceeding in this way, hy inter-
vening throughout the process to discover what students can and cannot do, we
learn how to better instruct them. This is in fact what language acquisition theorists
have proposed with reference to language teaching, that it is what students already
know and what they still need to learn that should determine our syllabus and form
the basis of our instruction (see, for example, Corder 1%7 and Brumfit 1979). It is
their own "communicative attempts in the target language" that should be the
"starting-off point of our instruction" (Tay lor 1983:84). It is the "things which will
reveal themselves" if an attempt is made "to discover what students doknow" that
suggest what should be taught (Larsen-Freeman 1981:12)). A process approach
provides us with valuable information about our students' knowledge and needs and
better insures, to return again to Krashen's (1978) terminology, that teacher input
and student intake are more closely aligned.

All of this does not suggest that we have all t he answers. Far from it. We are still
groping in the dark, searching for them. But to return to our metaphor, it is
reassuring to believe that if we look long enough and hard enough, we arc likely to
find the key.
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From Communicative Competence
to Cultural Competence
Harry Krasnick

The growth of interest in teaching culture within the context of English as a
second language (ESL) instruction can be seen as evidence that our basic view of
language itself is in the process of change. So far, however, the development of a
coherent conceptual framework for the teaching of culture in ESL does not seem to
have kept pace with the production of culture-oriented materials. This article high-
lights some background issues, discusses the concept of cultural competence as it
relates to communicative competence, comments on some examples of available
teaching materials, and suggests some directions which the development of cultural
competence as a major goal in teaching ESL might take.

CONTEXTS OF CULTURE LEARNING

There are a variety of purposes for learning ESL, some of which may be
satisfied by the acquisition of linguistic competence or communicative competence
(Paulston 1974). But when interaction with natiw speakers of English is the goal,
culture learning must accompany language learning. A number of factors make
culture learning more complex than language learning.

Every discussion of culture learning must begin with the broader features of the
societal context. In Canada, to take one example, the government has adopted an
official policy of bilingualism and multiculturalism, seeking to promote a pluralistic
society (Burnet 1975, Findlay 1975, Peter 1981). Canada's program of support for all
ethnocultural groups which desire to maintain their identity is expressed in the
metaphor of the cultural mosaic. This has, however, greatly complicated the
questions of what it means to "Canadianize" or "integrate" newcomers (Beck 1975).
At the same time, it has been shown that the position of various groups in Canadian
society is far from equal, both with respect to power (Porter 1965) and in terms of
social status (Berry, Karin and Taylor 1977). A structural analysis of the sociocul-
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tural context of culture learning is suggested by Ogbu (1978), a Nigerian anthropol-
ogist, who has offered tripartite typology of minority groups. What he calls
autonomous minorities may be numerically smaller than the dominant group but
are not subordinate economically or politically. "Members of autonomous minori-
ties do Lot necessarily regard the majority group as their reference group, nor do they
necessarily want to he assimilated" (1978:23). Immigrant minorities, as strangels,
"operate outside the beliefs of an established system of social hien, rchy and are not
deeply affected by the ideology of superiority and inferiority that supports such a
hierarch)" (24). Ogbu's third type, which he calls caste minorities, are regarded by
the dominant group as "inherently inferior in all respects" (23). They are restricted to
certain types of work, and "the least desirable roles they are forced to play are
generally used to demonstrate that they are naturally suited for their low position in
society" (23). While Ogbu's study was aimed at explaining the low academic achieve-
ment of minorky groups in a number of different societies, there is at least one clear
implication for culture learning in ESL: specifically, learners may be members of
groups which occupy structurally different positions in society, resulting in relation-
ships to the dominant group and its culture which may vary significantly.

Inter-relationships between the learner's culture or social group and the target
culture are thought to be a powerful factor in second language learning (Alptekin
1981, Brown 1980, Genesee, Rogers, and Holobow 1983, Schumann 1975, I976a,
I976b). At the psychological level, the target culture's view of the learner's culture
can affect the learner's viev: of his or her own culture (Hall and Freedle 1975, Ind ra
1979, Kelly 1978, Skinner and Hendricks 1979, Wong-Rieger 1980). At the same
time, one group's view of anoth. r group may be a reflection of its view of itself. Basso
(1979), an anthropologist who $ ..idied Apaches living in Arizona, concluded that the
variety of images of the dominant coloure _Ind among Apache groups was due to
the fact that their "models of the Whiteman are consistently formulated in relation to
corresponding models of the Indian" (1979:4-5).

The individual's membership in an ethnocultural group can be viewed in terms
of his or her psychological self-identification with the grot,p (Wsevolod 1981). How-
ever, others may impose a different, inappropriate membcrship on the individual
(Beck 1975, Skinner and Hendricks 1979). This may conflict with the individual's
own personal cultural identity or national origin. For instance, in Canada Sikhs may
be classified as Hindus, Fijians as East Indians, and East Indians as Pakistanis. "In-
appropriate reference grouping" by others obviously can affect intercultural com-
munication in an adverse manner (Condon and Yousef 1975:7-10 and Khleif 1979).
To further complicate matters, the learner may have overlapping or multiple cultural
identities as well (Giles and Johnson 1981).

Race is yet another basis for sccial classification which may operate in culture
learning. Though biological traits are clearly the foundation of racial classification
syste is, such systems are essentially social in nature (Ogbu 1978) and operate on a
contamination theory, by which the presence of a non-white component may serve
as the definitive trait in the eyes of the dominant group (for example, a child with one
white and one black parent is considered non-white, not white-and-black or white-
black).

Subcultural variation also exists within ethnocultural categories and is based
on such factors as social class, religion, regional differences, rural-urban differences,
and so on. As with race and ethnocultural membership, as discussed above, labels
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applied by others may reveal far more about their particular classification systems
than about the categories of nwrnbership which art: meaningful to the people being
described (see, for example, Skinner and HendricKs 1979), In addition, not only is
the status of women often iower than that of men, but there are also considerable
intracultural differences between men and women, Such differences may be greater
in other places than they are in North America,

A second factor .vhich tends to make culture learning a complex phenomenon
is that cultural rules, in contradistinction to linguistic rules, ale often vague and
framed only in terms of preferences. This holds truc for the basic values in a culture
(Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck 1961) as well as for conversational rules (Gummi.
1980, I982a, Gumperz and Herasimchuk 1975, Sacks and Schcgloff 1979). For
example, Gumperz states !,hat "at the level of conversation, there are always many
possible alternative interpretations, many morc than exist at thc level of sentence
grammar" (1982a:I59). Not only are thc rules themselves often quite general, but
applying them in particular situations can be somewhat problematic:

The general rules or policies arc norms whose meaning in emergent (con-
structcd) action scencs must be negotiated by thc actor (Cicourel 197129).

As a consequence,

. . . when we actually observe everyday social activities we find that thc
mcmbers of our society do not, in fact, find it easy to agree on what is right and
wrong, moral and immoral, in concrete situations (J. Douglas 1970b:15).

As sociologists have shown, the interpretation of behavior in everyday life, including
deviation from sociocultural rules, is a very complex phenomenon (see, for example,
J. Douglas I970a).

Yet another general factor which renders culture learning complex is that, while
the purpose of including a cultural component in teaching ESL is to facilitate
students' interaction in English with members of one or more speech communities
(that it. altural groups), it is not always easy to identify a homogeneous target group
or culture. S ...cifying the target community and its culture may be comparatively
easy in the ca ,! of, for example, immigrants learning ESL in New Zealand, but it
may be virtually impossible in societies where English is spoken both as a first
language by : J me groups and as an additional language by others, or where English
serves as a lingua franca. Though it is inevitable that the learner will perceive the
teacher as a model of one cultural group or another (Jaramillo 1973, Wolfgang
1979), the group to which the teacher belongs may not necessarily be the primary
group with whom the learner intends/ wishes to interact. Smith's suggestion is an
interesting one.

In situations where the students are not sure where they will be using their
English and have no overriding interest in any particular country, the emphasis
could be placed on ways to learn about different cultures and developing a
greater tolerance for differences in cultures (1978:11).

In light of the increasing use of English in intercultural and international communi-
cation in education and business, it could be argued that this approach is suitable for
all ESL learners, as further discussed below.
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CULTURE, COMMUNICATION, AND COMPETENCE

Culture means different things to different people, Some think of it as good
music or serious drama, Others may equate culture with civilitation itself, or with
high social status. Most ESL students, however, have little need or desire to know
how the rich manage to maintain the social distinctions between themselves and the
less fortunate. Students are usually more interested in everyday culture, It is worth
noting that this definition implies interpersonal interaction, whereas merely appre-
ciating what some would call tlw better things in life may not. Few ESL teachers
today would refer to treatises on etiquette for guidance, but the notion of culture as
worthwhile pursuits may still persist for a time.

Another view, oftcn found in travel books, sees culture as consisting of the
history, geography, government, and interesting customs of a country. A recent
intermediate levcl ESL/ EFL tcxtbook aimed at helping students acquire "cultural
awareness and reading skills" (Kitao, Broderick, Fujiwara, Inoue, Kitao, Miya-
moto, and Sackctt 1983) seems to be based on this view. Nearly all of its twcnty
chapters are devoted to such topics as famous American cities, unusual geological
formations, food customs and rccipes, Anglo-American Christian practices, and
popular eptertainment. In contrast, only a few of thc chapters treat ESL students'
daily interactional needs: bus transportation (two chapters), foreign students on
campus, and bilingual education. There is no objection to selecting materials which
arc likely to prove interesting to students, of course, but relevance is an issue.

A non-rigorous conception of culture learning idcas may result in problems for
students. Two examples from books designed specifically to acquaint foreign visi-
tors with American culture will suffice to illustrate this point: ". . . thc United
States is, in fact, markedly segmented into neighborhoods, residential areas, and
ghettos; right and wrong sidcs of town" (Lanier 1978:270.1rphasis added); "'Used to
be a real good, solid, middle-class neighborhood. But it's changing . . ." (Johnson
1979:3, emphasis added). This kind of moral stigmatization and categorization of
people into good and bad, respectable and disrespectable (see J. Douglas 1970b and
Ball 1970), is particularly lamentable because ESL learners are often members of
groups likely to be so stigmatized by the dominant group.

An approach to culture which is useful ir! understanding interpersonal inter-
action and culture learning is contained in the definition offered by the anthropolo-
gist Ward Goonenough: ". . . a society's culture consists of whatever it is one has to
know or believe in order to operate in a manner acceptable to its members . . ."
(cited in Hudson 1980:74). The emphalls is on interactional competence, not just
general knowledge about the target culture. For instance, taking group decision-
making in North America as an example, cultural or interactional competence
would refer to behavioral skills in decision-making, rather than to information
about how decisions are reached in North America.

It is important to differentiate between this view and the concept of com-
municative competence, which is often treated as knowledge of what is conventional
and what is situationally appropriate (see, for example, Holmes and Brown 1976,
Hymes 1974, Paulston 1974). Teachers are likely to see the practical value of this
kind of competence, but usually only in terms of the learner's ability to avoid
offending or upsetting others. Such an emphasis has been called the "contrastive
Emily Post approach to language teaching" (Paulston and Bruder 1976:59). How-
ever, if ESL students are to be abk interact appropriately with members of the
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target culture, this type of knowledge is not enough. As the sociologist I I ugh Mehl' n
ha pointed out, the concept of communicative competence based on the sociolin-
guistic approach is only competence for speaking, not competence for 1 (Mal inter-
action:

There I:, more to interaction than the production of sentences or utterances that
are :;rai .matically correct and socially appropriate on ii particular occasion.
Most "%la; 'y, there is an interpretive as well as a productive aspect of interac-
tion. int....ra ,';. involves the interpretation of tia; speech behavior and other
hei,avior Ile and the interpretation of setting leatut es of social activities,
if, tudin: ;naive role statements (1979:132).

At ,ter sociologist, Matthew Speicr, has made a similar observation:

. talk is not merely sentence production, it is social exchange and social co-
ordination. Talk is interactional. Instead of a model of language use and of a
language user, we need to develop a model of interaction and of the use of inter-
actional abilities (1973:59),

The underlying view is that language-use competence is at once both cultural and
interactional:

Coming to an understanding of interactional competence . neces-
sitates treating culture as intersubjective praxis (that is, human productive and
comprehension practices) instead of either a subjective state or an objective
thing. On the one hand, this means describing what people do with their cultural
knowledge, how they use what they know about social structure, norms, and
other people in ongoing social situations, encounters, and events. On the other
hand, it means des nbing the active modes of human production and construc-
tion, the concrete ol,scivable work of people that assembles orderly social
entities (Mehan 1979:130).

In other words, cultural competence refers to "the competence necessary for effective
interaction" (ibid.). This approach to language and language-use competence is now
beginning to be articulated in ESL (see, for example, Richards 1980), and is
supported by the following three perspectives.

First, it should be acknowledged that the role of verbal language in human
communication has been overemphasized (M. Douglas 1975). The bulk of what is
communicated in interpersonal communication is non-linguistic in nature (Condon
and Yousef 1975, Widdowson 1978, Wolfgang 1979). In real life, linguistic and non-
linguistic communication are inseparably interwoven:

We alternate channels and mix sensory effects like expert technicians; we
execute delicate bodily maneuvers and choreograph our gestures with the
rhythmic grace of dancers; we change roles, put on and take off masks, and
stage our continuous performances like the most gifted of actors (Montagu
and Matson I979:xi).

It is clear that non-verbal communicative competence is culturally determined and,
in fact, as one anthropologist has asserted, culture-specific: ". . . there can be no
such thing as natural behavior. Every kind of action carries the imprint of learn-
ing . . ." (Mauss, cited in M. Douglas 1973:93). Occasionally non-verbal com-
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municalion is included within the concept ol communicative comiretence in LSI.
(see, for example. Candle and Swain 1980), but on thc whole kV) COM,
panttively hole recognition of the fundamental intqration of communication
modes.

Second, the referential function of language continues to be greatly empha,
sized, the contribution of speech act theory notwithsta nding. Long ago Dewey spoke
of language us "fundamentally and prinurrily a social instrument" (cited in Seelye
1974.13), and Malinowski called it "a mode of action, aml not lin instrument of
reflection" (cited in Hudson 1980:109). All language, as Alfred Schutz (1972;130)
noted, is for some purpose, that is, it has what he called an "in-order-to.' motive,
Stevick (1976:128) takes the same view, defining language as "purposeful behavior
between people, intertwined with other kinds of purposive behavior between the
same people." This competence in everyday language use entails mastery of all kinds
of complex and subtle cultural meanings, One example of what is involved in the
concept of language as social action is what Goffman called "impression manage-
ment":

, . in everyday life it is usually possible for the performer to create inten-
tionally almost any kind of false impression without putting himself in the in-
defensible position of having told a clear-cut lie. Communication techniques
such as innuendo, strategic ambiguity, and crucial omissions allow the misin-
former to profit from lies without, technically, telling any (1959:62).

Few ESL learners will achieve equal mastery to native speakers in this area, but the
point is that realistic goals for students cannot be set without adequately concep-
tualizing what competence in using language in everyday settings comprises.

A third perspective which sunports the view of competence in language use as
cultural or interactional competelce is the theory of language as the basis of social
reality. The subjective approach in sociology is based on the observation that "social
categories arc seen as part of the outside world, along with physical surroundings,
artifacts, beliefs. ctc." (Gumperz 1971:222). Everyday social reality is composed of
what Berger and Luckmann (1967) call "the common objectivations of everyday
life," which are maintained primarily through language. "Everyday life is, above all,
life with and by means of thc language 1 share with my fellowmen" (Berger and
Luckmann 1967:37). Members of the socicty stand in an interactive relationship
with their creations, and at the hcart of this ongoing activity is language:

Language is both the principal means whereby individuals externalize them-
selves into the objectivatiom that make up society and the means whereby
society talks back to these individuals shaping them to its intentions (Lemert
1979:154).

Cicourel (1973) has developed a model of sociocultural competence based on an
analogy to competence in language use. He sees the members of a society as having

. . . a sense of social structure competence necessary for tackling the per-
formance that includes the everyday usage of a particular language and world
view. Actual performance means the transformation of verbal and nonverbal
materials into constructions whereby members programme each other's un-
folding action (1973:71).
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hy r comparison with the language-and-thought hypothesis ot Sapk and
Whorl., ilk, view or language as constitutive of evei)day social reality may bc culled
the language-runt-society hypothesis,

Although these pt opus thotts pertain to everyday ale, they are not pan of the
taken-for-granted world of the evetyday actor, who iv generally rontellt lo rely on his
commonsense stock of knowledge, typifications, Ind recipes. I he ulture learner is
neither social scientist nor native member of the culture, What, then, should he his or
her perspective? The culture learner may be seen to be in the same position as the
language learner. The latter strives to attain the competence of the native speaker,
who is not aware of the nature of her or his own competence, with the lisAistance ol
the linguist's and the teacher's insights and cystenuoic analyses. The learner's com-
petence eventually may turn out to he superior in some respects to the native speak-

er's, one inferior in others. Foreign students studying sociology in North America
are in an analogous situation. While their experiential background in North Ameri-
can social life is limited, native-horn North Americans may have little in the way Up
systematic perspective on their own society oi culture. AN it culture-ka rner, the ESL
student needs a systematic pr, of the m.ior VtlitleS and norms that govern

everyday life.

MATEMALS

Literature continues to be a well-regarded source of insight into culture by some
though its usefulness does not go unquestioned, as the following statement indi-

cates:

Th.: quarrel is not with th: value ol literature or art as a means to illustrate how
the foreign people live, but rather with the restrictive inroad fiction rffers as the
major source of information. Sim.c many language teachers feel uncomfortable
dealing with concepts and data of the social sciences, they tcnd to rely too
heavily on literature to teach culture. Consequently, the common dual descrip-
tor literature and culture has itself become suspect: tt too often means a little
culture and a lot of literature (Seelye 19/4:15).

The cultural content in literature is not likely to be presented systematically or
explicitly. With respect to the textiook mentioned earlier, the authors state:

Girls in colonial America made samplers to practice different needlework
stitches. A sampler is a decorative piece of embroides / often containing letters
or verse. We named this textbook An American Sampler because we hope you
will enjoy sampling readings about various aspects of culture and life in the
United States (Kitao et al. 1983:4).

No connection is made between the content of the various chapters, nor is the

content related to any underlying continuity or theme. Though it is true that the
"grammar of culture" has yet to be written (Keesing 1974:78), inventories of the
major value and belief systems of North American culture do exist (for example,
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck 1961, Stewart 1972); in turn such studies make possible
a systematic approach to the topic.

An ESL textbook which does focus on cultural norms and values and on inter-
cultural communication is Beyond Language: Intercultural Communication for
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An added value of he comparative and system:tile approach to culture and cons-
munication taken in this book and in the field of intercultural communication
generally is that it is 4 simple matter to incorporate rekvaot data limn othee %MOTO
(such as the studies presented in Erickson and Shultt 1982, and (iumperz 19112h),

ht: FM. teaelkr is likely to he a native member of the culture but, hke the
native speaker, may. not have a self.conscious awareness of her or his own knowl-
edge. Every teacher intending to deal with cultural corapttence as part or the ESL
currictilum should become acquainted with the salient dimensions of culture that
pertain to subjective experience and especially to communication. Two sources in
this area are Condon and Yousef's An Introductii.n to loserruhwal commonuo.
atm (1973) and Stewan's A merkan cultural Patterns: A Oats-Cultural Perspective
(1972). Condon and Yousef emphasiie communication in interpersonal encounters,
and take an experientially-oriented approach. Stewart offers a relatively abstract
systematic treatment of American values and thought patterns, but makes extensive
use of cross-cultural comparisons, which helps the reader to appreciate the distinc-
tiveness of American culture and thc reality of cross-cultural differences. Taken
together, these two books offer what is probably the best currently available intro-
duction to the aspects 01 North American culture which air relevant to the acquisi-
tion of cultural and interactional competence in ESL.

It is also possible to glean insights into the culture-language relationship from
other types of sources, such as Lakoff and Johnson's (1980) study of metaphor.
Metaphor is most often considered as part of the craft of the rhetorician; few would
see it as having much to do with cultural competence other than as a type of
idiomatic usage, But Lakoff and Johnson argue that the basic conceptual system of
our culture is essentially metaphorical in nature, and that the fundamental meta-
phors have their origin in our physical and cultural experience. The metaphor of
ideas as food is a striking example:

What he said left a bad taste in my mouth. All this paper has in it are rawfoqs.
half-baked ideas, and warmed-over theories. There are too many facts here for
me to digest them all. I just can't swallow that claim. That argument smells
fuhy. Let me stew over that for a while. Now there's a theory that you can really
sink your teeth into. We need to let that idea percolate for a while. That'sjood
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TEACHER'S ORIENTATION

It has been suggested that the average teachei ruts. not have much insight into
her to his own culture and is ethriticentric in approarhois other cultures (Alptekin
1981, Bancroft 1973, Jacobson 1971, Marks and Ifefferroin-Catirera 1977), Though
there er no suggestion that I.S1. 1C4ChCf14 4tV 411y wow in thi mood than oho
teachers, it should be recognired that teaching cultural nottertal does pose a chal-
lenge; enunional ins estment may be high, the subject Miler Is often outside aware-
ness. and there is real potential for misunderstanding in intercultural communica-
tion (tee Condon and Vow( 1973. Gummi I (Mb. and Erickson and Shulti 1982).
Moreover, in a pluralistic or multicultural society the teacher's own culture may not
represent thr target behavior in the same way that his or her English does.

With an appropriate cultural orientation, most itaftlingactivitie% can take one
cultural dimension or aspect. Contact activities in the community offer obvious
opportunities for developing cultural and interactional competence in addition to
communicative (that is, sociolinguistic) competence. In the classroom. aCtivitiC11
sUCh as role-playing (see Donahue and Parsons 1982) and socio4ra ma (see Scarvella
1978) a re highly suitable for acquiring cultural competence, as arc real-life materials
such as newspapers (Blatchford 1973). Values clarification exercises. developed
originally for native sneakers. can be adapted for use with ESL students (Green
1973) as can most intercultural training methods. One particular method offering
steel potential is the relture assimilator, an effective and convenient wayof teaching
inch% iduals to make culturally appropriate interpretations or attributions of the
meaning of others'l-ei.svior (Brislin 1981:101-105). Culture assimilators have been
developed for Ame.tcans preparing to take up posts in a number of different foreign
countries, and for individuals needing to learn about t he cult ure of white people or of
disadvantaged people within the United States. However, development of culture
assimilators does require considerable effort, and although a workshop on the use
of culture assimilators was held at the East-West Center at the University of Hawaii
in 1983, so far no culture assimilator for ESL has been published.

Whatever method is used, the teacher's attitudc toward the relevance of cultural
competence is critical. In second language teaching we have witnessed a move from
linguistic competence to sociolinguistic or communicative competence as the goal 0 f
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Do You Have the Key?
Patrick E. Buckheister
John F. Fanselow

A: Do you have the Key?
B: Yes.
If you stare at these communications for a while, several questions may come to

mind, one of which will surely be, "What key?" However, on the occasion that these
communications occurred, this question did not enter the minds of the two people
involved. A and B, thc participants in this interaction, were speeding toward a
destination to which A thought B had the key. B, on the other hand, thought A had
been asking about the key to the building from which they had departed earlier. Both
had ample time to understand that they had been referring to different keys as they
made an extra trip back to fetch the key they lacked on their first trip.

We call this type of communication a mi3s, in contrast to a hit. If A and B had
been thinking of the same key it is probable that a hit would have occurred,
eliminating the need for the extra trip. Misses, like hits, occur daily, both in and out
of classrooms: "Oh, I thought you meant". . . , "I said blue, not new," "Oh, I
thought you said 22 not 32," "You should've turned back there."

Since the key incident occurred, we haw, been looking at solicits demands,
requests, or questions requiring a responsein order to see ways we narrow the
choice of possible response in classrooms and outside of classrooms. Narrowing in

solicits refers to the inclusion of components which set criteria or establish categories
for the subsequent response, thereby narrowing response possibilities. In this article
we will describe some ways people narrow response choices in solicits made outside
the classroom and the frequency of their occurrence in 35 classes which we observed:
8 adult LSL, II high school science, 6 high school social studies, and 10 elementary
school social studies. Transcripts from these four class types were available from
four different sources at the time of this study, having been previously prepared for
other studies. The ESL transcripts were made from video tapes taken in eight

Patrick Buckheister is presently completing his dissertation for his doctorate in TESOL at Teachers
College, Columbia University. He teaches in the Nanzan School System in Nagoya, Japan.

John Fanselow is on the staff of the TESOL program at Teachers College, Columbia University. He was
the president of TESOL in 1981-2.
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different classes, All other transcripts were made from audio tapes, again each
coming from a different class, Thc use of existing transcripts allowed more time to be
devoted to coding and describing a wider variety of class types and a larger number
of classes than would have bccn otherwise possible.

The purpose of our description is to make teachers a ware of the phenomenon of
narrowing and to considcr thc usc of narrowing in ESL teaching, A further goal is to
explore how the proportion of hits and misses changes with thc employment of
different narrowing componcnts. Our aim is not to say what proportion of
narrowing componcnts should be used. Following work by Gage (1972) and
Rosenshine (1971), we have come to believe that teacher shoulds are difficult to
discover.

Before we discuss narrowing components, it should be pointed out that "Do you
have the key?" is different from typical classroom solicits in two ways. First, as it is a
"yes/ no" question it is rare in many classrooms, as Bellack, Hyman, Smith, and
Kliebard (1966), among others, have shown. In the 35 classes we studied, "yes/ no"
questions occurred only 192 times out of the 3502 solicits which were recorded. "Do
you have the key?" is also different from most classroom questions because the
person asking it did not know the answer beforehand. This is also a rare situation,
occurring only 79 times for the 3502 solicits in our study. This finding does show
accord with Hoetker and Ahlbrand's (1969) review of classroom studies which
shows that in general teachers solicit responses containing known facts more than
any other type of response. By not containing a component that narrows the choice
of possible responses, however, "Do you have the key?" is similar to most of the
solicits examined in this study and in a previous study by Fanselow (1977).

The narrowing characteristics we have looked for may be looked upon as clues
or cues within the solicit which do one of five things: (1) pertain to the space, shape,
or size of the expected response, (2) compare or contrast the expected response to
something, (3) assign a label to the expected response, (4) mention attributes of the
expected response, or (5) set acceptability standards for the expected response. They
are called, respectively, space-shape-size characteristics, differentiation character.
istics, label characteristics, attribute characteristics, and acceptability characteristics.
Since these narrowing characteristics occurred in less than 15 percent of the 3502
solicits from the 35 classes studied, we went outside the classroom to look for an
environment in which they all occurred frequently. The device we discovered, which
serves as a framework for the following discussion, was the crossword puzzle. Like
classrooms, they contain many solicits to which the writers know the answers, yet
crossword puzzles include at least one and oftcn several narrowing characteristics
for each task set (e.g., name of ancient Egyptian ruler,four letters). The comparison
of a crossword puzzle to a classroom is furthered by the fact that in both cases parties
involved in setting the tasks (the teacher and the puzzle writer) and parties involved
in responding (students and puzzie fans) have an intense interest in hits, or desirable
responses, and misses.

Space-shape-size Characteristics

The most eye-catching narrowing characteristic in crossword puzzles, even
from across the room, is the clue given by the boxes, which could be classed as a
space-shape-size characteristic. Three boxes across definitely tell the person
responding that the answer cannot be r-e-f-r-i-g-e-r-a-t-o-r. Examples of this type of
narrowing characteristic in classroom solicits we studied are:
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Student : White plastic . . brush tooth
Teacher: (makes a switching motion by crossing one arm over Ow other)
Student : White plastic toothbrush
Student Massachusetts, New Jersey, Delaware
Teache: No, no, no. Delaware is in yellow. Above New Jersey, a little letter

C, there's a little piece of land--what is it?
ideat : Connecticut.

Some classroom participants may use othcr mediums of communication to indicate
a space-shape-size characteristic, such as using a pointer, counting on thc fingers, or
writing with colored chalk. Yet crossword puzzles, which are for many people a
language learning experience, use this type of clue in every solicit, whereas we have
only seen 271 uses of thcse space-shapc-size characteristics in the 3502 solicits
recorded, and 94 of these occurred in one particular classroom. Unlike the cross-
word puzzle writers, we may be looking at language as the only destination while at
the same time seeing it as the only route.

Differentiation Characteristics

A second typc of narrowing charaderistic that a crossword puzzle demon-
strates is found in items such as this:

Across
1. Rhymes with "mine"

This and other indications of similarity and daferences we call differentiation

characteristics. In daily communications we have observed recently, diffcrentiation
characteristics appeared in the following solicits:

Do you have the same type of cat food you sold me last week?
I'm late. Find mc a pair of socks that match.
This isn't like the show we have in Muncie, is it?

Smith (1975) attributes much of early concept development in children to the
process of grouping together by similarity and discriminating on the basis of dif-
ferences. Teachers comparing solicits communications with those that occurred last
week, or comparing communications of one person to those of another would be
using differentiation characteristics. However, our 35 classrooms showed that dif-
ferentiation characteristics had a very low frequency of occurrence among the
solicits that took place there-31 times out of 3502.

Label Characteristics

A third type of narrowing characteristic which crossword puzzles show us is
that of /abe/s. Common noun, mechanical conveyance, citrusfruit, all are examples
of labels that are found in the task of doing a crossword puzzle. Children also label
from an early age, talking of "rnommysock" (Bloom and Lahey, 1978) at first and
working on to "these are mine and don't touch them" later. In the 35 classrooms we
looked at, an abundance of labels were usedthe teacher's desk, vowels and
consonants, endocrine glands, and so on. However, like other narrowing character-
istics, label characteristics were only rarely used in solicits. They occurred mainly in
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the extended discourse of the teacher, in student responses, and in teacher comments
about those responses. Label characteristics occurred in the 3502 solicits only 39
times.

Attribute Characteristics

Indicating attributes of the thing talked about is the fourth type of narrowing
characteristic inherent in a crossword punk. Enjoyable summer activity, divisible
by two, strong cloth, and so on a re examples of attribute characteristics, which allow
us to classify and eliminate possibilities, thereby narrowing the choice of response.
We use this category in this study as a catchall for narrowing characteristics which do
not clearly fit into any other category. Of the 112 attribute characteristics occurring
in the 3502 solicits studied, the following are some examples:

Teacher: Does anyone know what substance you use in the kitchen that's
made mostly of acetic acid?

Student : Vinegar.
Teacher: But we ordinarily say . . .

Student : Boots.
Teacher: Yes, Edward, it will be hotter close to the equator. And how about

the southern part, with fewer palni trees and coconuts?
Student : Cool.

As with differentiation and label characteristics, attribute characteristics occurring
in a teacher's classroom solicits will usually increase the linguistic length of the
solicits. (Space-shape-size characteristics are a notable exception here, often
occurring in non-linguistic mediums.) Yet, the addition of an attribute characteristic,
such as divisible by two to a solicit involving a number as a response, has the
potential of cutting the possible responses in half or even further. In this particular
case all odd numbers are ruled out.

Acceptablity Characteristics

The fifth way that a narrowing characteristic is demonstrated when responding
to a crossword puzzle usually involves feedback, such as having someone peer over
the shoulder of the person doing the puzzle. The clues given under these
circumstances can be called acceptability characteristics and usually come in the
form of a raised eyebrow accompanied by "look at 15 Down againit looks wrong
to me" or "are you sure about 18 Across?" There is a rather essential difference
between acceptability characteristics and the other four types of narrowing
characteristics just described. Insofar as statements on acceptability are inherently
evaluative, acceptability characteristics might be more likely to occur in corrective
solicits made after an initial response has occurred to an initial solicit. Although only
24 out of the 3502 solicits studied contained an acceptability characteristic, it was the
case that six of these were in corrective solicits such as:

Teacher: Read the sentence that tells it.
Student : (reads a sentence from the book)
Teacher: Is that the right sentence?
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Teacher: (holding a raincoat)
Uh, color,

Student : Crays,
Teacher: (holds out palms of hands)

s, no ,v,
Student: Gray.

As with label characterisiks, acceptability characteristics did occur in the classrooms
we studied even though they did not occur frequently in solicits. Typically we saw
them in teacher reactions to student responses, and sometimes in student-to-student
reactions regarding personal comments and events, Their rarity in corrective solicits
and in initial solicits may reflect a holdover from behaviorism, that students should
never be given a wrong example even if it is distinguished as such. Acceptability may
not be an issue in classi ooms, during soliciting, due to some desire for acceptable
responses only.

What the comparkon of the crossword puzzle solicits and the classroom solicits
we studied shows is that narrowing characteristics are used consciously in the
fashioning of the former and only incidentally in the fashioning of the latter. Table 1
shows the total number and percentage of the narrowing characteristics in the 35
classes we observed.

'Table I

Number of
Classes Type Class

Number of
solicits*

Number of
solicits with
narrowing

characteristic"

Percentage of
solicits with
narrowing

characteristics

8 ESL :,uult 2087 316 15%
11 Science high

school 448 81 18%

6 Social studies
high school 399 50 13%

10 Social studies
elementary 568 30 5%

Totals 35 3502 477 13%

*demands, requests, or questions that required a response such as "What's this?," Rewat after me.
**demands, requests, or questions that required a response that contained an notional component that
served as a clue or as a message to limit the range of possible responses, such as "What's this?a three
letter word" or "Repeatbut slowly."

What can teachers do with information about narrowing characteristics in
solicits? First, we can increase the number of narrow:ng characteristics we use,
especially in initial solicits. By doing this, we can begin to see the extent to which
solicits that set criteria or establish categories affect hits and misses. We can begin to
see how these types of solicits aid in adjusting the difficulty of solicits. Donaldson
(1978) has shown how the alteration of just one word in solicits in tests can radically
alter the number of hits and misses. There is no reason to believe that manipulating
natt owing characteristics in classroom solicits would not have the same effect.
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There are, of course, a variety of other variables which need to be considered at
the same time narrowing characteristics are manipulated. "Close the door before
count to three" and "Write your answer in five words" both contain a space-shape.
sin characteristic, "before I count to three" and "in five words," respectively, Yet,
though the type of narrowing characteristic used is the same, the former pertains to
class management in a social studies class and the latter pertains to the study of
language in an ESL class. The content of a narrowing characteristic may then he
related or unrelated to the subject matter of a class. Likewise, it may be related or
unrelated to class management or to the lives of the participants. It may be the case
that in a particular class the total of narrowing characteristics is larger because the
teacher injects a narrowing characteristic into each solicit regarding class manage-
ment, At the same timc as thc content of thc narrowing characteristic is considered,
consideration of the class type becomes necessary. If "Close the door before I count
to three" occurs in an ESL class, it may well be thc case that the content of "before I
count to three" is not being used as a management device, but for the study of
language, for example, as a test of comprehension for new lexis.

Previous announcements no doubt also narrow choices. Guessing the names of
flowers or birds is likely to result in more hits if we arc told before the first solicit that
all responses need to name items that are yellow. Without this announcement,
daffodil or canary would be preceded by more misses than would be the case
following this announcement, even though the solicits themselves in both cases
would not contain narrowing characteristics. In other words, narrowing character-
istics may be communicated in announcements that precede solicits rather than in
solicits themselves. This both provides another teaching alternative and alerts us to
the fact that other variables can affect the proportion of hits and misscs.

Context and setting also affect hits and misses. When someone approaches us
on the street and asks "Where's the post office?," we are surrounded with buildings
and landmarks that classroom learners do not have. We also know that most of thc
time a question on the street will be in regard to directions or some othcr procedural
matter (e.g., the time, a match)and not something personal, such as what we had
for dinner the night before. In the classroom, however, the context may not changc
for long periods of time and the roles may remain the same day after day. This lack of
variability itself does little or nothing to help narrow choices for responses, but if
contexts do vary, then they will affect the ratio of hits and misses just as narrowing
characteristics will. As a result, contexts must be explored too.

Furthermore, the source of the solicit with a narrowing characteristic needs to
be noted. Who or what is doing the soliciting? Outside of classrooms, the person in
the role of student often adds a narrowing characteristic. Consider this conversation
in a drugstore:

Customer: Do you have any earplugs?
Clerk: For sleeping or swimming?

Customer: For noise.
Clerk: You want sleeping.

Here, the clerk is in the role of a student, responding to the solicit from the customer,
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who at the first moment is in charge. The clerk as student adds a tuirrowing
characteristic two, in fact. Having student% begin to ask petitions after solicits they
do not understand with narrowing characteristics in them may increase the total
number of these components. But comparing just total numbers and not not ing who
does the soliciting in various classes will obscure what may bens important a variable
as the narrowing characteristic itself: the source of it. hese variables have been
explored in more detail (see Sanselow 1984).

It is often the case that teachers want to know clearly what impact tat or
implications for daily classroom practice a particular piece of research has, Given the
limitations of this study, however, any prescriptive statement would be out of the
question and we currently regard much discussion of implications here as
premature. We have undertaken the study of narrowing components and their
relationship to hits and misses in a spirit of exploration, Our goal throughout this
study has been to develop a progressively clearer description of a particular
component of solicits inside and outside classrooms. Oven both the range of types
of narrowing characteristics, as well as the variety or (,..ier variables that probably
affect hits and misses, it sezms unlikely that we wiil ever have the key to hits and
misses. A certain amount of miscommunication, like a certain amount of disease,
seems inevitable. But the discomfort of some diseases can be !Lised, and the
prevention of others can be discovered, partly as a result of systematic description of
the features of healthy and diseased cells. In the same way, the distress of some misses
can be eased, and the prevention of others can be sought, through the type of non-
judgemental description of the components of solicits we have reported here more
than prescriptions to do one thing or another.

Even if the number of misses is not decreased a great deal, at least as a result of
this type of exploration it is more likely that we will conclude that most misses arc
caused b) dtscribable rules that we follow in different settings. And even though
following the rules of crossword puzzle solicits may alter the proportion of hits and
misses less than we might want, ultimately the process of searching for the key may
bc more important than finding it because the search shows how normal misses, as
well as hits, really are.
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The Communicative Orientation
of Language Teaching: An
Observation Scheme'
Patrick Allen, Maria Frdhlich, Nina Spada

A striking feature of applied linguistics dui ing the past decade has been the
rapid growth of interest in classroom-oriented research. This has led to an increased
awareness of the great complexity of the language teaching and learning process,
together with a willingness to recognize that the sccond language classroom and
what goes on there can be s) stematically investigated and need no longer bc regarded
as "an impenetrable black box" (Long 1980). Thc wide range of classroom-oriented
research is indicated by a review of thc recent literature, which includes studies of
style-shifting in classroom interlanguage, cross-cultural comparisons in the use of
speech acts, turn-taking behaviour of students and teachers, patterns of participa-
tion in native speaker/ nonnative speaker interactions, the treatment of learners'
errors, and the naturc of the linguistic input provided by teachers. Classroom obser-
vation, which attempts to provide operationally defined terms which will enable us
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to concept uithie the act of teaching ( Fonselow 1977), is an important aspect ol this
rekeislch.

The current tentleney to pay clow attostion to what teachers ist2ttlitliv tb in Ow

eltilskrootti as distinct from what linguists and psychologists say they should do
has been encouraged by the realliation that vague generalited references to global
language teaching nwthials cannot adequately tiCscrillie the tOttthing-letuning pro,
CCM. The tendency of moch resean:h in the past has been to view teaching as IS simple
concept in terms of the pedagogical methods employed. Descriptions ol second
language instruction have often been based on imprecise terminology Midi as
grammar-translation, ausholingual metho4 or, more recently, conomorkadee
guage teaching, For example, a well-known study by Scherer and Wertheimer in
mid-sixties (1964) set out to compute students who had been taught by grammar-
translation and those who had been taught audiolingually, in order to determine
which method would lead to the most StICcertliful language learning. A few years
later, the Pennsylvania Project (Smith 1970) attempted to determine the effects of
the audiolingual approach on the second language achievement of students in it t wo-
year secondary school program. Although these studies have valuable aspects, they
remain inconclusive partly because their reference to global methods proved
insufficient to distinguish between the actual practices of teachers in classrooms. The
nature of the dilemma was summed up by Bialystok, FrOhlich and Howard as
follows: "It is evident that the specific behaviours used by two different teachers may
vary greatly even though they arc implementing the same teaching program, or even
presenting the same lesson. If these individual differences have significance for the
teaching-learning process . . . then a general reference to overall methods or
approaches is inadequate for the purposes of describing second language teaching
and relating that teaching to learning outcomes" (Bialystok et al 1979:7).

A large number of observational instruments designed to describe and analyie
what goes on in the classroom have emerged during the past thirty years (for over-
views see Dunkin and Biddle 1974, Simon and Boyer 1974). Observation schemes
may differ with respect to a great variety of features, including type and number of
content categories, coding procedures, units of analysis and source of the variables,
as well as the purposes for which the instruments have been designed r .c vast
majority of observation schemes are concerned with teacher-student interaction in
classrooms where a subject other than language is taught. Such instruments may
examine the classroom climate and the degree of direct or indircct teacher influence
(Withall 1949, Flanders 1970); the roles of classroom participants in terms of the
various moves they undertake and the meanings which may be expr.ssed by each
move type (Bellack et al. 1966); the cognitive level of the interaction (Davis and
Tinsley 1968, Aschner et al. 1965); the nature of the classroom discourse (Forsyth
1974, Sinclair and Coulthard 1975), and a number of other factors.

The number of observation instruments designed specifically for the second
language classroom, ssisere language is not just the medium but also the object of
instruction, is much smaller (for a recent review see Long 1980). One of the best
known instruments is the Foreign Language Interaction Analysis System (FLINT)
which was adapted from the widely used Flanders scheme and slightly extendcd by
Mosl.owitz (1970, 1971). It was developed to give L2 teachers objective feedback
about classroom interaction, specifically with regard to the climate established by
the teacher. The system contains twelve basic :ategories, seven for teacher behav-
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prilson ilnlh, iss 0 1 or student responses (vpecifit' febininte and OPMentled Cor
lludeni Imitated rsqtroroc), rind a MON( Of other Verbal and noh,ver halcategories.
4\lIoItic ihcnic 1,1411400 Ii Fattkvlow (1977) identities tivo itpi i eottinitint4:4.
lion %hid, are Vitaratter Wit! 01 titOthroullt activity, and also of interactions outside
the classroom. 1 he basic questions risked afV: t'ofnintrnicritel with whom?
What g the pedavekintrpme of the activity? 11'hat mediuntr (aural, vimal, written,
etc4 are uwd in the activiov? ll'hat is the t'oment of the meow? Haw are the
mediumA toed ta communicate the mei.lottee' Other recent *chew* (Bialystok et al,
1979, Mitchell et al, 19141, Neiman et al 197N, Ullmann and (icva 1982) attempt to
provide more detailed information about the interaction between teischm and
*Indent* and propose catepries designed 10 capture variout feature* which are klt
to be theoretically, empirically of intuitively relevant to the second language

clasmotim.
Thc scheme described in this paper (COLA; Communicative Orientation of

Language '1 caching) is being dodo* within the conteM of a five-year project
looking at a number of questions related to the nature of language proficiency, and
its development in educational contexts for children learning a second language
(Allen et al, 1983). The research is organired around an examination of fout. general
issues: t he nature of language proficiency, the influence of social context on bilingual
development. the effects of instructional variables on language, and the influence of
individual learner characteristics. Our concept of proficiency is based on the
hypothesis that competence is not a unitary phenomenon but involves at least three
components: grammatical, discourse, and sociolinguistic (that is, knowledge o( the
formal systems of lexis, morphology-syntax, and phonology; knowledge of the way
sentences c4mbine into meaningful sequences; and knowledge of the ways in which
utterances are produced and understood appropriately in a social context). The
assumption is that learners may develop competence in any of these areu relatively
independently, that learners and native speakers will differ in their relative mastery
of these skilts, that the skills are involved in different degrees in different language
tasks, and that 12 programs may differentially affect the development of these traits.

The instructional variables selected for examination in the COLT scheme have
been motivated by a desire to describe as precisely as possible some of the features of
communication which occur in second language classrooms. Our concept of cons-
murtro;ive feature has been derived from current theories of communicative corn-
pc from the literature on communicative language teaching, and from a review
of recent resea,ch into first and second language acquisition. The observational
categories are designed (a) to capture significant features of verbal interaction in L2
classrooms, an.1 (b., to provide a means of comparing some aspects of clauroom
discourse ss,th natural language as it is used outside the classroom. One reason for
undertaking this research was to investigate the claim that a knowledge of the formal
aspects of language dev tots out of mearingful language use, rather than the other
way Aft4I10'4.. .ordtrig to Evelyn Hatc?. 'The basic assumption has been . . . that
one firs lerr ti m*nipulat,t strue-r 3, that one gradually builds up a repertoire

. an, uw, learns to put the structures to use in discourse. We would
like to Cer, ii.1 the pm.s1'.il.ty that just the reverse happens. One learns to do
conversation, one now to inter.:tet verbally, and out of this interaction
syntactic structum ..evelored" (Hatch 1978: 404).
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Although 'event approaciws to 11 itotruction, rg,, communicative langoage
teachin g. emphasise the need for a MOW meaninatul and natural 1141 4ti 141410411V Ia-
si& the classroom, there seems to tiavr islso' 'tido research ainwd at indicating the
preeirt differences, if s a ;i1,vonies which distinguish thew
from mort traditional 1,4 Nw. not Cartak, in a reVelit paw, notes "the
current disarray in cooscptualisanoo, research OW application in the awe of com-
municative 44111$1440 1444$410", and stiONSts that it "MSIgis in large pan from
failure to consider and develop an adequate theOrtlical franiewmV iCiontle 198-ir
As a result of the controversy Oda ,ds such ilkielined concepts as Am,
howl Nooks,. meaningful dimiw4v, and awhentiv hotpot, mu. dedded not to
attempt a definition of communicative lanauitae witching as a gelleral $10bal
cep!, but rather to compile a list of indicators of communicative behaviour, each of
which could be separately observed and quantified, We hoped that this approach
would enable us to investigate the communicative orientation of 1,2 classrooms,
especially in thooe case% where two or more teachers claimed to be following dd..
(cent pedagogic approoches.

We found that none of the existing observation instruments could be adopted
in its entirety for the purpose of our study. We therefore decided to develop our own
observation scheme, which would contain categories to measure features of com-
munication typical of classroom discourse, its well as categories to measure how
closely thew imeraction patterns resemble the ways in which iinguage is used in non,
instructional settings,

DESCRIPTION AND RATIONALE OF THE OBSERVATION SCHEME

The COLT observation scheme is divided into two parts (we Appendices I and
2). Part A describes classroom events at t he level of act ivity, and Part it analyses the
communicative features of verbal exchanges between teacheni and students as they
occur within each activity, The decision to establish clawoont acgivily as the main
unit of analysis was based on the fact that this concept is familiar to teachers and
constitutes the focus Around which most teaching is conceived and organised, The
rationale for Part B &rim from the fact that the development of communicative
competence is a major concern in the current language teaching literature, and
constitutes one of the basic issues in the Development of Bilingual Proficiency
Project of which the classroom observation studies form a part, In this section we
will present a brief discussion of the main parameters of the observation scheme. The
description of classroom activities will be dealt with first, followed by a presentation
and discussion of the communicative features of classroom interaction proposed in
this scheme.

Pert k Description et Classroom Activities

Although the concept of classroom activity is intuitively and pedagogically
meaningful, a clear and unambiguous theoretical definition is not easily obtained,
For this reason an operational definition containing five distinct parameters has
been tentatively established. Each activity, including where appropriat ,. consti.
tuent subsections or episodes (cf. Mitchell, Parkinson, and Johnstone 1981), is
described with reference to the five parameters, as follows:
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I Avoids ispc
II l'orticipant 0100;14,416ml

III. Content
IV, Sloiloit ol+44los

htiocliols

fish parameter ititlinks social sitbsesitiiii), 4011ir 17I 1101 ow 411/i

(1144111/01 I hr.- fernesent conibination of high 4114 low +Wools's' swogortrs.
Although 11w p+s ;moos on4 thoi sonsOluoit uic iw cite Intenstekt itt setse

descripoie pursr, thrir selcslion t thoircticalls niolisiited in that lho, IOW
sot mit thcsc nt cnnillintkittiSe CompelenCe, awl other issues in Ittst 4,14 seCtinsi

leatlini. which Wu NTH itilIurrils4I itt ihe d000prorni ill 1 ,1fisethissiol,
ttsv I he lite parameters ol l'art A ow described beton

Ativity Int 11w first parameter ot the ohwrvistion scheme i% operirtiiktl, that is.
no predetermowd dcbcriptisrs haw to he checked on by tlw obwrver Instead, each
actisity is separately' described: e.g. drill, translation, singing, disCussitni, ganW.

ti$SCplaY. teadin. *WWI, Ftestnently, aCtivilies consist 01 two of mote
eptlOttes: e.., till the teacher wads tlw words of. a song aloud, lb) the students repeat
the words after the teacher, (c) thr students sing the song. These would be descrtbed
as three separate episodes within one activity. T1-.e paranwter activity ova WO% left
Open 0.0 that the scheme could accommodate the wide varietyof acOvities occurring
in various 1,2 program at different age loth. As the rewatch proceeds itcop:whit
we will find that difkrent proarams may be chameterited by the predominance of
specific type% of activity. Should this move to be the raw we intend to develop*
superordinate clau'dication scheme which would allow the reduction of possibly
hundred% of separate activities into a bmited number of rept:wntatist types- One
possible categoriation is suggested by the formal and fimaional distinction
described by Stern (19M1), Another could be based on a differentiation between
arithenrie and sion-aurnemk tasks (Breen 19112), authentic tasks beina those which
simulate real-life etnrintuniCalise situat..ets.

Panicipset sesulassilse. This parameter describes three basic patterns of oils-
niration for classroom interactions: Is thr leacher working with the whole clam or
not? Are the students divided into groups or are they engaged in individual seat
work? If they are engaged in group work, how is it organitedl The various
subsections are as follows,:

I. Whok clam
(a) Teacher to student or class, and siee versa (One centralactivity led by the

teacher is going on, the teacher interacts with the whole data and! or
with individual stidents),

(b) Student to student, or student to class and vice sersa (Students talk to
each other, either as part of the lesson or as informal socialitinx one
central activity led by a student may be going on. e.g. a group of students
act out a skit and the rest of the class is the audience).

(c) Choral work by students (The whale class or groups participate in the
choral work, repeating a model provided by the textbook or teacher).
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136 An Observation Scheme

2. Group work
(a) Groups all work on the same task.
(b) Groups work on different tasks.

(Note: If possible, we indicate the number of groups and the number of
students in each group. We also indicate whether the teacher or the
students specify the activities and the procedures, and the extent to
which the teacher monitors group work).

3. Group and individual work
(a) Individual seat work (Students work on their own, all on the same task

or on different tasks).
(b) Group/ individual work (Some students are involved in group work,

others work on their own).

The above low-inference categories are descriptive of how the students are
organized as participants in classroom interaction; however, the categoriesmay also
reflect different theoretical approaches to teaching. In the literature on communi-
cative language teaching, for example, group work is considered to be an important
factor in the development of fluency skills, or communicative competence (Brumfit
1981; Long, Leslie, McLean, and Castanos 1976). The reason for this claim is that
highly-controlled, teacher-centered approaches are thought to impose restrictions
on the growth of students' productive ability. In classes dominated by the teacher,
students spend most of their time responding to questions and rarely initiate speech.
Moreover, student talk in teacher-centered classrooms is frequently limited to the
production of isolated sentences which are assessed for their grammatical accuracy
rather than for their communicative appropriateness or value. Because the emphasis
in group interactions is more likely to be on the expression of meaning, and less likely
to be on the linguistic accuracy of utterances, classes which can be shown to provide
more group activities may affect the L2 development of learners in ways which are
different from those that represent a teacher-centered lock-step approach to instruc-
tion.

Content. The content parameter describes the subject-matter of the activities; that
is, what the teacher and the students are talking, reading, or writing about or what
they are listening to. Three major content areas have been differentiated: Manage-
ment, Language, and Other Topics. The rationale for these categories arises from
current discussions of theoretical issues in first and second language acquisition,
including theories of communicative competence, and also from a number of
practical pedagogic concerns. The content categories are as follows:

I. Management
(a) Classroom procedures
(b) Disciplinary routines

2. Explicit focus on language
(a) Form
(b) Function
(c) Discourse
(d) Sociolinguistics

3. Other topics
(a) Narrow range of reference
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(h) Limited range of reference
(c) Broad range of reference

4. Topic control
(a) Control by teacher
(b) Control shared by teacher and student
(c) Control by student

The fir.it content category, Management, has been separated from the other
content areas because it does not fall within the range of planned curriculum content,
but arises from the needs of the classroom situation. Management exchanges are of
particular int:rest in O. learning because they often include examples of spon-
taneous communication within the context of an otherwise grammatically-oriented
classroom (Brumfit 1976, Long 1983). Management also relates to authentic
communication in that the giving and receiving of directives of a procedural or
disciplinary nature represents an aspect of language use which is very common in the
real world outside the classroom.

The content areas Language and Other Topics reflect the distinction between
first language acquisition in natural settings, and second language learning in the
classroom. It has been repeatedly shown that in interactions with children acquiring
their first language the focus is on the message being conveyed, and that the vast
majority of corrections by caretakers refer to violations of meaning rather than of
form (see Snow and Ferguson 1977 for a discussion of this issue). The focus in the L2
classroom, however, has typically been on the presentation of the language code and
on the correction of formal errors, especially in programs based on the grammar-
translation or the audiolingual approaches. In view of the often limited success of
more traditional methods of L2 teaching and the claim that the process of L2
learning is in many ways similar to that of first language acquisition (Corder 1971,
Richards 1973), it has been argued that teaching methods should attempt to
approximate the conditions under which young children learn their first language.
The question of whether the primary focus of instruction should be on meaning or
on code is one nf the crucial issues in this debate.

Explicit focus on language and Other topics are both divided into several
subsections. With regard to explicit focus on language, form refers to grammar,
vocabulary, and pronunciation, function to illocutionary acts such as requesting,
apologizing, and explaining, discourse to the way sentences combine into cohesive
and coherent sequences, and sociolinguistics to the features of utterances which
make them appropriate to particular social contexts. These four categories have
been derived from theories of communicative competence reflected in the work of
Hymes (1972), Morrow (1977), Munby (1978), Wilkins (1976), Canale and Swain
(1980) and others, and on the model of L2 proficiency proposed in the Year 1 Report
of the Development of Bilingual Proficiency Project. The assumption underlying the
Language categories is that instruction which gives differential attention to these
areas of competence may affect language learning in a variety of ways.

With respect to Other Topics, an attempt was made to find a small number of
superordinate categories to represent the potentially vast number of topics which
can arise in conversation. We tentatively suggest a tripartite system, that is, topics of
narrow, limited, and broad range of reference. Underlying this classification is a
belief that the cognitive content of instruction may have an effect on L2 learning.
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238 An Observation Scheme

Topics of narrow range refer to the immediate classroom environment, and to
stereotyped exchanges such as Good morning or How are you? which lutve p;atic
value but little conceptual content. Included in this category are routine classrooll,
references like establishing thc date, day of the week, what kind of weather it is, or
the use of other information which is easily verifiable or recalled. Topics of limited
range refer to information which goes slightly beyond the classroom while remaining
conceptually limited. Examples would be routine social topics like movies, hobbies,
and holidays; school topics including extracurricular activities; and topics which
relate to the students' immediate personal and family affairs. Topics of broad range
go well beyond the classroom and immediate family environment, and involve
reference to controversial public issues, current world events, abstract ideas, and
reflective personal information such as Wh'i do you like about living in Toronto? It
is often the case that when such topics arc under discussion ideas do not come
automatically but require some degree of soul-searching and originality. Communi-
cative theorists believe that more ;me should be spent promoting realistic broad-
range discussions in the L2 classroom, rather than confining students to the
predictable routines of model dialogues and 'structural drills.

The final category relating to content is Topic Control, that is, who selects the
topic that is being talked about: the teacher, the student, or both'? Second language
programs differ widely with regard to the behaviours included in this category. It has
frequently been pointed out, for example, that the audiolingual method constitutes a
strong claim concerning the role of the teacher in L2 education. In the literature on
communicative language teaching, on the other hand, the teacher is not seen as un
authority figure or director of the student's work, but more as a counsellor, resource
person and guide. In a communicative curriculum such as the one proposed by
Breen and Candlin (1980) the teacher and the students are seen as co-participants
and joint negotiators of the teaching process, and the students actively participate in
the selection of materials, topics and tasks. It is hoped that a close observation of
classes which differ in terms of topic control, together with an analysis of classroom
treatment and learning outcomes, will enable us to throw some light on the question
of what constitutes the most effective balance between teacher and student roles in
L2 education.

Student modality. This section identifies the various skills which may be involved
in a classroom activity. The focus is on the students, and the purpose is to discover
whether they are listening, speaking, reading, or writing, or whether these skills are
occurring in combination. A category other is included to cover such activities as
drawing, modelling, acting, or arranging classroom displays. We anticipate that a
differential focus on the various skills and their combinations may directly affect the
development of particular aspects of the learner's L2 competence.

Materials. This parameter introduces categories to describe the materials used in
connection with classroom activities. In addition to the type of materials involved
(writ4en, audio, visual) consideration is given to the original source or purpose of the
materials, and to the way in which they are used. In the case of written or audio texts,
we note whether they are minimal in length (captions, kolated sentences, word lists)
or extended (stories, dialogues, connected paragraphs). The categories for materials
are as follows:
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I. 7:rpc of materWls
(a) Text
( b) A ud io
(c) Visual

2. Length of texi
(a) Minimal
(b) Extended

3. Sow ce 1 purpose of 'nat., ials
(a) Pedagogic
(b) Semi-pedagogic
(c) Non-pedagogic

4. Use of materials
(a) Highly controlled
(b) Semi-controlled
(c) Minimally controlled

The third category involves us in making a judgment about whether the
materials were specifically designed for L2 teaching (thnt is, pedagogic), or whethet
they were originally intended for some other purpose (non-pedagogic). Frequently,
materials from outside the school environment are a,.apted for instructional pur-
poses, hence the need for an intermediate category. A real newspaper or magazine
used in the classr )om in its original form would be an example of real-world, non-
nedagogic, or other purpose material. On the other hand, a simplified reader, or a
textbook unit contrived to illustrate a particular grammatical point, would be an
example of materials specifically designed to be used for L2 instruction. In be-
tween, there is a category of semi-pedagog.c material which utilizes real-lift: objects
and texts, but in a modified or simulated form. An example of this might be a series
of pictures or headlines from real oewspapers, presented in a textbook with
accompanying captions and exercises, which make the material more appropriate
for the needs of the L2 learner. Advocates of the communicative approach have
claimed that authentic materials are essential in order to prepare students for thc
kinds of discourse they will emounter outside the classroom (Breen 1982, Brumfit
1981, Phillips and Shettlesworth 1975). One of the questions we would like to
investigate is the way in which classrooms actually differ in the repertoire of
materials used, and how the differences may affect the type of L2 abilities that
students acquire.

The final category in this section refers to the way in which the materials are
used, as distinct from the type of materials they are. The use of materials in the
classroom may be highly controlled, semi-controlled, or minimally controlled. For
example, consider three situations in which students are being asked comprehension
questions based on a reading passage or picture. In the first situation the discourse
may be highly controlled in that the questions and answers adhere quite closely to
the text. In the second situation the discourse is semi-controlled, that is, it extends
occasionally beyond the restrictions imposed by the textbook. In the third s''- )n
the textbook simply provides the starting-point, and the ensuing cons
ranges widely over a number of topics which emerge spontaneously fru. the
contributions of the students. It has been suggested, as a general principle, that a
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flexible treatment of materials, particularly texts, will enable students to develop
their fluency, to "do niany things which are not entirdy predictable but which
will indicate that their natural language learning capacities are being exercised and
encouraged" (Brumfit 1981; 48). This statement appears to be inherently plausible,
but we need more information about specific degrees of control and the effects that
they might have on learning outcomes.

Part 13; Communicative Features

The second part of the COLT observation scheme consists of an analysis of the
communicative features occurring within each activity. As in the case of the
categories of Part A, the communicative features have been motivated by numerous
discussions in the current literature concerning communicative cornpeLnce, com-
municative language teaching, and first and second language acquisition. So far, the
following seven communicative features have been isolated;

I. Use of target language
II. Information gap

1 II. Sustained speech
IV. Reaction to code or message
V. Incorporation of preceding utterances

VI. Discourse initiation
VII. Relative restriction of linguistic form

All the features are coded for teachers and students, with the exception of discourse
initiai,on and relative restriction of linguistic form, which are coded for students
on;. A discussion of the seven features foHows:

Use of target language. This communicative feature is designed to measure the
extent to which the target language is used in the classroom. It is based upon the
obvious assumptionnot necessarily evident in all teaching methodsthat in order
for a second language to be acquired it must be used by the students. This feature is
covered by two categories in the coding scheme: LI refers to use of the first language,
and L2 refers to use of the second, or target, language.

Information gap. This communicative feature refers to the extent to which the
information requested and/or exchanged is unpredictable, that is, not known in
athance. Theories about the nature of communication emphasize that a high degree
of unpredictability is characteristic of natural language use (Breen and Candlin 1980,
Morrow 1981, Widdowson 1978, Canale 1983). In other words, communication
must have a purpose- -the giving, receiving, or requesting of information. It is not
surprising that if the information requested is already known in advance, as is often
the case in L2 classrourm, the motivation to communicate tends to be rather weak.

Although studies of first language acquisition have shown that there is a high
level of prethctability in many interactions between caretakers and children in the
early stages (MacLure and French 1981), the information gap increases rapidly as
language proficiency develops. in contrast, it appears that many L2 classroom
interactions, even at the int.:anediate and advanced levels, are marked by an absence
of real information gap. Students may perceive very little reason to listen carefully or
to think about what they are ,aying when the main purpose of the exercise is to
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display their knowledge of grammar without consideration of the message being
conveyed (cf. Mehan 1979). It follows, then, that one of the aims of comnninicative
language teaching is to engage learners in activities when: the message is reasonably
unpredictable, in order to develop information processing skills in the target
language from the earliest possible stage (ef. Johnson 1982).

The categories designed to capture this feature in the COLT scheme are the
following:

I , Requesting information
(a) Pseudo-requests (The speaker already possesses the information re-

quested).
(b) Genuine requests (The information requested is not known in advance).

2. Giving information
(a) Relatively predictable (The message is easily anticipated in that there is a

very limited range of information that can be given. In the case of re-
sponses, only one answer is possible semantically, although there may
be different correct grammatical realizations).

(b) Relatively unpredictable (The message is not easily anticipated in that
there is a wide range of information that can be given. If a number of
responses are possible, they provide different information).

Sustained speech. This communicative feature is intended to measure the extent to
which speakers engage in extended discourse, or restrict their utterances to a
minimal length of one sentence, clause or word. The rationale for this feature is
primarily pedagogic. Although communication outside the classroom consists of
minimal as well as sustained discourse, L2 classrooms often restrict the length of the
learner's output to one sentence or less, and rarely provide opportunities for more
extended speech (McEwen 1976, Bialystok et al. 1979, Mitchell et al. 1981). If
practice with normally sustained discourse is considered to be important for the
development of fluent speaking and listening skills, then it is necessary for the
teacher to create situations where such practice can take place. The categories
designed to measure this feature are:

I. Ultra-minimal (utterances which consist of one wordcoded for student
speech only).

2. Minimal (utterances which consist of one clause or sentencefor the
teacher, one-word utterances are coded as minimal).

3. Sustained speech (utterances which are longer than one sentence, or which
consist of at least two main clauses).

Reaction to code or message. The fourth feature coded in Part B is closely related
to the content parameter of Part Athe point at issue being whether the purpose of
an exchange is to focus on the language code (that is, grammatical correctness) or on
the message, or meaning, being conveyed. Research has shown that in first language
acquisition attention is focused on the meaning rather than on the well-formedness
of utterances (Snow and Ferguson 1977, de Villiers and de Villiers 1979, Wells 1981).
Moreover, it appears that when children are acquiring their first language, correc-
tion of the code tends to confuse rather than help the learner (Brown 1980, McNeill
1966). In the L2 literature, it has been suggested that greater opportunities to focus
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on meaning will help the learner approximate first language acquisition conditions,
and may lead to similar success (Macnaniant 1973), At present, this Icature is
covered by a single category, Explicit cmle miction, defined as "A correction or
other explicit statement which draws attention to the linguistic incorrectness of nil
utterance." Further categories may he added as a result of information obtained
during the piloting of the observation senerw,

Incorporation of preceding utterances. In convosation there are many ways in
which participants may react to each other's contributions. One person may add a
comment, or elaborate on a preceding utterance. Another may ask a related
question, or perhaps there may be no reaction at all. Some studies of first language
acquisition have suggested that expansions of a child's utterance which add or
request additional information and in which somewhat novel forms are used tend to
enhance the development of the child's linguistic competence (Cross 1978, de Villiers
and de Villiers 1979, Ellis and Wells 1980, Wells, Montgomery, and Mac Lure 1979,
Wells 1981). Generally speaking, these studies suggest that"the best environment for
learning language contains a rich variety of sentences closely tied to what the child
currently produces" (de Villiers and de Villiers 1979: 109). It seems reasonable to
suppose that the same principle may apply in L2 learning.

To allow coding for a limited selection of reactions to preceding utterances, six
categories have been established. These are ordered according to their potential for
stimulating further topic-related discourse, as follows:

I. No incorporation: No feedback or reaction is given.
2. Repetition: Full or partial repetition of previous utterance(s).
3. Paraphrase: Completion and/or reformulation of previous utterance(s).
4. Comment: Positive or negative comment (not correction) on previous ut-

terance(s).
5. Expansion: Extension of the content of preceding utterance(s) through, the

addition of related information.
6. Elaboration: Requests for further information related to the subject matter

of the preceding utterance(s).

Discourse initiation. I-, tirst language communication among adult speakers as
well as between child ad adults, interactants generally have equality in discourse
roles and rights, that L. oey may not only respond to elicitations but they may also
spontaneously initiate talk. From an early age, children begin to engage in complex
patterns of turn-taking behaviour. It has been noted that in many mother/child
interactions it is the child who initiates the exchanges, and the motherthe teacher
as it werewho responds (cf. Mac Lure and French 1981). These self-initiations are a
gamble on the part of the child, an exploration of different linguistic means to
negotiate meaning. Thus children create an opportunity to test their own hypotheses
about the language by forcing their interactants to provide them with feedback and
further input.

In many L2 classrooms the discourse roles of the learners might almost be
regarded as the reverse of their counterparts outside the classroom. The classroom
appears to be an environment which requires far more elicited than self-initiated
talk, thus restricting the purposes for which language can be used. It follows that
another principle of communicative language teaching is that students should be
encouraged to initiate discourse themselves, instead of a1way3 having the role of
responding to questions imposed on them. To measure the frequency of self-
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initiated turns by students in different types of classrooms, ;he category Discourse
initiation has been included in the coding scheme.

Relative restriction of linguistic form, In mother tongue cornmunication, speakers
use a wide variety of linguistic forms to express the meanings they wish to convey.
Apart from sociolinguistic constraints imposed, for example, by the situation or by
the relative status of the interactants, the grammatical structures and semantic
choices are virtually unrestricted. The same lack of restriction is evident in the speech
of children acquiring their first language. As indicated earlier, children experiment
with language, try out their own strategies for communication and as their
systematic errors revealdevelop and test hypotheses about the language being
learned. This constant process of meaning negotiation and hypothesis testing
appears to he a crucial factor in first language acquisition.

By contrast, 12 learners are typically expected to mimic specific grammatical
patterns in repetition or substitution drills, and are rarely encouraged to experiment
or to use language freely. Often the fear is that creative, uncontrolled language use
will lead to many errors which might then prove difficult to eradicate. The literature
on communicative language teaching emphasizes the need for activities in which
learners can practice getting a message across with whatever resources happen to be
available, thus developing the type of skill which is referred to as strategic compe-
tence (Canale and Swain 1980). As in mother tongue acquisition, errors are viewed
positively, and are considered to be a necessary step in the active process of
hypothesis formation and gradual approximation to the target language: "The
student must be allowed to grope, to play around with the language, to internalize it
by using it and in using it to make mistakes" (Brumfit 1981:49). As with all the
communicative features, however, it re .c,ins an empirical question what techniques
are pedagogically most effective in a ,,.en classroom.

To permit an investigation of the frect of different degrees of restriction on the
development of L2 proficiency, three sabcategories have been proposed:

I. Restricted use: The orodwtion or manipulation of one specific form is
expected, as in a transformation or substitution drill.

2. Limited restriction: There .1 a choice of more thaa one linguistic form but
the range is very narrow. responses to Yes/ No questions, statements
about the date, time of dal , ztc.

3. Unrestricted use: There is nu ..xpectat ion of any particular linguistic form, as
in free conversation, oral reports, or personal diary writing.

COOING PROCEDURES

Two sets of coding procedures have been developed: one for the activity level
analysis (Part A) and one for the exchange level analysis (Part B).

All coding in Part A is done in real time by two observers who are present in the
classroom during the observation period. The activities ire timed, and the starting
time for each activity is entered in the left-hand margin of the coding form. In
addition to a written description of the type of activity (for example, drill, dialogue
repetition, conversation), the observers place a check mark in the appropriate boxes
under each of the four major headings: participant organization, content, student
modality, and materials. In the course of a single activity, several subsections may be
marked. For example, under the category participant organization there may be
instances of student-to-student interaction, teacher-to-student interaction, and
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teacher-to-ehiss interaction, In cases like this, check marks are placed in the
appropriai., boxes for each of these participant interaction types, and a circle is
drawn round the cheek mark in the box which represents the primary focus or
predominant feature of thy ;lois il v. This procedure is followed when coding OH the
Part A categories,

Part B coding is performed subsequent to the lesson, and is based on an audio-
recording of each of the classes observed. A time-sampling procedure within activity
types is followed, Coding starts at the beginning of each activity for one minute and
is resumed after a two-minute interval, During the one-minute coding periods, the
frequency of occurrence of each sub-category of the communicative features is
recorded by two coders. For an example of how the codidg is performed, consider
the following interaction between a teacher and two students which occurred within
a one-minute coding period:

Utterance Communicative feature'

T: What's the date lay?
SI: April 15th.

T: Good.
I': What's the date today?
Si. April 15th.

T: Good.

1.2/ pseudo-request/ minimal speech
1.2/ predictable infornuttion/ultraminimal
form
1.2/ comment/ minimal speech
1.2/ pseudo-request/ minimal speech
12/ predictable information/ ultramininml
form
1.2/comment/minimal speech

speech/limited

speech/limited

Consider now the following interaetio.i between a teacher and a studert which
required a different set of codes:

Utterance Communicative features

T: What clie you do on the 1.2/genuine requo, minimal
weekend?

S: 1 went to see a movie.

T: That's interesting. What
did you see?

S: El. 1 really liked it. He's
so cute.
Yes. 1 saw it too and reall!.
liked it. Did nyone else
see it?

L2/ giving unpredictable information/minimal speech/un-
restricted form
L2/comment/elaboration (genuine request for informa-
tion)/sustained speech
L2/ giving unpredictable information/sustained speech/ un-
restricted form
L2/commem/expar.zion/elaboration (genuine request for
information)/sustained speech.

readily be seen that the first examp :',:. represents a stereotyped routine marked
r'eudr.-requcsts, pred:ctable responses, and minimal speech patterns, iile the

se. ;!"1, is much closer to natural language behaviour, and includes genuine requests,
uns. ..-lictable responses, and a reasonable amount of sustained speech.

che intention is that the coding procedures !'or Part A and Part I.:should permit
the investigators to provide a detailed description of the type of activities that aie
taking place in L2 classes, together with a characterizat t. :fthese activities in terms
of a wide range of linguistic-communicative and pedagoi;ic factors that are thought
to influence L2 learning.
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A linal comment regarding the reliability of the coding procedures is necessary
before we discuss sonic of the claw We have already n'entioned that there are both
high and low inference categories in this scheme. However, the majority of our
categories. particularly in Part H, are of the high inference type, One criticism that
has been raised with respect to the use of such categories is that they involve a high
degree of subjective judgement on the pari of the coder. While this has to be
admitted, it is also the case that many of the most interesting aspects of language
learnii.g are not directly observable. One way of compensating for the lack of
objective criteria inherent in the use of high inference categories is to ensure that high
levels of inter-observer reliability are obtained. Although reliability will not be
statistically calcul.: ed until the pilot phase is completed, it appears so far that we
have been able to achieve high levels of agreement for both Part A and Part B of the
coding scheme.

REPORT ON SOME PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS

During the development of the observation scheme we were able to collect and
par , Ily analyze sc.:ne observational data from French (FSI.) ard English as a
secoiid language ;ESL) classes at two different grade levels, and these are the data
that we will be discussing in the present section.

The pre-pilot dry.' come from one class of adult ESI, learners and one class of
adolescent (grade 6) sl. learners. We selected these t .io classes because they had
been described as representing two distinct approaches to t.2 instruction. The ESL
class reflected a more traditional structure-based approach to L2 teaching (that is,
the audiolingual method) and the ESL class represented a communicative approach.
Because learners in these classes differed in terms of age, language of instruction,
motivation for learning the L2, time spent in the classroom, and native language
background, it would not be possible to make direct comr irisons between the
groups .egarding the relationship between instructional input and learning out-
comes. iie value of looking at these two classes at this particular stage in our
research was to determine whether the observation scheme was capable of describing
features of interactional behaviour in two classes which were thought to represent
two distinct approaches to L2 instruction, and furthermore, whether it was able to
specify in precise terms what those differences might be.

When we compare the features coded for Part A in both classes, we find that
there were both similarities and differences. The participant organization in both
classes was primarily teacher-centered, although there were some instances of
student-to-student interaction in each class. The content in both classes consisted
primarily of a focus on language. However, the FSL class focussed primarily on the
formal features of the target language (particularly vocabulary and pronunciation),
while the ESL class covered instruction not only of the formal features, but also of
some discourse and sociolinguistic features. In terms of the range of reference in
subject matter, the FSL class tended to be limited in ranr. whereas the ESL class
had instances of both limited and broad ranges of reference. The student modality
for each class covered listening, speaking, and reading, with writing receiving limited
attention during the time observed in the FSL class, and no time during the
obsersational period in the ESL class. The materials were primarily pedagogic in
both classes, but the use of materials in the ESL class rangcd from highly controlled
to minimally controlled, while the use of materials in the FSL class was highly
controlled throughout the observation period.
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In sommariiing the results of the activity level analysis, it would appear that
although) there were some differences, they were quite minimal, If we look at the
exchange level of analysis, however, sum,: interesting differences both in terms of
teachers' verbal input und karners' vet al output begin to enwrge.

In terms of the first communicra c feature, L2 MC, the target language was
used all the time by teachers and stot:ents in both classes, with the exception ol one
or two utterances in the first hang, 1;,- in the FSI, class. In terms of the second
communicative feature, information gt,i), the liSL teacher asked primarily pseudo-
questions and students gave only prcuictable responses, thus making the infornui
tion gap very narrow in this Class, In Ihe ESL class, however, there MINA great deal of
giving of unpredictable informat'on on the part ot tta: teacher, as well as the use of
both genuine and pseudo-requests, Also, students in this class gave both predictable
and unpredictable responses (particularly in the Lim few minutes of coding), thus
making the information gap between students and teacher somewhat wider. When
looking at the instances if sustained speech, we were able to see that the ESL
teacher's speech was minnwil most of th time, consisting of no more than one
phrase or sentence in each exchange, had the students' output was either minimal or
ultra-minimal, consisting of no more than one word or sentence in each exchange. In
the ESL class the teacher's speech was primarily sustained and the students' speech
varied between sustained tind minimal, although it was primarily minimal. Roth
teachers reacted to the co,le in these classes, although the tendency to react to
meaning became more of a locus later in the ESL class. Reaction to code or message
on the part of students was not evident in either class, although later in the ESI. class
there were clear examples of students reacting to message rather than to form in
conversational interaction.

Turning to the incorporation of utterance) ,e found that in the FSL class there
were no elaborations on the pan of the teacher, I, :actions consisted primarily
of comments and repetitions. In the ESL class, -, elaborations and expan-
sions were far more numerous than repetitic ises, and commcnts.
Elaborations did not occur on the part of students Ito .,ass during the coding
period, although there were also instance of this lau.i un in the ESL class. The
categories concerning the extent to which tudents were restricted in their use of
linguistic forms revealed that while the FSL ) 'timers were restricted at all times, the
ESL learners, although restricted in some casea Ilso produced language which was
both limited and unrestricted in terms of form. The discourse init:ation category
revealed that although no students in the FSL clas ;Ft),..ke unless ask l a question by
the teacher, there were some 1cs ^(qpontaneL on the part of
students in the ESL class. These selknitiatit. ,f,c1 as the class continued
beyond the coding period.

To summarize, it would appear that even with data that represent onlv one and
a half hours of coding, differences are beginning to emerge between these tv :lasses
at the exchange level of analysis. The teachers' input in the ESL class appears to be
more varied, containing a higher level of information gap, more instances of
sustained speech, and a greater number of expansions and elaborations than the
FSL teacher's speech. Similarly, the students' output in the ESL class appears to be
more varied, containing fewer restrictions in terms of form, a higher level nf
information gap, and more instances of sustained speech than the FSL data. It
should be emphasized that the aim of the pre-pilot phase was to test the ability of the
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observation Achvme to differentiate between various methodological approaches, It
Wits not pail ol mu purpose at this stage to draw conclusioks about the value °Ione
method rather than another. In particular, it is not possible to evaluate the various
apploaches to ESI. and l'SI. instruction without reference to it variety ol socio-
logical and adnnnistrative factors which it is not Mil 110001011 10 discuss in the
present paper.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described it claisrooln ohserV111100 scheme, currently
being developed in the Modern Language Centre at the Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education, which incorporate% an activity level and an exchange level of analysis
and which provides a framework for comparing various features of classroom
discourse with patterns of natural language use outside the classroom. It is hoped
that the COLT scheme will enable us to clarify a number of issues which relate to the
current debate concerning the respective advantages of more innovative communi-
cative approaches versus more tradit, ,nal structure-based approaches to second
language education.

Since it was not possible to define communicative language teachiiig in general
global terms we compiled a list of indicators of communication, each of which can be
separately observed and quantified. The communicative orientation of classrooms is
therefore not characterized by a single feature, but by a cluster of interrelated
dimensions. A combination of scores for the various categories will enable us to
place each class at some point on a communicative continuum or scale. It is hypo-
thesized that different types of communicative orientation will differently affect the
development of proficiency in a second language. We must emphasize, however,
that we are making no claim at this stage about what type of communicative
orientation might be pedagogically most expedient in a given instructional setting.

We have described the categories of the observation scheme and discussed a
preliminary data analysis. This analysis suggests that the COLT scheme is capable of
revealing significant differences in communicative orientation between French and
English as second language classes at two different grade levels. However, morc data
from a large number of classes is required to ensure that the COLT scheme can
effectively describe instructional differences ri a variety of 12 programs. For this
reason, a pilot study was recently undertaken in a number of second language classes
in the Toronto area. The sample includes 12 classes at the grade seven level, broken
down as follows: 4 core French classes, 2 extended French classes, 2 French
immersion classes, and 4 English as a second language clams.' All the classes have
been observed twice, and analysis is being carried out at !he activity and exchange

'C'ore French is the basic regular French program, in which I iondi language is the subject of instruction
In Ontario. French is compulsory up to grade 9. The st. brig grade and the amount of instruction i4it
On the average, students start between grades 4 to 5 with 40 m:nutes a day. In Toronto, students now star t
in grade 4 with 40 minutcs a day.
Extended French involves the teaching of one or more other school subjects through the medium of
French in addition to core French instruction.
In French immersion programs French is the language of instruction in all subject matter classes. At the
rnmary level, the programs typically involve a half day of immersion in kindergarten followed by onc or
more years of total French instruction. At the earliest in grade 2. a daily period of English language arts is
introduced, by grade 4 or 5 the proportion of the day in English may be increased to 50%.
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kvels. 1 he pilot phase will pros irk. I he frivol igalork mu only Veil II largerdala haw%
hut also will' tlain 110111Cliitsca 01. Winer% who aiV all M ibe same age, awl who me
learning mm second language in a variely of insiructional settings

Once the pilot data are analyied, ii ill he piwsible to begin the next 'Mascot the
research in which we intend to compare Oast" which differ significantly in terms
ol their activity level and exchange kvel characieristics. A number 01 classy% of eaell
type will he otna:rved, and modems will he Oven proficiency tests which a ic hong
developed COIWURemly with the observation scheme. Analysis of the test results will
then he carried out to dciernUne ihe relationship between lype ol instruction and
proliciency m catkins OsIWCIN oh seVollti litii$UNIO
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INTRODUCTION

As Smith's introductory paper in this volume stresses, it is of vital im 'ance to
language teachers that they maintain control over what they teach ak now they
teach it; only through such control will they be able to put their knowledge about and
skill in teaching ESOL to full use. Establishing and maintaining control, however, is
by no means a simple matter. It involves becoming socio-politically aware, knowing
what the political factors influencing a particular teaching situation are and how to
work withinor aroundthese factors in order to ensure a quality program.

The three concluding papers in this volume consider what is involved in becoming
aware of the ever-present socio-political messages, which, if disregarded, can play
havoc with the most carefully planned program.

Mary Ashworth provides a challenge to the members of the profession to act
individually and collectively in response to the social, institutional, pedagogical,
economic, and commercial forces which face teachers on local, national, and
international fronts. She also offers advice on the pmctichi steps which can be taken
in order to bring about changes in educational policies at all three levels.

Elliot Judd describes some of the political and social effects which ESOL
instruction causes and reminds us of the moral questi. involved. A basic assump-
tion in Judd's argument is that English language teaching instruction reflects a
country's language policy, whether or not it is recognized as such by governing
institutions. We, as educators, become instruments of this defacto policy, whether
we realize it or not.

The volume ends with Tom McArthur's contribution, which points out that
ideological attitudes underlie every teacher's actions in the classroom and every
institution's expectations as to what constitutes desirable conduct on the part of its
staff and students. He suggests that these attitudes be as coherent as pcL-ible and
insists that, at the very least, they be "subject to overt examination." In the final
analysis, it is, of course, this awareness of the impact of what we say and do which
permits the ESOL professional to stay, humanely, in control.

255
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"Fifth Business" in the Classroom
Mary Ashworth

We have a saying, "When the U.S.A. sneezes, Canada catches a cold," which is
just a way of pointing out the interdependence between our two countries. A famous
Canadian, Marshall McLuhan, looked wider and called our world "a global village,"
emphasizing the relationships that hold between world communities. But John
Donne said it all years ago as he turned the spotlight on the individual: "No man is an
island, Entire of itself." These statements remind us of the interdependence that
exists between man and man, between nun and community, and between
communities. This same interdependence holds between the world outside the class-
room and the classroom. Try as they may, classroom teachers cannot shut the world
out of their classrooms. There are in our local, national and world societies a number
of forces which affect classroom teachers directly and indirectly, no matter what age
or ability level nor where in the world they are teaching.

I want to look first at some of these forces and their effect on classroom
teachers, and then look briefly at ways in which these forces can be combatted if they
are destructive and harnessed if they are constructive.

International Forces

An obscure archduke was murdered in a small town in Europe in 1914 and the
world was plunged into war. A dictator came to power in Uganda and thousands of
refugees were forced to flee. Oil was discovered in a small desert kingdom and world
finances were turned topsy-turvey. We do not know what is happening right now in
some part of the world we have never heard of that may affect our lives.

What events affect us as language teachers? Perhaps the unstable economy of
some far distant country; or an unstable or unacceptable political regime; or the
emigration or immigration policies of countries which export or import people; or
the desire of a country to increase the technical knowledge of its young people; or the
use to which a country puts education, including language learningperhaps to
advance the individual, perhaps to control him/ herand the kind of help that that
country seeks from another country.

Mary Ashworth is an Associate Professor in the Language Education Department, Faculty of Education,
University of British Columbia, specializing in E.S.L.. She is also the current Associate Chair of the
Teacher Education Interest Section.
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How do these few items I have mentioned in the international sphere affect the
ESL/ EFL teacher? They affect:

a) who the students aretheir source countries,
b) how many are permitted to enter the receiving country and therefore how

rt,", ige teachers are needed,
c ) itudents are independent, financially secure, well educated or

reti, :3 vl 1.11 no money and an interrupted education,
d) whet ;:r the movement of people is planned and orderly or sudden and

chaotic,

National Forces

Countries have different policies regarding assimilation or integration, regard-
ing ethnocentricity or muhiculturalism. Some countries accept newcomers as
citizens-in-the-making; others see them as sojourners who must, in time, return to
their own land.

Every country has its own political system, its own way of permitting change to
be brought aboutperhaps through party politics, perhaps through grass roots
advocacy groupsor perhaps change is not allowed.

These factors affect:

a) the cultural content of ESL/ EFL coursesis one culture represented or are
many?

b) the flavour of textbooksare they highly nationalistic or do they present a
wider, international flavour?

c) the emphasis placed on citizenship training as a goal of the program,
d) the ways in which teachers can make changes that will benefit students.

Social Forces

How well does a society accept people from other cultures? Is racism overt or
covert? The answer may well lie in the history of that particular society, for instance,
in their -.sponse over the last one hundred years to culturally and linguistically
differen. immigrants.

What is the status of teachers in the society? Does the community respect the
teaching profession? Are some teachers more equal than others? Where do ESL/
EFL teachers stand in the pecking order? Is the community prepared to spend tax
dollars on the culturally and linguistically different learner? Will the mmunity find
jobs for these people or will it stand in the way of their vocational, al and educa-
tional aspirations?

These social forces affect:

a) teacher training,
b) the hiring of teachers,
c) support for programs,
d) curriculum,
e) the role of the teacher.
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Institutional Forces

During the last few years we have heard about Institutional diverlmlnation. It
exists. For instance, do all schools make it possible for non-English speaking
children attending English medium schools to catch up in language use and in their
general education to their pcers, or arc there subtly built-in barriers to their
progress?

Some institutional administrators constrain teachers to such a degree that it is
impossible for them to do a good job. Others see their role as servants of the students
and their teachers.

Anyone who has worked in a large institution knows thc interdepartmental
rivalries which disrupt the environment; similar rivalries are found between
institutions. When what is sought is either personal gain or the territorial imperative
for its own sake, then competition can be damaging. ,

Finally, every institution has its own philosophy and goalssometimes clearly
stated, sometimes notand ESL/ EFL must fall or flourish within these goals.

Institutional forces affect:

a) the goals of the ESL/ EFL program,
b) the design, length and quality of the program,
c) the hiring of teachers and teacher trainers,
d) the climate within which the program operates.

Pedagogical Forces

Many items could be listed und -r this heading; let me mention a few. There is
the input from related disciplines such as linguistics, sociology and psychology as
well as from education. There is research, both good and bad research, research into
important matters and research into trivia, and there are many gaps in research.
There is the quality of teacher training, both pre-service and in-service; the
relationship of ESL/ EFL to the rest of education; and the relationship of language
learning to the learner's further education and cultural adjustment. Each of these
items can be expanded and others added to the list, but time is sho

How do these pedagogical forces affect classroom teachers? They affect:

a) the quality of classroom teaching,
b) the approaches, methods and techniques used,
c) the curriculumits construction, its purpose,
d) the textbooks used,
e) the kinds of programs mounted by an institutionboth ESL/ EFL

programs and support services such as counselling.

Economic Forces

We have booms and busts, periods of expansion and recession. They may occur
in our own country, or we may feel the effects of another country's growth or
regression.

Economics affects the willingness of cit inns to pay taxes to support community
education programs.
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Fconomie forces affect:

a) funding, which in turn affects whether or not thew is an FS I./ HFI,rrop
which affects the hiring and firing ol teachers,

b) CIOSN Site,
c) amount and quality of materials available,
d) society's attitude towards immigrants. (When there is a booming economy,

immigrants are welcome because labour is needed. But a recession brings
unemployment, and immigrants are often scapewited for the failure of
society to he:(er order its economy. The result may be a rise in racism :Ind in-
creased trnsion in society, in the institution, and in the classroom.)

Commercial Forces

I remember the days when there was vit tually only one Canadian ESL textbook
used across Canada: Carson Martin's An Introduction to Canadian English. There
was, in addition, a limited amount of material from the U.S.A. and the U.K. If you
have visited the publishers' display at this Convention, you have seen and perhaps
tasted the banquet of books and other aids now on sale. But publishers have to make
a profit if they arc to stay in business; they can take some risks, but not enough to
cripple themselves. During the last few years in Canada, somc ministries and
departments of education have stopped adopting one text for all students in the
province; instead, they now recommend five or six possible texts leaving it to school
districts to mak.: the choice. Large bulk orders are therefore not made as frequently,
which naturally affects the publishing business.

The commercial forces in our society can affect:

a) the supply of commercial texts, games, hardware and software available to
teachers,

b) the content of the materials purchased by teache:s,
c ) the approaches and methods teachers will use, influenced as they will be by

the materials they purchase.

I have not touched on other forces such as the professional force (teachers'
organizations, for example), or the religious force, and you may well think of other
forces which have a particular effect on you.

Teachers' Response to these Forces

Do teachers have a responsibility to harness those forces which are beneficial to
their students and to combat those forces whichare harmful to their students? I think
they do. Then how can they do it? Through organizations and through individuals.

There are both international and national organizations. Which is TESOL? I
sense it is both. Some of its affiliates lie outside the U.S.A.; therefore, there must
exist what I think of as TESOL International. Yet from time to time my affiliate here
in Canada gets letters asking us to write to our congressmanwe don't have one!
That sounds like TESOL U.S.A.! Perhaps to be really effective, nationally in the
U.S.A. and internationally, TESOL has to make a clear distinction between its two
parts so that we know when TESOL USA is speaking and when TESOL
International is speaking. Both voices need to be heard, but distinctly, not blurred.

TESL Canada has put out an excellent position paper dealing with ESL for
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adults, It ike with a national voice about a nationiti concern, I would like to ask
TESL Canada to establish a jil sition on ( I) the education of non.English speaking
children across Canada arid (2) teacher training in rm.. I know that funding for
projects like this is o problem hut it is rowing how governments under pressure OM
find money.

Next, let c insider the role of the individual, It takes time and effort so to
control the for, "s 131 our respective societies that they work for the benefit of Our
students. it is often tiresome and frustrating work, 1,m the rewards are immense: new
programs are nu, iited, quality improves, and better opportunities for advancement
are open to noti-English-speaking students.

In 1981 I wrote an article entitled "Twenty Axioms For Making Changes in
Educational Policies and Procedures" which was published in the fall issue of TESL
Mlk, The following are my twenty axioms, written, of course, for a Canadian
audience, but applicnble, I think, to some degree in other countries:

I. lk quite clear in your own mind what the problems are and what needs to
be done. If you are not clear in your own mind what the heart of the
problem is and what needs to be done about it, you will never convince
anyone that you are anything more than a perennial grumbler! (The you
addressed here and throughout these axioms is either (I) the individual
teacher seeking to rcctify a poor situation adversely affecting his/ her own
Class and brought about by an unsound policy or practice within a single
institution, or (2) a local, provincial or federal organization trying to
change an unsound policy or practice initiated or tolerated by government
or (3) both.)

2. Collect the facts and figures you need to prove you have a case. The phrase
a lot of people does not carry nearly as much weight as fifty or five
thousandor whatever number fits the situation. Figures are often available
if you search long enough and ask enough questions of enough people. If
figures are not available then perhaps thisfact that no one has carcd enough
to find out, for example, how many preschool ESL children are not getting
adequate or appropriate language help in day care centres, needs to be
made public to show up the lack of concern for those who cannot help
themselves. Facts, or the established absence of facts, give strength to a
brief.

3. Decide on your four or five major prioritiesthen pick the one you think
you can be reasonably sure of completing successfully and get on with it
quickly. Nothing succeeds like success. Whcn you have been successful
once, people will start to take notice of you. The news will spread that you
don't just talkyou act! Once you have established a positive reputation,
you can get going on some of the long term, and perhaps more important,
items on your priority list.

4. Gather a few like-minded people around you. Your collective enthusiasm
will attract others. Many successful movements of the past, whether social,
political or religious, were rooted in the beliefs and actions of a mere
handful of people who refused to be defeated.

5. Get to know some government officials, municipal, provincial andfederal,
on a personal basis. There are many sincere and dedicated civil servants
who experience the same joys and the same frustrations as we in the field do
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in trying to change the world, When you know them, they will givo you
good counsel lind win your respect,

fr Take an active part in local politics, You don't have to run for office, but
know what is going on in your local community, Be an informed voter and
he ready to inform others, Serve on a commuoity-based committee and
become known,

, 1.ncourage outsiders to meet your students and to see what goes on in svur
classromn, Don't let ESL/ EFL become a flowery cult in your institution,
School administrators and other teachers, as well its members of the
community, need to see for themselves what you are talking about when
you say you want to make changes.

8, Support your organization and he prepared to give it some time anal to
serve on a committee, The energy which fuels an organization comes from
the individual members, If your organization has not done its much as you
think it should have done, perhaps it is just short of member-energy.
Decide how much time you can give and when you can give itthen phnne
the president!

9. Rut remember that the individual is Just as important as an organization-,
both have a role to play in making changes. Not everyone
organization person. Some are loners and work better on their own. Any
time you feel that an individual in today's complex world is powerless,
remember Terry Fox. (Terry FIX lost a leg to cancer. He ran halfway
across Canada and raised over twenty million dollars for cancer research
before thc disease killed him.)

ID, Make your organization truly representativedon let cliques dewlop. A
good mixture of people who represent different geographical regions,
different types of institutions and different levels of instruction will make
thc pinpointing of problems common to all much easier, allowing battle to
bc enjoined on a number of fronts simultaneously.

1 1. Advertise your organization and its cause. Get on the media. Send out
brochures. Remember that out of sight does mean out of mind.

12. Join hands with organizations in the local community or in the province
that have similar interests. A good communications network can ensure
that organizations work in support of each other and not at cross-purposes.

13. Join hands also with national organizations. TESL Canada, for example,
is our national ESL organization comprising the provincial ESL associa-
tions and representatives from the unorganized regions. Be ready to speak
to the federal government with a strong national voice and to the provincial
government with a strong provincial voice.

14. Keep personally well informed on what is happening in the field locally,
provincially, nationally and internationally; and as an organization keep
your members well informed. Every ESL/ EFL teacher is a public affairs
representative for ESL/ EFL and must be ready to speak knowledgeably
about the concerns and achievements in the field.

15. Make sure you know what concerns come under the federal government
and what come under the provincial government so that you know who to
ask for what. Kicking the football back and forth is an old game played by
provincial and federal politicians. Don't give them an excuse for a game by
taking a request to the wrong group. But if they do play football with you,
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Mike sure there is a crowd (the public) watching. 1 here is nothing like a
wide,awake audience for keept4 he players honest, After all, the audience
pays the players' salaries!

16. /Ind a politician in power MI another in oppmnion why wen., to have
ow intereAt in your came oral cultivate (hem, Send then, Utformation,
invite them to meet you, get on lirstquinw terms with someone in the
constituency office, and then get to work on them!

17, Show dime politiciam who( bowfin they will reapfrom Au/14)110w your
COW 1.14e.Opublirity? They are busy people and need sonw pay-off for
the time they re you,
efsk questioto name making acctoadom, You may be wrong! Asking a
lew simple but direct questions is art importam component in the process of
making changes,

19, lk prolettional in Act not in fiction. 1 hat is, be properly trained, if possible
in connection with a university. Engage in classroom action research. Write
articles dealing with your own particular expertise. Learn from the ever-
increasing body of knowledge about ESL/ EEL and add to it.

20. &prepared to he hurt If you want to make changes in society, you must
make yourself vulnerable to personal attack. Hut rememberthe hurt you
will feel will probably be nothing compared to the hurt presently felt by
those for whom change is so desperately needed.

Well, there it is. There arc forces out there that can help and hinder us all in our
work. We can and must control, combat and harness them and where t!ere's a
ss d I there's a way!
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TESOL as a Political Act:
A Moral Question
Elliot 1, Judd

INTRODUCTION

'reaching English to speakers of other languages (hereafter abbreviated as
TEMA.) is a political act. Those of us who are engaged in the teaching of English to
non- or limited-English speakers are, in addition to teaching, also directly or
indirectly implementing a stated or implied language policy as well as acilwly
promoting a form of ia ngunge change in our students, 'ecause we are engaged in all
of these aetMties simultaneously, we arc involved in a political process.

Because we are immersed in such a process, we must become aware that we arc
faced with certain moral dilemmas. The solutions to be found to these dilemmas, if
any, are quite complicated and are often painful to deal with. The intention of this
article is to explore both the nature of TESOL as a political activity and some of the
moral questions that arise from this situation. Because this discussion will not be
able to present more than a brief overview of these dilemmas, the points that will be
made here are designed mainly to raise questions and stimulate debatenot to
provide definitive answers. As we go through this discussion, it will become
increasingly apparent why it is impossible to provide absolute solutions to the
questions raised here, and we should be wary of those who claim to. It should also bc
borne in mind that the nature of this article and the directions offered in it arc
speculative and may be subject to other interpretations.

A POLITICAL ACTT

The roots of education in any society must be congrvnt with the overall
political goals of that society. It is political authorities, for example, who decide what
subjects are permitted or promoted in schools. This is especially true in the case of
second language instruction, both in terms of thc decisions about which language or
languages are chosen for instruction as well as which language(s) are not permitted
to be taught. Furthcr, the degree of emphasis to be placed on each language and the
level of proficiency desired for each language taught arc often political questions.

Mot L. Judd is an Assistant Professor of Linguistics at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He was the
Director of the 1982 TES01. Summer Institute and is Associate Chair of the 1984 TESOL Convention.
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M4nd 4(6 tot critilicotion of teochets iti genctol, 3Th4 decootito alum Opo4'i4b10
catesories for USD'. instructors in potricolat, are made, or certainly opptot est 1/Y
pofitical authorities eithei directly in Ow bun ol kgislansc acik though those
whom they appoint to run the educational burrow: (that is to say, d would he
defeolino to Appoint titivate whose political thinkino is coot tory to the 1%44441041s
of those M power,) Furthermore, puhlic education is bonded thiough lasation ot
through other polit kal avenues, and choices made in the disbursement of suchlund
reflect political philosophies. If moriey i win ott CSOl. teachers, 104Iffidk
speciafists, and tests, other priorities, either educational or (Omsk, are niot honied
to the same degree that would have been possible had the 1S01. allocations not been
made. If money is spent on scholarships for US(H. students arid on teacheritaittino,
it is not being spent on something else, Fven decisions about money allOCattii lot
research on second !angular learning and teaching can be traced to political winces
Ultimately, all of these decision% which tife made about TF501. most he justified in
terms of the political benefits to be derived, In *host, educational iicies in Se Defal.
and policies reoarifing second languor instruction in patlicular,t 1 be constuent
with wider politicol objectives (Jernudd 1982, Spolsky I482, To hewn 1982, Judd
1981 and 1978, Tucker 1977, !Onion 1976, Richards 1972, Jernudd and Dascrupto
1971, Rubin 1971),

A second, but related, point is that FSOI, instruction, alone or as pan of
bilingual education, is part of a country's lomat languagc policy. Cio.en that the
determination of that language poky is in the political myna, FMK decisions are
political decisions. Decisions about language WM and instruction art not made on
the basis of linguistic aesthetics or overall structural properties. Languages otc
chosen for their ut.lity. The status of English and its relationship to other languages
in a society is determined deliberately by those in power. This determination may be
affected by historical precedents, economic and technological realities, and/ or
socio.political necessities, It is also necessary for those n power to determine the
status and function of English in a given society- either as a native or co-native
language, as a langoage of wider communication, as an additional language, Of a
foreign language (Judd 1980. Thvie who hold political power must continually
evaluate English language use and decide if changes ark to be made. Decision% on
whether or not to change the rolc and status of English are bated on the political
usefulness of English and the effect of English on 01/.:r pails of the political arena.
Such decisions also affect the form and model of English evosen for instruction in
any given country.

The implications of this are perhaps obvious: TESOI atid ESOI. professionals
are not only affected by the political pi oces: we are also part of thr political proem.
We not only receive funds from the existing political institutions; our very existence
is invariably linked to those institutions and the political climate in which they
function. In short, whether we like it or not, we 4, ic political creatures, We may
choose on an individual level to remain apart from partisan politics, but we cannot
claim that we are above politics or beyond its grasp. As educators who are
impleme,.ting approved governmental policies, wc arc part of that system.

THE MORAL DILEMMA

The issue of politics and TESOL is not one of absolute, unttur,t,onable
ideology. Everyone who deals with politics eventually faces basic moric cluestions.
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These relate to essential philosophical issues concerning what is perceived as good in
a given society and what happens when a conflict arises between individual and
group responsibilities and needs. Such philosophical debates are age-old and can be
au!ied to a variety of Issues. However, for the purpose of this article, the focus will
ae limited to some general comments related to TESOL and politics.

Establishing language policy in general and ESOL policy in particular involves
making decisions. One variable which often affects the choices that are made is the
relative status of a particu!ar language (as compared with other languages) in a
specific society at a partict tar point in time. When we discuss the notion of the
statuses of language, we, of course, are making relative, comparative statements
which elude exact measurement. For example, we can say that Language X has
more status than Language Y in a certain domain. Invariably, attitudinal factors
influence perceptions of language status. Furthermore, relative status relationships
between languages change over time. Thus, certain languages acquire greater status
while others can diminish. As a result, choices are made that involve the teaching
profession. When we are involved in TESOL, we are hoping to promote the use of
English in the target population. Of course, the degree of English language use and
the domains in which it functions vary from situation to situation. Yet, by virtue of
the fact that we are teachers of a second language, we are agents of language change.
If we did not expect our students to learn English and change their English language
use, why would we be teaching at all? In some cases, we may be asking our students
to abandon their native language(s) entirely. More likely, we are asking them to learn
English in order to function in specific domainsin the workplace, in academia, or
for cross-cultural communications.

However, these decisions can force TESOL professionals to confront some
serious moral dilemmas. Are we, for example, contributing to the demise of certain
languages or linguistic communities? Do we have the right to do so? The answer to
the first question can depend on the context of ESOL instruction. Generally, in an
English-as-a-second-language environment, such as in Canada or the United States,
we are not contributing to complete global language loss since the languages which
our students speak will still be spoken by others in the students' home country.
However, in some situations that are often classified as ESL contexts this may not be
true. Day (1981) speculated that ESL teaching in Guam is leading to the "genocide"
of Chamorro. A similar situation may be occurring in certain North American
contexts with respect to the indigenous Native American languages. Even if we do
not cause the complete disappearance of a language from the world scene, we may be
hastening the disappearance of a language from its American or Canadian context
because of the material, social, and political benefits derived by both the speakers of
that language and the wider society from the abandonment of that language in favor
of English. Should we be concerned about this state of affairs?

The questions of language change and language demise also occur in non-
second-language TESOL environments. Since English is viewed by many as the
language of econom Aitical, and social mobility, is there the possibility that
people will abandon tL native languages and/or cultures in favor of English and/
or English-speaking cul .re? With the use of localized "Third World Englishes" (for
a more complete discuss:x.1 of these varieties see Kachru 1982a, Pride 1982, and
Smith 1981), complete indigenous language and culture abandonment is unlikely
(Fishman 1982 and Spencer 1974). In fact, the new English forms are becoming
more widespread. Yet, we still must admit at least in some sociolinguistic
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domains, such as in the South Pacific, English is replacing other languages (Moag
1982). Is this phenomenon good? Are we as ESOL professionals contributing to this
language shift or accelerating its pace?

The answers to these questions are far from simple. They involve basic
conflicting concepts of philosophical and moral approaches to the issues. One view is
that language shift is a natural sociolinguistic process. Languages come and go in
any given community; some rise in terms of status and domains of usage, and others
fall. The forces which affect these movements are part of language evolution and we,
as second language professionals, have little to say about the process. We should
take a descriptive approach and accept the reality.

However, there are those who present a contrasting point of view: although
language change is natural, it is not inevitable. We are not, and should not be, passive
observers who a xept change as part of a larger phenomenon which is beyond our
control. We are part of the process and, accordingly, we car lect the process itself.
As professionals, we not only can, but must, voice our concerns when what we are
teaching produces consequences of which we do not approve. If we are social
scientists, we must evaluate and comment on the social processes occurring in our
environment. As Day points out:

All of us should be aware of our responsibilities as social scientist no
more escape the consequences of our actions thalt can those wl .. to
develop nuclear weapons. As teachers of English to speakers of othei i uages,
we have to develop a social conscience. (1981:78)

In short, we as teachers involved in the political process are lesponsible for the
political and social effects that our instruction causes.

What should be remembered at this point is that these conflicting views cannot
be empirically verified through a comparison of quantifiable data. They represent
philosophical positions. They depend on personal perspectives and are a product of
personal approaches to education as well as of previous experiences, both
intellectual and emotional. Some people consistently adhere to one position or the
other; others vacillate; and still others avoid the issue entirely.

Beyond the question of the professional's role and responsibilities in second
language instruction is the wider issue of the preservation of different languages and
linguistic groups in any society. Should the political authorities and policy planners
make concerted efforts to maintain linguistic and cultural diversity? If so, what roles
will the schools play in this effort? This question revolves around the issues of
pluralism and whether or not pluralistic societies are cohesive or divisive. The
current situations around the world do not appear to offer any clear-cut answer to
the question of how politically and economi ailv stable li riguistically and culturally
heterogeneous societies are. Certainly many rountries that are politically unstable
and economically underdeveloped are also multilingual ai,d multicultural. But there
are also stable, developed countries that are also multdingual and multicultural.
Therefore, there do not seem to be any direct causal links between linguistic and
cultural diversity and level of development. There are numerous other factors
beyond language and culture which enter into the determination of economic
prosperity and political unity. For that matter, depending on how one defines
linguistic and cultural homogeneity, it could be argued that few, if any countries are
truly homogeneous, including most of the native-English speaking countries.
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What we arc faced with, therefore, are conflicting opinions which are
philosophical in nature and which depend on personal viewpoint. On the one hand,
we have what we can call the majority-rules position, which maintains that decisions
should be made in terms of the benefits that will be derived by the larger society. For
example, in deciding questions of second language instruction, bilingual education,
and language maintenance, adherents of this position make their decisions by
looking at the ultimate benefits which will accrue to society as a whole. Lewis
suggests that this view occurs in

some societies (that) argue that justice is done to the different 6 )ups when
the benefit to society as a whole is maximized, when the advantages to the
greatest number of citizens outweigh whatever disadvantages may be experi-
enced by minorities (1978: 679).

In terms of second language instruction, we justify our teach ig on the basis of the
political, economic, and social benefits to be gained by those who receive the
instruction. But of equal importance from the collective poir* of view of the
majority-rules position are the advantages to be accrued by the wi ler society from
such instruction. If, in the process, certain languages or culturt minish or even
disappear, the loss is small when compared to the overall benefits for the majority.
This same position would be applied in the case of multidialectal education.

An opposiig viewpoint may be called an individual-liberty position, based on
the writings of John Stuart Mill. Such a position maintains that every group, and
every individual, has the right to maintain linguistic and cultural autonomy. Again,
as Lewis explains:

All languages and all individuals speaking whatever languages have an
innate claim and an inalienable right to be safeguarded in and for them-
selves alone. The loss or disregard of one languagt diminishing its role
or restricting its currency in society, is not made right by the fact that a larger
number of people gain a greater advantage. The smallest and most insig-
nificant language groups or individuals, like the largest and most power-
ful, have a right to exist and prosper irrespective of am calculation of pro-
fit and loss (1978: 680).

In other words, society ultimately gains through individual freedom and diversity,
and larger groups should not impose their will on smaller groups. It is the right of
each individual or group to decide whether or not they want second language
instruction, bilingual education, or multidialectal education. It is further implied
that those in power should aid diverse groups in implementing their own educational
destiny.

When linked to the questions already raised in this article, the two positions just
stated aid in explaining how moral questions arise in TESOL. Those advocating the
individual-liberty stance would decry the fact that, as ESOL professionals, we run
the risk of cha-,'..ing certain groups' linguistic patterns and the proponents of this
position would .ven challenge our right to do so. Since such language decisions are
firmly entrenched in overall political issues, those in power have forced ESOL
teachers to engage in activities which are morally troublesome. Conversely, the
majority-rule position ultimately asks 'estions about who benefits from ESOL
instruction and may even require edncs4;,): , to demonstrate how their classroom
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work serves lo b.;liela society as a whole, something which may be difficult to On
with any dr.g! e of certainty. Further, it assumes that those in power will be able to
decide fairly d objectively what is good for :ciety as a whole and then implement
such decisions on an equitable basis. From th ...! point of view of recent history,
however, this assumption is open to question.

ADDITIONAL DILEMMAS

Until now, this article has focused on issues in TEjOL in terms of language
change and shift on the group level. Political decisions about second language use
are, by nature, group-directed. They cannot be made on a cas..-b case individual
basis because institutions do not function that way. Yet there are airs.. probler on
the individual level since ESOL students and instructors are often pla2ed in
situations which are at odds with these group decisions. This obviously sets up an
interesting series of moral questions which individual ESOL practitioners must face
in their particular teaching situations. These often relate to the general moral
question of how and when individuals are obliged to follow society's general
principles and when they should deviate from them.

Som..: examples should help to illustrate this point. First, consider who is
allowed to study English. In many parts of the world, access to formal education is
restricted to the elite. Those who are connected either by personal associations or
favored-group status are those who attend quality schools and/ or are permitted to
reach the higher levels of the educational system. Owing to the current prestige status
of English as an international language, it is quite possible that those in our classes
are the most select and privileged of the population. Does our ESOL instruction
result in the continued dominance of these selected few in the future, which may
perpetuate the social and political status quo (Whitely 1974 and Armstrong I976)?
Can we expect those whom we are training and who will some day assume power to
share their social, economic and political benefits with those presently outside these
positions of influence (Britton I976)? Will those with knowledge use it for the
society's overall benefit or only to aid a certain segment of the population (Jernudd
I972)? In many parts of the world, English provides access to positions of power.
Should we, as ESOL professionals, question the motives of our students, especially
in cases where we morally object to the possible uses to which their knowledge might
be put? Do we accept without question the determination of who is permitted to
study English and who is not?

Finding answers to these questions is difficult and frustrating. The problem
becomes even more complex when ESOL instructor's or advisors are functioning in a
country that is not their own. Does a visiting professional have the right to question
the local authorities concerning their motives for providing ESOL instruction and
the ways they select students for ESOL programs, both at home and abroad? If we
do question, are we not practicing a form of cultural, and perhaps moral,
chauvinism? Can we assume that we have the correct motives ourselves in judging
the morals of others? However, if we fail to question, are we not quihy of
perpetuating societal inequities and injustices?

A second ' 't related, example also shows the moral dilemmas which arise
from the political aspects of TESOL. In many areas throughout the world, English is
viewed as a vehicle for personal advancement. Those who aspire to economic, social,
and political status study English not because they like English or nen native
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English speakers, but because the language has international prestige: it is the major
langue of scientific and technological information, and it serves as an irternal status
marker (Kachru I 982b, Fishman 1982 and Strevens 1980b). Yet, in many parts of
the world, the actual number of positions open to those with such skills is limited and
the competition for these places is keen, so entry and advancement are often
predetermined not by English language ability as much as by political connections.
Should we as ESOL professionals inform our students that their dreams arc unlikely
to be realized because of existing realities? Should we participate in an educational
process which nurtures illusion? Again, the issue of morality enters the discussion.
At least one colleague has mentioned that he is convinced that one reason for the
poor quality of ESOL instruction in several countries is government awareness of
students' aspirations to study English combined with fear that if too many nationo Is
acquire English at a high functional level, they will agitate for changes and
potentially become a threat to those in power. Thus, it becomes politically prudent to
offer MI, instruction to the masses but instead of using highly trained teachers or
modern textbooks, they use outdaled teaching methodologies and curricula. Or, as
this colleague put it, "Enough English to read the boxes but not enough to take over
the factory."

For those of us in teacher-training, moral dilemmas also abound. For example,
how do we react to training future ESOL teachers who express a desire to work for
political or religious groups whose avowed goals are not only to teach ESOL but
also to spread a particular ideology which we find culturally and politically noxious?
On du. one hand, it is dangerous to use political litmus tests as a criterion for
admission into ESOL teacher-training programs. However, do we not have certain
moral obligations to the future students of those whom we are currently training
(Strevens I980a), as well as to TESOL as a profession? The answers to these
questions arc elusive.

CONCLUSION?

It is probably not really possible to offer a conclusion to this article. I have
raised certain points about the interrelationship between TESOL and politics and
have argued that because of these interconnections, teaching English to speakers of
other languages must be viewed as a political act. In addition, I have discussed how,
given this view, we are faced with certain moral dilemmas. I have tried to give
examples of the kinds of moral-political issues which ESOL professionals face. The
list can be expanded without much effort. I cannot, however, offer any definite
solutions to the problems I have raised for several reasons. One is that the answers to
questions of morality are not absolute. Both sides have strong positions with some
validity. In fact, the positions may be irreconcilable. Second, for me to suggest my
solutions would in effect be to impose my own moral assumptions, which would be
contradictory to the purposes of this article. Finally, TESOL professionals who have
already established their own points of view on these issues are probably strongly
entrenched in their beliefs, so concluding arguments undoubtedly would not
convince them otherwise. What I can propose is that we all begin to realize that
TESOL is a political act and investigate this situation more thoroughly, both
through generalized works such as this one as well as through specific case studies
that focus on particular language policy situations. 1 further hope that we will begin
to recognize and discuss the moral issues that we all face without taking absolutist
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positions and failing to hear what those who challenge them have to say, Finally, I
hope that this article has provided some controversy so that wc can get issues out in
the open and begin honest discussions.
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Where do YOU stand in the classroom?
a consideration of roles, rules and

priorities in the language classroom

Tom McArthur

When I was a small boy growing up in Scotland, I developed the conviction
that Glasgow was the centre of the universe. I had no doubts about this. Most of the
people present here today also had no doubts, when you were five or six years old,
that the centre of the universe lay in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, or Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, or wherever you first saw the light of day.

In these matters, we were, all of us, confirming Jean Piaget, Erich Fromm and
other researchers in their theories of human development.1 I am talking here, of
course, about the egocentricity of the very young, developing from a vague aware-
ness of self alone, to self with mother, then self with family, then the point when the
self could link up with the general local environment. In the process of my identifica-
tion with Glasgow, of course, I unrefiectingly accepted the kind of language that that
city had to offer me, a child of the working class.

In order to establish how things were for children like me at that time and in that
place, and also to highlight some of the things I want to discuss in this paper, I would
like to share with you a few choice items from the mythology of my home town. The
first of these is set in a classroom in an elementary school. There is a cast of two: a
well-intentioned lady teacher and an archetypal small boy whom we can call Wee
Jimmy. The teacher is equipped, among other things, with a pointer and a wall-chart
with pictures of animals on it. Using the pointer, the teacher indicates one particular
animal on the chart, an animal with four legs and a willingness to wag its tail. The
dialogue is as follows:

Until June '83, Tom McArthur was Associate Professor of English as a Second Language at the Uni-
versity of Quebec. He is currently engaged in ESL publishing projects in Cambridge, England.

'See, among others:
Jean Piaget Problemes de psychologie ginthique (Paris: Dendel, 1972) tr. by Arnold Rosin as The child

and reality: problems of genetic psychology (London & New York: Penguin, 1976)
Erich FrommPsychoanalysis and Religion (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950)
Margaret DonaldsonChildren 's Minds (London: Fontana/Collins, 1978)
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"And what is this animal called, Jimmy?"
"Please, Miss, that's a dug, Miss."
Frown.
"No, no, Jimmy. It's not a dug. It's a dog."
I'ause.
"That's funny. It looks like a dug."

This apocryphal tale has a fair amount of sociolinguistic dynamite packed into
it. For the moment, however, I would like to take only one aspect of it: the role of
teacher as social engineer. The lady here represents certain social and linguistic
values and expectations. In terms of these values and expectations much of what
Wee Jimmy is, does, says and thinks is deviant, if not downright vulgar and inferior.
Wee Jimmy, however, only becomes aware of this slowly and after considerable
exposure to a number of teachers all more or less following the same line. At first, as
in our story, he is just puzzled. Following Piaget, he tries to adapt to a dug that is also
a dog. He either assimilates or accommodates the new reality, arriving in due course
at something like; "In school a dug has to be a dog, or the teacher will be angry."

Jimmy does of course at length become aware that there is more to it than that.
The teacher's and the school's ambitions for him are extensive: Wee Jimmy must
give up dugs for all time and take to dogs. By doing this, however, he will separate
himself from the style of speech of h;s parents, relatives and friendsforever. He is
maybe fuzzy about this at first, but however fuzzy there is still a choice to be made: to
go along with the teacher, or to resist. For this stage, around the age of nine onwards,
I have a second apocryphal tale: same classroom, same lady teacher, same wall-
chart, same pointer, same Wee Jimmybut this time the pointer indicates a rather
blank-looking animal with four legs, two horns and en udder:

"And what's that animal called, Jimmy?"
Pregnant pause
"That's a coo, Miss."
Frown.
"No, it is not. You know better than that, James.
It's cow!"
Wee Jimmy shakes his head, firmly.
"Now. You're a cow. That's a coo."

There is no record of what happened to our hero after he made this acute social
comment. I have actually met a lot of Wee Jimmies around the world, both as
children and adults, angry people from communities where special sets of values that
are not their own have been pressed upon them in school or some similar institution.
No doubt you have too. I have also known even more people who did not resist as
such, but developed a skillful learning strategy that helped them, singly or in groups,
to cope with authority and social manipulation. They create a kind of compromise
situation. In Scotland this compromise is reflected in the distinction we make

2(1) See Piaget, above, Ch. 4.
(2) For a recent concise desciption of Piaget's triad of adaptation, assimilation ar.,1 accommodation,

see:

J.F. TraversThe Growing Child: Introduction to Child Development (New York & London: John
Wiley, 1977: pp. 147-151)
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between the "classroom language" and the "playground language", It is a form of
what Charles Ferguson called &glossa,' and what I would like to call here a kind of
tactical schi:ophrenia: in One situation under one set of rules you behave in one way,
and in another situation (sufficiently sharply distinguished from the first) you behave
in quite a different way. The condition relates to what TESOI. nowadays calls "the
teaching of English as a second dialect", although in our case it was quite clearly "the
teaching of English as a higher clinker.'

Where there are severe socild differences (often also linked with regional,
historical and political difference .;), the role of teacher us social engineer shades into
the role of teacher as Judge mai psosecutor and finally the role of teacher as social
persecutor. Worse, in situations wh-re age-old resentments boil over into confronta-
lion and even violence, roles can be reversed; the student-victim becomes the perse-
cutor and the teacher-persecutor becomes the victim. Theie are many places that we
all know where this kind of thing can and does happen.

One of the reasons for this happening can be illustrated by means of my third
and final tale from Glasgow. In it we will assume that Wee Jimmy has' submitted to
pressure and now co-operates willingly in acquiring Standard English. Same ass-
room, same cast, but this time we can do without the pointer and the wall-chart. We
have moved on to elocution, to the acquisition of a "good" or "proper" pronuncia-
tion. In particular, we are concerned with the glottal stop, which Glasgow people
know be?er as the glo?al stop. Tim variant in our phonology is a cross we simply
have to bear, a tribulation among life's many tribulations. A lot of time has been
spent by pedagogues in the west of Scotland trying to eliminate the glottal stop,
much as follows:

Teacher
Wee Jimmy
Teacher
Wee Jimmy
Teacher
Wee Jimmy
Teacher
Wee Jimmy
Teacher
(relaxing)

Certainly it's funny, but it is also a monument to our social and linguistic in-
securities, the kind of thing that investigators like Fishman, Fiymes and labov have

Come on, Jimmy. Say 'butter'.
Bu?er.
No, no. BU TTER.
BU?ER!
BU TTER! BU TTER!
BU?ER! BU?ER!
Come on, Jimmy. You can do it. T. T. BU T TER. BU TTER.
BU TTER.
Ah, tha?'s be?er!

'See Charles Ferguson, Diglossia, in Word 15, 1959, pp. 325-340, reprinted in:
(I) Dell Hymes, Ed. Language. Culture ,,nd Society (New York: Harper & Row, 1964)
(2) Joshua Fishman, Ed. Readings in the Sociology of Language (The Hague: Mouton, 1968)

'I have looked more closely at the issue of "high' and "low' dialects in:
(1) Tom McArthurThe Status of English in and Furth of Scotland, in A. J. Aitken & Tom Mc-

Arthur, Eds., Languages of Scotland (Edinburgh: Chambers, 1979: pp. 50-57)
(2) Tom McArthurA Foundation Course for Language Teachers (Cambridge & New York: Cam-

bridge University Press: 1983)
See also Fernando Penalosa, Introduction to the Sociology of Language (Rowley, Mass.: Newbury

House, 1981, esp. Chs. 6-10).
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in recent years described so well and discussed so fally,i Here, no matter how vie
assess the role of the student, we can see that the teactwr is not just social engineer,
judge, prosecutor am! persecutor, but also in turn a kind of victim too, never quite
able to Wallin the model that he or she is required to sell, Such situations can lead
too easily to an additional role: teacher us hypocrite.

These reminiscences are intended as it were to set the stage. They describe,
graphically I hope, the central thesis of this paper: that in the normal course of events
we teachers carry with us every day into the classroom certain ideologies, complete
or fragmentary, willingly or with reservations. These include sets of roles and rules,
value systems and worldviews that we communicate to our students through a
variety of channels. They can be communicated by the kind of instructions we give
and the style of language in which we couch those instructions; they can be cam.
municated by the observations and asides that we make as we work, through our
facial expressions, our body language, our stance, our movements, the way we
position things in the room, the way we use things in the room, and above all by our
choice and use of our teaching methods and materials.

We can discern four possibilities as regards these ideologies. Sometimes the
ideology is overt and easy to perceive, as for example when there is a crucifix, motto
or photograph of a great leader on the wall, or regular appeal is made to sacred
scriptures, a social plan, or the aims of the organization that runs the school.
Sometimes the ideology is covert and indirect, as for example in the inculcation of
WASP norms in North America, or in implicit attitudes to the roles of females and
males, or the prevalence of one kind of racial cr class type in textbooks. Sometimes
the ideology is erratic and ambiguous, as if there is confusion inside the teacher-
ideologue. Many teachers are by no means clear about their ideologies or the
messages they send. Additionally, students can get conflicting signals, as for example
when a closet pacifist teaches in a military college, or a socialist teaches a course in
free enterprise, Sometimes the situation is confrontational, where the teacher takes
one stand and the institution or the materials or even the students take another. The
pacifist ex:Imes out of the closet or the socialist may contrast his or her views with the
text, or someone uses a text about tobacco, alcohol or coffee to make a personal
declaration as an abstainer. A classroom, as we all very well know, can be a welter of
bits and pieces of ideology, blatant or subtle, implicit or explicit, taken for granted or
openly evangelical.

Clearly, this is an enormous subject, relating not just to language teaching but
to all education and in the end to the whole human condition. I want to confine
myself here, however, to certain aspects of general education and language .eaching
and as a starting point I want to put forward two basic distinctions which, it seems to
me, lie behind much of our thought and behaviour, without our ever spending much
time considering them. They are built into the kind of society that we have inherited,
and I will label them archetypally, as it were. The first of these archetypes is the
Marketplace, and the second is the Monastery, and I want to talk as a consequence
of our language-teaching work being influenced on the one hand by a marketplace
tradition and on the other hand by a monastery tradition.6

5The field is rich. See, among others, Fishman & 5.) rnes as cited above, Ftn.3. Pefialosa as cited above
F1n.4, and William Labov Sociohnguistic Patterns (Philadelphis: The University Press, 1972).

61 have tried to describe the concept of the monastery and marketplace traditions in more detail in
Ft n.4(2) above.
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he marAetplaee tradition relates to the rough 1111d I uallth, 01 lile. buying and
selling, surviving, trading, travelling and somehow coot tutolicat ing wherever you go.
Fverythiog to do with it is dictated hy simple tweessit>. And is largely unstructured, It
relates to shops, shills, streets, bazaars, trading-posts, pork, all the places where
people come together from diverse backgrounds and have somehow to deal with
each other. In the great cosmopolitan cities of history Babylon, Alexandria, Mar-
seilles, London, New York the procedures of the riverfront and warehouse have
demanded quick practical answers to the problem of how to deal with speakers of
other languages. Anything that works is welcome: a go-between if possible, gestures
or pictures, your words or their words, your grammar or their grammar anybody's
words and anybody's grammar, in order to strike a bargain and get things movirsit, It
is a makeshift system that has always worked well enough and in tlw process has
given rise to trade jargons, camp languages, pidgins and creoles. These may be
socially frowned on, but they are as alive as the merchants, hucksters, sailors,
soldiers, whores and harbourmasters who use them. These interlangnagesarc vitally
alive, and many a respectable and matronly modern language has something of this
wild blood in its family line.7

By contrast, the monastery tradition describes a situation where education in
general and language learning in particular occurred for formal social and cultural
reasons, usually linked with a religion and promulgated in austere colleges where the
sons of the socially elect gathered together to learn how to maintain t heir positions in
society as priests, monks, civil servants, royal retainers, military officers and the like.
They were fitted into box-like surroundings, organized in groups, homogenized as
far as possible in terms of sex, age, place and time. The method is much the same
whether it is the scribes of ancient Babylon and Egypt, the monks of mediaeval
Europe, the brahmins of India, the teaching brotherhoods and sisterhoods of
Catholic schools and missions, the one-sex staff of one-sex private schools or the co-
educational day schools that we all know now. The containerization of life is
unrelieved in such institutions: students working in small box-like cells or studies or
in large box-like classrooms, their time divided up into box-like periods marked by
th:: rirging of bells, strict discipline imposed on how they comport themselves while
study -41 box-like books organized into box-like pages and chapters, containerized
portior:; to be committed to memory and acted upon in appropriate ways.

The marketplace is full of passions, obsessions and strategies, but it has never
provided a serious alternative to the ideological basis of the monastery tradition,
which is, I would argue, the tradition in which we are, willingly or unwillingly,
embedded. The very architecture within which we work expresses the fundamental
ideology of containerization, a highly efficient means of processing human beings
for particular purposes, and one which we would find very difficult indeed to
dismantle if we ever wanted to do so. Indeed, the annual TESOL convention is a
masterpiece of organization built largely upon the foundation of the monastery
tradition; speakers are out front or up high, at table or lectern, committed to time-
slots and measured doses of knowledge that are offered to recipients carrying

'There have been a number of excellent recent studies of pidgin and creole languages. See, in particular:
Dell Hymes Ed.Pidginizarion and Creolization of Languages (Cambridge & New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1971)
A. Valdman Ed.Pidgin and Creole Languages (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1977)
Derek BickertonDynamics of a Creole System (Cambricke & New York: Cambridge University Press,

1975)
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scltedalo, all neatly it or re,:taugles that specify who does What, Where, rind at
what time, Only in the awit allocated to the publishers do we to sonw extent gel away
from this ancient order aim a more fluid hazaarli ke atmosphere, and there is still a
certain reserve in organizations like TFSOI, :t I . commercial people out
there, a kind of necessary evil, vaguely lowering

I have mentioned these two traditions in order to ,o.t. ,

containerizing educational process that expr ruled out of ancient religious mat too si
origins into a worldwide network of schools and colleges, Many of us firmly Wiese
that these sclmols and colleges are devoted to universal education and to the pursuit
of both excellence and happiness, Wee Jimmy had to operate in just such a system
with his dugs, coos and glottal stops, and found the dice weighted against him, I
would now like to look at this system in a way that. I admit, is almost imbecile in its
simplicity, by saying that the whole of the monastery tradition is founded on lour
things that many of us might feel are hardly worth discussing: a container called a
"classroom", an authority figure oncc called a "master" or "mistress" but now usually
just a "teacher", one or more trainees originally called "disciples" but now known as
either "pupils" or "students", and finally some set of "materials" through which the
teacher can ameliorate the condition of the students,

My argument at this stage is that every teacher who has ever had to work in a
classroom has an ideology, however unexamined, of how things ought to he in that
classroom, and every educational institution has an ideology as regards classrooms,
corridors, play places and so on. Much of the teacher's ideology derives somewhat
incestuously from his or her previous experience of classrooms and schools (but on
the other side of things, as a student), and so the teacher is often, inevitably, per-
petuating an undiscussed tradition, simply accepting things as they are.

Not always, of course. There are different ideologies of classroom behaviour
and organization, and it seems to me reasonable here to see these ideologies in terms
of how any teacher organizes thc essential facts of lifc in the classroom, inside his or
her own head. In simple logical terms, there are six basic sequences in which the three
fundamentals of the classroom can be arranged:

I teacher firststudents secondmaterials third
2 teacher firstmaterials secondstudents third
3 students firstteacher second materials third
4 students firstmaterials secondteacher third
5 materials firstteacher secondstudents third
6 materials firststudents secondteacher tnird

These arc six systems of linear priority, and each is worth a little study.
Something like them lies at the heart of many individual approaches to teaching, or
animates whole methodologies, especially in our business of language teaching.
Thus, traditional monastery methodology has tended to emphasize the uwcher as
authorized dispenser of knowledge to fortunate and dutiful students with the aid ofa
book or books (Style I); or, the same teacher reveals the content of a venerated book
or books to a sct of students who may or inay not be worthy to receive that
knowledge (Style 2). A contrasting more modern approach foregrounds the students
in open-plan activities, learning together with the teacher in the role of the Friend-
Who-Knows, using a variety of aids (Style 3); or, the free-and-easy students exploit
various well-organized and often disposable materials while the teacher hovers herc
and there in the role of resource person (Style 4). In certain other situations, such as
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in the military or certain kiwis of factory work or professional training, there is joh
to be done with certain kinds ol equipment which is of paranunint interest, an
instructor it there to inculcate the necessary skills and ctr1ai leafaers are there to
acquire those skills, and it they don't Own others will (Style 5); Or, Mich skdls may be
,mproached as it kind of iinnwrsion procedure with the students leaf-Mashy trial and
or, and the teacher is there simply to limit mistakes and damage (Style (i).

'peke 'fillUtalintai have their defenders and their opponents, and express
I I systei.is, especially as repo& the first elements: who or what WOWS first in the

'own, where the priorities lie, How can we, however, translate these styles or
mistier ;1,10 the immediate world of language-teaching methodology! Without
enornmos difficulty, I would WOO. as Iallows:

'MSC are the dominant styles in traditional grammar-translation a% WVil
2 a% in traditional structuralism, where the teacher leo& anti the students

follow, using materials from whih little deviation is permitted, and where
in fact the teacher hardly ever irrt,lwites, being instead tie., vehicle for the
transmission of an approved body of information by approved means,

3 These arc the dominant styles in traditional direct-method course% as well
4 '" as in situational course% and art certainly significant in the communica .

iive approach, where the teacher decreakes his or her status as an authority
figure and interweave with students at work on 44 wide range of possible
materials, often improvising along the way and encouraging novelty and
originaloy (moving indeed US far as possible in the direction of the market-
place as the constraints of the monastery permit),

5 These styles are dominant here and there in all methods und approaches,
as for example when publisher% and educational systems prepare "teacher-
proof" materials that are more important than the teachers (who may be
considered insufficiently skilled in the target language or the methods
used); or, in such settings as the language laboratory where everyone is
subordinate to the equipment and the software to be used; or, again, in a
military situation where large numbers of trained personnel are needed,
skilled in a particular language, and assembly line techniques predomi-
nate.

These six arc not the only possible permutations. People may dislike the idea of
linearity or priority, and instead try to group tl. three elements together in a cluster
that requires no predetermined dominance (or at least seeks to conceal any such
dominance), thus:

7 Teacher
Students
Materials

The implicit mevagt here is: "We all matter equally, you, me and the book,
regardless of any impressions to the contrary". Such a style has pleasing overtones of
democracy; it is relaxed, humane and indeed humanistic, and can be used by a
sympathetic teacher in any of the modes of language teaching: grammar-translation,
direct method, structuralism, situationalism or the communicative notional-func-
tional approach. Its detractors, however, see it as risking an anarchic free-for all,
admitting too much s the world int ce.:lusion of the monastery.

Our schools and colle--s; today, I 'Jul, ipose, tend to suffer because we are
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not very good at reconciling monastery and marketplace: wc try to soften the old
authoritarianism and d iscover permissiveness; we recoil from permissiveness and re-
discover the basics; we worry about whether we should offer academic courses to all,
or vocational employment-oriented courses to all, or how to vary the mix without
turning some people into smug elitists and others into angry underdogs. It is no
surprise that many of our schools serve as battle-grounds between the two traditions
rather than as centres of education, creating very considerable ideological and social
confusion. In our profession particularly, we are caught between conservative
languagc-teaching methods on the one hand and radical language-teaching ap-
proaches on the other: There are the teachers who favour explicit grammar, direct
translation, rules, rote learning, deductive reasoning, written work, literary em-
phases, language histor y, and standard language on the one side, and teachers who
favour implicit grammar or no organized grammar at all, immersion, free-wheeling,
problem-solving and "authentic" language, inductive reasoning, oral work, voca-
tional and social emphases, contemporary usage, and dialect and informal language
on the other side. They are often antagonistic, argumentative and even arrogant to-
wards each other, each having a conviction that they possess the true apostolic posi-
tion.

Piaget asserts that childrenand the adults that children becomevalth: a
feeling of equilibrium in their understanding of the world they live in, and that a
feeling of disequilibrium disturbs them and makes them search for a fresh balance
and understanding. This describes pretty well how I have felt as a language teacher
over the last twenty years or so, and my own suggestion as regards our models of
how classrooms work is very much an attempt to achieve equilibrium. M ,st of us
would recognize nowadays that there are very few panaceas in our profession.
Proponents of THE way to salvation in the teaching of a foreign language are
greeted more and more skeptically as time lscs. We are approaching satiation as
regards claims about new methods and approaches that ask us to abandon earlier
methods and approaches that we know were flawed but were not necessarily all bad.
My own inclination here is towards a rationally and emotionally satisfying approach
to both methods and materials, and towards the student-teacher relationship. The
classroom with all its strengths and weaknesses won't go away, and as a consequence
I want to turn the six models of linear priority and the seventh model of teacher,
student and materials all clustered together into a circle model, a rotating device
where the strengths of all these models can be used and their weaknesses minimized.
Imagine then a kind of triangle with the teacher at one point, students at another and
materials at a third, but the possibility of rotating that triangle in any direction, thus:
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In an approach like this, which is in fact a stylization of sorP thing I conceive as
much more fluid, no component is permanently dominant. E a can rotate into
primary position as the need for it arises, permitting us to vary our work more
consciously and also to ake into account students' attention spans more coherently.
For certain purposes, the teacher can perform in front of the class in such roles as
founta'n-of-truth, actor, policeman, judge, even sometimes as a persecutor pushing
the LtIdents for all they are worth. At other times the materials and equipment can
come to the fore (film, tapes, language laboratory, television, computer, whatever)
loing.work that teachers cannot do, providing variety that no individual teacher can

ever provide, offering an accuracy that no single human being can match. At still
other times, the students are in the foreground of tilings, released from a single focus,
on teacher, book or machine, taking on a variety of roles in their turn, maybe even
taking over the classroom and making a lot of noise, or organized in groups of
various sizes for various purposes with a variety of improvized materials, games,
songs, dramas, dialogues, situations whether simulated or authentic, and from time
to time spilling out oi the classroom into the marketplace to try their skills.'

Models like these are only aids, descriptive devices for various patterns and
tendencies in what we do. There is no ultimate truth in what I'm describing here; an
explicit attempt, however, to talk about how we conceive our classroor- may do no
harm and may even do some good. If one is going to have ideological attitudes, they
might as well be as coherent to us as possible, and subject to overt examination. The
result might be a more truly humane approach to education in general and language
education in particular. I suspect Wee Jimmy would have preferred things that way;
in a world where he would be allowed both dogs and dugs.

'The triangular model proposed here appears in A Foundation Course for Language Teachers. Tom
McArthur, Cambridge University Press, 1983 (p. 87) A similar, but Immobile" triangle can be found on
p. 100 of an article by Julian Dakin entitled Thc Teaching of Reading in Applied Linguistics and the
Teaching of English. Hugh Fraser and W. R. O'Donnell (Eds,), Longmans, 1.ondon, 1969. A more com-
plex version of the Dakin triangle is in R.J. Handscombe. 1975. The Sunrunners: ESL by TV for grade 3
in Ontario. TESOL Quarterly 9: 3:289-98.
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